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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This
entire

chapter

describes the

study's research questions

and missional

significance

background

concludes with

an

and other

key

features of the research

overview ofthe

was

the land. The Lmaa attachment to

a

enhancing

plan

of study.

to the

Prior to my contact with the linear

My ethnic identity

time

same

Background

environment.

identity problem, along with

and basic claims. The researcher

the scope of the research while at the

chapter

of the Lmaa

Study:

worldview,

shaped through

pastoral

its

were

integrated with the

validity

I grew up in

a

other elders from the

village,

we were

almost every

value for

evening

local

and

political matters.

understanding people
fire

knowledge

place,

were

and God.

(naapo)

was a

were

rooted

ownership

was

community,

known

as

day,

about the

firmly

in

built around

and

reciprocal

grounded in cattle

'Waapo."

the events and the

as

land,

and land

my father and the

As young

they

the

people,

Every evening

sit with the elders and leam from them

meal to talk about the

This traditional shrine

nomadic

natural world.

village would set a

requhed to

The

reliability.

pastoral

oral narratives that

cattle, and surrounding enviroiunent. Proverbs and narratives

symbolic

and

actions to limit

Narrative Encounter

economy with collective

Through storytelling, my parents taught me

and yet held

anthropological

design by taking

the land and oral traditions. The traditional cultural values of kinship,

relationships

the

explores

the

men

ofthe

would assemble

concems

ofthe Lmaa

people.

multifaceted center for the discussion of religious, social

This discursive ritual

helped shape the

ethnic

identity

of the Lmaa

people.
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oral stories, the elders

Through

surrounding cattle,

the

a

sacred

naapo

for the

place

meetings,

the

complex and layered network of meanings

land, people and the enviromnent. The elders

tradition, which fimctions
is

explore

as a

sacred text of the

community.

The elders

and wildlife. I

people, livestock, plants,

are

the custodians of oral

emphasize that the land

vividly remember, during the

times when the elders narrate the story about the

people belonging to

the land.

The elders would pass the oral stories that the land is hfe that sustains every other

The soil is like

a

soul that

gives

she is the

only unique being

the futm-e

generation.

that the earth is

a

that has the

A Lmaa

nemeduai, 'the Land is the

life to all other souls. The land is

proverb

ever

to hold the

capacity

plants,

enkop

ana

Enkongu

vast immeasurable space with

an

infinite horizon.

an

Through

comes

the

by

plenty

EnkAi

the oral

the powers ofthe Pasinai

that

stories,

expectant mother. The land gives life

and out of the womb of land flows water from all the directions that

creation. All creation exists

'

present and invisible eye of the Creator'. This concept taught

Pasinai 'the Creator'. The Creator has sacred titles of authority that

of the land

immutable creature because

story of the past, the present, and

describes this as, Keichu

leamed from the Lmaa elders that the land is like

frees,

an

beings.

(EnkAi),

provides food, life, breathe

symbolize

are

us

I

to

formed

by

the wealth of his

'the Creator'. From the womb

and drink to all creation.

Lmaa oral stories divide time into the traditional calendar year. The calendar events teach

about the

symbolic meaning

of the life

cycle.

For

example,

the

dry

season

(months

of January to

March, and September to November) symbolizes the human process of fasting, perseverance,
endurance, and suffering. The dry
little to feed their families.

season

By contrast,

divine visitation. The elders inform that

is also

the

rainy

a

time to remember the

season

during thunder

(May

to

neighbors

August)

storms and

is

a

lightning,

who have

symbol

of God's

the Creator

comes

Lolwerikoi 3

with anger and vengeance, similar to
member ofthe

community might have

moment, the elders offer prayers for

They kneel

some

and touch the

Old Testament

committed

forgiveness

sacrilege against the

a

The ancestral land is divided

(enkulupo

e

reason

soil.

behalf of any individual

on

hold dirt and green grass

ground to

The

metaphors.

as a

sign

Imareitd) according

may be that

this

During

or

the

a

community.

of restoration of peace.

to Lmaa

clans. This

distribution of clan land boimdaries has its ancestry in relational narratives. The elders would

speak

of such terms

also refers to the
'the East' has

a

as

Enkilepunoto

symbol

similar

designation of clan

meaning

land.

symbol gift

ultimate

to

refuse you

them, similar

a

place

in the land for

the fertile soil
we

eat

a source

of hope and

the animals, and the

about the land

participate

are

signify

are our

grazing

a

on

place where

I have

come

in the traditional cultural

send

origin
a

Come andjoin

us

the plenty

no

with your

of the

womb."

of water. Each clan has

naming signifies

families share life stories of Lmaa

a

well

honor and

identity.

to leam that cormections exist among the

language.

practices

message to

blood brothers, and we have

resource

and the

behalf of the entire clan. The clan well also

language that give meaning

embedded in the Lmaa

phrase

their animals. The response is

togetherfrom

also emerges via the

rises.' The

particular region

of our ancestors.

and drink

sun

Lmaa ancestral

to Jacob's well in the Old Testament. The

Through storytelling,
people,

where the

Star' from the East. The term, Losaen

of origin' to

'place

respect for the family that maintains the well

symbolizes

'Moming

of greetings: "You

identity

infinity

seasons, the elders of a

and camels. Come,

A form of relational

named after

Otto

requesting

a

sheep, goats

as

During dry

accompanied with

cows,

dama 'the land

ofthe Lakira Le Siran,

the elders of another clan

authority

e

such

and

impetus

land, the

to social action. The stories

Without the land there would be

as

rites of passage, the

teaching

no

space to

of traditional
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proverbs,

the

community social stmctures,

land is the sacred space for

meaning.

being

Lmaa

Without the land and the

In my

and the different roles of both
Without the

people.

stories, it is difficult

the westem worldview of missionaries,
A tension exists between the

people

exert economic and

political

make

were

us

who

we are.

manifested

land and
Lmaa

as a

Historically,

through the

indigenous

integrated worldview

separable

control

westem

to

participate

in the

culture lacks

identity.

paradigm

worldview ofthe Lmaa

of indigenous

people

categorized concepts

people who

of modem

and

the Lmaa,

new

symbols

over

the

land, and

over

are

people who

commodities. Efforts have been initiated

over

the

rest of Lmaa

The

by

tend to

the latter to

the narratives that

of economic and cultural consciousness

system of colonial conquest. The British confiscated the

result, subverted the narratives. By subverting the narrative, they subverted the

identity

destruction

as

women.

teachers, lawyers, govemment officials, and business

embedded in the stories of the land and the
treat the land and its

and

to understand Lmaa ethnic

personal pilgrimage, I have had the opportunity

shifts involved in continuous engagement of the

people.

land, the

men

forever. The

of the

culture?

question for this study becomes, Is
Perhaps more important, Is

this another

case

of imperialistic

it over?

The Contamination ofthe Land

The colonization process

paradigm

was

with both dramatic and subtle

complex,

of imperial economic land value is

a

double-edged sword.

of the land is

wisdom ofthe

indigenous

isolated

of economic value. The colonial

pieces

identity with the

owners

intention of replacing it with

phases.

The cultural and

ignored, devalued, suppressed,
impositions attempt to stamp

new

symbols by twisting

the

The

new

spiritual

and reduced to

out the Lmaa

narrative, using

new
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symbols

compatible

more

with the system of modem

From the time of independence,

place

in the Lmaa

becomes part of the

pastoral

new

by

taking

the

complex colonial

and control land promotes their interest in

community

into

a

state of chaos.

result of political economy. Two
clan for

to convene the

In

one

individuals

case,

a

land

ofthe Lmaa

regions

a

through crafty

means,

were

or

it

as

of time, the Lmaa

settlers,

refiite the Lmaa story. Their desire

privatization

of the land. This has put the Lmaa

several extreme

describe how the Lmaa

wealthy
a

cases

emerged

community

portion

ofland

individuals colluded with

as a

felt forced

on

an

Lmaa

wealthy

ambitious

elders. From this process,

an

the top of Mount

in northeast

airstrip

on

Through his political connections,

increasingly transformed into

some

of sacred ancestral land to the

portion

community

individual decided to constmct

tourist trade.

period

pressures of missionaries,

period in time,

particular cases

without the consent of the

particular

develop

this

a

symbolic meaning

cleansing ritual.

individual claimed for himself a
This

During

who, for money, helped to allocate

imperialists,

on new

and economic narrative. Over

govemment officials, and business people who all ignore
ovm

dismantling

complex social, political, and economic changes have

lands. Lmaa land is

political

narratives have been eroded

to

The

is tantamoimt to the ethnocide of culture.

identity

taken

capitalism.

Sapache

Kenya.

the top of the mountain in order to

some

of the

restricted conservancy

pastoral

land fertile

development institutions

and

National Game Park tmst land for ecotourism.
For

the Lmaa

generations

people

center of Lmaa

Mount

Sapache

was

of Kenya and Tanzania.

rituals.

considered

According to

a

sacred

oral

point

of symbolic

history this

unity between

mountain served

as

the

Lolwerikoi 6

In the second case, German

help

expatriates

were

from the local adminisfrahon, the German

native

species

and bulldozers to uproot

of plants that

these

imported plants,

even

employed

an

expatriates

were

irrigation system,
frees. Then

indigenous plants

only

a

few seeds

but their

whenever

would eat leaves from these frees.

by

decades, the Kenyan govemment phased

the World Bank. So at this

point,

this

desertification. The eco-system of the
roots

that

were

area

destroyed.

is

one

type of

The

rivers, which

were

desertification has been discussed in

Tauh-Corpuz 2006,
history

of Lmaa

interference with the eco-system creates

an

belief system, what had

Personal Interviews: Lowuapere 2007,

The

Attfield

the

only

and

source

ecological impact of this type
depth by

of

of

scholars

2003).

indigenous people,

such

an

unbearable condifion for the

happened to the

Loldepe, 2007,

from

The wildlife and the birds that had lived

resulting

rehgious

planting

indigenous fmits, herbs,

process and the

the oral

non-

corporation

suffering

evaporated.'

According to

'

has been altered. The

disappeared for many years.

Mander and

with

project that had been funded

animals,

people

(Taylor 1995,

the Lmaa

out this

and the

water for the

agricultural

The German

particular region in the Kenya

used for nutrition have been

in the mountain forest

replace them

later, the local shepherds discovered that their goats kept dying

large

After two

of poverty alleviation.

in order to

germinated.

With

implemented their

technology proved unworkable. Only

seed grew into

they

pastoral lands.

from Australia. The Germans spent ten years

imported

but in that time

in the

from 1970 to 1990

development that was justified with the promise

program of economic

They used fractors

deployed to work

land

Lekamario 2007.

was a

act of intmsion and

people. According to

form of sacrilege that

Lolwerikoi 7

would

require

and settled

communal

a

amicably by

cleansing.

any

one

a

rituals and the
fradition of the

a

many

naming

Mount

a

had been

people.

age sets that had

historically

performed

Lmaa

Through

their rituals in this

(Spencer 1965, 2003).

of time, Mount

period

symbols pertinent to

Lmaa

mountain space

set

frees, rivers,

was

springs,

people.

was

oral

particular mountain

age set to another

followed

The elders would narrate the

to grow so that

Sapache

has assumed

Because of its

and fraditional

and animal medications.

by

another

was

age-grade

of each age-

history

a

unique

ethnic

representation in

religious symbolic attachments,

honey that were required

this

particular

for the solemnization of traditional

indigenous people depended upon particular plants

They

set

aside

during drought

a

certain

seasons or

area on

when

for both human

the mountain forest to allow

flu, malaria,

or

patients.

special

typhoid epidemics

occurred the herbal medicine experts could take the roots and branches of these
prepare them for the

living

apart by all the Lmaa clans. The mountain contained all the ceremonial

rituals. For many years the

plants

one

initiation

the fraditional calendar of seasonal events.

grade system through
a

the

narratives, the elders would narrate

historical events until the age set of Lmeichopo of 1822. This

of Lkuruka of 1832

set aside for

The elders would narrate the

the fraditional calendar of initiation, the time from

of approximately twelve years.

Over

long period of negotiation,

land, identity, and religious beliefs.

Sapache

of age sets of the Lmaa

previous eight

According to

period

generations.

serious that it could not be discussed

that involved the elders from all the Lmaa clans to

solution to the contamination of Lmaa

Through

area.

meetings

was so

clan. After

particular Lmaa

elders decided to hold consecutive
search for

The matter

plants

and

Lolwerikoi 8

In

cleansing.

1990, the elders convened
A

slaughter spotless

and

performance

to create

land. The process

symbols

regime,

the nation state is

the

of the Lmaa

commodification. The

without

were

was a

generations,

development"

the colonial

that

used

a

was

pleasing

Each clan
some

to

so

people.

and "nature

roasted and mixed with

aroma

to the Creator

a

(EnkAi).

The

mixture of water

religious

of ancestral

policies
the

But with the

conservancy"

orality,

the

on

coming

identity

Sapache played
of outsiders

an

This land sacred space

important role

operating

this mountain land space
once

was

in the

name

in

of

given a new

inhabited

by

encountered the neocolonial incursion of

Lmaa is still the

footsteps

and animals.

of Mount

of the national govemment

impact

the ethnic

contaminated soil would be cleansed and would

by both people

political representation.

following

considering

policies

asked to

was

the soil, and the

the elders combined to form

symbolic nature

are

same.

almost the

of Lmaa and its basis in

continuing to

for economic progress, and the Lmaa

same as

Through practices

of the British colonial

The force of economic conquest is
national

by

sign that the

suitable space for habitation

identity

cultural ethnic

of the blood to the grass,

some

ceremony ofland

done within the stmcture and earth space to revoke the act of desecration

of economic and

symbol

cleansing was performed.

smell believed to be

a

religious

green leaves of the cider tree, and soil from the mountain top. The

For many

"economic

to discuss the

The meat of the sacrificed animal

people.

was

again become

the ethnic

sprinkle

cleansing elements

milk, fire,

against the

and

oxen

indigenous plants
other ritual

meehng

week ceremony of land

one

remainder to the

a

policies

of

ofland incursion,

policy

of commodification

orality

and the land.

settle with the

people

the

expanding pattems

continue to mine the rich

of

resources

Lolwerikoi 9

of oral wisdom and
would

for

develop strategies

dealing

with crises that their ancestors

never

imagined

happen.
Statement of the Research Problem

Anthropologists

and other

postcolonial critics have lirdced colonial

agents with dispossession ofthe land;

a

for notions of traditional tenure and is

now

(Comaroff and
Whson 1998,
assauh

on

on

(Thiong'o, 1986,

Bhgh 2004,

fueled

by

the

spread

an

almost

purposeful disregard

of neoliberal

capitalism

Draper 2003, Rynkiewich 2001, Stiglitz 2003,

Bodley 1990). Perhaps

the mind

Bromber and
assault

Comaroff 1991,

process carried out with

and neocolonial

Gilmour

even more

Benedict 1991,

insidious than the theft of the land has been the

Mazmi and Mazmi 1998, Mutua and Swadener

2004,

2006, Harrison 2007, Comaroff and Comaroff 1991). This

the land and the mind has been aided and abetted,

knowingly

or

unknowingly, by

missionaries, educators, and other agents of economic development (see both Stiglitz 2003 and
Perkins 2004 for the
and local

impact

economies).

of Intemational

These colonial agents worked to

texts, and, in the process, to

and

displace

Bank

identity (Kuimie

projects

linear

oral narratives that have embodied

and Goduka

on

national

oral texts in favor of written

replace cyclical, group-oriented thinking with

individually oriented, have marginalized the
people's sociality

Monetary Fund and World

thinking that

is

indigenous

2006, Draper 2003, Healey and Sybertz

2004, Some' 1998, Mander and Tauh-Corpuz 2006).
In this

1)

study,

I want to address the

following

five

questions:

How have the colonial and neocolonial intmsions affected the Lmaa

argument is that these

are

not isolated colonial

or

neocolonial

people?

The

strategies, but rather
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a

two-pronged attack

and

2)

the land and

on

orality that undermines the people's political

in the world.

legal identity

How have the Lmaa

people responded to

these intmsions and defended

themselves? I want to examine the ways in which the Lmaa have tried to defend
themselves

on

both fronts of what is but

one

conflict, the fight for survival in

a

globalizing world.
3) Specifically,

how have the Lmaa

land and life in order to

extemal

agencies

examined

4)

at the

by tracing

their way

a

tangle

history conceming

govermnent' s policies

economy of Lmaa

people?

approach

to

specific

conflict resolution.
Lmaa

This will examine the

areas

impact

affected the

of economic and

of commodification of pastoral land without

considering the

of the

ethnic

question in hght
missional

identity

Tradifionally,

the Lmaa

Lmaa

people

by engaging their narratives

the Lmaa

by using

and the land? I examine this

the lens of anthropological and

cultural concepts and

ecological crises,
over

in order to

communities. In response to social

orality

and their engagement with narrative

employed various

crises and conflicts. In response to

calamities, the

indigenous people.

of orality and mission

approaches

to

of relationships with

political representation in light

5) What is the role of mission towards

other

through

narrative

local, national, and intemational levels? This will be

the Lmaa oral

How has the national

pastoral

negotiate

adapted their indigenous

such

the centuries have

as

as

practices

for

negotiating

drought, famine, epidemics

and

developed indigenous spiritual wisdom

renegotiate relationships

conflicts, such

theology.

with the

spirits

redressing complaints

and with other

about cattle raids

or

Lolwerikoi 1 1

resolving disputes
knowledge
The

to make peace among the

or

were

convened

the

by

again

or

'conclave fomms'

respected elders

continue to lose their land and
other crises. These include:

ahies

Somali

govermnent

to

put restrictions

World Bank

adapt

across

community who

to the

on

cattle

new

would deal with the

kinds of crises and confhcts

social

will

setting, they

(Hasan

and

Gray

raids, the British military and their

they

use

consider to be 'waste' land

(United

(Dowie 2009, Kipuri 2006), Non-Govemmental

development agendas (especially the
and

even

Peace

Corps

and economic strategy. This is also
are

experimenting

indigenous pastoral people.

on

disempowered the

indigenous knowledge

it of traditional medicinal
are new

Volunteers

compounded by

This is another type of invading

locals of their

symbols

plants,

German program fiinded

traditional herbs without

stealing their intellectual property rights (Babiker 2006).

These

new

the border from Sudan

exercises in what

land

on

economic

research institutions that

practices.

(Gulliver 1963, 173-215,

addition, the intemational community has created

the border

during 1970-1990),

development

land, ridding

gain the

Paper 2006), intemational conservation programs pressuring the national

Organizations pushing

national

In

refiigees flowing

shifta militia crossing

Nations Session

the

sovereignty.

(the U.S.) conducting military

by the

of the

conflict. But, now, the national govenunent has created

that the Lmaa have to address. If the Lmaa do not

2002),

accessed their narratives to

clans.

'public assembly' (Engikwana)

Spencer 2003)
crisis

between clans, the Lmaa have

and

working
the

in the

name

complexity

of

seeking permission

indigenous

from

culture that is

In the process, outsiders have
on

traditional

enslaving the

for these victims of progress

healing by stealing

locals

through cheap

(Bodley 1990).

of

the

labor
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Research

This

study

will attempt to

answer

the

Questions

following major queshons

that will focus the

research and direct the data collection.
1

.

What does the oral tradition say about Lmaa land
for

2.

managing

crises and

How have the different

resolving

periods

Lmaa oral traditions about

3.

How has the national

economy of Lmaa

changing

4.

5.

a

govemment's policies

answers

Lmaa land affected the

being pastoral

pastoral

cattle herders and

and how have these

changes

oral narratives

social stmcture, and

religion

conceming
in

an

their

effort to

political

renegotiate

their

context of changing crises and conflicts?

evangelism that

the

them from

What has been the role of mission and the

indigenous

on

agricultural farmers,

adapted their

missiological strategies

The

of colonial intmsion and ethnic conflict altered

orality?

ecology,

identity in

practices

conflicts?

people, keeping

How have the Lmaa

economy,

and Lmaa

land, crisis management, and conflict resolution?

them into industrial

affected Lmaa

ownership

can

allows for

be

a

developed

recapturing

church, and what theological and
and contextualized for holistic

and revitalization of Lmaa

orality and the

Lmaa's land?

to these research

questions will speak to

the current

problem

of orality and

land, and provide anthropological and missiological insights for negotiating and mediating

Lmaa

identity

layered

in the context of new

dimensions.

symbols

of translations and transmissions from multi-
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Methodology
The research
on

narrative

methodology

focuses

Respondents

were

discussion enviroiunent.
arrive at

on

Individual

a consensus

impact

of colonialism and neocolonialism

interviewed in

opinion

I

was

patient

description presented by the

study design based

on

Lmaa narratives

and

people

that

was

within the Lmaa communal

have the ancestral concept that in order

community approval,

an

issue must be deliberated

into the age set council of the elders

practice was played
respectful

elders

ethnographic methods

within the frame of the

designed based
NGOs

Lmaa

the Lmaa

setting

was

out

on

case

studies

the usage of "we," the

a

group

assembly.

age set elders in

the data collection

during

of the process. In the

mostly

by the

or

by

of

phase

section, the

plural pronoun,

instead

singular pronoun.

The

questions

cultural

properly incorporated

ancestral oratory. This

study where

of "I," the

for

a

is not valid until it has been discussed and sanctioned

opinion

light of the

on

the

following

that I used

opened up

historiography
Lmaa

space for the elders to discuss my

of Lmaa

respondent

people.

groups:

(1)

the

Three types of interviews

professional indigenous

were

group

workers, govemment workers, and lawyers), (2) the local church leaders, and (3) the

indigenous pastoral
While

carrying

Seven interview

^

the

Traditionally,

of elders who have been

(e.g.

case

land, conflict resolution, and crisis management.

about

this

study is the flexible quahtative

inquiry ethnographic approach (Rollings worth and Dybdahl 2007). This

ethnographic study

to

of this

and Data Collection

The Seven Lmaa

out this

settings

regions

elders.

are

were

ethnographic study,

I scheduled nine occasions for interviews.

scattered in various Lmaa

regions^ and two of the sessions were

Narok, Kajiado-Kitengela, Laikipia, Lchamus, Arusha, Samburu and Wamba
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held

specifically

Sambum

for local church leaders and

indigenous professional

group

serving

in the Lmaa

pastoral region.

Local Church Leaders

After

consulting

questionnaires

church leaders' group

Chapter Six). Apart
(but serving
Lmaa

as

one

of the Lmaa pastors, 1 scheduled

five church leaders in the Sambum Lmaa

meeting with twenty
stmctured

with

that

church

specifically designed

comprised

was

fi-om

were

a

planters

in Lmaa Sambum

a

two

day meeting

decided to address the semi-stmctured
response. The

indigenous

questioimaires

current land

group

format

semi

(See Appendix iii). The local

backgrounds (Case
were

non-Lmaa

Studies

speakers

the medium of communication

reserve

parks that have

created

Prior to my

ethnographic

languages; namely,

social groups exist in

Lmaa

on

the

firequent

was

on

was

the

impact

by

individual

discussion rather than just responses
conversant

on

both historical and

of communal

pastoral

of conservancy institutions and national

through their development strategies

programs.

study, I planned my

translation

(my mother tongue), Swahili,

Kenya and each

group. This group

privatization

land conflicts

expropriations

field

deep

The group

conflicts, particularly govemment policies

depth

professional

in small groups rather than

interested in

(Appendices ii).

ecotourism and environmental

three

with the Lmaa

questiormaires

was more

lands. The group also deliberated in

on

presented

Indigenous Group

1 also scheduled

game

region),

1

day discussion

language.
Professional

to the

for them

of church leaders who

cases

three

region.

of different denominational

few isolated

a

of them has their

own

and

procedures

to be done in

English. Forty-two

independent language,

ethnic

but almost
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90%

are

fluent in

relatively

Mazmi 1998,

123-138)

Swahili, which is the national language in Kenya (Mazmi and

and Tanzania. The

group because ofthe former colonial influence

135-138). The

Mazmi 1998,
have the

collection
elders

was

on

data from my dissertation research
as

the

fascinating. 1 highly valued the opportunity
in

discussing

depth

mostly spoken by the

the educational system in

of using the Lmaa mother tongue

opportunity

is

English language

Kenya (Mazmi and

translated into

was

of oral

means

of listening and

the ancestral oratory in cormection with the

educated

Enghsh.

ethnographic
observing

pastoral

To

data

the Lmaa

land.

Lmaa Elders
Lmaa elders

participatory process
ethnographic

field

in the

area

of mediation and the

of handling land crises and ethnic conflicts. In

light

of the

are

gifted

study,

I conducted

to obtain real stories from the

(Hohingsworth
observation

and

a

sign

insights presented by

welcomed

regions,
^

Lmaa

or

I

seven

Lmaa

warmly by the

This is

authority

a

ethnographic

of my

participants.

In order

form of participant
conversation of Asking and

to the

storytehing

sure

to seek

of the

permission

regions^. Using the ethnographic

from the grass roots

region

goals

Talking to Learn

of elders, I made

Ritchie, Doing Oral History:

I established conversational

the

myself into the

geographical

elders from every

by

21-26) and responding

of Lmaa respect to the

Donald A.

are

situated

actively

"community history"

Regional Areas

discussions with oral Lmaa

I collected my data

and Van Der Elst 1998,

from the clan leaders in every

story"

in-depth

participants,

(Emerson 1995) where

Lmaa elders. As

knowledge particularly

Dybdahl 2007) relationship approach.

Listening (Bohannan

"sacred

in local

I visited.

A Practical

Guide,

I

gathered the

(Ritchie 2003, 223-233).

Through the

I

was

leaders of these

interviews for my data collection.

Narok, Kajiado and Kitengela, Samburu, Laikipia, Wamba, Lchamus, and Arusha
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Playing the

role of an outsider-insider

indigenous speaker,
Lmaa

regions

in

was a

great opportunity for

study, ethnographic

colonial and neocolonial
methods and

ideological

possible

ownership

political

strategies

the response

resolution

field data

on

was

1994), particularly

as an

observe, participate and interact with the

and

helpful

informative. The

on

through indigenous

local

to address research

and economic
use

Lmaa narratives

privatization by both

ethnographic

Interpretation

Lmaa narratives. The

political

was

questions

and its process to

economy. The

Analysis

impact toward the

and commodification of resources
made

to

me

Yow

Kenya, and Amsha in Tanzania.
Data

In this

(Ritchie 2003,

methods

on

ethnographic

representations,

data

on

ethnic

identity,

postcolonial

also useful when

on

on

the

colonial

land alienation

of ethnographic research

colonial and

were

queshons

methods,

communal land

stmctural systems of

discussing

knowledge, particularly when addressing

conflict

actual

cases

of

conflict resolution and crisis management, and accounts of the kinds of problems that the Lmaa
face from the national and intemational
The

project design provides

ethnographic
the

meaning

field

study,

community.

for mixed data collection methods. While

I also used historical

inquiry, including

of oral traditions about land and local

knowledge

beliefs, and practices. While conducting interviews, attention
units such
sacred
on

as

the role of gerontocratic

authority;

the

use

local

on

was

of local

engaging

historiography,

in

to

Lmaa ancestral social

recover

systems,

given to specific descriptive

knowledge

on

the

naming

of

sites, frees; storytelling; historiography of Lmaa pastoral people; and the colonial impact

Lmaa narratives. Both the written and oral texts from the

descriptive

and

interpretive approaches.

Also

during

the

community

ethnographic

were

data

used for

collection, 1 used
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observations, interviews, conversations, discussions, listening,

After the

field data collecfion, this

ethnographic

records, different conversation
was

analyzed in light

pubhshed reports

from

of quahtative

themes in

light of my theoretical

ethnographic

member ofthe Lmaa

particularly in the

one

another. I

Experience

and being

respondents.

The collected

explored links

and

methods included

of orality, fraditional

Nonparticipant

participant
I

am

proverbs,

and
not

perspective

participant and non-participant.
extensively fhe in-depth

also

In my

Observation

nonparticipant
a

ethnographic

But

as a

observation. As

a

sfranger to local knowledge

1 had the motivation for

inspired me to analyze

discussions from die

land, the people, and the environment.

distance from the data and the

analyzed the

rites of passage, and cultural values.

passionate to indigenous narratives,

data coUection. The insider

of impact and

I

framework.

pastoral nomadic conunuiuty,

area

of databases of ah the

interviews, and questionnaires; participant observation;

Participant

the

part of my

interviews, texts, and developed themes that emerged, and then

and confrasted them with

The

study consisted

groups, and oral stories from Lmaa

compared

observe

as

literature, maps, magazines and photos that inform this study.

I franscribed oral

both

questiormaires

of information.

gathering

data

and

field

researcher,

all events in which I

research, I took time

participants

ethnographic

on

engaged as

to listen and

practical issues that relate to

I also tried to maintain

a

critical

analysis.
Library/Published Reports

As part ofthe

ethnographic

research

findings, published materials

colonial and neocolonial stmctural systems of political and economic

that

are

related to

representations

on

Lmaa
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narratives

reviewed, and informed this study. Reviewed books, joumals, and magazines

were

contained in the literature review

are

chapter.
Ethical Considerations

In this
1

study, I operated according
I declared my intentions

.

2.

I

explained to

to the

following

by explaining

five ethical standards:

the purpose of the research.

the informants the ways in which the Lmaa

church leaders,

development agencies,

indigenous people,

local and intemational mission partners

will benefit from the research and its contributions.

Every participant had

3.

agree

an

to hear the

opportimity

explanation

of the research and to

verbally to participate.

4.

In every

5.

All the collected data and

secure

region,

the

participant received my

and confidential

transcripts

contact information.

of personal interviews

were

stored in

a

place.
Definition of Key Terms

In this

and research

disciplines

study

a

number of key terms form the basis of understanding the research

questions

in order to

analyze

and

apply

the

anthropological

and

problem

missiological

for critical reflections.

Land

The concept ofland is embedded in Lmaa ethnic

identity with the
the land

land

as

presented in the

identity,

somewhat similar to Jewish

Old Testament. The Lmaa worldview is connected with

(Jan Voshaar 1998, Campbell 1991, 258-270).

For the Lmaa

people, ownership

is
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communal. The land

belongs

living dead (ancestors)
Walter
covenant

and for the

whole

commodity but

theologies ofland,

as

is

hneage

(2002, 94).

the

is written

on

positions

the land is

understanding,
a

a

tradable

This is not unlike many African

Max Gluckman when he states

farm-boundaries and shrines in their
too in the modem

in Old Testament

Naboth's words reveal that in Israel "land is not

supported by

ofthe

history

generation,

coming generations.

inalienable inheritance"

an

the unbom, the present

community,

Bmeggemann (2002) contends that,

gift (2002, 45-50).

The

to the

the

(1963, 56)

following:

the surface of the land: in homestead and

positions relative to
hneage-heads.

another. It is written

one

of the present

Orality

Orality
Lmaa

orality

is

is

a

condition of life. In the oral texts,

explained

in

molding

of an individual

The Lmaa oral text is
are

are

pastoral people

imbedded in various

by the community,

preserved through the

layers

contexts. It is

define their ethnic

such

as

the

social institutions and the

family,

being

wisdom of the ancestors and the

identity.

through the

identity in light
moral

law, the

of Lmaa person.

living

elders who

the custodians of oral ttaditions.

Every age-grade system receives the oral tradition.
to

find much about ethnic

historical, social, cultural, and religious

historical and cultural contexts that the Lmaa
of theh oral sacred texts that

one can

an

ancestral

lineage.

To confirm ethnic

identity,

one

To be

must

a

Lmaa person

participate

one

must

belong

in belief systems,

ceremonies, rituals, and festivals of the Lmaa community (Leparachao July 2009, Spencer 1965).
The Lmaa

orality is

age-grade systems.
proverbs;

age set

The

the

living

heritage that lies

in the memory of the past

memory of the Lmaa oral sacred texts is

rituals, and other cultural values.

In his

description

generations

preserved

on

of great

in the form of

''Orality and Culture"
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Maxwell discusses the

symbolic
15).

whole in the

sense

that "the persons

Another way of retaining

fimctioning

in any

of social consciousness and communal conscience

development

the

ethnic

integrated

through storytelling

indigenous society (Kurmie

of indigenous communities exist the

harmony,

is

orality

are

into

society" (Maxwell 1983,

that is

and Goduka 2006,

generational

wisdom and

as a

13-

important to daily

so

xvi). Through

knowledge

the oral tradition

of shalom and

identity, indigenous spirituality, history, and the socio-economic dynamics

of

community (2006, xvi).
Ethnic
The

ethnic

Identity

study

of ethnic

community

ancestral

identity

is best

that is characterized

origin with specific symbolic

religious, language,
George

by

(1977)

identities within

collective

the

common

(Hutchinson

examines the

subject

and Smith

social

relationship

Anthony D.

is

a

kind of social

Joseph

identity

R. Rudolf (2003,

in cultural terms, such

identity

functions

(1996)

as a

as

they have

characterized

xviii-xxv), also

define ethnic

a

following:

physical contiguity;

and

origins

of

and social systems.

identity

as

in the context of

culturally

distinct from

minimum of regular interaction. Ethnic

by metaphoric

or

fictive

kinship (Erikson 2002).

contends that ethnic groups

language, religion, tribe, nationality,

self-conscious social and

context of ethnicity and

at least

an

1996, 6).

between social groups who consider themselves

members of other groups with whom

identity

Smith

as

of ethnicity in reference to

language, territory, demographics, religious beliefs, roles,
John Hutchinson and

features such

elements of kinship pattems;

and tribal affiliations

Hicks

approached by examining multiple

and

political process

"identify themselves

possibly race" (xviii).

in

society, especially

Ethruc

in the

nafionahsm (Erikson 2002, Barth 1969, Ybarrola 2009, Pachuau

2002).
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Anthropologists

make

a

conhibution to ethnic studies because of their

significant

research tradition of long-term fieldwork at the level of everyday interaction.

descripfion

of the way of life of one group of people, enables the researcher to

live out their

ethnicity through interaction with

linked with the concept of group
in the

Ethnography,

areas

of language,

history,

others

place

of origin

how

people

(Ybarrola 2009, 10-11). Ethnicity

solidarity, kinship, ancestry,
and

see

and

is

culture, particularly

common

(Ybarrola 2009,

a

Barth

1969, Sadler 2005,

Galaty 1993).
In this

the

study,

I will focus

on

the ethnic term the Lmaa

use

analyze the ethnic identity of

to

pastoral nomadic indigenous people of Kenya and Tanzania. Becoming and being Lmaa is

dynamic process (Galaty 1993).
ancestral
one

family

root

The Lmaa

phrase, "Ldupaisoro Itung'ana,"

Laikipiak, Laruza, Lpurko, Lkaputei, Lodiek,

to the

was

people

(Van Voshaar 1998). The popular name, Maasai (colonial term),

ancestral descent group of all other Lmaa social groups, such

Maasai

means

used in the British documents and

and Lchamus

literature,

as

a

of

refers to

the E Lmolo, Samburu,

(Jan Voshaar 1998, 56-60).

The term

and has survived fi-om the colonial

era

present.
The

'people

indigenous

term

Loikop,

ofthe land.' The term

lopeny enkop,
"far way

"those ofthe

places,"

is derived from the
also

"kop,"

land,"

or

means

lopeny lubot,

all have very strong

term Lmaa

or

territory (country).

"those of the

symbolic meaning to

ancestral roots in relation to narratives of Lmaa

stmctures, and

soil

word, Enkop, meaning, 'earthly,'

territory,"

Lmaa

people.

The

or

lomanya

These

history, geography, pastoral

phrases

such

ne

phrases

people

of one blood relation. In this

study

I will

use

the

as

lakwa,

have

economy, social

pohfics (Jan Voshaar 1998; 58-59, Aguilar 2000; 249-251, Spencer 2003).

means

or

indigenous

The

term Lmaa
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to refer both to the

indigenous

define each group in

light

Lmaa of Kenya and

of their

geographical

Tanzania, and, when necessary, I attempt

to

context.

Theoretical Framework
Two theories

analysis,

which

are

Narrative

Narrative

provide

a

theoretical framework for

the narrative and the colonial theories.

Theory

inquiry involves

the

study

experience. Through narrative inquiry,
understanding
inquiry,

understanding the ethnographic

stories lived and told

the researcher will be in

a

of the

impact

researchers may
and

((Piimegar

position

of particular narratives

use

several methods for

Daynes 2007, 4).

on

human

analyzing

and

In the process of narrative

to

...recognize and embrace the interactive quality of the researcher-researched
relationship, primarily use stories as data and analysis, and imderstand the way
knowledge is imbedded in a particular social and cultural context. Narrative
inquiry is formed as part of community history. (2007, 7)

Piimegar
and the humans

approach is
knowledge

and
are

Daynes articulate the following:

continuously

visible in the

study" (2007, 7).

to facilitate and stimulate discussion

on

negotiating identity,

is interwoven with other theoretical

"For narrative

on

subjects

A

such

inquirers

major goal

as

the

both the stories
for the narrative

orality ofland,

conflict resolution, and crisis management. Narrative
such

as

discussing the power of the spoken word in the

areas

of crisis management and conflict

symbolic theory, particularly

theory

when

approaches

resolution.

local
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Postcolonial
This

theory

particularly in the

Theory

takes

areas

capitalism.

approach

to colonial and neo-colonial

of political and economic

commodification ofland
neo-liberal

critical

a

along with the policy

The rise of European

symbols, identities,

imperial pohtical

against the

According
and

economy

to Comaroff and Comaroff

reject the identity symbols

markers

were

imposed by

of divide and

mle, constitute

and the colonial

a

major subject

impulse

in

to dominate

and forms of consciousness that enforced

colonized

people (Comaroff and

(1991, 86-125),

of its colonized

force and

representahons."^ The colonial system of

modemity

caused the creation of new

pohcies and practices,

Comaroff

1991, 49-85).

the colonial powers intended to suppress

subjects. Instead,

new

cultural

symbols

incorporated the foreign imperial symbols

and

to maximize

domination.
The Christian missionaries could not

and Comaroff assert, "The final

objective

help

but be agents of social

following:

"The protestant

civilizing

As Comaroff

of generations of colonizers has been to colonize their

consciousness with the axioms and aesthetics of an alien culture"
the

change.

mission

was

symbolic

(1991, 4). They

and

also contend

practical, theological

and

temporal" (1991, 9).

as 'postcolonial critique'. However, anthropology has also developed
critique of the political and economic motives behind social practices, that is, the continued
dominance of Westem ways of thinking, being and doing even after the formal demise of colonialism. Particular
critique has been directed toward Westem practices of "development" (e.g., Andre Gunder Frank and Barry K. Bills
1999) and "mission" (Comaroff and Comaroff 1990).

There is

an area

of literary criticism know

postcolonial theory

as a
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Symbols

in Narrative and Postcolonial Theories

The comiechon with

replacements
examine

for local

symbols

multiple layers

postcolonial theory is that Westem narratives

of cultures. The

interpretation

of meaning that arise

primarily

1973; Tumer 2000). For Tumer, culture is
of meanings that

(1973:1-30). Symbols
Geertz

projected

as

narratives, and thus begins the colonization of the mind. Anthropologists

in their

organized collection

are

are

by

the

a

from human

of symbols views cultures

interpretations

"forest of symbols." For

embodied in

ways of fransmitting

analyzes symbols through

process of interpretation

are

a

study

public symbols

meaning

process of "thick

anthropologist to

understand

an

and human actions

people

which

people's

(Geertz

Geertz, culture is

and affect how

description,"

of the world

as

view the world.

anticipates

local

an

ongoing

knowledge (Geertz

1973, 6-7).

hiterpretation
and literature of the

of cultures involves the

people (Geertz 1973, 87-170).

Any system of symbols

Religion is, according
pervasive,

general

and

anthropologist in

can

to

form

a

order of existence and

moods and motivations

All forms of language

language which

is based

on

Geertz, "a system of symbols which

long- lasting moods

seem

and motivations in

men

clothing these conceptions

uniquely

reahstic"

studies ofthe

acts to establish

of meaning.

powerfiil,

by formulating conceptions

with such

an aura

is

an

in words and themes that

within the contexts of politics,

society (Geertz 1973, 170).

meaning

of a

of factuality that the

(Geertz 1973, 90). Hence, symbohsm

that represents

and

innately symbohc.

representation

important aspect of religious interpretations
ideology

are

language, religion,

are
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Scope
This

study

Kenya, which

particularly
land

is restricted to the colonial and

compared

was

focused in the
This

disputes.

study

This

Kenya

and

The

Kenya.

and East Africa in

focuses

tongue. This is because

ethnographic

mother tongue.

orahty
this

language.

Interacting

and the land in

light

missionary expansion

general

on

are

beyond the

Lmaa narratives

primary

most of my

data collection, I made

communication is Lmaa

on

Lmaa narratives of

in

Kenya,

as an

scope of this

expression

oral research

language

participants

the

are

or

and

ownership
the

from Lmaa

participants

of conununity

study.

of orality in

that

was

indigenous

context

a

used is the
Lmaa

people.

that both the oral and written vehicle of

sure

The conversational interviews

with the

about land

ethnography is

church, the politics of ethnicity, ethnic conflicts, and

of coloniahsm and neo-colonialism. The

In the

postcolonial impact

comparison of case studies

does not address the

study specifically

Lmaa mother

Study

and contrasted to the Amsha Lmaa of Tanzania. The

description

Christian/Muslim divide in
nationalism in

and Limitation of the

history became

a

were

carried out in Lmaa

pastoral regions,
catalyst

the discussion

on

of in-depth reflections for

study.
Anthropological
The

resolve

study

on

and

Missiological Significance

Lmaa narratives is about the

conflicts, and negotiate identity in

a

use

of indigenous

of the

Study

knowledge

to manage

crises

multi-layered world (local, national, regional,

intemational, and global), which has been given little attention in many parts of postcolonial
Africa. Land

ownership

intersects with land
and mediate

play

in order to

local

knowledge resources

negotiate

that

can

be

disputes

disputes

and crises

~

where narratives

and crises. The oral narratives

deployed

to

negotiate

these

are a

disputes and

come

into

treasure of

crises. So, how
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are

the Lmaa

doing

in

selecting, shaping, and deploying these

might be beneficial to missionaries, indigenous
global response for the human rights
conflict resolution fomms

(such

symposia), anthropologists,
Lmaa

leadership,
Lmaa

more

and

as

United Nations peace
the

indigenous Christians,

who

study

as

as

cooperation with

God in the

that this

the

study

engagement, particularly

jushce,

is very

to

This

my

area

study

resources

to

help

will contribute to

a

and life transformation. The concept of

for

and restoration of all of

example, Wright 2006:288-420),

own

leadership

in

missional

light of indigenous

discover, integrate, and articulate

particularly in the

and national

and I

hope

Kenya and beyond.

indigenous

and

anthropological

researcher, teacher, community advocate for social and economic

as a

and transformational

challenges me

(See,

important to

and

transformational

commit their time and

enhance the revitalization of Christian witness in

study will

Finally,

emerging

redemption, reconciliation,

creation is central to the Christian message

workers,

languages, peace

keeping fomms, regional

twenty-first century.

culturally relevant Christian witness, practice,

mission

agency

indigenous Lmaa themselves.

they faithfully

the demands of the

society respond to

culture and

called into the

are

Undertaking this study

leaders, development

indigenous lands,

on

especially,

will benefit from this

church

narratives?

new

local

insights

knowledge.

of indigenous

This

study

knowledge,

of anthropological and missional reflections from both

global

and local

could transform the Lmaa

people

from their

socio-cultural contexts.
In this

study, I emphasize that Lmaa orality

present passive, crippled role

participants they were
wisdom and

as

in their

knowledge

Lmaa

objects

of commodification control into the

indigenous
people

ways of ethnic

have the

capacity

once

active

identity. Through indigenous

to re-defme their

community's

ways of

oral
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history,

and

relationship with their neighbors

nomadic Lmaa and Christian researcher, 1

engaging the

Lmaa

who have been

people

deprived

in their

envisage

constantly changing environment.

to

present and

use

the holistic

As

a

gospel by

in the redefinition of their narratives. I will walk the walk with those

of their

original identity.
Summary

This
altered

chapter

through

of the research

specific key
and claims

are

problem is

raised in

and data

of the

study

on

how the Lmaa narratives

were

addressed both from

are

important

light

historical, and cultural

for the discussion in this

of the informed literature and the

study.

process

by exposing

Five research

ethnographic

field

collection, data analysis and interpretation in this study

are

questions

study.

The

qualitative

in

role of participant-observant, definition of key terms, theoretical framework, scope

and limitation ofthe
narratives.

background

colonial and neocolonial structural systems of political economy. The statement

factors that

methodology
nature. The

discusses the

study,

and

significance

of the

study

are

discussed in the context of Lmaa
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This literature review discusses the
colonial

impact

on

Lmaa

indigenous knowledge,
theology

background

history

of Africa,

narratives, land tenure, the impact of development ideologies

ethnic land

Kenya

on

conflict, anthropological and missiological implications,

of land, the hohstic mission and church

as

The Colonial

According to

of the colonial

the agent of change in mission.

History

classical colonial and neocolonial

of Africa

critiques conceming

Africa

(e.g.,

Fanon

1963; Memmi 1963; Nkmmah 1965; Frank 1969; Wahenstein 1987), the impact of
Westemization

dependency

over

and

a

the African communities

declining quality

of colonialism in Africa

was

was

of life for the

characterized

by

marked

by

majority.

stmctural

violence,

a

deepening

Frantz Fanon asserts that the

stmctures of inequality,

impact

cultural and economic

domination, subjugation, exploitation, dehumanization, and suppression (Fanon 1963, 95-106).
Gaim and

Duignan (2000)

argue that the culture of European

continues to be

to Westem

modemity,

ideological

stmctures of inequality.

a

The coloruzed nations in Africa
Achebe

(1994) presents

when darkness held
not to whistle at

a

were

force, built

an

Igbo who

(1994, 9). This

economic and

political

lived in West Africa in the time

vague terror for the natives ofthe land.

of evil

on

which is linked

transformed into modes of production. Chinua

the story of Okonkwo,

night for fear

uncaimy in the dark"

destmctive

capitalism,

spirits. Dangerous

Igbo proverbs

animals became

narrative is followed

by

"wam the children

even more

sinister and

"stories of violence and bloodshed"
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(1994, 53).

At another

framed the

'civilizing

symbolic level,

missions'. The

Achebe is

quality

talking

about the

European modemity that

of life for Africans declined

accelerated. Colonial methods of evangelism also confributed to the
dualism and secularism

throughout

Soon, modemization became
African continent

a

as

of capitalism,

spread

the social and cultural systems of the

modemization

indigenous people.

dominant feature of the social, economic and

(Bodley 1982;

Anderson 1983;

The Berlin conference of 1884-85

confrol system with the colonialists

brought

claiming

political

life of the

Stiglitz 2003).
the last African territories into the colonial

that "our

right

is

none

other than the

right of the

sfronger, the right of conquesf (Rynkiewich 2001, 213). One initial purpose of colonization
to

acquire,

land

occupy, and

rights policy based

dispose
on

of what

theh

own

they

assumed

country's

laws.

was

"ownerless

They justified

land," and to impose

their inmioral

was

a

greed with

the

concept of "waste and vacant" land (Rynkiewich 2001b: 213).
The conunodification ofland had
of colonialism

spread

of cash crops and the

tracts of land. The

new

symbols

created

an

compulsory

exploration

expropriation

mining industries

of natural forest lands

through

impact was

cost to the African communities

cultivahon of cash crops,

severely dismpted the family
emerging

of the

of stmctural violence. The economic

unjustifiable

consequences. A

the infroduction of the money economy

impact

was

far-reaching

illegal

life of the

seizure

significant revolutionary

(Isichei 2002, 138-150).

created

forced and

a

huge pressure
cheap

on

vast

labor created

benefit for the colonialists but

(Fanon 1963, 52-84).

The forced labor,

ofland, and forced relocafion of populafions

indigenous people.

Isichei records the effect

churches: "Africans themselves cannot carry out inculturation,

cultural and socio-economic

a

The

as

bondage to non-Africans" (Isichei, 1995, 331).

long

as

on

the

they

are

in
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The colonial

a

period

societies

protected by

not

was

commodity.

a

complex system

a

The

argued by

Schultz and Lavenda; "Human

social identities based

on

raw

materials for

materials and then

industry.

consumers

human

social stmctures.

relationships

new, and unsuited

that the

were

was an

of land

use

beings

inalienable

were

controlled and

were

possession

community

of the

identified in terms of a

of colonial conquest

era

The

political

saw

complex web

(Schultz

and

as

producers

of raw

Lavenda, 436).

economy of capitalism transformed almost all the

Everything was assigned

an

values for colonized

economic value while human labor and

only produced goods but

peoples.

The colonial economic

also

produced

impact

following:

had to

begin

intelligibly
to

see

the recent world

within the

the world

history

can

as a

capitalist world order,

the colonized

peoples

storehouse of potential commodities. Much of

usefully be

viewed

as a

narrative of non-Westem

responses to this worldview, ofthe practical actions it encouraged and justified.
Some responses were enthusiastic, others were resentful but accommodating, and

still others

were

of

as sources

social life would be forever altered. Schultz and Lavenda contend the

To function

as a

community.

the lands of Africa

indigenous people were perceived

devalued. So colonialism not

symbolic

indigenous

and

of European manufacturers

The introduction of the

indigenous

access

descent, alliance, and residence" (Schultz and Lavenda 1995, 436). The

growth of capitalist production in the
of cheap

exploitation and

of rights distributed to various stakeholders: The

whole, clans, lineages, and famihes. The land
As

of mthless economic

of African social stmctures. Before the time of the colonial economy, land in most

suppression
indigenous

capitahsm system was

violent in

repudiation. (1995, 436-437)

meant
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The Westem missionaries "stemmed from the

representatives

"culturally

of colonial mle and economic interesf

closer to

one

another than any of them

European

same

were

culture

(Rynkiewich 2001b, 212),
to any

acquisihon

from the

indigenous people. Using

their

property, they appointed their fellow white missionaries
from the

original
(Papua

indigenous peoples.
owners

of the land.

and New Guinea

The missionaries

Though

were

he is

foreign ideology
to be witaesses

signed documents,

describing

all

were

(local) group" (2001b, 212).

The missionaries and the colonial administrahon estabhshed their
land

the

as

own

imported policy

of

of ownership of

land transfers

during

which meant

nothing to

other colonies of German and British

separate colonies), Rynkiewich's observahons also apply

the

origin

to

Africa, in that is, that the foreign occupation, acquisition, and possession of land pioneered the

impoverishment
exerted their

of the

"spheres

indigenous people (Rynkiewich 2001b, 214-215).

of influence"

(2001b, 215)

During this period in time, separating
case, the church let the state dictate the

biblical

theology

of its

own

to

acquire

Colonial powers

land for economic purposes.

the powers of church and state

ideology

of land

was

complex.

acquisition and did not provide

conceming. Rynkiewich describes

In this

a

this type of situation in the

following maimer:
Sometimes the missionaries followed theh
land from the

people

or

own

cultural

practices

and

"bought"

from the colonial administration. Sometimes the

missionaries followed local custom and received

gift the rights to live and
gave rights in land did what
their ancestors had done with trading partners and refiigees in the past.. For, it is
community well-being that is important in Melanesia. (Rynkiewich 2001, 9)
work

on a

specific piece

as a

ofland. Those who "sold"

or

.

This colonial

policy was

a common

practice

administrations ofthe mid-nineteenth and twentieth

.

for most missionaries and colonial

century's, particularly

in Africa

(Halladay
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The Westem concepts of property,

1972).
land

can

be alienated from social relations and

concept ofland isolation being "carved
make

sense

common

bought or

Rynkiewich

Conceptions of the Relationship

understand land

ownership

Jonathan A.
committed to

spread

of the

missionary
ofthe

among

inttoducing foreign ideas
gospel

and the Bible

based

on

the idea that

(Rynkiewich 2001).

This

(Rynkiewich 2001, 9) does not
(2007),

People

in their

article.

and Property, contend

on

evangelism was

in modem Afiica

environment, does

in the Pacific Islands

not

people.

Colonial

help

(2007, 90-93).

that missionaries and colonial adminisfrators

to the native

commonly had the responsibility

evangelism included

were

the

to

The

of implementing the power

present their anthropological field work among

the northem border of South Africa.

change

the cultural

civilizing Protestant missions

indigenous people.

and social

(Kenyatta, 1965).

consciousness that enforced

as

are

of progress and social conversion. In most parts of Africa, both the

the Southem Tswana

natives. The

between

physical

Jean Comaroff and John Comaroff (1991)

colonial

sold at will

and Lieber

indigenous peoples

Draper (2003) articulates

and the colonial master

crown

ownership

property theory that arises from Westem (British and American) cultural

models of relationships in cormection with their
us

and

out of human existence"

in most non-Westem societies.

Conclusion: Oceanic
that the

acquisihon

imperial

missionary

(Comaroff and

schools, churches, and health

signs, symbols,

created

new

domination and

message

Comaroff
centers

They

was a

and

articulate that the result of

practices

of the Tswana

foreign symbols, identities,

subjugation against the

powerful

and forms of

colonized

and effective agent of social

change

1991, 7-9). The Protestant mission institufions such

were

symbolic places

of civilizing the natives.
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Kenya

History: Colonial Impact

Colonial

The act of aggression called colonization

on

Lmaa Narratives

altered, destroyed, and misrepresented the

histories, cultures, languages, and tradhional idenhhes and symbols of the colonized peoples

(Thiong'o 1986;

Mazmi and Mazmi

and Oshita 2007;

Birmingham 1995;

assert, "Colonialism threatened the

languages" (1998, 14).

1998; Matua and Swadener 2004; Kenyatta 1965; Bassey
and Gilmour

2006). Ali Mazmi and Alamin

indigenous heritage by

Christian missions

were

the

promohon

M. Mazmi

of European

agents in the spread of language of the colonizer

(1998, 16).
The colonial
process and

they

culture ofthe
Mau

started with the

"genocide

Uprising

stamping

project created

in the

indigenous people

(Thiong'o 1986),

1952 and later Prime Minister of Kenya)

out the

indigenous languages

in

as

"leader unto darkness and death"

experience,

Over

into

a

period

key political

objected to
was

the colonial intention of

met with grave response from

representation

and economic and

from South African

maintenance of imperial

political

stmctures

new

regimes,

(Gilmour 2006, 3).

forms of consciousness

resistance, revolution, and intention (Kenyatta 1965; Achebe

1994; Birmingham 1995). David Birmingham articulates this idea in the following:
One of the

penetrating

to him

of languages in colonial context. The

of time, the colonized natives translated these

themes of power,

Mau

Renison, who denounced Kenyatta by referring

multiple purposes including the

military force, religious conversion,

Kenyatta (the leader of the

(quoted in Thiong'o 1986, 27). Writing

Rachael Gilmour narrates the

control of languages served

Jomo

Kenya. Kenyatta

the British Govemor of Kenya, Sir Patrick

need to imitate the Westemization

In his resistance to colonial pressure of enforcing the

language.

of the mind"

a

cultural transformations

acceptance of colonial languages

as

the

brought to Africa was the
languages of administrations and justice
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in most of Africa's

Education, especially higher education,
European mould, with European textbooks and
teachers. A cultural influence even more pervasive than language and education
was colonial religion. Chrishanity spread far
beyond the colonial cihes to affect
the lives of mral peoples who still clung to their own languages and customs..
The decolonization of pohhcal instituhons was often relatively rapid, but the
minds of many Africans continued to work on colonial assumptions, making
cultural, emotional and intellectual decolonization difficult for their heirs of
empire.. The fmancial legacies of colonialism were also far reaching.. The
coinage remained effectively colonial, controlled by extemal bankers and
supported by exports to Europe on terms chosen by white consumers rather than
by black producers. (1995, 7)
remained

successor

predominantly

states..

.

.

in the

.

.

.

.

Colonial encroachment increased

compounded by
The

a

forced

new

idenfity

dramatically

of deception,

indigenous people were trapped in

a

cultural

with

new

a

barrier in which the native

conditions in the
the

village,

postcolonial regime

coloiual masters. In his

dismption (Some' 1998, 4).

where

they

could

could

devoid of westem amenities"

new

to the neocolonial

cultural

no

back to

longer go

imposition has

longer speak and the living

no

(1998, 5).

continued to sustain the economic and

critique

conquests and settlements
and

paradox

language "they

.

exploitafion,

their native ancestral land and their traditional ways of life. A
created

.

hegemony.

After

political

independence

in

1963,

stmctures of their former

Some' presents this treatise

as

follows:
The colonial tyranny did not leave Afiica; it simply changed its face. The
maintenance of colonial languages, as the new counties' officials, literal copying
of colonial
manners,

political administration,

are

and above all the strict observance of westem

all elements that have combined to

give

birth to the Third World.

(1998, 5)

Land Tenure and the British Colonial Administration in

The works of authors

Galaty 1993;

Kenya

(Gluckman 1964; Gulliver 1963; Bohannan 1970; Hughes 2006;

Mazmi and Mazmi

1998; Saltman 1977; Oboler 1985; and Fadiman 1993) who
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have

analyzed

in

depth

the land tenure system in colonial administrations

provide

the basis for

this research.
In 191

force

1, the British colonial administration enforced the policy of divide and mle by

the Lmaa of East Africa

on

of East Afiica"

(2006, 135),

were

(Hughes 2006; Galaty 1993). Hughes
pushed

white settlements into the greater Rift
was

away into

Valley Highlands.

endorsed in the Berlin Conference of 1884-85,

Protectorate of 1895

(Mazmi

marginal

and Mazmi

1998).

In

The British administration

(Saltman 1977).

500 square miles of indigenous ancestral land in
a

land tenure system that

Saltman
From his

2).

(1977),

depended on leases

and Oboler

legal background,

(1985),

of influence, which

way for the British East Africa

policy was put in place

deployed the

as

the

corpus of

as a

land laws in order to

colony

acquire

Kenya (Mazmi and Mazmi 1998). They created

of ninety-nine years

articulate in

depth the

(Hughes 2006).
land tenure system in

Kenya.

Saltman presents the distinction between "custom" and "law"

The British colonial administration borrowed the

the basis for Afiican customary law

(Saltman 1977, 2). However,

of law that

was

not based

(1977,

English concept of common law (vir pius),

which had its roots in the Roman concept of law, and assumed this

highly developed concept

sphere

way for

give

1920, the Protectorate emerged

of Kenya under the British administration. The British land
land law

arid territories to

The British

paved the

articulates that "the lords

on

was

universal

East Africans

enough to be

aheady

had

a

the westem concept of jurispmdence

(Saltman 1977, 2).
In their

ethnographic

studies of law,

1964), Philip Guhiver (1963),
westem

concept of law

anthropologists

and Paul Bohannan

to non-Westem

(1970),

sociefies. Instead

such

raise

as

Max Gluckman

concems

about

(1963,

applying

the

they propose the anthropological study
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of native customary systems
control the

places

inhibk the

development

African
moral

quarrels
of the

lineage system is

authority

and the

where

(Saltman 1977, 3).
take

For

instance, Gluckman

...Custom also

place.

brings

coimected with economic and ritual

"lineage" (1963, 55).

into work mechanisms which

and which exert pressure for settlement"

quarrels

ofthe elders. The

asserts that "customs

unity

of the

community

Gluckman articulates the

inshtuhons;

derives its

one

(1964, 137).

example

continuity

The

is the

from the "Earth"

fohowing anthropological explanahon:

The dominant ritual system of a society is connected with the Earth and the
lineage ancestral -cult. The history of the lineage is written on the surface of the

land: in homesteads and farm-boundaries and shrines in their
one

another. It is written too in the modem

posihons

positions relative to
hneage-heads.

of the present

(1963, 56)

After the colonial

was

altered and

areas

and conquer. The

invasion, the ritual system of the lineage ancestraFcosmic order bond

of social control

political

economic system in

social groups because ofland

particularly

in the fertile

By 1904,

most ofthe fertile

systems connections

law

to

on

regions

in

and

Kenya).

ancestral land

the land

were

Campbell presents

the

(Fadiman 1993, 175-204).

colony was

through

land

1985).

In the

following explanation:

estabhshed

as

the East Afiica

imperial authority undermined the

(Oboler 1985).

administration and white settlements (Oboler

resources

Kenya were brought under colonial control

Colonial

altered

of control

created ethnic conflicts among many

of the country

In 1914 the British

(covering Uganda

indigenous customary

Kenya

and commodification of natural

appropriation

Highland regions

(Oboler 1985, Kanogo 1987).
Protectorate

suppressed under foreign legal symbols

were

The socio-cultural and

appropriation by the
same

religious

colonial

line of thought, David J
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As the British administration alienated land for

demarcated

military reputation

lands from the Maasai

Land ahenafion

Through

was

the Maasai Act

social groups:

European settlement and

Native Reserves, Maasai were unable to support their fierce
with effective resistance. The British were able to alienate

areas as

by

act of treaty.

(1991, 260)

enforced under the Treaties of 1904 and 1912

Treaty

Isampur (who

the

indigenous

Lmaa

people

Larusa

or

(who

Loikop.

inttoduced

live in the north of Tanganyika). The

After each group

referring

invasion, the

Lmaa

Turkana to the
The

pushed

to the

(1989),

in

Lee Cronk

of political and economic domination

to

oral

within the Greater Rift
fi-om the 17th to
nomadic

around Lake

for all these groups

was

the colonial term, Maasai

entire Rift

Lmaa

was

Prior to colonial

Valley stretching

been discussed

was

(1993);

Fadiman

Paul

from Lake

by anthropologists
Corine A. Kratz

Spencer ( 1965, 2003);

(1993);

enforced to

Bilinda

incorporate

as

(1993);

Jan Voshaar

Straight (2000).

the

such

The

pohcy

indigenous pastoral people

of divide and mle.

history,

the current

geographical names

Valley were names given by

20* century (Spencer 1965,

lifestyle

name

(2004); Dorothy Hodgson (2000);

(1998); Mary A. Fitzgerald (1992); Jeffrey

According

four

live in the south of Kenya), and the

marginal lands,

community has

Vaher Nekebrouk

hegemony

following

Tanganyika.

of the Lmaa

Kyoko Nakumura (2005);

(who live

speaking people (Jan Voshaar 1998, 56-60).

Serengeti plains

into the westem

original

pastoral people occupied almost the

cosmology

Cherl Bentsen

was

to Lmaa

divided into the

were

live in the north of Kenya), Lchamus

Baringo), Ilwuasinkishu, Moitanik, Lkaputiei, Wakuafi (who

(Campbell 1991, 260).

and resistance to colonial

the Lmaa

Jan Voshaar

of places,

during

their

lakes, and mountains

pastoral migration

1998, 27-47). Because of theh

administration, the British Commissioner, Sir
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Charles Eliot, referred to the Maasai
eyes, the beast must be
In her

destroyed.

as

He

'beasts'

wandering

of 'that

speaks

from wildemess to wildemess. In his

beastly culture' (cited

in Jan Voshaar

43).

narrative, Mary A. Fitzgerald articulates the following explanahon:
The colonial British mistmsted the nomads but attributed romantic
them. Their strictures

resented

by

the

govemments,
nation

as

the size of herds and where

Sambum, but they preserved
the hand, believed nomads had
as

much

settled Britain:

to

no

they

valuable contributions to the

adhered to their traditional ways. They regarded
the Romans must have viewed the Saxons when they first

long

as

an

qualities

could graze were
the environment. African

on

building

nomads

on

as

they

armed horde of unmly, uncontrolled and untaxed

subjects.

(1992, 47)

The colonial system of compartmentalization
of economic control

(Fadiman 1993;

Babiker

2006).

was

enacted to maximize the

In her article

and Local Knowledge among Samburu Women in Northern

on

Kenya,

foreign policy

Development Ideologies

Bilinda

Straight asserts

the

following:
Throughout the

colonial

period, British officials worked diligently to incorporate
colony's cash economy by destroying the already existing
regional trade network in which Sambum men traded surplus livestock and
Sambum (women especially) traded livestock products for their neighbors goods.
At the same time, the British encouraged (or forced) the Sambum to sell their
animals (for cash) for use by the administration and for export down country.
(2000, 238-239)
the Sambum into the

The

Impact

During the

of the Pohtical

colonial

period, 40%

Between 1900 and 1915, the Lmaa

be known

as

the White

grazing land),
arid

were

Economy

Lmaa Land in

of Kenya's land

pastoral people

Highlands (formerly

restricted to

on

reserve

regions (Campbell 1991, 258-271).

settled

by

the white settlers.

who lived in most parts of what has

known

lands

area was

Kenya

as

the Greater Rift

(or closed districts)

These closed districts

on

Valley

the

come

to

of savannah

periphery

of the semi-

eventually became known as

the
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Northem Frontier Districts
allowed into the

promoted

a

impact

are

given

credence

by

from their ancestral fertile land

ownership,

the recent
K.

settlers infroduced

scale

large

farm laborers

farming

the "white man's land"

(Oboler 1985). Campbell

asserts

cheap

and

and livestock

labor.

carried

by

Wunyabari
rearing,

grazing land,

Caroline Elkins

O. Maloba

and

They recmited cheap

(2005),

(1993),

plantation

Central Association

(KCA).

independence,

Maloba

owned

by

these

were

1993, 114-133). This

most settlers decided to

same

Lottes

the white

of cash crops such

as

pastoral

brought into

the

region

The issue ofland ahenation led to the 1952 Mau Mau

was

spearheaded by the Kikuyu

The land conflict remained unresolved after

The national govemment introduced the

which

African labor from the

of Kikuyu land. Thousands of Kikuyu squatters

(Oboler 1985, 143-145).

that, "The

(Campbell 1991, 260).

anthropological study

(Elkins 2005, 233-311;

was

people
has

lands,

tea and coffee that needed human labor. The white settlers found the

neighboring region

which

{Kipande

used to enforce the

Maasai had lost most of the best

Lesorongol (2008),

communities unsuitable for

After

as

was

subsequently, became

the issue of title deeds

Hughes (2006), Carolyn

wheat, barley,

which

valuable in times of droughf

particularly

According to

rebellion

was

the colonialist authorities. This restriction of the

ofland alienation became evident

had been

as

by

very much like the Native American reservation

people

of privatization ofland

was

occupying indigenous

type of alienation.

The alienation ofthe

that

other than the

no one

without proper identification in the form of a type of passport

closed districts, which

pohcy

where

which had to be authorized

system),
to the

region

(NFD)

migrate back to

"willing buyer-seller"

migrants.

Some of these

independence

in 1963.

their counfries of origin.

scheme in order to sell the

land,

settlers, after they sold their land.
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migrated

to South Africa and Rhodesia

to search

[now Zimbabwe]

opportunihes (Elkins 362-363).

The nahonal govemment

fraditional

to take

first

farming community,

of Kenya, who is also from the

president

elite to

use

their

pohhcal alignment

colonial encroachment and
conflict in

loans in order to

Kenya have

Kikuyu

to facilitate

continuing

even

land

after

British because of their
In this

study

the work of authors such
Lotte

Hughes (2006);

becoming

and

being Lmaa

shifting

Fratkin 1993,

important.

Thomas

Jan Voshaar

adaptation, inculturation,
This

as

Thomas H

(1998);

and

identity has

the land. Jomo

in

Kenya.

From the

independence, the realities
complex

to view the

of Lmaa

Kikuyu

colonial

as

farming
were a

Kenyatta, the

(1993),

incepfion

successors

I have found

helpfiil,

Elliot M. Fratkin
The creative

(2004);

discovery

of

changing, developing new strategies

of

subject to

continuous redefinition.

also affected the oral fradition

study

(Waller 1993, 226-248;

of ethnicity and nationalism is very

Eriksen, Ethnicity and Nationalism (2002), explains nationalism in the

...nationalism stresses the cultural

similarity of its adherents and, by implication,
others, who thereby become outsiders. .a nationalist
that political boundaries should be coterminous with cultural boundaries,

draws boundaries vis-a-vis

.

whereas many ethnic groups do not demand command over the state. Nations are
ideological constmctions seeking to forge a link between (self-defined) cultural

they create abstract communities of a different order from
group and state, and.
those dynastic states or kinship-based communities which pre-date them. (2000,
.

6,100)

to the

era.

following excerpt:

holds

of

(Collins Leys

during Kenyatta

pastoral people,

Cheryl Bentsen (1989).

In this literature review the

scale

of land and ethnic

of sfrife

sources

in the govermnent

result of constantly
all

large

community, challenged the Kikuyu

and Richard Waller

accumulation,

of ethnic

273-289).

Spear

came as a

and

identity

purchase

buying

privileged political positions

of shifting cultural

new

encouraged the Kikuyu who

ethnic

continued to be uiu-esolved and

1973; Campbell 1991, 262-264). The Lmaa tend

for

.

it
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The

polihcal organization

of nationalism should be examined in ethnic nature since it

represents the stmggle of ethnic groups for political power and dominance. In light of ethnic

conflicts, Joseph

R. Rudolf (2003) examines in

nationahsm, and politics from

depth specific

global perspectives.

a

the ethnic conflict of each country

by looking

at the

In

a

case

studies of ethnicity,

chronological

historical

sequence, he articulates

background,

the management of

conflict, and the significance of indigenous resistance against the extemal forces of
modemization and
Literature

globalization.

on

ethnic

Hutchinson and Smith

identity (Erikson 2002,

Ryan 2001; Ybarrola 2009; Pachuau 2002; Caims and

understanding
and

on

how Lmaa maintain their

geographical perspectives.

of ritual

This is characterized

participations, age-grade systems,

Spear 1993; Spencer 1965, 2003).
social systems, which is
elderhood

a

identity

Roe

from

2003)

contributes to

our

historical, socio-cultural, economic,

by a sfrong sense

cattle economy, and

The Lmaa

1996; Hughes 2001;

of cultural

identity in terms

language competence (Galaty 1993,

ethnicity is marked by the

existence of age-grade
into

uniting ritual factor in the fransitional period of being Lmaa warriors

(Spencer 1965, 2003).

To become Lmaa person,

one

has to

participate in the rite

of

circumcision, which marks the begimung of the warrior self-identity. Through the rite of initiation
Lmaa

men

affirm theh masculine

identity (Spencer 1965, 2003).

integrated in language, the age-grade systems, ritual
rite of circumcision acts

as

leaders and

The power of ritual

symbols is

gerontocrafic moral authority.

The

the distinctive social function which sustain and makes Lmaa ethnic

identity (Spencer 1965, 2003).
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In this

study

person is known

language is
Lmaa

a

common

process of becoming and

expressions

Southem

language is

Kenya (Kajiado

of Kenya), Lchamus

and

(Jemps)

a

own

Narok),

in North-Central

language

speaking pastoral nomadic community
over

time

dialect that is

Samburu

people.

common

To

speak the ilmaa

In

is

spoken by the Lmaa pastoral people

(Northem Kenya), Elmolo (Lake

exists

of a

generations. Language

Kenya, and by Larusa, Lkisonko

(Sommer and Vossen 1993).

is the most

a

society (Voshaar 1998).

as a one

of the

result of historical,

as a

A Lmaa

The role of traditional elders is to instil proper

in the

identity

language.

vocabulary a paradigm

values among the Lmaa

being Lmaa.

regional

North-Central Tanzarua. The ilmaa

changes

linguistic value

in the form of proverbs and riddles to the young

distinctive factor that maintains one's
The ilmaa

The

in its grammar and

language represents

way of life and enshrines

common

the narrative discourse of Lmaa

by language competence (Spencer 1965).

This is because

symbol.

important to present is

also

finahty,

the

in

Turkana in North

and Parakuya in

urufying factor within the

Lmaa

economic, cultural, and ecological

people refer to

themselves

as

Lmaa

(Sutton 1993).

Galaty (1993)
people

also presents two distinchve

of East Africa. But it should also be

participating in the Lmaa social rituals
perceived as

a mere

acculturation

that

geographical allocations referring to the Lmaa

pointed out that speaking the language without

are

based

on

age-grade systems may

(Spencer 2003). Through language

is able to articulate, and maintain social and moral values of a
Another characteristic of becoming and being Lmaa is

ecological value system.

sometimes be

and cultural identification,

one

society (Spencer 2003).

through the pastoral

economy and

Because of the emotional attachment with the cattle economy, the Lmaa

people refer to themselves

as

Ltungana

lo sioom

or

nkishon naishiwe likae

(source

of life
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dependence).

As

a

mark of identity, the Lmaa

known for theh cattle

are

agricultural

referred to

The Amsha clan known

(Spear 1993; Lamphear 1993).
land

are

herding.

as

by others

as

"People of Cattle"

Lkisongo along the Amboseli

But the Lmaa of Arusha

savaimah

practiced both pastoral and

economy.

In this

study

of the historical

background

on

colonial domination and intmsion into Lmaa

land, the work by Hughes (2006) is informative. Even after independence in 1963, the pastoral
land has continued to be reduced for the sake of the national govemment interest.

in the

Phombeah

(2004),

legitimate

concems

article, ''The

Maasai 's

Century-old Grievance,"

Gray

discusses Lmaa

about their ancestral land.

Kenya's districts of Laikipia are demanding the retums of their
territory- 1 00 years after being driven from the land by British
colonialists in 1904. Their campaign pits them against a handful of white farmers
whose families created vast ranches on the land after the expulsion of the tribe.
(Phombeah 2004, news.bbc.co.uk 12 December 2007)
Maasai tribes in

ancestral

But

on

the other

hand.

Kenya govemment which inherited the Anglo-Maasai treaties at
independence in 1963 says the land claim is a Maasai myth. The lease,

The

govemment,

was

accused of using

says the
999 years and not 100 years. The govemment has also been
excessive force in dealing with Maasai protesters and siding with

the white farmers.

(12

December

2007)

The national govemment of Kenya took the next step

settlers to convert their
Voshar

people

1998).

ranching

land into wildlife national

In this process, Lmaa local

and the land

are

threatened

knowledge

(Jan Voshar 1998).

by encouraging the minority white

parks

for the tourist economy

(Jan

and the ritual process in relation to the
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The
In this

and Goduka

of Development

study, discussion

deconstmcting
accompanied

Impact

on

Ideologies

modemization

the traditional Eurocentric linear

the

of capitalism

expansion

2006).

The westem

on

is

theory

Indigenous Knowledge

important.

An

increasing critique

knowledge emerged from the enlightenment and

(Yarrow 2008; Straight 2000; Aguilar 2000;

imperial penetiation was

exonerated

as

Kunnie

modem, progressive,

universal, and rational (Yarrow 2008, 228).
Thomas Yarrow

(2008)

examines the concept of indigenous

in various kinds of mediation and translation
Yarrow claims that the

negotiating identities
the "westem"

indigenous knowledge

and relations

knowledge

modemization

(2008, 224).

approach

are

is

(2008, 224).

a

major

In the Ghana case, the

In Ghana context

as a

major

factor

(West Africa),

factor of translation in context of

The dual identities between the

in constant conflict. This is

towards economic

knowledge

particularly

in the

area

"indigenous"

and

of the

capitalism.

nongovermnental organization (NGO)

workers

were

rational

agents of progress and development. They applied the modemization theory, which emphasized
the modemization ofthe natives who
down concept of development

The economic and
case

studies in

causes

ofthe

was

were

perceived to be backward

analyzed by

political system

Development agencies

(IMF), uphold the

Westem

synonymous to

scope of this

dependency.

evolutionary thinking.
To discuss various

study, especially

when

discussing the

of impoverished societies.

such

as

the World Bank and the Intemational

top-down approach

development (Stightz 2003,

as

of modemity gave birth to

Africa, however, is beyond the

underdevelopment

Yarrow

and irrational. The top

Escobar

of mechanized and

Monitory

technological view

Fund
of

1995; Gardner and Lewis 1996; Van Willigen 2002).
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Yarrow

light

of community

build

relationships

importance

development,

he contends

(2008, 226).

pastoralism

in the context of socio

study by Dorothy

"The multifaceted

in

new

foreign symbols

emerged

a

capitalist

by

a case

ethnographic

field

to

pastoralist

lives and livelihoods"

and distribution

fimded

symbol

(2000,

accompanied by

(2000, 7).
and Local Knowledge

Kenya by Bilinda Straight (2000, 227-249). Straight

by the

a

German

World Bank

1990s, the German program

From the 1970s to

economic

on

study, namely. Development Ideologies

study that critiques

Development Program that was

a new

imposition

consumption,

among Samburu Women in Northem

in

at the hands of colonial and neo-colonial powers.

economy with the commodification of livestock

of production,

This is evidenced

L.

In

be used to

reveals the deterioration of indigenous

has

the

can

Rethinking Pastoralism

17),

creating

knowledge.

in her book

case

Hodgson contends,

an

that, "the indigenous knowledge

between NGOs and traditional authorities"

economic, cultural, and political change

presents

of recapturing the power of indigenous

Hodgson,

A second

Africa (2000),

the

emphasizes

was

Govenunent-Sponsored

(2000, 227).

fully supported as

of renaissance and infrastmctural

growth.

a

strategy for

With the

blessing

of

Kenyan govemment, this developmental program adopted the nationalistic slogan term,

maendeleo, which

means

in

fu-st

planted in the Kenyan

gear

by

the first

president,

independence. Kenyatta,

a

nationahstic manifesto. As

Swahili, 'to progress,'

soil

by the

Jomo

colonial

Kenyatta

strategist

'to modemize.' This term maendeleo

regime,

but the

Malinowski,

for nation/state

was

slogan was accelerated into high

in 1963, when the nation of Kenya achieved its

student of Bronislaw
a

or

was

building,

gifted

he made

in his

sure

pohtical

every citizen
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should

the national

sing

of maendeleo, which

slogan

harambee, meaning, Tet

us

pull together'

Ethnic Conflicts:
In this

resolutions
South

section,

by looking

I

attempt

at

three

was

entangled with

to examine the

theoretical

studies in Africa,

Africa, and the Arusha Maasai.

political slogan,

for full progress.

Indigenous knowledge

case

another

of Negotiation and Mediation

perspectives

namely,

on

the Nuer of

In the second part of the

study,

the power of conflict

Sudan, the Zulu of

I will

attempt

to

present the

concept of Laman in hght of tiie indigenous powers of negotiation and mediation among the
Lmaa

community.
Max Gluckman

examines the
become the

(1964),

importance

groimd

in his

anthropological discourse,

of conflict within

of establishing

a

social group and how customary
Gluckman asserts, "Conflicts

relationships.

life and customs appears to exacerbate these conflicts: but in

conflicts from

destroying

Customs and

the wider social order"

doing

so

(Gluckman 1964, 4).

Conflict

in

Africa,

allegiances
are a

part of social

custom also restrains the

In his

ethnographic

studies, Gluckman examined the customary forms of negotiating for kinship relationships, and
rituals of right relations in
In

a

wider social and

pre-colonial Africa,

most

political

indigenous

enforced powers of law and order. These

context.

societies had

indigenous

no

govemment institutions that

communities have "well-established and

well-known codes of morals and laws, of convention and ritual" (1964,
endured for centuries and have been transmitted for

sustaining with no

fear of law

breaking

generations.

Each

that would lead to lawlessness

colonial intmsion, most ofthe African societies

were

cohesive.

3).

These oral laws have

community was
(1964, 3).

self-

Before the
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Evans-Prichard

indigenous

clan communities

(Gluckman 1964, 7).
"Men

The

quarrel

over

indigenous

restore

(1969) examines
were

related to

in

things-cattle, land,

many

an

or

established code of law for

indeed

(1964, 9).

are

ties result in

attached to

between the Lmaa

a

a

of the

polihcal system

of the

Nuer, he also

strong mechanism of dispute settlement that

negotiation

and

was

mediation, especially for individual family

supported by

was

the

reached

religious

closely knit corporate unity
(1964, 10).

One ofthe

according to the customary

ritual of reconciliation enacted

that

frame of genealogical links. For

or

bond of brotherhood

organizes

mainstays

collective cattle

of oral traditions is that

instance,

and the Nuer cattle herders in the

of their cattle. In this way, traditional

kinship and

Kinship

a

pastoralists

genealogies

linked with

to

moral customary laws. In their narrative discourse, the Nuer

were

and controls inheritance

traditions

cite the

accidents"

over

that,

the sacrificial system.

fatherhood)

herding

stmctures. The

put in place by the community elders

Agnatic kinship (meaning kinship by blood through males
and

polihcal

by genealogical descent

prestige,

were

The process of dispute settlement

mles of compensations, which

through

women,

(1964, 9-164) description

appropriate legal

neighbor disputes.

another

social and

society.

presents that the indigenous people had
in the

indigenous

Given the nature of the human race, Gluckman also accepts the fact

In Gluckman' s

had

one

codes of moral and ritual power

harmony

ingrained

the Nuer

a

sense

knowledge

similarity exists

that

is

they both

can

inextricably

descent.

and descent systems

provide the

means

of conflict resolution and crisis

management, but the oral tradition provides the necessary knowledge. In most

or
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communities, traditions

controlling conflicts.

the basis for

act as

the space and ritual stmctures for

estabhshing

The nature of coercion for setdement is established

according to

a

customary legal code of retribution and compensation.
The colonial incursion

Gluckman summarizes the

came

ideology

conflict with the

indigenous

Maxim gun; and

they have

Zulu

not!"

with

a

superior

of the White

Gluckman,

"Force

was

(1964, 139) This form

the final factor in

British Cormnissioners exercised their
and to

implement

pass-laws,

and

balancing
The

were

of conflict

as a

magistrate

instmcted

by

the

have got The

of superior colonial athtude

establishing
control

British mle"

by appointing

(1964, 146).

local chiefs to mle

The enforcement of law and order

gives no room

by the

for co-existence

from the British Commissioner down to the native

problems

of poverty,

so

chiefs,

deteriorating land, inadequate

wages,

forth, who they considered oppressed them"

conflict of segregation between the Zulu and White supremacy

similar to conditions that also existed in West and East Africa

chiefs and

we

without the power and force of arms.

result of fear that

strain, resfrictive controls, and

deep

control in South Africa in its

(1964, 148).

"to solve the

The

(1964, 139).

of divide and mle. The local chiefs also had the powers to

established

superior powers,

(1964, 163).
was

was

inadequate

cultural

policy

long

political

tax-collecting (1964, 148).

colonial powers
and

the

imperial

community, "Whatever happens,

meant that their control would not have lasted

For

force of conquest

clerks

were

superior powers

the

source

(1964, 163).

The

of justice whenever the Commissioner

above him to enforce

an

unwanted law

or

order

was

(163).
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Land Conflicts and Resolution: A Case of Arusha Lmaa
In

1957, Philip Gulliver (1963, ix)

Tanganyika (now Tanzania),
conflicts among the

to look into

agricultural

was

the

Maasai who

appointed by

reasons

for

the Colonial Administration of

economic, social, and administrative

called the Amsha. In his

are

Gulliver examines land conflicts. These land conflicts

came as a

land. Because of new

by the

met

by sharp

policies

of appropriation of land

resistance from the

colonial adminisfration

policy

Gulliver articulated his
"land matters, such
of tenants, the

and

analyze

the Amsha in the
descent system

to set aside forest land and

anthropological

ovmership

of inheritance settlements

causes

of the

magnitude

pre-colonial period.

(1963, x).

Amsha in

study,

light

it is

of their

colonial administrahon, this

farming

inquire

shortage was

areas

into the

or

ofland

by

causes

of disputes

sales ofland"

(1963, x).

disputes, Gulliver,

took

relationships.
on

the

a

step fiirther

political

and

legal

order of

patrilineal

arise.

indigenous knowledge.

narrative discourse of the Lmaa

Gulliver asserts the

people

following:

which, because they do agree, the quesfion of enforcement does

(1963,2)

such

chiefs, headmen, and the magistrates (1963, x).

.

agree, and in

to

He studied the social

.in the dispute procedures between two conflicfing parties-each a disputant and
his supporters� at which discussion, advocacy, and negotiation occur, and in
which various pressures of both a moral and a practical kind are brought to bear
by each against the other, the ultimate settlement is one to which both parties
.

over

In order to

imposed colonial administrative practices

important to present the

the

for white settlements.

He studied their age-group systems and the

He also examined the

caused

was

fields, the aligmnent of boundaries, the rights

indigenous people, focusing particularly

the local courts, the role of the local
In this

skills to

of farms and

result of shortage of agricultural

The acute land

the social contexts and the nature of social

stmcture of Amsha

as

the

validity

understand the root

study

as

indigenous people.

ethnographic study,

not

of
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Gulliver examines three
and age-group system, the
courts, local

major political sub-systems

patrilineal

chief, headman and the magistrates) (1963, 173).

The

discussion,

or a

(engigwana

e

public assembly (engigwana),
matter of discussion

mbalbal),

or

-

Whenever
their leader

a

e

dispute

the age mates is to

jushce not only

purpose ofthe age set is for

(1963, 173-215).

or

the age

people,

mate),

case

parties,
unity

admits the

but

symbol

as a

e

means a

parish assembly
ngaji),

is to

the role ofthe inner
convene a

but for the sake of the entire

as a

and extemal moot

meeting

lineage through

for discussion. Both

assembly.

liability

kind is

non- violent

(1963, 173).

The role of

The ultimate

and agrees to pay the

as a

The pattem of discussion and

by the

ancestors

compensation not as

relationships.

symbol

assembly

integral to the indigenous

to the custom established

of recovering mutual

As Some', asserts,

community.

way of avoiding intervention from the elders'

communal celebration firom his age group

relationships.

light of their indigenous

for discussion before the

Gulliver asserts, "Coercion of a

disputant

punishment,

only present

discussion into the ultimate settlement with reconciliation and with

negotiation is ultimately resolved according
The

I will

Gulliver also calls it,

-

process of dispute settlement among the Amsha"

275).

as

in

(senior elders engigwana

plaintiff present their

for the two

conclave

people

study,

deliberation. The other term is

between two

occurs

bring the

or

In this

(local

ngishome).

(or lineage counselor,

the defendant and the

or

intemal moot

(a family clan engigwana

community: the parish

descent system, and the modem local govemment

the narrative discourse ofthe social stmcture of die Amsha

knowledge.

of Amsha

This is followed

(1963,

a

sign

by

the

of

of mutual acceptance and cordial

"Resolving that crisis,

in

an

indigenous community,

results in

a
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realizing

that

to the

person's gifts

community-hie

very

gifts won through the person's

intense

dealing with Spirit" (1998, 97).
Anthropological

and

In this section ofthe

symbolic forms,
order and the

through

a

the

are

also the

spiritual

Apphcations

identity based

channels that act

of the entire social group. The land and the

performance

of shalom and used

symbolic

and

I argue that the communal

and social stmctures

invoking the spirit

play

study,

interrelationships

interconnected

The

Missiological Implications

stmctures form

a

the

ritual

healing

for the

the

as a

land,

model for social

people

of religious acts. The earth ritual is

as

on

are

performed by

land, community, and environment.

performance through proverbs

and rites of passage;

strong role in the ethnic identity of the Lmaa community. This ethnic identity

to articulate the

significance

of narrative

theology

in

light of missional implications

be used

can

and

apphcations.
Joseph Healey
value and

source

affmns the

and Donald

Sybertz (2004) recognize

of African Christian

identity.

Narrative

story

or a

need to recapture the cultural

theology

is

unique

in the

sense

cultural, historical, and contemporary thought forms and religious values in

context. In the context ofthe creative power of the

a

a

dogma (Healey

Narrative

changmg

human

it is holistic in its

approach.

Narrative

Narrative
and the way

Sybertz 2004).

into

living story that translates
deed; hence,

and

they

theology refers

to

talk about their

experiences

13-16). Narrative theology

spoken word,

history.

theology is

Narrative

theology

people's experiences
or

narrative
a

theology is

dynamically

theology integrates

starts with oral literature

stories

enables local Christians to articulate the

(Healey
reality

and

a

given

more

than

creative and

that form the basis of what

narrate their

that it

word and

(2004).

they

believe

Sybertz 2004,

of their world and
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locate themselves and their social environment

17-42).

This is the

theology

is also

dialogue between
in die

important

will

the oral cultural tradition and

ministry of evangehsm,

conversation. It is also embedded in

paintings, carvings, drawings,

and

and

living

stories

oral

were

the

at the

taken

seriously

primacy

narratives

origins

of Christianity,

as source

conceming

by

Jonathan

and

formulating

people

in theh human

According

the

can

I

theology, indigenous

early

Church

Scripture.

(1998, 34-44). McCready
are

and resurrection

asserts

told and retold

(1998, 45). The oral

life story of transformation

as a

gospel.

relate to

experiences

to Clemens

creation.

stiidy

argues that the sacred word and the sacred text

the

social, cultural,

theological emphasis according to

historical narratives, the

In this

interdependent with written texts (1998, 60). Through narratives,

distinctive ways of responding to

continuing

narrative

Draper (2003) articulates that the indigenous communities

reading Scripture

portrayed in art,

nature and functions of oral and written

hfe, ministry, death,

story of God in human history is proclaimed

expressed

theology,

McCready

of authority

Jesus and his

are

Narrahve

songs, prayer, and

and visions. It is

of written texts and oral and aural dimensions of scripture

and aural dimensions

narrative

hymns,

(2004,

emphasis.

Wayne McCready (1998) discusses the

Looking

Chrishanity.

liturgical symbols (Van Engen 1994, 44-64).

matter of

as a

sermons,

proverbs, dreams, myths,

interchangeably refer to story theology,

theology

worldview within their space and hme

or

and

The

their

religious

indigenous

own

issues that

the

(Harvey 2008).

in Africa have

require

ways of

communities have distinctive

particular contexts. Through their

particular cultural

forms and to how the

gospel

is

and their cosmic order.

Sedmak

(2002, 73), local cultures

Indigenous theology begins

with the human

are

expressions

experiences

of God's

within the cultural
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context. The

concepts of culture

local contexts
In his

an

are

ingrained in

all levels of human existence. Taken from the

indigenous theologies become shaped implicit beliefs that
discussion

engaging

narrahve

on

theology, Charles

assertion that "narrative fimctions to sustain and confirm the

the Christian

Narrative

commimity,

theology

affirm the

allows the

community

theology,

religious

light

and

pilgrimage.

Word and deed

as

perspectives

William A.

and Robert J. Schreiter

consideration

adaptation,

particularly

in

indigenous living

transformative mission

Dymess (1990); Stephan

(2004),

when

the transformative

theologies

traditions. In the context of narrative
source

of indigenous Christian

as

emphasis

help

through the process
and

also

of careful

(2005);

cultural

Louis J. Luzbetak

models of translation call for careftil
discusses translation,

help

cormect what the

listening to

a

culture

Scripture

says, to

its

by discovering

symbols (2004, 22-35).
study

of signs enables Christian

interconnected processes (2005,
on

B. Bevans

presented by

engage in social and cultural contexts with the aim of

asserts that semiotic

message that wih "focus

on

the discussion

constmcting narrative theologies. Schreiter

principal values, interests, directions,
(2005),

with

(2004, 6-16). These models

social and cultural values

understand culture

(1996, 49)

ethnic

history,

Both narrative and contextual

missiological anthropology,

and contextual models that

Bevans

are

of

identity

Sybertz 2004; Engen 1994).

of new

such

and moral

with social context,

communicators need to recapture the cultural value and

missiologists
(2002);

integrate

to

people (Engen 1996).

of local forms of oral and

identity (Healey
In

and faith

between God and his

use

Engen (1996), also makes

and sustain the faithfulness of its members to Jesus Christ."

identity, culture, relationships,
relationship

Van

important in life.

are

identity

and

55).

When put

anthropologists

together, they

continuity" (2005, 55).

Luzbetak

convey

to

a

(2002, 64-84)
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also discusses the
need for

strength

relationships

Walter J

community

In the

which hes in

argues that the power of the

identity, especially when
act of performance

an

approach to life,

language,

it

comes

line of thought,

Eugene

communication of Christian faith is

theology

A. Nida

important

as

historical, social, cultural and religious
on

Ryszard Pachocmski (1996),

Lempumk (2001);
traditional

contends that the

(1960)

well

as a

on

challenge,

both

symbolic

because in the social

anthropological

and

theological

Wihem

that talk about

short

land, have been discussed by authors such

Saayman (1997);

Isodore

Okpewho (1992);

(1998). Lempuruk (2001) provides

seasons

rams-ltumuren),

explained

are

contexts.

that relate to

proverbs

and Jan Voshaar

proverbs

Ing'emg'erwa,
to the

integral

performance.

starts with oral literatures in the form of proverbs that

The literature review
as:

is coimected with

(1960, 183-206).
Narrative

in their

spoken word

to acts of performance. The Lmaa ritual of

cultural context, the Christian message must be based
realities

embedded in the human

deeply

that is connected with sacred space. Given the

land is the sacred space for ritual

same

a

communality.

Ong (1989)

ethnic

circumcision is

and

of symbolic

Alois M.

instmctive Sambum

(dry seasons-nkolong 'i, long rain

seasons-

also

proverbs

and riddles

(woiyeteni).

There

are

that relate

land, the people, and the environment.

Okpewho (1992) provides helpful
translation, adaptation, and exploitation.

theology

in context

ceremonial

as

discussion

Jan Voshor

it relates to the Lmaa

performance

on

African oral literature in

(1998)

symbolic

light

of

discusses church and narrative

connection between the traditional tree for

and the New Testament concept of the "Tree of the Cross". He
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articulates that Lmaa proverbs convey the wisdom and the
discussion

on

that

living traditions
and relational
the cultural

heritage

the elders because

According
ofthe

they

proverbs

to Pachocinski

viewed

serve as

philosophy

and

"they

language, making

it carry

basis of historical

happening.

contends,

study of proverbs
Lmaa

more

.

serve as

are

viewed

proverbs

are

He asserts,

"Proverbs,

of wisdom"

the

guardian

to

.to compare

as

in the

mle,

are

important symbols

it and.

.

.

.

(Lempumk 2001). Joseph Healey

relationships
will be

a

helpful point

of reference in

(2005, 8).

.proverbs

are

in oral cultures"

understanding the

study,

group's
are

used

the

Walter

on

the

Jay

(2005, 26).

The

(Moon 2005, 58).

diverse ways: in age sets,

In this

"In the

.

past" (1996, 1-2).

also argues that Proverbs

with God and with others"

by

.Proverbs. .reinforce the

rituals, people,

gerontocratic authority, relationships, language, worship, environment, animals,
land

secret

of

deep rehgious,

communities, the elders

of indigenous worldview

following

kept

Ryszard Pachocinski,

the jewels of wisdom.

the present and the

understanding

expressed

as a

guardian

and the carrier ofthe ethnic

to most African

as

the

serves as

(1997, 1).

weight, give more meaning to

"Proverbs function

reveals the

the oral tradition

community. According

proverbs

literature includes

tmths and cultural values that convey

genesis" (1996, 1). According

custodians of proverbs and

Moon also

a

(1996),

jewels

religious

social, and cultural life realities in
absence of written literature

the

as

In his

people.

social, political, economical, gender, envirormiental,

indigenous people.

are

of the

asserts that oral

Saayman (1997)

that reinforce life values in

areas.

African

htle the Baobob Tree,

as

knowledge

"probe deeply

and

kinship,

and

into the human

the cultural value of proverbs

Lmaa narratives.
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A

The literature review

Chris

(2001),

on

the

of Land

the works of the

Wright (1984, 2008);
(1995);

of land and its

theology

Walter

following writers

have been

Bmegemann (2002);

David Harrison

(2007);

implications

to

helpful:

Michael A.

and Malidoma Patrice

(1998).
Waher

Bmeggemann (2002) and

theology ofland is

a

God, people belong

major biblical

to the

Christopher J.
declared

as

good by

by God (this
(especially

is

as a

H.

God

(2001) present the argument that the

are

God's

relationship with

result of human

the

in how

they

treat the

to

land, and

God.

Wright (2008, 465-470)
(especially as

image bearers

belongs

argues that land in Creation

source

of provision and

disobedience),

and declared

as

blessing),
part of the

perspective

is

declared

cursed

as

covenant with God

in the creation narrative in Gen 8: 15-17, and God's commitment to all life Gen 8: 20-

9:17, and the

new

creation 2 Peter

community ownership by

land could not be

bought and

3). Wright

comes

land and tries

to

sold for commercial

kinship social

from the story of Naboth's

buy it,

but Naboth

inheritance of my father's"

also articulates that the land in Israel

replies,

gain. Wright
stmctures"

vineyard

in 1

asserts that "the

and land.

people

(Wright 1984, 137-38).

Kings

21.

King

divided

could not

One

Ahab desires Naboth's

"The Lord forbid that I should

(1 Kings 21:3). This lesson strongly presents

relationship between people

was

extended families. In order to preserve covenant agreement, the

be retained within the context of the

example

Russ Parker

theme. The biblical narratives reveal that the land

land, believers

the land is the context for their

into

helpful

study,

Norman C. Habel

Rynkiewich (2001);
Some'

land is

for mission. In this

anthropology
Russ Parker

on

Theology

a

give you the
God-given
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From the Old Testament

how his tenants

God's moral

use

it, nothing that anyone

inspection (Wright 1984, 59).

every detail of the

edges

narratives, God

where crops

farming practice,
are

can

are

do

in,

the land and demands

or

on,

In the Old

accountability

with the land is outside the

Testament, the

covenant

from the welfare of domestic animals to

to be used. God takes

and ofthe land itself Humans

owns

lively

a

land is part of Yahweh's mandate for his creation. The

land

(2007,

about the land"

Similarity

as

1

12-199)

being

sacred

exists between Harrison's

symbolizes

community

on

at field

managed.

The

relationship between Yahweh,

the ethnic

derives its

identity

spiritual

discusses

living

beings

use

the

of

people

and their

geography

description

of the

stories about the land with the

Dagara indigenous people

According

phrase

for the Huli of Papua New Guinea.

and the Lmaa cormection with the land. The

people. Through the

sacred space with the land, the

attachment to the "talk" of ancestors.

I fmd the narrative discourse from Mahdoma Patrice Some'

the land.

of

(Wright 1984, 59).

David Harrison

"talking

law touches

margins

of Israel, and the Promised Land is built upon the cormection between human
envhonment

sphere

interest in the welfare of all his creatures

to God for how the land is

responsible

in

in Burkina Faso

to Some' "the Earth

(West Africa)

symbolizes

(1998),

of Dano

vihage

of

to be similar to the Lmaa attachment to

the mother

on

whose

lap

everyone fmds

a

home, nourishment, support, comfort, and empowermenf (Some' 1998, 91). Through the land
the

corrununity moves together in solidarity

caring accountability,

awareness

the land "the earth person takes

and

care

to

dynamic
of other

a

healthy

enviromnent of togethemess,

creative ways of communal

people spiritually, materially,

(Some' 1998, 174). Among most indigenous people,

sharing,

relationships. Through
and

emotionally"

"a person without earth is in crisis

or
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homeless and in exile" (Some' 1998, 174).
and with

no

grounding.

Dispossession
each other"

people

A person "suffers from

from the land "can

(Some' 1998, 174). Through

which also forms die
from the land

symbolic element

through

If you

without the earth space,

invisibility

cause a

of their

and

a

person feels

empty

anonymity" (Some' 1998, 174).

whole culture to sell home

the land the

commercial

Some' also contends the

owners.

Again

community

or

parcels

of earth to

constmcts their home space,

ground identity (Some' 1998, 174). Alienating

enterprise

becomes

incomprehensible

to the

original

following:

people's home from them and then offer it to them for sale, people
buy it, because being homeless is endurable. ..When the people of a
culture no longer remember that they are but a thread of the web of life on Earth,
then they ah become homeless. (1998, 178)
remove

wih have to

The Earth

.

{Enkop)

is the center ofthe ritual

sense

of belonging to the

in the

volume, Land and Churches

exists in

a

complex web

that have taken

place

community. According to

The Judeo-Christian

individual

ownership),

complex challenges
has

enormous

identity

are

period

and the

often determined

argues that the Masai

of human

symbols

a

presented

is how Mazmi

and

gives

a

informative articles

(Rynkiewich 2001),

land

changes

history.

The

to access land

The

economy

(private property,

religious perception of land presents

symbolic importance.

by the ability

{Enkang')

result of socio-economic

of identity. In most of the

African 's Identity:

(this

developed as

cultural and

indigenous

socioeconomic and

on

the author who

ethics, the Eurocentric concept ofland

and diverse

In his section

settlement

in Melanesia: Issues and Contexts

of relationships that

over a

village

indigenous cultures,

community sustainability

the land

and

resources.

Indigenous Personality,

spells Maasai) believe

that

Ali A. Mazmi

they

are

(1986),

the custodians of
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all the cattle of the
a

special

on

sense

-

world, wherever they might be. The "Masai" [sic]

not in

charge

ofthe soul of Man but in

charge

are

of Man's

God's chosen

people

in

important companion

earth, die cattle (1986, 64).
The Church's

theology

of property may be traced back to the Old Testament story of the

nation of Israel and the Promised Land, the New Testament with Jesus and the
relation to the poor
In his

232) presents
The

new

(John 12:5; 13:29),

arhcle. Strangers
a

detailed

theology

in

a

description

and the

Church

Apostolic

disciples

1 1 Cor.

(Acts 5;

in

9).

Strange Land: Theologies of Land, Rynkiewich (2001b,
of the

complex

ofland should be flexible to

and diverse

provide

a

theologies

space for

ofland in

socialjustice

210-

Scripture.

and the

"good

of

ecological practice" (2001b, 228).
The Hohstic Mission: The Church

While most work

on

Willingen (2002);

Agent

of

(1960);

in

in Mission

Change
some

aspects of mission, I have

avoiding this problem:

(1994, 2002);

Dickson A.

Everett M.

Mungazi (1996);

Andrew Kirk

Rogers (2003);

and

(1993),
Tetsunao

Vinay Samuel

and

Sugden (2009, 2003).
God

owns

the whole

incamational. The holistic
and the

have

helpful

Bmce Bradshaw

Yamamori and Kwame Bediako
Chris

the

holistic mission tends to leave out

found the work of several authors to be
John Van

as

well-being

no

people

ofthe

creation, including the land. The mission of the Church is

ministry

people,

of peace and justice should coexist with the

which is both

dichotomy between the spiritual

are

in

harmony.

create awareness of

spiritual

and

and the material

In this context, the land

physical.

to be

ecology

of care

Most African societies

(Mungazi 64-70).

belongs to God; therefore,

sustainability (Voorhies 1996, 123-146). Although

the

The land and the

the Church should

indigenous people
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have the proper
role of being

good stewards, by exercising

According to

Van

and Bradshaw

the

integral ministry

of sharing and

caring.

health, and sanitation (Van Willingen 2002, 1 15-140). Kirk

(1994),

assert that the biblical view of holistic

in the context of evangelism and social

Cuhures: A Narrative Approach

to

responsibility. Again

Social

in his

ministry

redemptive

is

a

basic element

book. Change Across

Bmce Bradshaw

Transformation,

that the biblical narratives of God's

emphasizes

land, the Church's mission must play the

Willingen, community participation should be integral with

conservation of environment,

(1983b)

ofthe

God-given ancestral ownership

(2002,

work of salvation is

93-1

integral

12)
to social

transformation.
The
human life
God's

theological

foundation of creation,

(Bradshaw 1994, v).

The biblical worldview

redemptive work in Christ by bringing

"bridging the gap"

articulated

redemption,

by

and shalom encompass all

bridges

shalom to creation

the gap

areas

by enabling us

(1994, 3-4).

Bradshaw in the context of evangelism,

to

of

see

This concept of

development and

shalom, is useful for the study of Lmaa narratives particularly in their indigenous local

knowledge.
Summary
This

study

consciousness

assumes

was an

that the colorual

attempt

language, including reading
identity,
drastic
on a

and

and the enthe Lmaa

challenge

to control the

writing,

cosmology.

assumption

indigenous

was

of economic and cultural

mind. The exertion ofthe

part of a sustained attack

The Lmaa

in the form of neoliberal

cash economy, and

imposition of new symbols

pastoral

capitalism with

land

over

on

foreign

indigenous

the years has

ethnic

undergone

its commodification of land,

of individual social and economic existence.

emphasis
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This

orality

study attempts

to

look into the past and the current social stmctures in

and the land. In order to present the

indigenous

narrative

the colonial historical context and colonial first contact with the

community

of Kenya. The

the researcher attempts to

this

study

and

cosmological changes

Kenya.

as

anthropological

and

theology,
pastoral

need exists to examine

nomadic Lmaa

missiological approach will

investigate, describe,

and

of exclusion and inclusion of Lmaa

inform the scope of

explain the

pastoral

light of

historical transition

nomadic

people

of
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CHAPTER THREE
The

The

Map

of Kenya and

History

some

of Lmaa Pastoral

sections of Tanzania

People

showing

the present Lmaa

Regional

settlements

B T

H

f

O P I A

TURKANA

MANOERA

\
^_

^3

o

^-.^

DMtrlct

NAI�OH^JK><^X-^^j^^^

Ba��i4ary

InternaHonal

Higlilislited
are

tlie

MACMAKO*

Laiiaa

cun ent

Bo��nd4rT_

pastoral regioni
sites of land

conflicts witli diversient agents

Scale'

Map

pastoral regions are indicated on the map drawn by colonial administration to create space for the white
Adopted from Lotte Hughes, Moving the Maasai: A Colonial Misadventure, Palgrave Macmillan (England), 2006

1 The Lmaa

settlements.

l�5. 000,000
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Introduction
In this

Kenya

study, I present the

and Tanzania. The Lmaa

among the Lmaa. The oral

the Lmaa

listening
age

sets.^

well

community

and

historical

history

history

was

gathered

knowledge

The informants for the Lmaa oral

respected by the

whole Lmaa

of the Lmaa

is both informed

by

from the

the great orators of Lmaa

as

down the oral

writing

background

I spent two hill

that has been

are

community. They

literature^

passed

counsel

Leitoro and

leaders', who

According
distinctively

language

are

to the

known

as

Leparachao

are

known for theh

informants, the

known

Lmaa

means one

language,

days

have

participated actively

them,

by

the Lmaa

the Lmaa

people

as

ofthe cattle.' The Lmaa

in peace and

Laingwenak, 'age
and local

relocated into the

by

side with

following regions:

one

another

as one

the Lchamus

and Tanzania

one

age-grade

original pastoral land,
pastoral community.

^

are

system.^
identity.^

the Lmaa

The Lmaa

pastoral community (living

shores of Baringo), the Lmaa of Laikipia plateaus, the Elmolo

set

knowledge.

At different times and in different social contexts, initiation rituals also mark the Lmaa

conununities lived side

are

people speak the

social stmcture, and

Before the British relocated the Lmaa from their

they

levels, particularly in Kenya.

pastoral people both in Kenya

one

with

down to them

indigenous leadership, oratory,

lopeny' nkishu, 'people

of Ilmaa, which

by

and the oral historians

from the age set of Lkimani and

reconciliation conflict management fomms from local to national

Traditionally,

of

informants,^ who are well known by

history.

history

the

pastoral community

were

around the lake

community (living

at the shores of

Paul Spencer (1965), Hughes (2006), Jan Voshaar, Maasai: Between the Oreteti-Tree and the Tree of the Cross,
Kampen, The Netherlands, 43, 1998.
^
Interview at Maralal, Kenya, with Paul Loingerua Leitoro and Simon Leparachao, June 15, 2009.
'
Oral history gathered from the above mentioned informants that were passed to them through the age sets of
Lmirisho (1910), Lkileku (1922), and Lmekuri (1936), June 15, 2009.
^
Paul Leitoro, Simon Leparachao.
'
Leitoro and Leparachao, ibid.
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Lake

Turkana),

the Lmaa

commonly

known

as

Maasai of Southem

regions

of Kenya

of

(Lmaa

Narok, Loitokitok, and Kajiado), the Maasai of Tanzania, and the Sambum of Northem Kenya.
The

original

ethnic

name

land.' The term also refers to
Lmaa

people

means

(Nkaji eyieyio,

or

ofthe

speakers

same

ltungana

Lmaa, also known

le

ofthe

kinship,

monyua).

or

same

as

Loikop

language

or

means

and culture.

descent. Lmaa also

This

Lokop,

means

symbolizes relationship

of the

'people

Symbolically,

people

of the

the

same

between clans

as a

name

womb
result

of patrilineal descent.

The

informants' �

further clarified that the Lmaa Sambum

by Laikipia Lmaa. They

were

because of a goat leather

bag

nicknamed

as

Loiborkineji,

that the Sambum

women

The oral historians narrated that the Lmaa
Tanzania firom Southem Sudan in the
Sudan and northem

as

In the

people.

were

called

'�

"

on

migrated

their backs, known

into the

The Great Rift

regions

migratory

areas even

centers of

Otto, Losaen, and Kopi Kopi. These

that

were

changed

colonial era, because of their
colonial

settlers.'^

into

Leparachao,
Leparachao,
and Leparachao,

Tree and the Tree ofthe Cross,

June

their

regions.'*

pastoral
names

the Lmaa

by

people

migrated from Otto, and,

history, these pastoral people trekked along the

Interview Leitoro and
Interview Leitoro and

were

English sounding

pastoral lifestyle,

The Lmaa

Sampur.

pastoral people

historical centers of migration existed for Lmaa
names

was

Southem

before the creation of colonial boundaries of East African

by derogatory terms by
the oral

as

This

of Kenya and

Lmaa

pre-colonial period,

Interview Leitoro

carry

given to them

goats.'

Kenya, is still remembered through oral history by the

regime. During the

according to

'the clan of the white

across

These centers still bear Lmaa

the colonial

nickname

Valley,

the site of their ancient

original pastoral

17* Century.

was a

River Nile. In their nomadic

15, 2009

June 15, 2009.
June 15, 2009,

see

also book

by

Kampen, The Netherlands, 43, 1998.

Jan

Voshaar, Maasai:

Between the Oreteti-
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exodus, diey finally migrated toward the south following the

by

Lmaa

who

pastoral people

were

as

Silale. In their movements,

later nicknamed Resiat

Shangila.

or

they

These groups

Great Rift

Valley,

which is known

left behind the other clan groups
were

gradually

assimilated into the

Ethiopian region bordering Kenya.
The Lmaa, for

a

short

period

of time, setded around Lake

devastating drought they migrated to the
occupied by
cahed

some

Peikiliapu

Elbarta

ofthe Lmaa Sambum. In

Te

Baringo,

but after

a severe

and

Plateau, which is the present savannah region,

light of these

ethnic

Diker, 'The Great Migration', provides

a

pastoral migrations,

a

narrative

charter for Lmaa nomadic

pastoralism.
After

a devastating drought, a bird
appeared carrying some green grass from the
(Losaen). The elders of the community summoned for a meeting to discuss
and to try to interpret the meaning of this miraculous appearance of a bird
carrying green grass. After their deliberations, the elders decided to send young,
strong men to follow the direction of the bird. They traveled by foot for seven
days until they arrived to a place which later came to be known as Lbarta. They
found plenty of green grass on the savannah land which was inhabited by the
Boran social group. The young men decided to walk back to their place of origin.
They took the message with a lamp and some of green grass to the elders that the
land, which they saw was fiill of green pastures and suitable for settlement.'"^

East

At the

younger
Lmaa

begirming

of every age set, the

generations, especially the

people received

informants, "this is

a

a

gerontocratic elders'^ pass

narrative of 'The Great

manifestation of new

hope

tme account for the Lmaa

Migration'

ixom EnkAi

this oral

history

that establishes when the

(the Creator). According

people that are part

to the

to the

of their historical and cultural

identity."'^ The pastoral community decided to migrate and occupy the "new lands" of the
Elbrata

regions.

Leitoro and

The

name

Leparachao,

Elbarta

was

replaced by Baragoi

in the colonial

script. According to

Interview June 15, 2009.

Interview Leshoomo, Leitoro, Leparachao, June 20, 2009.
Paul Spencer, The Samburu: A study of Gerontocracy in a Nomadic Tribe,
Interview Leshoomo, Leitoro, Leparachao, June 20, 2009.

Routledge, England,

1965.
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the

informants,

for the

the

indigenous

newly prescribed colonial
Lmaa

people. They

are

ethnic cormections with their ancestral

ploy to

rewrite the

connected with

script

of the land

as

imperial methodology

pastoral grazing

drove

ovm

allows the

move

from

one

fertility

well

has been undermined

rest

place

as

the

script

relocating

because it has

of their minds. This colonial

no

script is

expropriation of their

From the

have settled at the
of Malaso

to another. One way the

good

is

rainy season.'^

People

are

environmental

now

dispersion were

pastoral people

to

move on

This

globalizing

new

land

for

Valley', Nkampe
andKibkou.

the Elbarta

conflict from the Boran ethnic group. However, after
traditional conflict management with their

for the

pasture land. This

grabs

global

that has reduced

economic

reasons

reasons.

Escarpment', Tirikish, Pang'aa,
to

care

environmentally-sound strategy

set of Lmeishopo, the Lmaa

elders, the community decided to migrate

factors that

the nomadic way of avoiding the

forcibly relocated

of Silale 'the Great Rift

Interview Leitoro, June 20, 2009.
Interview David Letoyia, June 20, 2009.

by

pastoralists

neo-colonial and

1800s, during the age

regions

vegetations

of the most fertile lands

appropriation

and sometimes forced

until the next

by colonial,

for

the colonial

soil. Nomadic

essential havens in times of drought.

regions

new name

symbolic attachments

of constmcting native minds and the

of soil and

depletion ofthe

vegetation to

rather than

or

land.

environment and the

exhaustion and

cultural

origin.'^ Perhaps they recognize that this is a colonial

use), subsequent wandering

people to

no

still upset about this

Recurring droughts (exacerbated by
for their

grammar has

plains.

they

speakers
e

were

known to

Malaso' the modem

Through the
At first

counsel ofthe

they encountered

achieved reconciliation

a

tribal

by using

neighboring tribe, they settled along together
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amicably.

Then

the Boran,

later,

being

Dorobo group who

pastoral

conflict

caused

was

by

small in number, decided to

became hunters and

Lmaa

a

again later

cattle.^'

assimilated and

escaped into

the forest. Some of them

honey. Gradually they became the

acquired the shifting

current

ethnicity'^ with the larger

community.^�

of Lmaa clans

From

and

migrate

of wild fmits and wild

gatherers

About 1880, at the age set of Lterito,

population

the warriors from both commumties. At this time,

migrated

1900, from the age

to maintain their cultural

migrated along

to

a

cattle

the Marsabit

plague

identity

as

where

area

set oi Lmirisho to the

they managed to

people.

A great

restock their

present, the Lmaa people have endured

nomadic cattle herders.

the Eastem shores of Lake

decimated the Lmaa

Turkana, and

According to

some

went

as

far

oral
as

history, they

Lorian Lo

Ncharabi, 'The Lorian Swamp.'
Both

informants, Leitoro and Leparachao, narrated

effects for Lmaa

pastoral people

of East Africa in the

a

fransition that had far

reaching

following marmer:

From the time of the age set oi Lmirisho (1910), the Lmaa people have never been
the same agam as far as their ancestral land is concemed. Since then, the elders

would pass oral history conceming the new comers to the land. This is the focal
point of Lmaa history which is the coming of colonial power ofland

expropriation.'^^
From 191

1, the imperial power enforced the policy of divide and mle. They evicted the

Lmaa Sambum from Lorroki and

Northem

Kenya. The

Laikipia plains restricting

rest of the Lmaa

"

were

resettled

by

them to the

marginalized areas

force at the present

of

marginal regions

change through assimilation into another social group sometimes through coercion or adaption
through boundary and migration factors through ethnic or politic conflicts.
Interview Leitoro, June 20, 2009; shifting ethnicity has been discussed in details by Thomas Spear, (co-editor)
Being Maasai, Oxford: England, James Currey, 1993.
^'
Interview Leshoomo, Leitoro, Leparachao, June 20, 2009.
A process of social
and it may also occur

Interview

Leparachao, June 20,

2009.
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south of Kenya in

provided in page
In the

Kajiado, Lohokitok,

and Narok

areas.

A map

regions bordering

the present

Laikipia,

remnant

an area

in Isiolo and Marsabit

intermarried with the
and mountainous

pastoral

areas

legacy

from

areas.

Some ofthe families

Rendile nomadic

of Loisamis and

The elders of the

this oral

places

is

were

migrated again into their

of cattle ranches still owned

the British settlers. Some of the Lmaa clans moved back to their old

territory

these

75.

1960's, after independence, the Laikipia Lmaa

former Savaimah

indicahng

regions

of inheritance and

later assimilated

people. They spread into

by

as

they

other grassy

vegetation

Logologo.^"*

community have

retained the oral

history

generation to generation through the powerful

of Lmaa

origins.'^^ They pass

ritual ofthe

age-grade

system.^^ The British anthropologists, for their own records, presented different names that
would

distinguish

legal authority
incorrectly

one

group from

of written

came

to refer

records,

only to

another.'^^ Gradually,
a

misunderstanding

one

because of the influence and

arose

particular regional

about the

group,

name

namely,

presumed

Maasai. This term

the Maasai of South

Kenya and Tanzania.^^ This served the purposes of colonial power because it further divided the

Hughes, Lotte; Moving the Maasai: A Colonial Misadventure. Oxford, England: Antony
Ltd.; 2006
Leitoro, Interview June 20, 2009
Lowuapere, Interview June 22, 2009
Lowuapere, Interview June 22, 2009
Mazmi, Ali; Ttie Africans: A Triple Heritage. Boston: Brown and Company Ltd.; 1986, Mazrui, AH and Alamin
M. Mazrui, The Power of Babel: Language and Governance in the African Experience. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press/ Oxford: James Currey; 1998
Interview Moses Ole Naikumi, July 1, 2009
Rowe
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Lmaa

people

ingrained

in

from

one

another.

public policy,

and

Thus,

a

colonial shategy of divide and conquest has become

anthropologists

were

in the

complicit

decephon.^"

Lmaa Social Structure

Before I
the Lmaa

engaged

People

in

hght

interviews with four

their roles

as

Laingwenak,

eloquence
They

Cattle
The

ofland and

indigenous

of their abilities to settle
their

in the actual

and

Longeli Phratry,

an

history.

Knighton,

'the White Cattle

Ngishu Naibor consists

phratry,

They

are

well

nine is

participated in

respected because

are

also renowned for

exist, namely, Ngishu Narok 'the Black

Moiety.

'^^

a

Each

of the Lorokushu

Phratry. During the Lmugeti 'age

as

These informants

moiety has

four sections.

Phratry, Lnyaparae Phratry, Lngwesi Phratry

perfect

indigenous knowledge,

knowledge

the Ltorobo

are

Vitality ofKaramojong Religion: Dying Tradition

and

Phratry, Lukumae Phratry,

set

rituals', the Ltorobo

and sacred number for the Lmaa

is well known for their traditional

The

sets.^'

ethnographic

I asked them to discuss Lmaa social stmcture.

the Lmasula

and Loimisi

ninth

Phratry

The

of conducting

opportunity

among the various age sets. These elders

Ngishu Naibor

Lmaa experts in oral

Ben

I had

elders from different age

disputes

in Lmaa oral

Lpisikishu Phratry.

Ltorobo

orality.

I needed to understand the social stmcture of

members of the 'Council of Elders'.

Ngishu Narok includes

as a

studies,

stated that two main sets of Lmaa Phratries

Moiety'

included

case

of initiation rites.

group is

people.

The

According

to

part of the Ngishu Narok?^

or

Living Faith?; Oxford

Centre for

Mission Studies, UK, Ashgate, 2005
Mazrui, Ali; The Africans: A Triple Heritage. ; Boston: Brown and Company Ltd.; 1986
^'
The age sets of Lmelcuri (informant Lowuapere, initiate of 1936), Lkimani (informant Leparachao, initiate of
1946)) and Lkishili (informants Leitoro and Leshoomo, initiates of 1958)
A phratry is an alliance of clans for various purposes: military alliance, marriage exchange, and economic
cooperation. A moiety is a division of society, typically into two parts, both composed of phratries or clans, with the
primary function of restricting marriage to members ofthe opposite moiety. These are standard anthropological uses
of these terms. The terms phratry and moiety as they apply to the Lmaa have also been discussed by Paul Spencer,
The Samburu: A study of Gerontocracy in a Nomadic Tribe, Routledge, England, 1965.
Interviews, Lowuapere, Leparachao, Leitoro and Leshoomo, June 22, 2009.
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Lmaa Calendar and its Connection with the

According

to my

Age

Set

informants,^"* each Lmaa Lmong'o La Laiyiok 'age set'^^

twelve to fourteen years. Because of their oratory in Lmugeti, the Lmasula
custodian of determining the time and the
In my discussion with the
a

System

season

informants, they

were

Phratry

for the commencement of a
able to hace back

span of approximately twelve years and concluded the

through

new

lasts between
is the

age-grade.^^

the Lmaa

chronology

following order:

(1792)
(1804)
Lpetaa age set (1816)
Lkipa-yang age set (1828)
Lkipuku age set (1840)
Lkiteku age set (1852)
Ltaringiring age set (1864)
Lmarikon age set (1876)
Lterito age set (1888)
Lmirisho age set (1910)
Lkileko age set (1922)
Lmekuri age set (1936)
Lkimaniki age set (1946)
Lkishili age set (1958)
Lkiroro age set (1970)
Lmeoli age set (1982)
Lkishami age set (1994)
Lmeisiligi age set (2006)

Lmeichopo

age set

Lkuruka age

set

Interviews, Lowuapere, Leparachao, Leitoro and Leshoomo,

June

22, 2009.

anthropological use, the concept of age set refers to a generation of men (usually) or women who are
initiated together and go through life together. That is, the named age set itself matures. By contrast, the concept of
age grade refers to stages in hfe through which men or women pass together. Among pastoral people, for example,
this may be uninitiated youth, initiate, herder, warrior, and married man, or an elder. The Lmaa have age sets.
In standard

Interviews, Leitoro, June 22, 2009.
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Through

the

gerontocratic authority,

ritual leaders. These leaders
which is

Laingwenani,

leadership,

and

known

appointed position encapsulating

an

to my

Bull ofthe

preceding

Initiates) is marked by

age set'.

taa

Imangati

O

The

dynamic

God protect
Protect

moiyiatin-

Tamayiana Enkera

ang

'-

us

God bless

phratries,

families. The social function of Lorora is

"

Through the

Leparachao, June 20, 2009.
Leitoro, Leparachao, June 20,

Lmong 'o La

two

phratries

are

permitted

phratries

a

the end

to

are

the

Laiyiok is performed through
as

follows:

us

life of our

us

offspring

from evil

from enemies and misfortune
our new

age set

God's will be done. Amen!

-

the elders of Lnyaparae and Lmasula Phratries

consecrate land space for the Lorora 'ceremonial

age set.

as

The land of posterity

On behalf of the nine Lmaa

new

bravery,

Odung' Anyi 'marking

The prayer of invocation is

God prepare for

iyiook-

iyiook ntorok-

Etejo EnkAi Aiyia

the

and

the ritual of Lmugeti. The age set is closed after

identity, only

phratries.

Ana nkishon Enkera ang '-

EnkAi tirishe

set known

and the end of every age set. These two

Ana nkishon O Lmaa-

EnkAi

position,

the abilihes of orahon,

commencement of Lmong 'o La

elders from the two

EnkAi itibirika

E

inherited

the ceremony of Lmong'o

to Lmaa

begirming

Lnyaparae and the Lmasula?^ The

by the

by

According

solemnize the rituals at the

prayer led

an

informants, the begirming of a new age

span of twelve years and is marked

of the

Launoni, which is

as

eight phrahies appoints their

eloquence.

According
Laiyiok (The

are

every age set of the

meant to

oral wisdom of the

2009.

village'

that will consist of around five hundred

integrate

families that will have members in

elders, the appropriate time

event will be set in
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light ofthe beginning

of a

calendar year such

Febmary {Lapa Leave

(Rankari),

or

as

new moon

August {Lapa Kelei).

Lng'eringerua

'the end of long

the moment when the green
Lmaa

as

pastoral nomads,

entire environment.

light.

The

rainy

This will be

or

Forum),

or

seasons

Mid- April

{Lapa Le Sorio),

Ltumuren 'the end of short

vegetation blossoms

the

to any of the months of the

of an age set must fall within the

marking

season'

equivalent

symbolize

with

new

signs

shalom for the

rainy

of hope and

June

seasons

of

season'. This is

prosperity.

For the

land, people, animals, and the

39

Summary
The elders
from

are

the custodians of oral

history

generation to generation through the powerhil

of Lmaa

origins. They pass

designated

Interview:

appointed according

legacy

ritual ofthe age set systems. The Lmaa

calendar is linked with the age set systems, which is determined
The leader of an age set is

this oral

to the ritual

by the gerontocratic authority.

position of inheritance

Lmaa clan.

Leparachao, Letoyia, Leshoomo, Lowuapere, Lenyakopko, Lekaato,

June

25, 2009.

from

a
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS FROM CASE STUDIES

Ethnographical Study
Introduction

This

ethnographic study

pastoral land,
2009,

was a

both in

was

Kenya and Tanzania.

culminahon of my

previous

months in the field. In my initial
Lmaa

regional

conducted in

centers to

The

seven

regional centers'*^

research, conducted from

summer

study frips

ethnographic study,

in 2007 and

I had the

qualitative

the Amsha

case

June to

2008,

opportunity

a

September

total of 10

of visiting different

listen, observe, and interact with the community. From that time until

the present, I have been able to follow the Lmaa transition in

comparison,

within the Lmaa

pastoral

and

agricultural Maasai

studies. Each of these studies focuses

on

light

of orality and the land. As

of Tanzania

orality

were

a

included in these

and the land in

light of colonial

narratives and grammar.
Most of my

research,

I

ethnographic study is descriptive

planned to use

a

easier in later

franscription.

although they

gave

wisely took me

The

are

I tried to

aside and he

Centers

the voice recorder in several

the recorder tended to

whispered to

as

much

becoming suspicious

Regional

use

me

dampen

places,

are

this field

as

I could.

but I realized

that,

discussion. One of the informants

that if I wanted to obtain concrete and first hand

pastoral nomadic community, I should instead put the

and interact with them

people

conducting

voice recorder with the view that it would make my data collection

permission,

information from the

in nature. While

He, the informant, told

of govemment

or

media types

me

voice recorder aside

that most of the Lmaa

carrying recording

devices.

Narok, Laikipia, Samburu, Wamba, Kajiado and Kitengela, Lchamus, and Arusha
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Through wise

counsel from Lmaa inft�rmants, 1 decided to carry out my field interviews

through participant observation, listening closely

with active interaction from both individual and

group discussions. In most cases, I met with the Lmaa elders for the whole

questions

in

light

of my research

discussions until

with

our

frees

which

conununity.

designed questions.

evening.

provide enough shade,

We broke

The elders advised each
and

are

always

the

only

for

meeting

that

day

and asked them

lunch, and continued
we

gather under

place where important orality

sacred

occurs

in the
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Map 2. The dotted boundary lines were drawn in 1890 by the British colonial administration separating the Lmaa of
Laikipia along with the Lmaa of southem Kenya. This was to create space for the occupation of white ranching
settlers who fmally occupied the great savannah lands of the Great Rift Valley. The Samburu and the Lchamus
Lmaa were excluded from this map for reasons only known by the British administration.
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Map 3. East Africa pre-World War I: Map drawn by David Hughes, adopted from Moving The Maasai: A Colonial
Misadventure by Lotte Hughes, Antony Rowe Ltd. Oxford, England, 2006. Below are also other maps drawn by
British Colonial administrations at different periods of their historical dispossessions of Lmaa pastoral Lands.
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Map 4. Adopted from Hughes (2006): This map was drawn Ln 1916 showing the railway line from Mombasa passing
through the former Lmaa pastoral lands of Nairobi (Lmaa original term Nairobe Enkare), Naivasha {Naiposha), and
Nakuru {Nakuro). The famous Lmaa savaimah pastoral lands along the Greater Rift Valley were dispossessed by the
colonial settlers and Lmaa people were settled at marginal areas drawn on the map as Masai Reserve and a boundary
was drawn to separate the Lmaa of Kenya and Tanzania. This was named as Anglo-German Boundary.
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5. The above map was drawn in 1904 showing the divide and rule policy of separating Lmaa groups away from
another and named as Northem Masai Reserve (later named as Sambum northem frontier reserve district), and
the Southem Masai Reserve (later came to named as the Masai of Kajiado and Narok. They were treated as different
from the Tanzanian Masai because ofthe boimdary between German and British protectorates.

Map
one
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6. This map indicates the Laikipia Lmaa region which was later in 1910 alienated from them
administration and instead allocated to the white ranching scheme settlers.

Map

by

the colonial
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NAROK CASE STUDY
The

of Narok

Map

I

20

Map

0

20

40

Kilometers

7. Star marks the land that has been converted firom communal grazing land into private wheat and barley

plantations,

to enhance

economic process of commodification.
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Introduction
As part of my

different sites discussed in this

showing

pastoral

areas

converted into wheat and

I travehed for three

home

area

in northem

traditional

sign

{Lkiroro,

of acceptance and

initiates of

1970),

in total. He also introduced

representatives

within the

me

from the Lmaa

land, the people, the
northem

region.

insecurity

region (page 79)

my

to some of the

in southem

and the

scale wheat

I narrated the purpose of my mission.

identity

me

to the

as one

me

Using

the

to the members of my age

of the Lmaa

speakers.

well-respected elders,

national govenunent and

who

On the

were

twelve

non-govemmental

of Narok.

began,

and

as

required by the

of North

Kenya.

Lmaa

culture, I started with

I narrated to them the cunent

devastating drought

area

of laleta 'cattle

and famine that

was

(from the

by

news on

impacting

the

Village

camps' in search of pastures and water.

ofthe elders in the group asked

and the eviction of Sambum Lmaa

Interview: Moses Ole Naikumi

I spent two

My informant"** warmly

1 described to them the movement of cows from the Imareita

one

Kenya.

private large

to the land.

he first introduced

integration,

cows, and the

nanation,

of the

some

miles, by public transportadon from my

newcomers

conununity.

community

settlements' to the far distant
process of my

the

symbolize

to

region

Before the discussions

greetings

by

Ole Naikumi fiirther introduced

following day,

300

29*, 2009 visiting Lmaa villages
introduced

sites indicate

Region

barley plantations.

Narok Lmaa

into the Narok Lmaa

me

set

to

barley farming systems

welcomed

particular case study. The

days, approximately

Kenya to the

weeks, from August 15*
and

field work, I present the administrahve map of Narok

ethnographic

me

to describe the

In the

ongoing

the govermnent administration. I took another

age set of Lnyangusi

Seuri, initiates of 1948).
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twenty minutes
enormous

to

explain to

them the eviction and the intmsion that has been

cultural stress among the nomadic Sambum Lmaa

One of the informants made

we

should pray for the Lmaa of North

norm, the elders in unison

Kenya. Being part

agreed that the meeting

prayers. This prayer
discussions. Ole

was

enkitoria

narrate the Lmaa

identity

{Enkatini E Lmaa)

elachupa atarasai)

identity. Being

includes the

when

ntomoni

a

religious

the grass

facing

elder led the traditional

one

of the elders to

{alimu Rukudto

in connection with the land. In

Lmaa

elders,

and

becoming

child, rituals

on

a

Lmaa person

which

child

are a

history

in two

the

phases;

and the second

the informant

begins

as

a

very

eloquent

first, {Ewuon

the

{Eidipa

presented the

oral

natinjing'a aji) plan the nutritional

food for the

appropriate indigenous knowledge,

instmctions from the wise elders ofthe

boys

and

in the

village

nursing

the

cosmology

girls: cleansing

and the role of elderly

women

history of
of

with the rites of passage. This

bit different for

breastfeeding,

child is bom. The role of elderly

In order to

appointed

on

Lmaa person. He described the social institutions and the

following birth rituals,

of mother and the

vihage

a

discussion,

colonial and the neo-colonial intmsion.

With the consent from the rest ofthe

Lmaa

while the

moming star,

We all sat

assembly.

elachupa) being the pre-colonial narratives,

the definition of being

on our

followed with the introduction ofthe official purpose of our

the elder described the

eito elotu ramat

of the

embarked

of die embedded social and

Naikumi, the leader of the group, requested

nkulupok e Lmaa pooki)
style,

rising

we

should start with traditional prayers at the

sacred shrine, under the tradihonal tree for the elders'

east, the dhection of die

an

community.

solemn request that before

a

causing

women

is for them to

in the

{aitomonoki

mother.

family head seeks counsel

community conceming

rituals

the

appropriate steps

and
and

plans
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necessary when the wife is expectant. This process

birth.

Space

has to be made available for the event. The

constmchon is very

baby

are

set

begins six months

important.

The materials for the

aside for consecration. The elders

are

marking

new

in advance of the child's

space

on

the land for the house

house where the mother will deliver her

assigned

with the

religious functions

of

consecrations and prayers. The prayer leader first faces east and then west takes soil from the

ground and pours

it

slowly.

nodoyiere nkolong ')

to

This

symbolizes

signify that

will join with the ancestral Lmaa

Many steps follow die
elder is
the

assigned to

plants

are

collect

the direction of sunrise and sunset

spirits.

process of creating space

of ceremonial

on

the land. In the next step, another

leaves, which signify that the earth and

the ultimate mothers of nature. The birth of a child is

a

sign

earth approves the human life. The next stages of human passage such

Lmaa and the land.
rest of the elders

o

human life is connected with the earth and in the hereafter

special types

childhood, circumcision rites,

{nailepunye

as

of sanction that mother

the

naming

ceremony,

age set, and elderhood exist because of the connection between

Every stage

is marked

fully participate

by

ceremonies that

in the narratives

are

both social and
and

through listening,

by

the

religious.

The

symbolic

gestures of nodding theh heads, holding traditional staffs with their right hands, and uttering
voices of consent in unison. Another member of the group

describing

the ethnic

the Lmaa age

set.'*^

identity

of an age set.

beginning
(initiates of 2005).

This is from the

Again with great oratory,

The formation of every age set is marked

religious purity between the community,

Lkisaruni

intercepts

from

the

by

the

the discussion

by

he narrates the

symbolic

history

of

features of

land, the animals, and the plants. Every

Lmaa clan

Lnyangusi, Lpeles, Ltalala, Ltuati, Ltareto, Lnyangusi, Seuri (Lkimani),
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has ritual

who

specialists (launok)
of oratory,

long experience

they

are

bestowed with

gerontocratic authority. Because

also the custodians of oral and

are

The informants also clarified the concept of being
of becoming

ancestral

an

elder is the

origins

gradual

and earliest

and constant

of Lmaa

history

discussions that the wealth in wisdom is the
Lmaa ancestral

oratory is

a

gifted

Through the blessing

respected

elder has the

the

ntalipa

e

interpret

people,

as

they

Imakui).

were

The

recounted

gifted

cosmology.

of local

One of the elders
Lmaa

interjected into the

identity.

The custodian of

ability

by

the

genealogy

by EnkAi

ofthe age set and the entire Lmaa

clans, the

and the power of oral narratives of the past

grandfathers

ofthe Lmaa

custodian of orahty is bestowed with

and recount the Lmaa

knowledge dealing with the

elder with respect and honor bestowed to him

"the Creator."

generations

acquiring

traditions.

elder among the Lmaa. The process

ability to recall the

(Pasinai)

authority,

an

living

of their

at the

appropriate

people (Laingwenani oiyielo

extraordinary ability

time in

history,

with the

to

appropriate

and in the actual social cultural context.
The Lmaa narrations include information about every facet of the social stmcture of the

past."*^

One of the informants

social stmctures

(Nkishon

evolving traditional power

01

was

happy

Maa).

to

origins,

of spoken

description of every age

the oral

narrating

the concept of Lmaa

expounded the

word, of rituals, and of their symbolic

history,

set. The

further by

In the presence of the other elders he

Lmaa social structures must be sanctioned

narration ofthe

clarify

by

the wisdom of the elders who

and the movement of every Lmaa

quahties

of the

Interview, Ole Ndere, Ole Sapit, Naikumi, Leyiele
Interview, Naikumi

community elders

are

meanings."*"* The
are

clan,

known

articulate in
as

well

as

the

by their oratorical
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skills; the ability

to

retain, organize and recite narratives; and the ability

to resolve

individual and

community confhcts.
The

goveming

of the Lmaa

governance is not separate from

community is

rehgion.

formed of specialized instituhons for

institutions that
have

serve a

variety

separated religious

social, political, and
traditional

and

enforce respect,

explained that politics

They acknowledged

(Lmakui).

of fimctions. That

political

stmctures

The

are

is, the

that Lmaa

religion

society

or

fimctions. What in the West

all functions of the

might

gerontocratic authority

where the cormections with the divine rituals

allegiance

ties

common

of age sets

of

a common

are

is to

The social stmcture is

meant to reconcile and

The

family

conflicts

(Ltungana Lolpiroi)

.

{Muratare Nabo),

In the process of our

elaborated that the ritual elders of the

gerontocratic authority.

look like

spirit to the living

family ancestry (Ldupaisoro Ltungana).

through the bonding

to ritual elders

(informant)

is not

community."*^

the basis of blood ties from
conunon

ancestral

to the Lmaa traditions and customs.

Different levels of cooperation and conflict exist. The

resolved by

are

Lmaa themselves would not, in the past,

supematural visitation of the

honor, and obedience

harmonize life within the

Naikumi

and

land, polihcs, family and religion, but rather generalized

economic systems

religious by nature,

their

structure."*^ But,

elders, who guide and lead the community through inherited power from

ancestral descent

also

The elders

in traditional Lmaa social stmcture.

integrated

fiinchon of social

a

legitimate role

community

are

to

29, 2009

on

Clan conflicts

who

ultimately

are

owe

discussion, Ole

are

bestowed with formal

of the elders involves functions such

Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit
Interview, Leparachao, Naikumi, Ole Sapit, Lowuapere, August 15

resolved

as

guiding.
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and

goveming, counseling, disciplining,
which

are

spiritual, cultural, social,

and

administering the community in all spheres

political."*^

In discussion with die elders about the social

orality,

one

of life,

of the members in the group gave the

changes

following

that have

impacted the

Lmaa

information:

The colonial

penetration into our land has dismantled our common ancestral
identity. Our common name Lmaa is disappearing. We are no longer the tme
pastoral nomads. The newcomers to the land have come with their own way of
doing things on the land. The land is no longer at peace. There is sorrow on
everything on this land. The vegetahon, the ceremonial trees, animals, rivers,
birds, and the rocks are disappearing. The ancestral savannah land is tuming red
and naked. The Lmaa pastoral people are overwhelmed by the big machines. We
have new names for these destmctive machines. They are known as Ltikai le
Nkano, meaning combines/harvesters.'^^
In the process of

the

following

our

discussions another elder in the group

interjected dehberations

lament:

These machines have

polluted and destroyed all our pastoral land. All our ritual
plants are gone. The land is becoming naked. The birds
and wild life have deserted us. We have begun to feel the detrimental impacts to
our envhonment. Since the introduction of these big machines in our land, most
families are now losing connection with our indigenous natural resources. We are
now vulnerable to natural disasters such as drought, shortage of food and water.
We find it difficult to adapt to new ways of farming. We have no other option but
to revert into labor and invisible ways of survival. Our pastoral identity with the
cattle and the land has been ahenated away from us and our offspring. We have
become strangers in our own land."*^

trees and herbal medicinal

The invasion and

expansion

violent, and promoted fear.^� Again
(initiates

of

of farm

one

in the land

was

dramatic, tragically

of the group members from the age set of Lkiroro

1970) stated the following:

Leyiele, August 20, 2009.
Interview, Moses Ole Naikumi, August 20, 2009.
Interview, Ole Leyiele, August 20, 2009.
Interview, Moses Ole Naikumi, August 20, 2009.
Interview Ole

machinery

with
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day we saw the combine harvesters in our land; our elders gave us a
waming sign that we have lost everything. We are no longer ourselves. We are
longer people of the cattle.^'
The first

From

pastoral

August 24* to

areas.

28*, 2009 the elders suggested that we visit some of the Lmaa

In the past, these

areas were

for the consecration of new age sets. The

informative. I had the

they

shared their

sites, which

identity.

were

set

on

the

gerontocratic elders

from the elders

was

foot with the elders and

some

ofthe old

village

for pastures and

exciting

and

interacting with them

as

sites and cattle camp

apart by the elders for social and cultural ftmctions for Lmaa ethnic

The elders ofthe group recounted different age sets that have been part of the Lmaa

In

a

state of cultural

narrate about the

stress,

area.

surveyed the land,

as we

people was

no

longer the

same.

Instead,

which does not make

The elders informed

me

sense

as a

to the

indoctrinated to believe that modem

community.

The

political

planting wheat and barley.
Corporation (AFC)

and

result of modem

was

The

invasion, the land has been

pastoral nomadic community.

technology would mean prosperity

leaders and the educated ehte

to believe that it

pastoral regions.

began to

that the first time combine harvesters invaded Lmaa

people were

corporations

the elders reflected and

present land use. The historical ancestral land space for the animals, the plants,

given a new value,

^'

by

suggestion

the land. We vished

Muruai E Lakui "historical sites" in the

and the

set aside

opportunity of walking by

feelings

no

possible

were

to maximize the

manipulated by

pastoral

private agribusiness organizations

was a

Interview, Daniel Lemedero, August 20, 2009
Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 25, 2009

for Lmaa

agricultural

land for market value

such

as

Agricultural

Kenya Brewery Corporations Limited (KBC) gained

This economic scheme

the

soil; the

a

by

Finance

foothold in

trap for the Lmaa people who began

a new

stage
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in life

by having to

machineries and
and

take loans from the banks. The loans

supplies

such

were

needed in order to

buy agricultural

fractors, combine harvesters, seeds, weed killers,

as

pesticides,

fertilizers.^^
Too late did the Lmaa

money

lending corporations

keepers

but not land

pastoral

to

them since this

who

been part of Lmaa ethnic

were

coerced into

private agricultural corporations

was a new

consumable items such

indulged themselves
purposely

people,

never

in the

of cash money at the end of every harvest.

sums

owned

organized scheme by
are

the

cattle

polluters.^"* The Lmaa cultural economy is based on the wealth of cattle.

Some ofthe Lmaa

huge

was an

mortgage the ancesfral grazing land. The Lmaa people

infroduction of a cash economy has

individuals and to

nomads realize that this

as

identity.^^

their land to ehte rich

1980s, received what

Management

was

of cash money

for them

was

Lmaa culture. Some of them spent money to

phenomenon to

hard for

buy

radios, televisions, vehicles, and other superfluous materials. Others

in alcohol and

by the

leasing

The

dmg

addiction. The stores that sold these items

were

invaders. One of the informants narrated sad incidences where

also

some

individuals formed the habits of deserting their families to go to the cities in order to engage in

drinking

and other harmful urban

activities.^^

One member in the group narrated the life
person. He had

warrior, he
of cattle.

was

never

handled

well known

During drought

a

huge

as a

sum

history

of an

unfortunately

of money in his lifetime. While he

affected Lmaa
was a

good cattle herder. His father entmsted him with

seasons

he

managed to

Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 25, 2009
Interview, Moses Ole Naikumi, August 25, 2009
Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 25, 2009
Interview, Lydia Ntimama, August 26, 2009

move

a

young

hundred head

with his father's cattle away from the
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village

settlement in search of good pastures. In

of the hard hit

one

drought

warrior moved his father's cattle two hundred miles away from the Narok
in Tanzania. He
years. He
the

stayed

in the

managed to protect the

After the end ofthe

day.

Serengeti

one

father gave him

man

They finally bestowed him with the

several

took

infroduced in the

place

region.

national govemment

in the

support from the

area.

family

The national

a

of this

plant wheat

and

barley

in their

this

meaning

son.

was a

on

of agricultural

land

A time

came

strong symbol

this

new

cattle

were

enticed to

and

elders and the

persuade

the

ownership.
private

land

Without the unanimous moral

family decided to

granted them

pastoral

and strange

man.

production

privatization was curmingly

tension between the

huge

respected young

a new

their

Laingwenani, 'assembly counsel leader.'

policy

finally agreed to

introduced to

during

stage of getting married. His

land concept of individual land

new

also

great deal of respect from his peer group.

rest ofthe Lmaa clans in the area, this

son were

delighted with

Some of the elite Lmaa leaders

personnel.

the

a

night and

all of his father's cattle.

pastoral people,

a new

The District Land and Settlement Officer

father and his
AFC to

also eamed

Serengeti

eighty.

to enter into the mature

This process created

leaders to accept the

phenomenon was

were

the

at the cattle camp for two

cows

safely with

hundred and

role of being their

One of the few families who

policy.

one

this time the Lmaa land assumed

changes

indigenous

back home

reward of fifty cattle. For the Lmaa

of respect and honor. The young

During

came

family members

granted permission

was

a

he

hundred to

His father and the rest of the
when his age set

herding his father's

region to

herd from lions and other wild animals at

drought,

The cattle had increased from

area

seasons, this young

one

endorse individual land

thousand

acres

of land. The

economic scheme of borrowing money from the

newly assigned

land. To confirm that the

one

thousand
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acres

of land had become their

documents known

as

'htle deeds' with the

They were granted
This

dollars).
no

in

training

handmade

a

bags.

in

going

purchase

to the farm

Not until

machinery

a

family

electronics and

city.
leam

some

This young
more

was

fiirther in
I

machinery

clothing

man was

city

paper cash in their
son

for their farm. For almost

of Nairobi

so

that

They had

one

in the

they

had the intention

a

month both the
assisted them

area

could

buy

a

farm

on

they

met

decided to

for the

family.

lodging, eating

by

a

lump

spend

nearby city

some

of Narok.

of the money

on

After another two weeks in the

and
sum

drinking. Finally,
of cash with his

his peer group and

they

Being

consumable items

city, they spent

a

the father decided to go back

son

who decided to stay in the

convinced him to stay with them to

about urban life.
Lmaa

convince him to

drinking

intentionally

explained.

catde herder.

a

bank, the father and the

identity,

the young

man

finally engaged in drinking

demoralized to the extent of refusing to go back to the

means to

"

carrying the

U.S.

knew how to drive the tractor.

cash money. He left

Contrary to
He

amount for

friend decided to take them to the

reasonable amount of cash
home with

farm

large

excited about

dealers in the

overwhelmed with the urban life,
as

were

was a

confused about what to do with the money. No

son were

tractor. None of them even

such

Kenya Shillings (equivalent to $ 8,000

Instead of putting the money in the

of using the loan money to
father and

loan of 500, 000

finance, but instead they

deposit their paper

'bank.'^^

in the 1980s and at that time

was

asked to

private property, they were

come

back home

they

are

dmg activhies.

His father tried all

but, because of embarrassment, he decided to indulge

and alcoholism. Some of the elders of the

mark these concepts since

community.

and

foreign

to Lmaa

community were

thinking, something new

sent to search for
that needs to be
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him, but

the search

According

was

to the group

abomination and

in vain. One

day,

the young

discussions, this sad story

a curse

to the

people

found

man was

came

into Lmaa land

on

by

private corporations

or

people

lost their

economic

the

Lmaa

farm

machinery were expected

farming corporations.
people,

regime that the pastoral

Narok has become

a

illustration of the

one

"It

land

of the elders

place

agribusiness

but

mortgaged

was

was

at

the end of every month to make

For most of them, this
to the

sold to the elite and influential

prime grazing land.

land," explained

with the

buy

their loans to the

lands owned

private

as an

cash economy and the cattle economy. Those who had borrowed money

a

from the bardc in order to

payments

warning sign of

as a

and the land.

The elders in the discussion group narrated the above story
difference between

dead; he had hung himself

baidc,

were

politicians.

sadly.^^ From the

of conflict between

us.

This is how the Lmaa

We

1970s to the

individuals,

on

difficult. The

either confiscated

through the deceptive means
taken away from

was

pastoral

of our national

longer the

are no

by the

political

owners

of

present, the prime land in

family levels,

within the clans and

corporations.^^

One of the group members in the discussion narrated another extensive story about land

conflict that has
Narok

region.

eye with

one

reigned since

He narrated

a

the infroduction ofland

privatization

story of three brothers from the

another because ofland

affected the rest ofthe extended

disputes.

resolved to ostracize him from the clan

a

fertile

areas

father who do not

One of the brothers

result, the

community.

Interview, Lydia Ntimama, August 26, 2009
Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 26, 2009

prime

see

of
eye to

The resentments from the three brothers have

family members.

in the age set ceremony of a young elder. As

same

in

even

refiised to

participate

rest of the clan age set peer group
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This decision not

family,

and the clan

a

cleansing

land conflicts

incident, the family

ceremony

brought deep

escalated into the whole

affected him but also the entire

embarrassed and humiliated.

were

network. Because of this

unhl

only

was

was

His father, the extended

They felt like strangers

denied

for their

performed

family.

sons.

participahon
This is just

in the

family

in the rite of initiahon

one

example

of how the

social and cultural conflicts between the individuals and then

community.

The leader of the group continued with the

following

comment:

The national govermnent has
into private farms. The Lmaa

strange gradual process of forcing pastoral lands
people are becoming vulnerable in their original
ancestral lands. We are becoming people without land and without identity. We
are being gradually bought out of our land. Our families and our children have
nowhere to live. We no longer have a free land space of sustaining our social
systems of ethnic identity. This problem of becoming people without land began
years back when the white man imposed local chiefs to be our administrators. The
Lmaa people and their cattle were commanded to move away from the regions of
Nahobi to give way for the constmction of railway line from Mombasa to
Uganda. The first imposed chiefs such as Mbatian were given gifts by the white
settlers so that they can convince the cattle people to move away from the lake
regions of Naivasha, Nakum, and Elmeteita. Today, we are feeling the pain of
historic injustices of eviction fi-om our land. The present national goverrunent is
doing the very thing which was done to us by the foreign British powers.^�

The

sword.^'
The

of pastoral land

by

A member of the group commented

colonial and

simply,

postcolonial powers

and social

fragmentation.

The

clan settlements,

boundary lines

were

famous Great Rift Valley. This

drawn

used to force the
area was a

Interview, Moses Ole Naikumi, August 26, 2009
Interview, Lydia Ntimama, August 26, 2009
Interview, Loldepe, August 26, 2009

a

double

by the

region

edged

polluted."^^

physical, political, religious

colonial administration, without

pastoral Lmaa to migrate

historical

is

"Our social stmcture has been

elder narrated the way the age set system has encountered

same

regard to

expropriation

a

away from the

of the whole Lmaa nomadic

people
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along the valley

from the North of Kenya to

One of the informants told

Tanganyika (Tanzania).

die story of the famous Lmaa settlement, which

was

made up of such

areas as

Nakuro,

Lmeneng 'a Le Nkai (now Menengai Crater), Naiposha, Ldonyo Loltiyiani (now Aberdare

Mountain), Naurur (now

Thomson

Falls), Ldonyo Nkeri (Mt. Kenya), Supukia, Olchoro

orok

(now Oljororok), and Nairobi Enkare (now Nairobi). Through the colonial appropriation and
settlement of the land for
and

the

ranching,

they were segmented into

pastoral

nomadic

people

The
the

by ecological fransition

group

forest

areas

a

long

time the

the elders and I discussed the

of Olendeem that border the

regions

land

areas

of Kajiado,

people

have

land.^^

impact of deforestation in

of the Mau Forest.

By way of

discussions, the elders expressed the impact of environmental degradation, which is

caused

by the farming
The

use

Both

us.

schemes. One ofthe members

are

our

children and

our

dangerous to everything around
by infectious diseases.

animals have been affected

vicinity have dried up and the few that
experiencing the pain of owning
grazing and drinking places left. The only option

springs

in the

left have been contaminated. We have started

few cattle since there
which is left for
enviromnent
as

expressed the following:

of pesticides and chemical fertilizers is

The rivers and the natural

tme Lmaa

The
the

For

regions

dry

and the unresolved conflicts within the Lmaa

following day, August 28,

high altitude

evacuated to

distinct tribes and allocated to the present

Loitokitok, Narok, Sambum, Laikipia, and Tanzania Maasai.
been affected

were

use

or

us

to

are no

and

our

move

families is either to continue with this stressful

away to other

regions where we

can own

cattle and live

people.^

of pesticides and

agricultural

fertilizers have contaminated the rivers,

damaged

soil, and destroyed the local economy along with the indigenous culture. One ofthe

informants

expressed the

concem

that domination and

suppression

Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, Moses Ole Naikumi, Lydia Ntimama,
Leshoomo, August 27-29, 2009
^
Interview, Moses Ole Naikumi, August 28, 2009

Ole

of the ecosystem is

a

violent

Ndere, Leparachao, Lowuapere,
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phenomena.
and

subjected

(as

abuse to the land.

village. Presently

forced

men

an

is evident among the

suffering

every
are

It is

as

a new

7: 00 P.

M.) They

several sacks of charcoal
In most

cases

they

wholesale. The local
owners

(early, before

6: 00 A.

do this

from

daily,

(See
are

people

load them into

big

page

met

have

weekly

Before the

peacefiil

or

a

food

shortage

exists in almost

and

of greed

by
no

middle business
other

no

to the

healthy environment.^^

Interview, Elders August 27, 2009

sale,

to

Saturday, traveling

Saturday they load

more

their

almost

and

who

buy these

sell charcoal at

expensively,

a

a

with
minimal

sacks of charcoal at

low

in the

eight to

donkeys

to the open market for sale at

people

option but to

tmcks to haul for

came

On

women

and do not retum home until after sunset

Monday

buming.

price.

The tmck

capitol city of

fixed system of payments. Some charcoal workers agree

monthly payments depending

spirit

M.)

95). They take them

Nahobi. This type of hard labor has

for

and animals. Also

feeling the impact of poor health,

pattem of long hours of labor with minimal wages. Some of the

nine hours in order to engage in charcoal

price.

die soil is

many malnourished children hve in all ofthe communihes. The children

wake up before sunrise

late

people

on

stay alone in the homes in the absence of their parents, since the parents have been

to

to

Everyone

land,

on

their mutual contract with the tmck

everyone in the

community

was

owners.

dependant

on a
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Figure
Commodification ofland

resources

in Narok

The natural rivers

are

commercial piuposes. The

Some ofthe elite

with timber
and its

vegetation

are

sacrilege.

women

in the

theh

are now

area are

in

streams are cut for

livestock, and wildlife that depend

danger.

responsible

in extensive

underground

The water

for forest

logging and,

as a

sources are

upon the

disappearing.

degradation. They

contracted

result, all of the natiu-al forest

destroyed.^^

region. Companies

destroying the

forest

to engage

In addihon to the

the

since the trees that hold

pastoral people,

politicians

companies

leads to state of victims for progress: As discussed above Lmaa
charcoal for sale

region spent hours buming

drying up

surroimding vegetation and the

1

logging,

who

own

the

the

clearing

ofland for

farming

is

creating

bulldozers, huge tmcks and chainsaws

sacred forest in the land. The destmction ofthe land in great

This is similar to the

Interview, Elders August 27, 2009

a

are

major problem

in

disgracefully

magnitude

is

a

companies' desecration of the sacred ancestral graves, which the
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local communities had

preserved

for

The informant also commented the

generations.

following:
Our livestock have been

drastically reduced and mutilated into a form of small
grazing (Zero grazing). This new approach to intensive zero grazing is not
part of our Lmaa identity. We no longer have space in our land for our rituals of
identity. We are no longer tme people of cattle. Our children are malnourished.
scale

We have

no

milk and meat to feed them. We have been introduced to

gray foods
instead we

by

the

derogatory

name

are

an

to the land. We are

becoming nkwache eaters
by the rest of the Lmaa

"the Maasai who
One of the

new comers

consume

informants'^

corporations

such

are

and I visited five families at Olendeem

as

surrounded

by huge

settled into

a

subsistence

produce enough

living

wheat and

in

prime

land for

barley plantations

and few elite individuals. The

form of squatter systems.

been converted to massive

adopt

are

farming.

They have

agricultural production.
Since this

The

no

pastoral

owned

farming lifestyle was

a new

foods

at young children and their

available to them.

community

is

Looking

now

like the

pastoral people

days

feeding

grazing

for

we were

on

parents

malnourished. A few families possess

Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 27, 2009
Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 28, 2009
Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 28, 2009

and farm

by multinational

phenomenon

food for their families is very difficult. For the two
area was

family had

in the

land has

families have been forced to

everyone in the

that the whole

grazing

livestock since the

particular village of Olendeem, almost
were

Each

village.

Kenya Breweries Company Limited, financial institutions

Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC)
area

strange

longer people
(potato eaters). We have been given a
clans as "Lmasae lo nkwache" meaning

potatoes."^^

average of seven members. These families

production. They

new

of milk;

no

them,

to

at this

potatoes. No other

was an

some

affirmation

sheep

and goats,
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but since limited

land is

grazing

now

the norm, these animals

conditions. One of the elders noted the

are

also

subject

to stressfiil

following:

Our few livestock

are no longer here. We have moved them away firom the wheat
We have taken them to other areas, 100 miles away on the lowland, to
be looked after by our extended family members. We have nothing here. The land

plantations.
no

longer belongs to us.
are no longer part

cattle

The communal land

pastoral

economy. The

production came
the local

about

knowledge

on

It has been taken away

of our cultural
which the

pastoral people's

about natural wild

their animal diet. Some ofthe clans

indigenous people,
as

honey, meat, milk,

an

the

big

machine

lived for decades

livelihood

owners.

depended upon

cattle fi-om

one

was

are

Our

sustainable for their

livestock

place

production.

to another.

They

fruits, plants, and honey, which they used

developed

the Ltorobo, who

mutual partners in

people

by herding; by moving

by

identity

a

to

This

also had

supplement

form of business relations with the forest

also part of Lmaa descent. For

economic and social interactions.

and nutritional herbs with their

a

long time they

They exchanged

neighboring

Lmaa clans.

Interview, Samwel Ole Naikumi, August 28, 2009.
Interview, Moses Ole Naikumi (See also Galaty, J. G. 1993, Being Maasai).

food

existed

stuffs, such

as
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A Case of

In

one

was a case

upheaval

in

of our

point

in the

in

an

where blood

area.

The conflict
the last three

meetings,

Conflict in Narok

informant narrated
the land became

on

This extreme

was

Family

case

an

incident of a

family land

conflict. This

matter of serious social and

a

threatened the clan

economic

affinity .^^

between two families who had been

living together in the

same area

for

generations.^^ The grandparents and the children of the two families lived together

good relationships. They

from two different clans.

shared corporate life for several

According to

Lmaa

immoral; and in fact, is considered to be

a

culture,

to marry someone from one's

come

clan is

own

form of incest.

Given the nature ofthe two families who lived
land. One ofthe informants

The two famihes

generations.

intermpted the

discussion

together, they began to
by narrating the

share

historical

rights

in

background of

the land conflict in Narok. He discussed in detail what the Lmaa elders described

as

the

one

of

the first calamities in the land.
In the

1980s, the Land Adjudication District Officer in the Ministry of Lands and

Settlement in Narok
he

influence,

spearheaded the privatization

manipulated the system

of communal land into

govemment official took advantage of the
deed that

was

sealed and

signed by

ofland in the

private

area.

private

land demarcation

Using his political

land

ownership.

policy by issuing

the National Commissioner of Lands

The
a

land title

appointed by the

President of the country.

Moses Ole Naikumi, August 29, 2009
One of the informants stated that these two families had lived

Interview,

is, about

1900.

together

since the age

grade

of Ltuati

or

Lterito, that
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This senior govemment official went ahead to allocate

3,000

to

acres

one

of the two aforementioned families. He

requested that this family
In

good faith,

allow him to

the elder of this

The shrewd elite contracted with

commercial

producfion.

He

plantation in Lmaa pastoral
The other

family,

took

a

was one

different stand

supported by the

by opposing

the land

rest of the Lmaa families in the

fierce anger of the govemment
demarcation

were

representative.

not included in the

within the last ten years, this

Constitutional Justice

the land
loved

case.

ones

They were

The wheat and

hand,

was

the blood

newly given private land.

that

planted wheat

at the

village

a

wheat and

good relationship
in the

Unfortunately, they

He made

sure

barley

barley

with the above
area.

were

that those who

register. According to

family tried

their best to

for his

location of Olendeem.

privatization policy

area.

and

They

met with the

opposed the

my informant

appeal

were

land

was one

[Ole

to the Minister of

Affairs, but unfortunately their appeal was rejected. Eventually, they lost
declared landless in the ancestral

who lived in the

accumulation

in their

govermnent land registration process. The family

of those deleted from the official govemment

Naikumi],

region

who had been in

family [name withheld]

of

favor in retum; he

a

ofthe first individuals to initiate

land of the Narok

largest land areas

senior official to lease his land for ten years.

agricultural corporation

an

of the

expected

plant wheat and barley

family allowed the

one

same

region

region

in which

since the age set of Lterito

barley plantation did produce

income.

they have

{Ltuati,

buried their

initiates of

1900).

Foreign investment and capital

part of the national economic development policy in the region. On the other

on

the land had far

informants narrated the serious

reaching

consequences of a

family disputes

that have

The unresolved conflict between the father and his five

more

empted

sons

negative

over

the

took another

kind. The

3,000

period

acres

ofland.

of more than ten
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years to settle. The age set elders, in
resolve this

conflict, but the attempt ended

For several years, the

sons

with the Land Control Board had

conjunction
in

requested

disarray.

that their father subdivide the

land among them, but the father continued to tum
since the 1980s when the htle deed
been haunted
him. He had

by

a

the

piece

spirit

was

a

deaf ear to his

first issued to

him, he had

custody that

showed the

and enthe Lmaa clans. Even

though he

never

acreage of

sons.

He gave the

never

been at peace. He had

private

However, his conscience kept telling him that the land belongs

terms ofthe rest ofthe

disputed

ofthe clan ancestors who told him that this land does not

of paper in his

monetary value, he has

attempted to

land

reason

belong

belonged to

to

him.

to the ancestors of both families

had received individual benefits from this land

been at peace with himself He not

family community members,

that

only lost

moral

through

authority in

but also in relation to the entire Lmaa

pastoral people.
One

evening,

this

particular elder

summoned his

The

sons

with the

following spoken purpose:

day I subdivide the land, I will make sure that the sons of my long life family
neighbor will also have equal portions ofland. I am revealing to you today that
this has been my secret weapon for all these years. I am sharing to you that
according to Lmaa identity, the land has always been for the community. My
grandfather passed the story to my father that the land belongs to the unbom, the
living and the ancestors. The land belongs to all beings, animals, the people, the
birds, plants and rocks. I am confessing to you my sons that for a long time I have
been inhabited by the new spirit ofland private ownership. This was a deceiving
spirit of personal gain. I want to recant and retum back to the corporate life of my
clan kinship. In my present age status, I would like to be buried within the soil of
my ancestors. I want my sons and my grandchildren to know that the spirit of
their grandfather would remain in harmony with the entire clan.^"*

This story

was

narrated

by mformants, August 28,

2009
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Given the current attitude of commodification ofland

2001)

in the area, the five

Instead
the

they

were

to the

gradually becoming

economic

of this elder

never

took the solemn counsel from their father.

furious with their fatiier' s secret

family. According

were

sons

plan

of subdividing the land to

description from the informants,

obsessed with

a new

value, i.e., commodification. Many

(Comaroffs 1991, Rynkiewich

the younger

people

generations in the

attitude of perceiving the land

area

property for

as

people were gravitating toward the

young

outside

new

concept of making monetary profit from the sale of the land.
The

sons

firom this

particular family

were

not

father and his inhibited conscience. The eldest son,
toward his father. He

hospitalized

injured his

father to the

hospital ward was

to theh age set member.

support
and

overcrowded with

administering medicine
The sad

news

and

was

injured

area.

They

convened

an

particularly
was

to

in the

area

who

nurses

days.

came

had

a

to

give

the

moral

that

of their

spear and threw it

While in the

visited him in

son

became

a

was

hospital ward,

large numbers.

The

counsel and moral

very difficult time

monitoring

hot issue among the Lmaa

gerontocratic

concem

was

in

not

only

and

elder recovered

Lpisikishu

moieties. The

to the father and his

pastoral people. They
place

injured

elders of Lnyangusi age set took

assembly between the Lukumae

case

a

concern

elder.

his sons, but to the entire Lmaa

beyond the police

anger, took

The informants narrated that after the

was a

moral

the father fainted. The father

for five

community elders

between the father and the

elders resolved that this matter

matter

community

finally released from the hospital,

another step.

hospital

The doctors and the

to this

pastoral people of Olendeem

enraged with

point that

and remained unconscious in the

the elders of his age set from the Lmaa

impressed with the

for fiirther

family,

and

also resolved that this

legal investigation,

but that this
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was

also

an

issue of the social conscience of the whole Lmaa

that the elders from both clans made

a

solemn

people.

The informants narrated

contemplation. They settled

on

the

following

statement:

The blood and the
blood related to

soil of our

spirit

of our ancestors

are

coming against us. We are no longer
nkule). The blood from the

another (mererkure enkira sarge o
Lmaa people is now weeping against us and
one

children. We

our

are no

longer people of this soil. We need to seek counsel and examine our Lmaa ways
of life. Everything is against us. Even our sons and every spirit around us are
attacking our livelihood.^^
My interviewees informed me that this particular case
from the two clans at the
moral

authority to

region

settle the

of Olendeem.

family

land

According to

dispute.

was

Lmaa

The argument

that the land existed before the national state. The land existed

'the Creator' is the
that exists

sovereign

around," said

one

owner.

"The land

The moral influence of local

brought peace
mandate to

was

knowledge

presented by the
as a

our

convene an

Moses Ole

by

the elders

elders, the govemment has
Lmaa elders

womb of life, and

ancestors,

our

no

was

only EnkAi

animals and all

started in June and extended into December

and the power of ritual restitution

and reconciliation in the land. The ritual leaders from the two clans

assembly that comprised twenty four respected elders,

clan. On behalf ofthe two clans in the

Interview,

to us,

addressed

of the elders.

The peace and reconciliation process

2009.^'

belongs

finally

region,

the age set elders from the

ultimately
were

given the

twelve from each

generation

of

Naikumi, August 28, 2009

In my ethnographic research, this particularly family conflict at Narok was one of the strong cases in my field
work. In January 10 to February, 2010, 1 had another opportunity of traveling back to Kenya. As part of my research
to interview

again, my informant, Moses Ole Naikumi. This time I called him by phone that
fmdings on this particular case on Family Land Conflict. He narrated the same
story which I had aheady gathered in summer 2009 from my field data. He again confirmed to me that the final
delil)eration of mediation and negotiation was settled in December 2009.
follow up, 1 made

we

meet

again

sure

for fiirther research
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Lnyangusi {Lmekuri,
the

According
an

1946)

were

given the

moral mandate to

attempt

to

to the

informants, the twenty four elders

bring reconcihation between

wisdom, the elders finally

came

to

a

met for

days,

resolution that

always

been set aside

funchons. The site has

always

been known

parficular tree

narrate

local

knowledge

in

light

as a

of rituals for

At this

from

particular event

family were present in
subject

all the

seven

of these mediations and

by the women
prayers that

ofthe

were

led

In theh prayer

with theh

right hands

at this

at

'

an

Lakira Le

angle

of 45

and

degrees.

family.

persuasive.

of religious and social

system, kinship, dispute

generation

of Lmaa elders.

negotiation,

the

appointed elders

The

sons

neighboring

particular were the

in

were

served meals

daily meetings they held

Before their

assembly.

eastem direction

and

The prayers

(The

holding up
are

uttered

Lmaa

religious concept

their traditional staffs
as

follows:

The Creator of ah tribes

napeny enkishon

The author of all life

EnkAi tirishe

.

For the

under the sacred tree.

All members ofthe entire group

Siran), standing

iyook ntorok
Lopeny nkulupok o nkishon pooki.

deep

The five sons, their father and the

particular site.

EnkAi E loshon

lyie

age set

to the next

postures, the elders face the
as

were

symbol

Using their oral

for the elders to assemble in order to

initiation,

the senior elder of the whole

of Moming Star is known

a

day assembly meetings.

negotiations.

community
by

days.

seven

sons.

joint meefing

of family/clan mediation and

for

moming to evening

a

shrine,

place

as a

settlements, and the passing of oral knowledge

met

in

days deliberating daily

to the land and the

brought healing

the elders fi-om the two clans assembled for
has

This

seven

the father and his five

The informants narrated that the steps of reconciliation
seven

negotiate and mediate

land conflict.

family

with

initiates of

The

Creator, protect us

.The

owner

from misfortunes

of land and all that is

on

the land
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Tamayiana
EnkAi

kuna

Imakui

nkulupok e

Bless the soil of our ancestors
God of mountains and rivers

lowuon, oseriak o pooki

e

Napeny nalo Te Ai, tenkop o Te loing 'ang 'ie. .The owner of universe
Bless our children and our age set
Tamayiana enkera o piroi ang' pooki
Bless the soil, the animals and
Tamayiana nkulupok, o ng'wesi, o sioom pooki
.

.

the livestock
Give us good health
iyiook embiotisho nadede
Provide us with your peace
iyiook sotua
Oh God, sustain
EnkAi, itibiko iyiook to ntekop ang' 01 Maa

Inchoo

Inchoo

us on

this land

of Lmaa

EnkAiyiang' ibung'a iyiook,
throw

us

EnkAi

e

nimituraa

Our

iyiook

God, keep

us, and do not

away

Lmakui, ibung'a iyiook

te

nkaipupo

inono

God of our ancestors, hold

with your

wings
Ntapaliki iyook onkishoi ang' pooki
Forgive us our wrong doings as Lmaa
In unison: the whole assembly responded: Ai, Ai, Ai, Ai, Ai, (translated as let the
will of Pasinai/EnkAi Ang' (Creator) lead the way of harmony.
us

Afterward, the elders would

start their

sessions with

daily

The informants narrated that each of the twenty four elders would

a

peacefiil atmosphere.

speak,

other, by narrating the daily welfare of their family, neighbors and the
goats. If any sick person

was

in the

family,

this

was

brought to

after the

one

cows,

sheep,

and

the attention ofthe elders'

assembly.
Each elder

person.

They

was

given enough time

all dehberated the moral value of being

and ethical issues of nkanyit,

'obedience'

to narrate about the

or

'honor'

were

meaning 'respect'

a

meaning

member ofthe

and kiok

naningisho,

discussed and enhanced with

ndunget e

of being

family.

Lmaa

The moral

translated
rashe

a

as

(traditional

proverbs).^^ For instance, some ofthe proverbs are as follows:
a)

Meatae Bata Te EnkAi

protection exist

for ah

(God has

beings.

no

partiality), meaning that

God's love,

care

and

God's love is not limited.

proverbs are teachmgs about the family, extended family, the neighbor and the entire Lmaa clans, such as
o latcunya' (the neck cannot overrule the head). This means that your father remains your father. He
always has moral authority over you.
These

'merisio emurt
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EnkAi Taa

b)

means

Loip Le Teipa

that God is the Lchekut

rest, peace from

c) Nkong 'u EnkAi
eyes and

These
elders

proverbs

acknowledge

commencing

any

used

proverbs

assembly

moral aspects of community
The moral

harmony

teachings

can

and die

of Lmaa

name

is

Also discussed

as

blood relation is also

a

being

cases

sons was

of family conflict and

that

contemplated throughout the week by
the

abihty

were

to recover and recall the

mediating

the current

conflict.

These moral and

religious fiinctions

the age set of 1946.

were

them

people.

living

The sacred

These moral

elders.

reflected

through

oral

some

ofthe

history by their

past, the elders applied their local skills of

Through their local wisdom the

narrated

the elders.

of another person is cenfral to

passed to

Using their ability

(Lkimaniki),

to

to relate to another person.

understanding between neighbors.^^

ancestors.

family

age set

the ultimate purpose of human existence.

to listen and leam. The elders also

disputes

Every

teaching. According

teachings were reflected and contemplated throughout the week by the

past

of his creahon.

during elders' discussions. The

the moral value of land for the Lmaa

moral aspect of mutual

The role of the five

that God's

deliberated with the intention of teaching the

reflected and

was

means

good.

EnkAi, is the ultimate authority. Before

considering the perception and value

harmoniously.

and

This is part of oral

people.

only happen when one has

and

This also

time, listening and seeing all

were

relationships

Understanding

ear).

of

place

a

of everything that is

the senior elder in the group leads the prayers.

discussions

were

provider

eye and

during assembly meetings,

that the Creator, whose

must be able to know the

Human

open all the

is the ultimate shelter of life). This

Supat, (Good Shepherd) who provides

Nkiyiok (God is both

o

ears are

are

(God

moming to evening,

assembly meeting

the informants, the

O Lesiran

by Moses Ole Naikumi,

elders

were

careful not

from the age set of Lnyangusi

to
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stigmatize

the five

sons as

the

not the central purpose of the

healing process
and the

subject

of conflict in hie

assembly,

family.

but their intention

was

As narrated

by the elders this

to create an

environment of

and acceptance between the father and his sons, and with the entire

was

community

land.^^
The informants narrated that the elders

concemed all Lmaa
members of this

responsibility

people

specific

in the

area

individual

for that tension. In

of Olendeem. The

family, but

light

of this

peace and reconciliation process focused

process of restitution and harmonious
The elders related the

summoning the family

unanimously agreed that this family's

on

existing

tension is not

every Lmaa person in the

understanding

how the whole

of collective

community

area

only

conflict
among the

bears

responsibility,

should be

the

guided

a

restoration.^*^

following process restitution according

to Lmaa ancestral

history,

and individuals concerned in the conflict:

The ritual of restitution would be held

on

behalf of the clan members. Each clan

would present a clean goat with no blemish for sacrifice. The elders of each clan
would prepare a libation mixture of honey, milk and leaves from a sacred plant. A

particular day of the full moon was appointed for solemn convocation. The ritual
goats were brought to the center of Naapo 'the traditional shrine.' At sunset, four
elders were appointed to hold the two goats. Every member ofthe two clans
would be instmcted to touch the two goats with theh right hands. After that, one
ofthe elders was asked to lead a prayer for forgiveness on behalf of the entire
clans. The two goats were led to the nearby bush and left to disappear into the
forest. This was a sign that the resentment and inhabited bittemess from those in
conflict would be taken away by the disappearing goats. This is similar to the OT
Jewish ritual of Azazel 'scape goats' since the goats carried the profaning actions
and intentions ofthe community out into the forest. This was how harmony and
healing would be restored back into the community.^*

Interview, elders, August 28, 2009
Interview, elders, August 28, 2009
Interview, elders August 28, 2009

into
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Following the process
place

as a

sign

of restoring

of restoration, the elders summoned the ritual of libation to take

harmony between the father, the

entire clans. The substances for the libation
elder in the group

was

libation substance

on

family

were

sons, the

and to the entire present

ground

in conflict: the father and the sons,

plus

members and the

mixtures of milk, water and

asked to lead the traditional prayers while

the

family

The senior

simultaneously sprinkling the

participants.

the rest of the

honey.

family,

This group included the

and all the elders involved

in the mediation and reconcihation process.
The five

sons were

asked to seek

counseling, they were
Again

for

summoned to stand before the

meaningful harmony to

the Lmaa custom to present

explained that the

animal

process is meant to

days,
the

the elders

elders, the

seal,

be

healthy gift

gift symbolizes

restore

brought

a

the

of unblemished and

the restoration of a

of a

assembly.

At this

The
that

belongs

value is

a

harmony

sons were

to the whole

foreign

according

community.

enemy, like

an

The

new

The elders

healthy relationship.
sons

required by

The mutual

and their father. After

seven

and

unblemished, along with

a

to their father. The elders held prayers of

to Lmaa

family

and the entire clan.

traditions, the land is

concept that the land is

infectious disease without

Interview, Jackson Ole Sapit, August 28, 2009

sons were

time, and following the guidance from

for the sons, their father, the

reminded that

the

spotless he-goat.

healthy he-goat, spotless

garment in the form of a blanket, which they presented
peace restoration and

community,

respect and honor among the

gift

of elders. After intense

from their father and the entire clan members.

experienced by

convened another

again

sons

a

forgiveness

assembly

a

a

a

corporate identity

commodity

for

profit

remedy.^^ One of the informants
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stated, "If we lose
Lmaa

people.

our

land,

we

The elders have

shall also lose

our

always taught us

ancestral

the Land is

orahty,

and that will be the end of

hfe."^^

Summary
The

family dispute was

obligation of equal sharing
authority

of the elders

to

the

community

in the

as

well

as

local

among the

area.

The

indigenous pastoral people.

and his sons,

sons

agreed

to

accept from their father the moral

ofland to both families. The informant asserted that the moral

through the

harmony and restorations
Lmaa

settled. The

between

knowledge

sons

of negotiation and mediahon

and the father. This moral

imposed legal policy

new

on

clans,

was

based

cenfral to the social fabric of every member in the

Interview, Lydia Ntimama, August 28, 2009

on

moral

authority made

land issues is

The elders' power of establishing

a

sense

to the

foreign concept

harmony between the

obligation. This

community.

fmally brought

moral

father

authority is
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LMAA OF SAMBURU CASE STUDY

Lmaa of Samburu Pastoral.
North Kenya
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Introduction

My visit

ethnographic
Wamba
well

field

areas.

study

The

and with

objective

of Sambum
focused

on

region was

from June

two main centers in

ethnographic study

respected by the

interesting,
be

to Lmaa

unique opportunities
am a

roots of my ancestral worldview. As

Sambum, which

in these centers involved

Sambum Lmaa of Northem

in my data collection. 1

22"^^ to July 10*,

one

for my

Kenya.

nomadic

pastoral

researcher

language,

symbiotic

complimentary role
Through my
which

were

(initiates

of

respect the age
to

as

of gynocratic
age set

guardians

As

I

came

In

my

researcher,

of gerontocratic

1 had to

with the cultural

identity through

me

immersion

I

fully participated in the

reverence

them

as

am

age set oi Lkimaniki

expected by

Lmaa culture to

my 'stick elders.' 'Stick elder' refers

They pass

the ritual stick of authority, which

authority. Through the oral knowledge,

perspective,

oral traditions

from my stick

gerontocratic authority.
I had to think

critically

about how to conduct this

in my ancestral Sambum land. In order to penetrate and achieve the

anthropological insight,

I had to

and

of passage, age set systems, the

of the age set of Lkiroro, I

to value the role of Lmaa

ethnographic study

a

engaging

Lpayiani Lolpiroi, 'stick elders' ofthe

participant

emic

are

moieties, the role of gerontocratic authority and its

of initiation ceremony of an age set.

light of this

elders who

authority.

set of Lkimaniki and to

symbolizes the power
elders,

a

Lmaa

identity, rites

(Lkiroro, initiates of 1970s),

passed to me by
1946).

rune

the Lorroki and

ofthe Lmaa persons, my parents first introduced

the ritual systems of cattle

relations between the

My

region is challenging

research. As

into the Lmaa worldview of orality and the land. I leamed the Lmaa
in the

are

contacting the

The Sambum

ethnographic

2009.

plan and develop strategies

of collecting data fi-om different
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centers in the

Lkimaniki

the wisdom of my

region. Through

(initiates

of

1946),

I

advised to 1 invite nine

was

moiehes of Sambum Lmaa. This wise counsel

opinion leaders
order

with

to carry out

experience

this

and

very

who is from the age set of

elders, each representing the nine

helpful,

since 1 needed

their cultural

insight and

indigenous
assistance in

ethnographic study.

invite the nine elders to
set

was

integrity. 1 value

My informant^^ instmcted die

tradition, the age

father-in-law,

participate

of Lkishami

age set of Lkishami

for the

are

Engigwana

e

(initiates

of

respect,'

to travel

by

Lpayiani 'assembly.' According

considered to be like the young

The traditional value of nkanyit 'honor and

1994),

sons

to the elders remains

foot to
to

of my father-in-law.

important in this

particular cultural setting.
My father-in-law assigned nine
the nine elders

areas are

representing

far, nearly

two

days

travel

by

assembly.

100 miles away.

of the

one

areas, my father-in-law insisted

that

we

men

foot. Prior to their

There

was one

opinion leaders,

on

on

travel, they

e

and

a

Lpayiani.

were

representative

given specific

Baragoi region,

names

almost

of one of the land conflict

ethnographic project.

He arrived after three

The

good news

was

days by public

assembly^' took two days, from June 22 to 24, 2009. They described on how

were

shaped

and informed

by new concepts

of treating the land

monetary value. The assembly also discussed the sfrategy of visiting regional
^

Some ofthe

dusty dirt roads.

The elders'
Lmaa narratives

Engigwana

elder who lived at

his presence in this

managed to get hold of him by telephone.

transportation

from the age set of Lkishami, each to invite

the nine moieties to attend the

ofthe elders invited for the

Being

young

Interview Simon

Leparachao
Leparachao
The nine elders, representing the
Simon

nine Lmaa moieties

as a

form of

centers for the
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ethnographic field
elders

as

data coUechon.

Through the wise counsel

elders, they appointed two

the group leaders.

In order to understand the social and

with oral
current

ofthe

eloquence,

pohhcal setting

of every area, each elder enriched

narrated Lmaa concepts of Lomoni lolmareita 'news

challenging events,

both social and

political

issues that have

updates'; past

impacted the

and

Lmaa

livelihood.
In all the

sessions, the discussions
and

listening, interacting, participating

busily writing down all
language
discuss

The

particular season

and narrative

of the year, there

of Kenya. The

Prior, there

another

some

same

news

was an

As mentioned

firom the elders

cycle

drought

and famine ofthe

scarcity

same

drought and famine cycles.
sign that the community

on

pastoral people,

was

the Lmaa

use

of voice

recording

provide challenges. During

device.

this

for two years from 2008 to 2009.

devastation in 2005 to 2006. Several

Lmaa

negotiate

the

droughts

community
their way
have

for

generations

through

always

been

seasons

a

had

of

waming

should remain humble before Pasinai 'the Creator.' The elders

expressed that the community also depend upon the

They appomted Paul Leitoro and
ethnographic study.

centers of my

using

I

of vegetation and water.

how to mediate and

For the

time,

of drought and famine in the whole

silence, the elders commented that the

preserved the local knowledge

problem

earlier, the elders preferred to

time, without the

unusual

no

to the discussions. At the same

devastating drought had lasted

families lost their livestock due to
After

English.

group, and at the

region north

was

I had

language.

the views firom the elders. I wrote all the deliberations

as a

descriptive

conducted in Lmaa

contributing

and later I translated them into

collectively

were

Simon

Leparachao

Creator to

to be the main

provide

salvation from the

point of contact

as we

start

visiting particular
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drought through the provision
those pastures up to

ecologically
is the

major

and

needy

socially,

cause

kinsmen. So, the Lmaa knew how to handle

but the

that,

as

far

as

their

land, and

one

sets

impact

even

One of the elders in

The

never

been

region is compounded
cross

access

to the

pasture land that is needed

as

projects

the

that

seasons

push the

change

Lmaa off

and

as

in, and finally, from the Laikipia white settlers ranching schemes.^^

on

orality and the

complexities

are

land. Before the discussion
one

becomes

a

collective

knowledge

of the

on

affecting the

Through the

common

living whole community

share the sacred power of kinship, which

shapes,

Lmaa

identity through

the present pressure

Lmaa person.

ceremonies, the people celebrate and share their

they share the
They

region.

from armed bandits who

from national and intemational conservancy

ofthe informants narrated how

songs and

community.

neighboring tribes,

The elders narrated how the modem
their

land, which

Somalia, fi-om armed national police and the military who raid their cattle and bomb

the land and prevent

drought

of Lmaa

he remembers the Lmaa historical events, there have

with extemal factors of insecurity fi-om the
from

expropriation

forces of insecurity in the

impending

drought; spiritually,

insecurity.

such atrocities like the present extemal threats to the

over

the

major problem now was

of structural violence and

The elders narrated the
the group said

of distant pastures and the establishment of kinship ties to open

on

pastoralism,

oral sacred

stories,

identity. Through language,
as

Lmaa

pastoral people.

molds and govems their being and

becoming Lmaa people.^^
The Lmaa

The land is like

a

identify themselves

as

womb that sustains and

Interview Paul Leitoro

Informant, Andrew Ropilo Lanyasunya

lairitak

gives

or

laramatak lo

existence to

nkulupo 'shepherds ofland.'

rocks, hills, rivers, lakes, and
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mountains, which symbolize the power of the Creator (EnkAi).

In

of Lmaa

light

orality

and the

land, the informants commented that:
The moment the Lmaa child is

will be introduced

bom, and taught how to walk and speak, the child
children, on how to pronounce well by name

the other older

by

all the

family livestock such as cows, sheep, goats, donkeys and camels. The child
promised a gift in the form of a ewe or calf as a sign of motivation to leam the
names of all the family livestock. At an early age, the child is also taught to name
all the plants and trees in the village vicinity. The child leams different proverbs,
riddles and sayings that are cormected with different plants and trees. At the teen
age stage, the older children in the family, takes up the responsibility of educating
and training the younger boys or girls to identify different plant species for the
conununity ceremonies such as celebration of a newly bom child, naming
ceremonies and the rite of initiation ceremonies. The young generations are also
imparted with local knowledge on the different types of wildlife and the taboos
is

associated with each clan and the wddlife animals.

An informant commented that there

EnkAi' s creation, when
his

family

not to

for

generations

exploit the

life and

to

as

Aichoo

The Lmaa

against mishandling land.

Enkop Metopua

Since it is

land, misfortune will follow the individual and

corrununity

example, people

knows how to

conduct rotational

conserve

grazing to

'the restoration of new

the land and

allow the land

vegetation,'

as a

sign

of

hope.^^

In the process of deep discussion

the informants also gave the

following

The Lmaa cormection with the

natural

springs, trees,

There is wholeness
on

taboos

mishandles the

come.

For

resources.

what Lmaa describe
new

someone

are

on

how the Lmaa

pooki).

connected with the

land, animals, plants, rocks, mountains, rivers,

dynamic

and

encompassing.

the land which is co-existence of all creatures. There is life

(Keishu nkulupo amu ninye nutai e
everything that exists on the universe

the soil because it is the womb of fertility

murdaisho

are

comment:

birds and the envirotunent is

on

people

The soil embraces

Interview, Fred Malaki Lesakale, June 2009
Interview, Paul Loingerua Leitoro, June 2009
Interview, elders, June 2009
Interview, elders, June 2009

land,
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(loing 'ang 'ie). The land is the mother of all life and breath (Nkoto nkishon pooki).
The purity and sanctity of land makes all that exist in the land to remain in
harmony. There is no conflict between the land and all creation unless human
beings disobey the Creator. Through disobedience come calamities on the land
such as diseases, conflicts and sometimes death. The elders of the community
through oral tradition knew how to restore peace between the people, the land and
the higher spirit. The cosmic connechon between the people, the land and the
enviroiunent is dynamic, harmonious and alive.^^
In the process

on

discussing

on

Orality

and the

Land, the elders also

narrated the

fohowing:
The local

knowledge of Lmaa people is embedded in our minds and heart. Our
tradition, which has been passed through the ritual systems of the elders, has
maintained the community identity, and our co-existence with the land and the
rest of creation. It is the role of the elders to impart knowledge to the young
generation, the value of plants, animals, kinship and our Lmaa common identity.
Through our oral tradition, we teach our youth the symbolic value of the land.
Every plant, rocks, rivers, springs, birds, and animals have symbols which are
rehgious, social and healing to all of us. The air we breathe is part of our co
oral

existence with all creation. All that exists in the land enhances

relationships

with

one

another and with the

our

social

environment.^^

The elders also narrated the moral belief of the Lmaa
with all the creatures in the universe. One of the elders

people

that the land

brings harmony

explained the following regarding

stories:

Through storytelling, inherited from Lmakui 'our ancestors', there is harmony
with the land, the people and the animals, the plants, rocks and the mountains, the
rivers, and all the nature becomes the source of peace, unity, good health, and
stability of all the Lmaa people of cattle.^'

In my discussions with the elders of the age set of Lkimaniki

them

to

describe the local

They narrated

as

knowledge

of Lmaa

people

in

(initiates

light of managing

follows:

Interview, elders, June 2009
Interview, elders and specifically narrated by Andrea Ropilo Lanyasunya,
Interview, Ltatarian Lesuuda, June 2009

June 2009

of

1946), I asked

crisis and conflict.
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Through our local knowledge, which was passed to us by ancestors, we have
been able to manage our social and economic strategies. For instance, during
drought and famine seasons, we had the traditional knowledge of food
preservation. Our ancestors taught us how to preserve meat through traditional
means of cooking and mixing with honey, animal fat, and with traditional herbs.
We knew how to dry meat and preserve it for a long period of time. We were
able to sustain our families during dry seasons. We supplemented our traditional
preserved food with wild fruits and herbal roots which were nutritious and rich
in vitamins and minerals.
The elders also considered the

displacement

of families from their

ofthe clan families
areas

without

becoming

were

adequate

seasons.

of the alienation of land that includes the intemal

land.

vegetation

they had gifted

seasons

in annual

the Lmaa knew how to

and

cycle.

the influence of elite

They were

politicians

some

forced to settle in desert

for their animals. The elders narrated that it is

perpetuated by the existing political regime. They

prophetic

fraditional elders who knew how to read

Because ofthe local

negotiate

The elders commented the

Through

of prime ancesfral land.

difficult to address the present crisis

of different

prophets,

original

out

water and

narrated that in the past

signs

pushed

impact

knowledge

and manage their livestock

from talented

during the dry

and

rainy

following:

community elders were able to read signs and wamings of dry
Through their wise counsel, we knew how to negotiate with harsh
climates. Whenever there was a malaria outbreak, we had the local knowledge on
how to apply traditional methods of prevention. Each family was supplied with
herbal medicinal bitter roots and leaves for prevention. We also moved our
families away from areas and regions which were prone to malaria outbreak. We
Some of our

seasons.

settled them
over.

on

hill top areas until the harsh season for the malaria outbreak was
we heard the signs of flu outbreak, we prepared ourselves in

Whenever

advance through fraditional means of prevention. Using our traditional
knowledge, we had the ability to manage our natural resources on grazing and
water management. Through family lineage, each clan was assigned a particular
natural spring for drinking and sharing with neighbors. The community also had
elders gifted with the knowledge of observing the movement of stars and the

Interviews and the

description

narrated by the nine elders in my

ethnographic

field data

collections,

June 2009
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clouds. Some of diem would read the waming signs of a slaughtered animal. This
done by observing the colors of intemal intestines.^^

was

This traditional way of life has

intmde
land

on

pastoral land with new

Lmaa

owners.

come

The elders narrated the

This has been

an

under serious stress

the national authorities

land management schemes and thus evict the

original

following:

intentional attack to the Lmaa

intmsion of our ancestral

as

land,

we

people and their culture. Since the
experience numerous changes

have started to

with the entire ecosystem. The people, the animals, the envirorunent and the land
have encountered new changes. The traditional knowledge on land use has shifted
to

ofland

complicated pattems

land forced
schemes

us

to move to

private ownership.

harsh desert

areas.

The enemies of the ancestral

The introduction of ranching land

the beginning of our wounded local knowledge. The Lmaa social
age-grade systems started to alter and almost to lose meaning.
Because of the modem extemal pressure on our pastoralism, we are beginning to
encounter cultural suppression, disharmony and subjugation.^^
was

stmctures of

The elders narrated their past

by the

colonial administration and then

homes.'��
meat

experiences

The land

was

employed

with the so-called 'chiefs' who
to

were

resettle families away from their ancestral

then taken and divided among colonial ranchers in order to

production industry.

The

following

imposed

contains the elder's

develop

a

description:

was during the age set of Lmirisho (initiates of 1910) that the Lmaa started to
experience for the first time new white faces walking across the land. They started
asking questions about water source areas. The new visitors also inquired about
the names of mountains and the lakes along the Great Rift Valley. It was not long
that they began asking questions about our land. They came first as friends and
we allowed them to settle as Ltungana Le Latia 'good neighbors'. They also
appointed mlers, known as local chiefs and headmen, to instmct us what to do in
our land. Later we came to discover that the new mlers were acting as
representatives ofthe new comers to the land. We nicknamed the imposed mlers

It

Interview, Lkimaniki age set, Leparachao, Lemparas, Leyiangu, Leseewa,
Interview and descriptions from the elders, June 2009

June 2009

The Lmaa, like many East African cattle herders do not have leaders that would be called by the English term
study was done by E. E. Evans-Pritchard of The Nuer (1969) that demonstrated how
"segmentary opposition" of patrilineages worked to structure political alliances for specific occasions without
centralized authority. Still, the British coloniahsts saw someone dressed differently, a prophet really, and called him
'chief. The classic

a

"leopard

skin chief" Of course, he

was

nothing

of the kind.
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the

'messengers of the white man'. They brought mles and commanding force
community. They ignored the authority of Lmaa elders. In order to create
for
the new foreigners to die land, we were moved by force through the
space
imposed local chiefs and local police (edimeni o sikarini) to resetde into dry and
desert areas (Ipurkeli). We were settled into forms of slums and squatter
villages
(seemuni). The resettlement into limited land space created the problem of land
pressure with overgrazing, and limited water resources for the people and the
animals. Because of limited land space and being disconnected with our clan
ancestral homes of initiation rites {lororani la laiyiori) and the age set ceremonial
places {lororani lolmungeti), we had no altemative, but to abandon our traditional
means of negotiating with
drought and famine conditions. The loss ofland is the
loss of our social structures, the loss of our local knowledge and the loss of
generations. The loss ofland is also the loss of our cattle. It is the loss of Lmaa
pastoral people. The breakdown of our social order, especially the age set system,
means a lot to our nomadic life. We no longer have the
indigenous capacity to
manage our every day social and economic pressures. The initial attempt of
dismantling our Lmaa social stmctures started with colonial powers. It has
continued to be threatened more and more by the national leadership.

as

to our

Because of this

orahty

and the

land,

prolonged

some

of the elders

systems, especially those who

policy was

rooted in land

Laikipia where the white
During the

endurance and resistance from the extemal pressure

are

are

gradually losing the

exposed to

privatization,

as

local

knowledge

of Lmaa social

is evidenced

by

the current

ranching

schemes in

settlers still live.

age sets of Lmirisho

by the imperial powers.

The Lmaa ancestral land

(1910)

and Lkileko

(1922),

the Lmaa land

The elders commented the

on

was

how the land

first

was

following:

by force. The encroachment by
good neighbors, friends and visitors. The
community extended warm hospitality to them. The community leaders
volunteered to guide them on the joumey in their explorations. The leaders led
them to areas of good source of water, vegetation, rivers and mountains. The
leaders made sure that the visitors were protected against dangerous wildlife and
the attack ofthe enemies. As the visitors trekked across the hon regions of Tsavo,
new

Lmaa

the urban and linear way of thinking. The colonial

invaded by the great destmctors of environment. The elders described
encroached

on

visitors to the land

was

came

stolen and taken
first

as

Interview, Lkimaniki age set, Leparachao, Lemparas, Leyiangu, Leseewa, June 2009

first
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in the South
that

region,

we

asked

our

warriors to kill the fierce lions. We made

sure

visitors from far country were safe as they travel across our savannah
land. After we welcomed them into our pastoral land, gradually we started
our

experiencing new changes in the land. They started imposing local chiefs to act
representatives on their behalf The role of the local chiefs was a foreign and
sfrange concept
listen to the

as

to our social stmcture. But the colonial mlers did not want to

assembly of elders. They

went ahead to ask their local

imposed chiefs
gerontocratic authority. The imposed
local chiefs forced us to follow the foreign policies of the local administrahon.
The fraditional elders were ignored. The foreign visitors to the land became
masters of confrol and order. They forced us to obey their orders by moving us
away from our pastoral village settlements. During the age set of Lkileku, initiates

to make

of

1922,

orders, which

one

were

to

confrary

our

ofthe land leaders of the white

settlers, known

as

Nkalemare

elders),
arrogant and a man of orders. He respected
(nickname given by
no one in the community. He treated the community elders like young boys who
the

knew

He

nothing.

settlers and the

was

was one

of the initiators of pastoral land conflicts between the

pastoral people.

The elders remembered the colonial

particular age

set had

a

span

period

elders continued to narrate the

aggression against the

age set of Lkileku

of twelve years of being warriors ofthe

conununity.

following:

as Nkalemare had a negative view against
They restricted their movements from visiting their clan
relatives who resided from other regions. They also restricted them from
participating in Lmaa ritual ceremonies to mark their identity as warriors.
They also prohibited them from moving in groups unless they had
documents (Kipandeni) from the District Commissioner. The colonial
settlers were suspicious ofthe Lmaa warriors. They saw them as potential
enemies who would undermine their colonial orders. They also described
them as lazy, beasts and idle people in society. Finally, the colonial

The colorual adminisfrators such
the Lmaa warriors.

adminisfrators decided to

summon

warriors of every clan to engage in dam
through the supervision of local chiefs

and road constmctions. The warriors

police administration (Lkankai) were forced to humiliate them
public by cutting their long traditional hair short. They were also forced
to relinquish theh weapons such as spears, and swords. For a period often
years, at different intervals, they were forced to engage in dam and road
constmctions in every clan region. During this period of forced labor, the
elders of every clan were also forced to provide fatten oxen on monthly
and colonial

in

Interview elders June 2009

(1922).
The

This
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basis for to feed the warriors as their main diet. Some of the warriors would
not tolerate this type of humiliahon attitudes from the colonial mlers.
Instead they escaped into the bush and decided to
join other relative families
in the regions of Lpurkeli (areas of Wamba and
Baragoi). The dams and
roads

were manually constmcted and these sites still exist. The Lmaa
people
have named these dams as the colonial dams (Silakoni e
Imusungu oibor)}^^

The Sambum elders still remember the dam constmction
programs that
the colonial adminisfrations

using

that

pastoral people,

changes

of complex

the Sambum Lmaa

experiencing
aggressors

ecological pressure.

region,

hilly

Ibararani lo

on

private

various

land

boundary

raiding

armed and

land, the animals and the

by

Lkileku).

independence,

gradually

ownership.

a

enthe environment

same

according to

the local

militia group.

as

are

undergo

continuing pressure

time, in all directions of

threats exist from armed bandits. The

in which,

organized as

At the

the elders narrated

continued to

The informants also discussed the

The elders narrated the cultural value

the

o

land and their livestock economy have

constant cattle

are

{silakoni

of colonial settlers and after the

from die national goverrunent

enforced

forced labor from the age set of Lkileku. These dams and roads

have been named after the age set of Lkileku

Recalling the impact

were

region is

pastoral people,

the

'^'^

cattle herders. The cattle

identity,

interconnected. The elders

the

people,

the

solemnly narrated

following:
It

scares us

to

see

the

disappearance

of our cattle

identity.

We

no

longer have

the

natural space to name our cattle as a way of sustaining our animal identity, to
smell the earth, to share stories of our past generations, to listen the singing of the

birds in the forest, and to observe the migration ofthe wild life as the cycle of
seasons unfold. Our lifestyle has been altered to an extent that we find it hard to
sustain our indigenous close relationship with our family members, the clan, the
rest of the Lmaa

sfrangers in
^

our

people, and the all of our ancestral environment. We feel
land, as we encounter new things coming to us. We are threatened

Interview elders, July 10, 2009 The names of some of the colonial dams which were
Muramur, Ledero, silakoni e Lnadi, Lera, Lturuka, Lbatata, Etengis, Lbaa lesukuta,
Lmarinta Lentilalu, July 10, 2009

narrated

by the

elders

are:
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by the new comers to our land. We are losing our land. The land
are facing the curse from the land. The blood is on the land.'�^

Victims of modern culture: Lmuran
In

discussing the

generations,

role of elders in

the informants narrated that the young

'victims of modem culture.'

are

passing along tradihonal

despising the

Lmaa

They have

pastoral

was

(warriors)
oral

knowledge

to

the young

people have become ridiki lolkuak letatata

been influenced

by

school education and

nomadic life. The elders gave the

The Lmaa social institution

is in conflict. We

as a

result

they

following explanation:

invaded, and the memories of our young

becoming naked and empty. They no longer remember anything
about our ancestral teachings on proverbs, proper Lmaa language. The young
people, especially those who have been taken away from the community to the
boarding schools, they are no longer tme to our culture. When they speak, they
mix both Swahili and our Lmaa language. The elders of the village despise and
shame them in public. They are not tme sons of our community. They are like
Lmeek (gentiles). Some of our young people have been proselytized {Lngird).
Theh minds and hearts are divided between the people of cattle and city gangsters
or city dwellers {Lmokorani le towoni). Their minds have been
polluted and they
are no longer men of integrity and leaders of tomorrow for the Lmaa
commuiuties. We are losing the generations of Lmaa age set which inherit the
custody of our oral traditions. We are in great pain. We are seeing the loss of our
memories. The young generations have allowed their minds to be polluted by
foreign habits.
generations

are

Reflecting back,
the

impact

since the time of Lmaa age

sets'*^^

to the

of the introduction of boarding school systems. For

the alienation of people fi-om the land

conflict in Lmaa

identity.

The elders

were

spoke

present, the members discussed

them, the education system and

the factors that have

brought the gradual process

of the advent of problems

as

of

follows:

Elijah Kalero Lenyakopiro, Interview, July 19, 2009
Interview, the elders from Samburu Lmaa community, July 2009
The age sets of Lmekuri (initiates of 1936), Lkimani age set (initiates of 1946), Lkishili age set (initiates of 1958),
Lkiroro (age set of 1970), Lmeoli (age set of 1982), Lkishami (age set of 1994), and Lmeisiligi (the present age set of
2006)
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The

newcomers to the land had brought myriads of problems. The
younger
generation no longer has strong memories of Lmaa local knowledge. It is just

a

matter of time until Lmaa oral

history will vanish because of loss of traditional
successors. The young people no
longer want to sit down and leam from the
elders' fraditional heritage. They have become slaves and victims of a strange and
foreign invasion. They are now lovers of money more than the cattle. They have
been exposed to new foreign cultures of cash value. Most of the young
people
have moved to big cities to look for easy money. The mission schools have
polluted the minds and souls of our young people. The foreign and strange school
lifestyles have brought a lot of deception to our young people. Most of the school
dropouts could not get good jobs in the big cities of Nairobi and Mombasa.
Instead, they have been employed as night gourds. Because of the golden age of
the fierce Lmaa warriors, who were known to fight the lion with bare hands,
Lmaa young warriors who work as night gourds, have been given a new name,
Bwa Kali 'Fierce Dogs'. This is to scare the house breakers at night in the cities.
The night gourds are the lowest paid jobs in the city. They have no housing,
personal insurance or medical insurance.'�^
The informants narrated that for the last twenty years, since the

numerous

sad reports of many young

by robbers in the

cities.

Again,

people

1980s, they have received

who have died and of others who have been

the informant gave this

description:

The young people who have migrated into the cihes have been isolated, and
neglected. Some of them have been found mutilated by unknown city gangsters.
The youth who are disconnected with Lmaa age set no longer fit into the social
systems. They are no longer cormected with the ancestral land and their ritual
narratives. The minds and heart of the young generations have been distorted and
they have become victims of other people's way of life. They have been polluted
by other peoples' cultures, and whenever they come back to the community, they
look down on our nomadic life. They despise our social systems as backward and
ignorant. The young generations frown on the Lmaa social system. They look
down on the cultural belief system. The young people are not willing at all to
perform the rituals of the community. The young men are no longer the sfrong
men of old Lmaa days. They walk and talk like women. They engage in
hairdressing in the open markets of Nairobi and Mombasa like women. Some of
them braid their hair like city women, which is contrary to our indigenous
warriors. This is disgracefiil to Lmaa culture. Their minds and bodies have been
poisoned. Their legs have been bent sitting long hours engaging in braiding
business for cash value. They walk with empty hands like women. Instead of
carrying spears and shepherd staffs like men, you will see them carryings bags on
Interview, elders July 2009

injured
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their backs like

holding babies. They have abandoned the wisdom ofthe
a foreign knowledge from our enemies of
land.
The
new
set
no
pastoral
age
longer appears before the elders with traditional
of
of
milk
and
gifts
gourds
honey. The young people never appeared before the
council of elders with empty hands; instead whenever they came for council, they
came with hands full of meat, honey and warm blankets. These were
symbols of
respect and honor. For the last two generations, we are seeing this attitude of
respecting the authority being replaced with new norms which are sfrange to our
fraditions. They are no longer tme Lmaa people ofland and cattle.
women

elders with the desire of searching for

According to the description from
town

dwellers

the

elders, the

from other cultures.

desiring things

They

new

are

generations

living

have become

Women's

Through the authority
region.

There

since the

were

pastoral nomadic identity

Response

ofthe

informants,

The

"�

I interviewed

women are

away from home to the

they

come

Because of extemal exposures and

double standard of life. In

our

home, they have
influences, the

attained

managers and livestock herders. These

were

new

are

no

the

Interview Esta

Lenyakopiro

ofthe

of the

city

changes they

and Anna

2009

care

boarding

generations
also

encountered

are

of children and
schools away from

knowledge.

beginning to acquire

expressed the

concem

of playing double roles

opinions expressed by

Lanyasunya, July

in Lorroki

in order to look for

time to leam the local

women

women

expressed the problem of

responsibilities

Interview, elders from Samburu Lmaa, July 2009
�

some

transferred to

younger

long day discussion,

most Lmaa women in the area have

of

stolen from them.

left at home to manage the affairs of taking

other domesfic matters. Some of the older children
ancestral homes. When

some

lands. Most ofthe informants

immigration, especially men moving

being

dignity

Impact of Land Privatization

the

fifteen of them. I asked them to narrate

privatization of pastoral

employment.

on

is

band of

for themselves without any

connection with their relatives in the ancesfral lands. The social and economic
nomadic life is under pressure. The

a

a

that

as

home

most members of the group.
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In order to

a new

approach

making beads

supplement

to sustain their families.

for sale.

young warriors

as

the

income,

women

commented

of the

village women negotiated

skills of making beads for the young

part of their material culture. The

supplement

some

Using their local knowledge, they adapted new

They acquired indigenous

the open market in order to

history,

their domestic

women

for

skills of

girls

and

also trade their traditional beads to

their domestic income.

Tracing back the

Lmaa oral

follows:

as

Bead

making is part of our ancestral origin. Our grandmothers used to sit under
Using their gynocratic roles, they invite us to sit together under a
sacred tree. They begin by sharing stories about Lmaa local knowledge to us. In
the process of making different bead designs, using different colors for beauty, the
older women would also teach us how to be responsible as future mothers in the
conununity. They used to teach us on how every Lmaa clan is related to one
another {Ldupaisoro Ltungana). Every grandmother will take her opportunity in
our traditional assembly, to impart her oral knowledge on how young girls and
young women should relate to one another and to the older people in the
commimity. We are taught proverbs that relate to our Lmaa identity on how to
name all of our livestock such as cattle, goats and sheep. We knew the names of
sacred trees.

all

our

cows,

even

if there

hundred

are

cows

in the

village.'

Summary

Through the
traditional
source

During drought

and

interpreting the cycle

and

dry

Interview

Group

They

of 20

relationship

land, the people and the animals. The

seasons, the

been concemed with

seasons.

elders, the succeeding generations of the age

about the enviromnent. The Lmaa

knowledge

of harmony with the

creation.
never

wisdom of the

shortage

family

were never

also knew the

at Kisima

seasons

and climates.

waming signs

Lmaa live in

2009

the

harmony with

all

overwhelmed. The families have

They knew

the

ability
signs

of impending calamities and

village center, July

acquire

with nature has been the

of food. The traditional leaders had the

of different

women

clans

sets

of reading

of bad weather

catastrophes.
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Through

their inherited wisdom, the elders

how to prepare for misfortunes, such

as

dry

were

in

a

and bad weather

position to
seasons.

wam

the

community

During dry

seasons,

advised the

community

experiences

of negotiating with hard conditions of drought, the elders

generations

the traditional methods of livestock diversification. From the wisdom of the

they

to

gather

established traditional

Cormection with the land

and store

strategies

was

the

on

source

fmits,

how to
of a

roots and

negotiate

honey

as

food

on

they

security. Through past

taught the

younger

elders,

with enviromnental disasters.

dynamic continuity

as

Lmaa

people.

WAMBA CASE STUDY

I conducted

Sambum
visited

ethnographic

commimity

some

of the

research at the Wamba

situated in north east

private

Kenya. Through the help of the

conservancy and national

The informants described the historical
in Wamba

pastoral

area.

cooperation with the

to the

national govemment

ancesfral land. Since the

have

According

resources

are

waging

According to

the

war

against the

1980s, the intemational and national funded

has been

by the

parks along

background ofthe impact

plundered

and

17*, 2009 m a

informants,"^ I

the Uaso

Steve

River.

oral tradition and the

conservancy

the

exploited by

Worid Wildlife Fund

were

(WWF)

new comers

established

as

to the

organizations
including

part of ecotourism

and the African Wildlife Fund

community elders, they expressed the

concem

the

land."^

(AWF).

that the conservancy programs,

ethnographic information collected from the informants of Wamba region. They
Lesiyaloi, Stephen Leshongo, Dipa Lenanyankera, and others July 2009
hiterview, elders July 2009
Interviews and

Lesakale,

Nyiro

of orality and the land

natural habitation. The ancestral land

The national conservancy encroachments
programs ftmded

reserve

to

informants, the multinational corporations in

desfroyed and uprooted the indigenous

natural

region from July 13*

are

Fred
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the

military campsites

parks have persistently

and the national

communities' identities

as

well

as

their

continued to

indigenous economies.

For the sake of ecotourism and environmental programs

strategic national
and

and

global

economic

the

development,

communities. The informants commented

passive

dismpt the

perpetuated by govemment

pastoral people

on

this

are

subject via

the

for

reduced to invisible

following:

In the name of national economic development, the Lmaa people have become
victims of economic progress. In favor of conversation of wildlife, the nomadic
people encountered ahenation, mistreatment, dislocation and displacement. The
national game parks administrations through the powers of the elite politicians

have

expropriated the ancestral land. The pastoral grazing areas have been
a military encampment. The
foreign British military training
includes the use of sophisticated artillery, and stray bomb explosions. The
environment and water resources have been destroyed and polluted. The villagers
are forced to walk almost seven to eight miles away to fetch water from sandy,
man- made deep ponds. The pastoral communities have been forced to relocate
into desert areas. The intemal displacements have reduced most families into
refugees in their home land.''"^

translated into

One of the informants

national game reserves, the
and

private

cattle ranchers

expressed the

concem

of frequent confhcts in the

military explosive activities,

are

constantly in

the conservancy

conflict with the Lmaa

area.

The

development programs

pastoralists.'

The interviewees also discussed the sacred and the medicinal herbs that have been

destroyed.

The elders

been used

by the

are

local

concemed for the indiscriminate

pastoral people

In the process of my

requested that we visit

some

for

plants

campsite

areas

the elders from the Wamba

that

were once

development project that had the intention of enviromnental
Interview, elders July 2009
Interview, elder July 2009
Interview, elders July 2009

of medicinal

that have

centuries.'

ethnographic interviews,
ofthe

cutting

occupied by

a

region

German

conservation. The elders narrated
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that

during

agency

the commencement of the age set of Lmeoli

signed

1990).

to

rural reforestation. Thus, the

trees with the ambitious

The elders

They

environmental conservation and

employed 'chiefs,'

in the

food' such

'from sunrise

1980s),

(6.

decided to

they

as com

00

were

pastoral herding

to sunset

activities.

species

were never

forced

During dry

Since

in the

region.

an

The

of tree

imported

consulted in this

2009
2009

development
indigenous

from Australia.

disguised form of

program.''^ According to the informants, the

on a

enkilepunoto
daily bases

working

were

dama

e

from

given ndaa ngiro
ana

metodoi

Monday to

e

Saturday.''^

disfracted from their

men were

working

dama

daily

families suffered

herders.''^

intmsion that

impact on the

region pastoral

brought unprecedented environmental

and social

environment affected both humans and animals alike.

environment, the effect ofthe infroduced species
2009

through

the administrative govemment

seasons, the livestock from the

then, the pastoral nomadic community has

Interview, elders July
Interview, elders July
Interview, elders July

ten year

bulldozers to uproot

The elders narrated that from the 1980s to the present, the Uaso
encountered

a

for economic progress. Instead many

through

firom

working

(6.00 P.M.)'

due to lack of attention from the cattle

changes

German-funded

massive

a

form of cheap labor where the workers

and beans after

A.M.)

a

development strategies

commimity

was a

to engage in

tractors and

them with

that

concem

use

One ofthe informants commented that most of the

community

a

for enviroiunental conservation

was

deployed

to labor in the 'food for work'

'food for work' program

'gray

were

plan of replacing

expressed the

men

This agreement

expatriates

for economic progress.

able and strong

of

bilateral agreement with the Kenyan national govemment for

a

development plan (1980

project

(inihates

never

on

recovered from the trauma to their

grazing livestock,

and the

disappearance

of
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wildlife in the

area.

One of the elders

age set

experienced the

Ltepes.

He ftirther

wanton

explained as

explained that he

and the

destmction of their ancestral

pastoral nomadic elders

indigenous

of his

trees of Loishimi and

follows:

I could not believe in my life hme that this area of Uaso region has been tumed
no trees. The whole area is red with soil because of soil erosion and

naked with

dangerous guhies created by the storm floods. It is very difficult to walk across
deep and dangerous gullies which are widely spread in the area.'^�

the

The whole
land and the

community was upset

vegetahon was profaned.

region also began to
space,

vegetation,

in the

following:

lose the

It

because their

was a

double

ecological balance.

indigenous people

tragedy

of fatal

impact.

The wildlife in the

This is because of the destmction of their land

water sources, and their seasonal

For many years, the

and cultural attachment to the

religious

walking

corridors. The elders described this

relied upon a particular indigenous plant
Through the wisdom of the elders, the

for both human and animal medications.

community in the region decides to set apart a particular area in the forest to
plant to grow for treatment. During drought seasons and epidemic out
breaks such as flu or malaria, the herbal medicine experts will use the roots and
branches of this particular plant and prescribe them to the patients.'^'
clan

allow this

Through the

national

through goverrunent
years, the

intensive

Looking

imported

administrators to

seed

irrigation from
across

indigenous

the

plan for strategic development,

never came

a

dam with

field, the land

implement their policy.

out of the

a

ground.

It

It

never

was

space is empty and almost like

again.

The elders

expatriates used force

unfortunate that after ten

germinated

huge water reservoir that was

trees that have survived to grow

Interview, Elder July 2009
Interview Wamba elders, July 2009

the German

a

even

constmcted

after years of

by the

desert, apart from

explain

in the

a

following

company.

few
the
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community's distresses
ancestral

upon

seeing their sacred landscape disappear

and their

indigenous

knowledge system ignored:

Our Lmaa cultural values have been

profaned. The traditional trees and plants
sacrilege. The indigenous trees are
irreplaceable. The intmsion of our religious rituals is making our community
dysfimchonal. It is hard to fmd good trees for making shepherd shcks. It is also
becoming difficuh to find medicinal plants for treatment. Most of medicinal trees
have been destroyed. Again some ofthe families have been moved to settle in
'^"^
new areas where there are no
indigenous plants.

with cultural and

religious

values have been

Cultural
In the

day meeting
one

course

of this

ethnographic

field

study,

setting
the elders decided to assemble for

of discussions. In accordance with the Lmaa

ofthe few

Ltepes

'sacred trees' in the

area.

question to

relation to

A senior elder in the group

After

knowledge

some

in

silence,

and their moral value to the

one

asked to pray

discussion, I presented

an

kinship,

The informants described the

and how this is

important

open-

history in

community.

of the group members narrated the

light of my question.

stmcture of Lmaa

was

the group elders. This is to allow them to narrate the ancestral oral

indigenous plants

significance

following,

for Lmaa ethnic

in

of local

depth,

the social

identity:

The Lmaa social and political organization is centered on kinship, community,
age-grade systems and gerontocratic authority. Through the wisdom of the elders,
the community set apart sacred indigenous trees for ceremonies and corporate
worship. The role ofthe elders is to impart oral knowledge to their mentored age
set. This is to guide them to understand the value of every plant for medicinal and
religious purposes. It is the moral obligation of the age set through their ritual
leader {Launoni) to know how to care for the assigned region where the sacred
trees have grown naturally.

Interview Wamba elders,

July

2009

two

culture, the meeting took place under

before the discussions commenced. In order to stimulate the

ended

a
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The

well-being

of a clan is

dependent upon her harmonious relationship

with the

envirorunent, the sacred plants, the animals and the family kinship. At the

appointed

seasons, the elders will assemble around the

The elders with

indigenous

sacred tree for

intercedes for rains, posterity
corporate worship.
deep
in the land, ritual cleansing, prayer for families and the clan community, libations,
and sacrifice to avert outbreak of epidemics. The Lmaa ritual of circumcision, and
reverence

the age set performance, are marked by recognizing the value of sacred plants.
The rites of circumcision and preparation for age-grade system are significant to

community identity. They mark the uniqueness of separation, incorporation
integration of the life of the community. These rites cut across descent group
ties and solidarity. The age-grade rituals were spaced every twelve to fourteen
years fi-om the rite of circumcision and towards the process of incorporation into
the status of being the community elders. This is also the stage of ceremonial
transfer of power fi-om one generation age set to the incoming age set. It is a
significant ritual process of every forty years fi^om once every generation. The
ceremony of delegating or transferring power from one generation to another was
performed as communal celebrations. The function takes places under the sacred
indigenous plants.'^^

the

and

The sacred

unity and
symbol

plants

are a

symbol

celebrations of the clan

of age set

identity.

their ancestral

The Lmaa

knowledge

on

and

indigenous community

of Uaso

ethnic

identity

symbolize

the

are a

altering

called Loishimi for multidimensional functions such
The Lmaa ancestors from the age set of Lmarikon

of common values rooted in

envirorunent.'^^
Region

as

of Wamba

ofthe ecosystem, for many years the

region in Wamba depended upon

Interview, members of the Wamba region July 2009
Interview, members ofthe Wamba region, July 2009
Interview, members ofthe Wamba region, July 2009

also

that, "The sacred plants

land space at Uaso

The informants narrated that before the

plants

rituals, community well being, integration and

conunimity possesses

origin, language, land, culture,
Local

The sacred

The informants said

of the Lmaa social funcfions of religious

incorporation."'^"^

identity.

a

particular indigenous tree

social, cultural, and religious functions.

(inifiates

of

1876) solenmized the

ritual

by
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setting apart

a

particular place

and

prosperity,

posterity

According

to die

to allow the

for their health and enviroiunental
the

indigenous elders,

plant species, rocks, hihs

symbol

sacred

of connecting the

plant signifies
According to

have

developed

a

community

a

source

being.

Over

the Loishimi

the elders claimed that "the

period

a

region community, they

resources

for the ecosystem in the

pastoral nomadic culture and

people.

area.

herding

Interview elders

Interview elders

staff. He

July
July

2009
2009

as

area."'^'

Since the

significant plant

pastoral community

for
has

the Loishimi tree is situated has become

religious experiences

These natural

say, "we

plant.

for the

of the Loishimi tree has created

resources

community.

enormous

One of

natural

have informed and

shaped the

identity."''^'' The climate is favorable for both animals and the

In the process of ethnographic field

traditional

as a

of time and space, the

region where

cultural values and

availability

stands out

identity.

the Loishimi tree is cherished

The elders described that the Uaso

enriching

plant

and the environment in many ways. The Loishimi

established other functional and ritual dimensions from the Loishimi

sacred space for

sign of

full of different

unique landscape

connection with the soil and the tree ofthe Loishimi in this

origins,'

as a

of water for the Uaso River which has

oral narratives from the elders of Uaso

both human and animal well

a

flourish

sustainability.

indigenous plants,

the whole process of community

of Lmakui, 'ancestral

begiiming

region has

and wildlife. It is also the

other small tributaries. In the midst of several
the

tree to grow and

indigenous

pointed with

it

research,
across

one

of the elders

rose

up

holding his

the open land space and he started to narrate
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that "the land is hall of resources for the

This earth has

community.

blessings

from the

ancestors.

When

listens to the elders

one

narrating

their stories ofthe area, then the

landscape

alive, the rocky hills and river valleys become fascinating. The elders described that the
used to be

widely spread with natural

desert type shmbs
'wild

spinach',

Ldupaisoro

and

Popongi,

grown trees and shmbs such

'desert

as

Ltepes 'thomy

comes

area

tree

safari',

shmbs', Ldupai 'local sisal', Sukuroi 'aloe vera', Lordo

'cactus trees'. All these trees

spread

The elders narrated in details that for many years the local

over

the hills and

valleys.

people have depended upon

different types of plants for theh medicinal and nutritional purposes. With the consent from the
rest of the

in the

pastoral elders,

area.

chest

seeds and branch leaves

Ldupaisoro

people acquired the
flowers

spring up;

medicinal animal
worms

ofthe elders described the

He narrated that the

pneumonia, diarrhea,

The

one

Ltepes

pains,

are

is used for

local

has various functions: medicinal

stomach

used for

pains

feeding

treating

knowledge

livestock such

animals

poisonous for ticks.

The bitter

prevention against tsetse fly.

Interview Elders

July

2009

plant

of every

plant for the

cure

plant
of flu,

on

camels and goats.
Over the years the

pastoral

plant to

grow in the bush and when the

it

with the rest of the

along

plant

vegetation.

This

digestion system against bloating, prevention against

and ticks. When the animals graze in the

which tastes bitter and in process it

as

against ticks.

of allowing the

with the

use

and also used for nutritional purposes. The

the herders allow cattle to feed

plant helps

specific indigenous

helps

fields, they

consume

the

Ldupaisoro plant,

with the animal blood system to taste bitter and

acts as a

natural

preventive

measure

against tick diseases

and
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The

indigenous Ldupai

women weave

the parts of the

constmction. The

They

also

weave

hot weather

traditional

seasons

building

small and

sleeping

material for traditional

and

making

large sizes

mats and

for

thatching

were

excited to walk with

is endowed

plant. Through

pastoral people

have known how to make

use

use.

indigenous

the root parts of the

and water.

They

Sukuroi

plant to

plant

enhancing moral discipline
During drought
seek

plant to

heal

seasons

to act as

together.

coohng systems during

and

the

pastoral community

the oral wisdom from the

of Aloe Vera in other various

prevention

place

as one

elders,

ways.'^^

and treatment purposes. The elders
the roots with

by mixing

for almost four

before it is

days

honey

ready

for

assembly gatherings, gerontocratic authority meetings

passing

prevention

roots and

elders also pass oral

and

by

make tradifional drink. This is

The elders' drink it to mark their

experts take the

is used for

allow the fermentation to take

indigenous people

for traditional house

the field which is fiill of naturally grown

me across

of mulfipurpose nutritious

use

The

of the year.

source

The

pastoral homes.

the woods and timber

tying

roofing materials

(Aloe Vera) plant. This indigenous plant

of the main
the

as

into rope

plant

women weave

The elders
Sukuroi

is useftil

of oral

epidemics

knowledge to
such

as

the young

leaves ofthe

generations.'^*^

flu, pneumonia, and malaria outbreak, the

and treatment from Sukuroi

fleshly large

for

plant

and

plant.

The herbal medicine

prescribe to

knowledge to family members to prescribe

the bitter

the

patients.

liquid

The

staff from the

wounds, prevent blood clothing, stomach ulcers, skin rashes, natural ointment and

prevention of pneumonia and all forms of illnesses. Through the oral wisdom of the elders the

plant is
�

also known for other various

Interview elders
Interview elders

July
July

2009
2009

significant values.

The elders described that:
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Over the years the area of Uaso region has never experienced any life threatening
or soil erosion because of
heavy floods. The Sukuroi plant grows along

storms

with the Loishimi trees and
both

plants

erosion.

banks

are

suggested

river in the

indigenous
The

There

area

seasons

have their

are

been created

trees. The

walk

unique

by

storms and

flooding,

They narrated that it is

environmental features. Several miles

fi-om

place

neighboring

along the river

as a

result of

they

are

threatened

Somali shifta militia group.

other several seasonal tributaries that feed into the main Uaso River. In the

envhonmental space away firom the

walking

corridors away from human habitations.

elephant

corridors. The local

wild hfe.

Using their indigenous experience,

wildlife. The wild animals

people have

come

set aside for the

at

people.

July

2009

a

natural

people.
as

boundary where

Over the years the

elephants

According to

to

develop

the wild animals

indigenous people

their

the elders the

particular

paths

are

known

as

leamt how to respect the land space earmarked for the

night to

skillfully guarded to adapt their own

Interview elders

the years.

over

during hot and dry

of refuge for wild animals when

local skills of dhecting wild animals such

springs

the

of preserving the

landscape

shelter for the herders

the water floods to its level and creates

own

knowledge

the years because of the stable

vegetation provides
a

leamt the

acquhed

natural

heavy

foot into the Uaso River.

generations

over

has also become

by armed poachers

rainy

with

we

elders the ancestral

vegetation that has

seasons.

area

that

with

wind breakers and the preventing of soil

thousands of Loishimi and Ltepes trees, which have grown tah and wide

According to the

these

seasons

as

131

The elders

only natural

during rainy

double their reinforcement

the elders

identify

different water

sources

for

drink water and lick the natural salt away from

The other wildlife such

as

lions and

space away from the livestock and the

leopards

people.

are

also
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In the

cycle

of dry seasons, the water level subsides into the

valley river of Uaso region
livelihood. Over

unique

a

sites in the

period

stands out

valley river of Uaso

vegetation

and

many

generations

of experience the

negotiate

resring

as

Mataakwani. These

region

and

are

religious

established taboos and ethical
that is contrary to
tree the Lmaa

the tree has grown and

leaves of the

plant.

tree for their

sun.

a

during

to

the

cutting

long

the annual

livestock such

set aside

as

cycle

are

by

plants

or

on

area.

the

of

healing.
the

The

people

any other fimction

of connection with Loishimi
reverence

to the sites where

generations.

of wet and

dry

seasons, the

community

goats and camel. The animals feed

on

the

The medicinal part of the tree is also used for animal health. The roots

grounded into pieces and mix
any bacteria diseases.

with water. The

liquid

form is

how

other different

of protection and

history

forest for many

knowledge

pastoral community

of sacred attachment and

big

local

were

the tree for wood
oral

lick,

The elders said that after

sacred attachment to the

Given the

a sense

multiplied into

The elders described that

depended upon this

avoid

reasons to

have built

pastoral

knowledge identified

and ritual functions. There

mystical powers

Knowing the

designated purposes.

pastoral

for the

source

and the wild animals in the

people

ecological values

associated with

is considered sacred in nature.

scalding

is surrounded with hills which

sacred sites for

plants

local

gerontocratic authority acquired the

around the hills that have assumed

against

during hot

and balance the co-existence between the

previous generations

area

generations through

surface. The

where families take their livestock for natural salt

shelter spots

The land space of Uaso

plants

significant natural bank

the

of time the ancestral

water,

to

as one

underground

given to

the animal

as a

are

protection
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During

a

event of the year, the

particular

opportunity to educate younger women on how
with them into the field and

help

them to

elderly

Ipaiyian
family.
to

the

gourd

family has

'head ofthe

Each

family',

gourd is

for

identify mature branches

her

or

own

community take

for

'gourds'

gourd.

There is

community. They walk

of the tree.

special gourd

of the

owner.

When there is

family has

plenty

family who

as a team.

are

the fi-eedom of picking up his

one

A

'age

set

local

bonding'. They bring their Lmalasin

knowledge

making

of indigenous

on

gourds

oi Loishimi.

for every person to carry for the
a

lolmuran

family.

gourd is
her

fdled

own

milk

are

the

only people

sharing

to Lmaa ethnic

significant

as a

sign

'designed gourds'

how to train the initiates to estabhsh

week is set aside

searching for mature plants

for almost

of the

resources

solidarity

and

identity
of

receive support from

adequate resources.

particular day of the

enough

or

the traditional ethics to congregate for meal

another. The irutiates whose families have limited

their age set with
The

obligated by

The elders clarified ftirther that this is very

especially with the
supporting

sizeable

drinking.

oi Muratare Nabo
drink

cut

for the Lmala la

of milk, each

In the process of discussion, the elders also clarified that the warriors

in the

They

particular members
a

the

visitors, warriors, cattle herders, and for young members of the

named after the

capacity. Every member
and start

his

of the

to be role models in the

branch parts ofthe tree to make traditional malasi
Each member ofthe

women

week. After then the

traditional functions such

as

a

for Lmaa

special symbolic process

by village

women

Special parts

to walk as

of the tree

are

a

team to

women

are

identity.

the forest

cut into different

designed project. The pieces

women

religious

is

allowed to

pieces

dry slightly

assemble under shelter tree that has been set apart for

and social fiinctions for the well

being

of the

community.
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At this

The

particular

elderly women use

women.

The

event

of craft
this

gourd making,

are

woman comes

local

opportunity to pass indigenous

They teach them practically

gourds

each

on

how to cut the wood in

used for various fimctions such

as

for

with her

pieces

knowledge

special design

and different sizes.

milking, food, oil, milk, herbal medicinal
days

According to the informants,

occasions when the young

nurtured, trained and mentored

on

are

very

of Loishimi

plant. By

the

availability

land space to pass the oral

informants
and

gerontocratic

their

own

ecological

of this

authorities

Lmaa

are

weeks before

indigenous

orality that

tree the

are

women are

women.

by the

elders have made the

designated gender roles assign particular events

The leaders both

These moral issues such

men

and

gynocratic
women

knowledge to

generations

and clan

members, initiation rituals, marriage rituals, age-grade systems, and other family

domestic issues

are

identity

respect

shared under the shelter tree of Ltepes. These social fimctions

under the traditional tree with ritual and

the ethnic

as

of Uaso

religious encompassing

to

are

family

performed

fimctions that inform and

shape

pastoral conununity of Wamba region.
Summary

Through the
main
the

sources

local

knowledge the

elders of the

community

of water for both human and animals. Oral

land, the community history (as marked by

age

sets),

identified

knowledge

is

specific

intimately

in

the

younger

identity.

of the

One of the

community.

of passing oral

existence

use

embedded in the role of both the

performed under Loishimi.

that relate to Lmaa

completion.

value that has been emiched

the rest members of the

knowledge to

emphasized that the

important

or

oral traditions that relate to the Lmaa

The informants also narrated the

project.

to the young

staff and water storage. The process may take several
these

for the

sites

as

coimected to

and to Lmaa social stmctures.
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LAIKIPIA LMAA CASE STUDY
I spent

one

week from

Laikipia. Using appropriate
through

a

member of my age set

(initiates

of

to

a

1956). According

me an

effective

According to
murata.

This term is

candidates who have
candidates

are

point

visiting pastoral village

managed to

go and meet him. This
to this

of

a

in

set not

symbolic

mentored

in the

by Lpayiani Lolpiroi

initiation ritual. This is followed

by the

the final ceremony of entering into

elder

of bonding

process marked

together like

by

festive

marks the ceremony of Lmugeti

age set members

one

removed from mine.

Laikipia pastoral community.

same

same

age group address

ritual of initiation.

'fire stick elders' who

one

another

as

The term refers to the

age-grade system.

Subsequently,

guide

them

the

through

the

whole process of incorporation into warrior class before

a new

status of young

blood brothers. This ritual

seasons

word of mouth

to the age set of

belong

elders, known

Because of this collective span of twelve years of interaction of age set
sense

by

hme, the Lkimani

adjacent but

cultural text within the

participated together

message

contact with this elder of the above age

Lmaa customs, the members of the
a

a

communities in

to inform one of the elders in the

particular

period

of entry into the

send

1970),

authority. My

sfrong cultural linkage, since he is in

This gave

2009

{Lkiroro: initiates

have attained their status of gerontocratic
set is

10*

cultural means, I

community that I plarmed to
Lkimaniki

August 4*

bonding

from the month of August

(the

as

Lmong'o

nkolong'.

members, there is sfrong

of Lmaa age set is
season

signify perfect ritual

a

gradual

of Ltumuren), which

(collective ceremonies). These Lmugeti rituals

sapa 'seven' stages ofthe above mentioned years to

le

are

divided into

events between the
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initiation stages to the state of graduation into elderhood.

narrated

as

'^^

The

identity age

set rituals

are

follows:

Lmong'o la Laiyiok, 'state of initiation ritual'
Lmugeti Lokweny, 'die cleansing ritual after initiation'
Lmuget Lowuantanta, 'the peak ritual of warrior group'
Lmuget Lesikia, 'the ritual as an exit from warrior group to young elder group'
Lmuget Lenkarna, 'the ritual of naming an age set'
Lmuget Loloing 'oni, 'the licensing ritual for marriage preparation'
Lmuget Lemouwuo, 'die final and climax ritual of incorporating an age set in the
jimior elders.
These

(ng'amat
murata

is

e

a

identity

seriani)
sfrong

rituals

for the

sense

are

performed during rainy

land, community and animals.

of brotherly respect and honor.

combinahon of life span of twelve years that
In

hght

message to the
me

into the

reciprocal relation,

Laikipia pastoral

pastoral nomadic

appreciation to
a

of this

this

particular elder

'^"^

The

ethnographic
kind of field

community

a

August 4,

sign

and his

This

area, he took time to

to

cycle

responded by delivering

honor,

some

I

shalom

someone

is

a

of an age set.

1 met with the elder who

an

symbolize

identity naming process

Lmaa

I carried

came

my verbal

warmly welcomed

with

sugar and tea

a

token of

leaves, rice, and

elder for the first time with empty

both meet

field work. After I narrated to him the

in their uneasy co-existence with the white

^

we

seasons

In Lmaa context, to address

of respect and

family.

elder decided that

project in the

spring

my age set member

elder. On

homes. As

complete the

few other foods for them. It is uncultured to meet

hands.

and

status of

together to

reasons

explain to

why I

me

ranching settler's

discuss the strategy of my

wanted to do this

the oral

history

particular

of Laikipia Lmaa

scheme. The elder narrated the oral

Lowuapere elder from the Laikipia region of Doldol that is neighboring the Nanyuki ranching schemes, interview
August, 2009. He is well known by the Lmaa people as one of the expert in naming the seven naming stages of
rituals which marks the age set identity.
Interview Simon Leparachao, August 2009
Interview elder August 2009
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history

of Laikipia Lmaa

by presentahon of this

people

in

a

form of a

parable

that has

symbolic cultural text.

He started

narrative text:

In the

days of age set of Lmeishopo (inidates of 1792); there were two elders, who
enough to a status of being described as elders of sufficient salt! They have
lived to witness ten generations of age sets of Lmaa people. The two elders
actively participated in the gerontocratic authority within the age-grade systems.
They have witaessed myriads of complex issues in life. After a deep
contemplation between the two of them, they reached a conclusion that it is time
they should be allowed by the higher Spirit of the Creator to join the ancestral
world of the living dead. One day, they requested that they should be allowed to
sleep and rest under a particular tree without any interference whatsoever.
Because of their frail age, they were assisted to carry their sleeping goat skin to
their usual place of rest under the family fraditional free. The day was hot and
sunny. Out of sympathy from the family members, their appeal of no interference
as they waiting to be raptured into the next world, was ignored. They were given
food and water, but they refiised to eat and drink. There was a prolonged
negotiation and empathy from the family members that they should eat their meal.
In the midst of this appeal, they heard a loud cry from the shepherds asking for
help to stop the conflict between a camel and ram from fighting each other to
death. The camel was knocked down by the ram after it hit it strongly with his
head. The camel incurred serious fractures on its front legs. The elders took a
deep sigh after hearing the animal conflicts. It was inconceivable that a camel as
big and sfrong as it was could no longer walk as a result of attack from the ram.

lived

This sfrange news was unheard off in the ancestral oral accounts. After the two
elders consulted with one another, they summoned an assembly of elders to

interpret the symbolic meaning
communicated to
awe

one

of what

another that there

now
are

became

a

narrative text.

still unrevealed

mysteries

They
in life for

and wonder.

The elder looked at

me

and said the

following:

prepared, to observe, listen, and interact with the community
By doing this wih have an opportunity to experience by yourself, the crises
that the Laikipia Lmaa families have undergone since their first encounter with
the new owners of land. The Laikipia Lmaa stmggled for many years, after their
land was taken away by the white people. Go and talk with them and listen their
stories. You will hear by yourself
You need to be

elders.

Interview

Laikipia Elder, August 2009
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This narrative text

was

fiih of meaning and became the basis of my

observation and discussion with the elders ofthe

easily

in the cultural context and

sensitive to

was

adapt

move

the traditional

along with the phase
of events in

rhythm

flexible with die flow of the elders' decisions
leader ofthe group

and mediation that has

negotiation
ranching

challenged me

scheme land

owners

to

situate

on

a

over a

weekly

and

at

surudse and end at sunset.

monthly

context, these events

cosmology
the

village

men

and

are no

schedule of events may
are

dynamic

clan

women

conununity

have

seem

people,

pastoral

identity

It is

nomadic

of all Lmaa

from the outside

like

conflict,

large

scale

a

boring

Laikipia community.

people. Every day
perspective,

are

days,

events that the Lmaa

the land and the enviromnent.

that

the

routine. But from Lmaa social

through these cyclic

well

consistent and

most cases

at

is

a

sunrise with

being

Every member in

ofthe

community.

participatory in nature.

village

milking the animals, prepare

basic meal such

and the herdsmen eat thek meal before

elders of the

of time between the

actively participating for the

begin theh schedules

water. Thek next meal is in the

by the

the current land

Both

There

in the nomadic schedule of events.

household breakfast which in

shepherds

is

of events. I

typical pastoral environment, by being

period

Looking

engaging.

complimentary roles

passive spectators
The families

The

and

is established between the

or

daily schedule

pastoral Laikipia people.

These narrative events also characterize the ethnic

begin

of their

where and when to meet for discussions. The

The elder described the schedule of events of the

schedules

nomadic person, I interacted

a

myself by observing

developed

and the

region. Being

interachon,

they

one

milk, tea, and light porridge.

take the animals away for pasture and

evening when they bring their

almost

as

for the

livestock back home.

mile away from home. This is

a

sign

They

are

of welcoming the

met
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shepherds

and die livestock back to the nomadic settlement.

labor to have time to join the rest of the

drink and hme to rest before the

and

by

none

the

event

sick, the village
The

where the

women

important moments

also

they

community

From the Lmaa

moming

in groups

when young and old

women

same

fetching

sure

that all the animals

shepherds.

role. In

interact

when

these events

case

they

are

attention.

The

also have their

Depending

men

on

related social

village

elders

the nature

cycle

responsibility;
day

event

own

nearby

harmony

forest.

They

men

begins

have their

at pee

as

very

discuss

family

discuss

deep

issues

and cohesiveness.

important matters

are

issues

that

concem

their

beyond their abilities, they will

schedule events that focus

of events such

are

schedule for firewood activities. The

of theh leaders who will pass the information to the elders of the

assembly

present

both social and cultural in nature. It is the

discuss

If there

These

by walking together to

appoint
fiirther

are

after

any ofthe animals is found

light of the

one

eat and

The next step is followed

attention in

community.

long day

schedule of fetching water almost five

firewood in the

moment that women create theh own space to

entire

given something to

carrying water containers.

matters to enhance the clan

perspectives

are

relieved from the

take up the role of treating the sick animal.

domestic

also do the

leading

the

are

evening meal which takes place

This is to make

take the

village. They walk

walk in groups to go out

of family and

for the

being noticed by

women

begin their

community issues. They

women

name.

informed and

men are

miles away from the

and

by

of them went asfray without

milking

family members. They

family congregates

all the animals have been counted

They

on

the

community for

community wellbeing.

rituals, livestock management and community

unique

role of active

eiliapu Lakira Lesiran,

participation.

In most

'the appearance of the

cases

Moming

the
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Star', (around 4.00 A. M.). Depending with the number of elders in
to

begin their day

schedule with prayers at the

thanks to the Pasinai, 'Creator' for the
livestock.

indigenous

protection

also pray for every event of the

They

shrine of Naapo. The elder's

of everyone in the

At suiuise the

assurance

village elders

of plarming for the

day

men's roles is to

the direction for the livestock

another

on

all

dangers.

as a

symbol

are

My ethnographic

community

'^^

the

events. On

aside for

assembly

Interview Elder

August

of the cattle

they plan to

in

good

out for

will

to Lmaa ethnic

go out to

have the

one

condition. The elders consult

pasture and

water.

They

security against wildlife

and the herdsmen who

are

uttered in

village. They

public by the
carry their

into the

by walking

identity,

from the elders' prayers for

are

now

start their first event

According

shepherds

These prayers

safety

of the
another

one

also consult
such

as

one

lion attacks.

assembled in front of

wellbeing

elders

as

and

the cattle herders

herding staff,

water

or

of commitment for their livestock management. At the end ofthe

event, the cattle herders

set

by

animals out of the

shepherd move the

containers

move

They receive maiyian, 'blessings'

protection fi-om
and

they

They

matters related to livestock welfare and

This consultation is followed

the elders.

as

are

women as

early moming prayers,

event schedule.

that the livestock

ensure

the

use.

after their

center of the mboo esiom 'home settlement'.

give

village including the

day ahead, including

herders, the travelers, and for every family member including
fetch water and collect firewood for domestic

village, they wake up early

a

a

welcome back home

field

day

by the family members.'^'

study was simultaneously integrated into the Laikipia Lmaa

daily basis

we

met with the

community leaders under

narrative events. Most of our discussions

2009

milk

were

a

conducted

traditional

tree

through mother
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tongue. They

were

sensitive for the

use

of voice

respect and honoring their cultural integrity, I decided
listen to the discussions in
I used the

narrative

same

The elders

was

the

news

only

Kitengela,

of my field research

taking of pictures.

not to use any of these

questions.

with

an

open

appointed
update

regions.

Because of my

the other Lmaa

Namanga, Wamba

and other

regions

regions

daily

me

to

bring greetings

social pattems of every

challenges

ofland conflicts. This

Lmaa groups both in

people,

livestock and

group about my

prosperity.

area as a

of Narok,

of the discussion

Kajiado

areas.

and

update

field work, 1
and

The elders

pastoral people.

regional centers,

were

The leader of

them with the

livestock, threats and extemal

of rain pattems,

followed by prayers

This

were

by

the

elders, interceding for the

was

followed

by the

introducfion from the elder ofthe

excited and enthusiastic to leam that the discussion revolves around
a

period

of one week,

modem socio-cultural and economic
farms and national

the enforced

day

Kenya and Tanzania. They prayed for their families, peace, land, the

and the land. For

ranching

fi-om Lmaa

light

was

a

ethnographic work.

The elders

orality

in

area

regional centers,

ethnographic

of Sambum

curious to get the first hand informafion about their fellow Lmaa
the group asked

sign of

style.

from different Lmaa

recently

a

to stimulate the discussion in

of them to lead the discussions. The first

one

person who visited

Amsha and

ended

-

As

gadgets, but to

Similar to other

strategy of involving the group leader (informant)

approach

started with

light

and

recording

policy

parks

of private

result of wildlife,

to

perspectives.

met on

land

daily basis discussing

The elders and I visited

observe the social

ranching

we were

we

setting

in the

some

region.

the

impact

of

ofthe cattle

Given the nature of

restrictions, distance and the risk involved in the

forced to hire

private transportation.
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Since the 1980's, there have been social

ranching

farms. Because of the economic

through World Bank,

most of the white

changes

policy

on

that have taken

place

in most ofthe

ecotourism, and the fimding from WWF,

settlers decided

to

adopt

the national govenunent

strategy for tourism development and strategy for intemational investment. They transformed
their cattle

ranching

farms into wild game reservations in line with conservancy

elders conunented about social

changes

that have taken

as

policies.

The

follows:

The wildlife conservancy development policy has affected our pastoral livelihood
in many ways. There is increase of wild animals in the area. The roaming lions

attack
local

our

livestock almost

people

on

daily basis.

The

and the livestock. The hmited

elephants

sources

are

great threat

of water in the

area

to the

have

become the

only place for the people and their livestock to get water for drinking
cooking. During the night, the wildlife travel to drink from the same source of
water. There are several cases of people injured and killed by the roaming
elephants. The conununity has presented their grievances to the administration
authority for compensation, but no action taken. There is also the threat of
poachers in the area. There are times, the armed poachers would come at night
'�^^
and attack villages and go away with livestock.
and

Since the colonial

along the ranching
how the

elders

period to

settlement. In

one

Laikipia Lmaa managed to

presented lengthy

the elders

a

on

or

This is similar to

August

discussions, the informants revealed the

how the

"the

and animals. The

of negotiation and mediation in the oral

Interview Elders

group has continued to live

indigenous community through

secret

on

the wisdom of

of co-existence with the colonial powers. The local

concept like shalom

envhorunent, the people

of our

Laikipia Lmaa

survive and endiu^e the constant pressure of alienation. The

discussions

developed strategies

Matamanyai,

the present, the

Harmony

knowledge

Way"'^^ being at peace with the
,

indigenous concept of matamanyai became

history

of

the power

of Laikipia.

2009

Native American concept, explored
Seminary (2010) titled The Harmony

a

Asbury Theological
American Theology and Mission.

recently by Randy Woodley in his doctoral dissertation at
Way: Integrating Indigenous Values within Native North
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One ofthe elders in the group narrated

first contact with the
set

system, he

center. This is

mle)

was

was

a

able to narrate the

implemented.

The Lmaa

of Northem

Laikipia

Laikipia

of Lmaa

them the fi-eedom to maximize the

commodity

for

Southem

region which

capital

pastoral people

policy

Kenya

sequence of Lmaa age

in 1910 at Rumumfi

of compartmentalization

and Tanzania

regions.

borders with the white

(divide

and

'^^

ranching

For many

settiement.

period.

ranching approach

new

of Laikipia Lmaa and their

alienated and relocated in the current

go back to the colonial

The colonial strategy of cattle

a

partition

Kenya and

history

Following the chronological

community was

Lmaa lived in this

The land conflicts in

became

land.

to the

historic landmark where the colonial

marginal regions
years the

new comers

the

eloquently

favored the white settlements. It gave

economic concept of private land

The land

ownership.

accumulation. The elders commented the

following:

The land conflict started with the concept of private land ownership, which was
introduced by colonial regime. After independence, this same policy was heavily
enhanced

by the national state.
chahenges in Laikipia pastoral
The national land

policy

Land conflict is the

does not involve

The oral traditions which evolved

as

source

of social and economic

community.''**'
community participation

and

representation.

systems of social and political order through the

gerontocratic authority were devalued, altered and ignored.
After years ofland conflicts and

theh houses
established

by

armed mercenaries hired

strategies

on

how to

indigenous initiatives, the

Interview

elders

ftequent confiscation

by

negotiate

the

Laikipia elders August 2009

properties

and

buming

of

administration, the Laikipia Lmaa finally

their existence in different dimensions.

applied the strategy

Interview, Laikipia elders August 2009

of their

Through the

of indirect resistance which is

a

part of
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matamanyai. The elders narrated how the community decided
scheme managements. The elders commented the

to

collaborate with

ranching

fohowing:

the elders, the pastoral community formed a coalition with the ranching
scheme management of protecting the wild life against armed poachers. After a
careful deliberation and examination from the elders, they decided to form

Through

another

negotiation strategy tiiat whenever they identified a stranger in their
neighborhood, they would immediately form a combat unit and inform the
authority. For a period of time the elders established a mutual understanding with
the ranch scheme management. The ranching farm owners became very
appreciative and they decided to extend their gratitude to the Laikipia Lmaa. This
strategy became successful as a result of joint efforts between the ranching land
farmers and the pastoral nomadic community. The national game conservancies
were encouraged by the local initiatives.'""
Some ofthe

community

as

Lmaa concept

with the

wealthy

health

on

ranch farmers

began to provide philanthropic programs

services, education and relief aid.

Matamanyai, they managed to

ranching

land

owners.

Because of the elder's local

achieve another

new

to the

strategy

on

step of co-existence of

The elders commented that:

of the white ranchers allowed the

Laikipia Lmaa to
dipping and sometimes
deworming. They built health clinics for the community, and they also provided
water and sanitation, schools, employment, scholarships for junior and college
education, women micro-finance, and other community services.'"'^
During dry
graze their

seasons,

cows

According to the
means

some

in their farms and

elders'

provide

fi-ee

narration, the indigenous

power of matamanyai is

of negotiation and mediation. The elders shared that the

matamanyai is part of Lmaa social institutions embedded in the

authority.

The

family

commented the

clan

kinship

is built

following:

Interview, Laikipia elders August 2009
Interview Laikipia Elders, August 2009

on

this

spirit

a

compelling

indigenous knowledge
memory of the

of conununity

unity.

of

gerontocratic

The informants
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The Lmaa

common bonds of family clanships have kept the Laikipia Lmaa
identity. In every clan, there existed village elders who were appointed by the age
set (Lpiroi) through their order of seniority to oversee community welfare and
harmony in the land. The age set elders were charged with the responsibility of
cementing internal conflicts that might arise between individuals or group
members. The use of Lmaa oral cultural traditions, social and religious norms has
enabled us to maintain our indigenous wisdom of Matamanyai.

Summary
The Lmaa of Laikipia claimed that land
various ways. Some of the

conservation. This became

prolonged impact

of white

concept of matamanyai

ranching
a

dispossession

altered their

schemes became centers of national

threat to the local

villages neighboring

pastoral identity
for wild life

parks

national

in

parks.

As

a

result of

settlements, the Laikipia pastoral elders adopted the indigenous

as a

resistance, persistence and endurance

way of establishing their

as a

people.
CASE STUDY WITH LMAA PROFESSIONAL GROUP
From

July

professionals.'''^
by

email and

them.

Being

3 to 6

July,

2009 I conducted

Prior to my semi-stmctured interviews with

telephone
one

of the

narratives. The Lmaa
own

people

colonial and

is

indigenes

in the

region,

postcolonial impacts

July

On the first week of July,

institutions such
Govemment

as

on

indigenous professional

conducting ethnographic

Interview Lekamario
'''^

them,

conversations. I shared the purpose of my

present their individual and collective views

their

ethnographic study with Lmaa indigenous

on

it

was

easy for

changes

on

group is very

research

on

I had

already

scheduling

me

a

meeting

with

to interact and allow them to

how Lmaa relate to the land and oral

positive

Orality

Lmaa narratives. The group

and

appreciative that

one

of

and the Land in the context of

expressed the

concem

of

2009

3"''* to 6*,

I met with

a

number of Samburu

professionals who

are

working

Non-Govemmental Organizations, National Game Parks, Community Based

employees.

contacted them

Church leaders. Farmers and Business

People.

in different

Organizations,

and
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land incursion and the

pastoral

concemed with the

lands

pastoral

I had

begin the

same

altering

of pastoralism in Lmaa

in

regions

Kenya. They

are

shategy the national govemment is enforcing which is alienating Lmaa

'"'^
by propagating environmental neocolonialism.

a

long

discussion with the group. I

deliberations. The

national

leadership

region?

One ofthe group

perpetuated by

question

to maintain the

some

is: What

sanctity

politicians

are some

of the

of human life in

responded by giving

of the

presented them with

his

the

measures

light

ofland

personal experience

following question to
put in place by the

expropriation

on

in the

land conflict which is

in the current national govemment. The member

responded that,
person and

victim of these conflicts- in fact I

refiigee in Maralal town,
big brother game by
supporting some communities that are in the govermnent party and oppressing
those that are in the opposition, for example the Govermnent is supporting the
Pokots against the Sambum. Two years ago the Govemment killed by bombing
over 100 Sambum in Laikipia. Also what matters in Govermnent is that the
community that has high number of votes will have voice and this leaves our
Lmaa conununities and other pastoralist communities to suffer. The Govermnent
currently is carrying out an operation in Sambum and this will weaken the
fighting power to protect themselves against other communities.''*'

As

a

a

the Govemment is

doing nothing.

Instead it is

am a

playing

the

The members also described the moral value of negotiating and

conflict and crises management between different interest groups

region.

The members conunented

mediating with

bordering with

land

Sambum Lmaa

that,

forcefiiUy by white settlers should be reverted back to
original ninety nine year leases expire.
be
There
should
of
representation marginalized communities at the Land
2)
commission board instead of Govemment passing policies that are not
1)

The land that

was

taken

the ancestral communities after the

favorable.

3)

as a way of life should be
supported
favorable to it should be supported.

Pastoralism

policies
Interview Lmaa

professional group July

2009

Interview, Adamson Lanyasunya, July 2009

as an

economic

entity and
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4)

The govemment should be objective in terms of solving boundary disputes.
What we are doing currently is that we are recommending policies to the
Interim

collect

Independent boundary review commission which is moving
'"^^
people's views.

The members also

brought up

the

Northem Pastorahst Non-Govemment

objective

for this

organizahon was

to

example

Organizahon (NGO)

lobby

communities. The members commented the
There

of indigenous Lmaa

for

policies

around to

people

established

fomm formed in 1999. The

in favor of pastoralists nomadic

following:

also Pastoralists

Parliamentary group that got divided due to politics.
pastoralists have been located into different and
distant regions. The political aligrunent and lobbying for land rights for the
pastoral people have been jeopardized by the ehte power regime pohcy of divide
and mle. This is evident in the current constitution under review. If as pastoralists
we come together and have such a lobby, then there will be a big voice. But the
main problem is that divide and mle, and then fighting among ourselves over
was

The main obstacle is that the

cattle

mstling.'"'^

I had

an

opportunity

participation for

land

modemity, especially

rights
on

of discussing the
as a

legal pohcy

and the

implication

of local

way of helping the Lmaa

pastoral

to face the

challenge

selecting, shaping

and

deploying their

Lmaa narratives.

of

They

commented that:
The constitution states that it will

recognize and respect cultural diversityrights will face a big challenge since Lmaa land has gone in
most places and is now being occupied- what we can do is to protect what
'"'^
we have, and claim those pieces ofland where lease may expire.
however land

Interview, Samburu professional group, July 2009
Interview, The Samburu Professional Group, July 2009
"'^
The interviewees, (Adamson Lanyasunya, Andrew Lanyasunya, Tom Lalampaa, and Mark Lesiit, Dipa
Lenanyankera, and Fred Lesakale), were conversant with the current land conflict, legal land issues, and wildlife
conservancy controversy. Interview, July 2009
'''^

as
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One of the informants said

review defines land
In

light

as

that, "The

current

Kenyan

Goverrunent constitution under

Public, (vacant). Communal and Private."'^**

of Lmaa local

presented their responses

knowledge

on

land, environment and the people, the informants

and commented the

following:

1)

Since Lmaa

2)

sustainable land management strategy if land will not be sub-divided.
Programs such as water development, grazing and animal health including

are

conservationists

by

nature- it is

highly possible

are among the very good strategies
development.
3) In areas where population is big the improved livestock breeds with
altemative livelihood strategies can be supported.'^'

promoting peaceful

co-existence

to achieve

a

to

achieve sustainable Pastoralism

Discussion with the members of the Sambum Lmaa
them with another

question:

What

are some

of the

view of development to the Lmaa cattle herders?

professional

challenges

group, I also

presented

of applying the westem scientific

They responded that:

1) There will be disintegrafion of traditional culture through copying westem
mechanisms,
2) There will be conflict over land rights,
3) Many Lmaa families will lose land when they sell and regret it later as we are
witaessing in Kajiado, Kitengela, Narok and other places.
4) There will be destmction of environment due to commercialization of land
products.

The members also discussed the present
encroachment fi-om extemal forces such

corporations

and the

assumption by the

as

challenge

of pastoralism in the context of

military presence,

national govemment,

the wild life conservancy

following the footsteps

of colonial

Interview Lmaa professional group July 2009. As part of my ethnographic research 1 also looked at the Kenyan
Draft Constitution Under Review on Land Policy, Mmistry of Land, National Land Secretariat, Land Tenure Issues
(Categories of Land, Public Land, Community Land, Private Land), pp 1 1-14, May 2007, Nairobi; Kenya.
Interviews, the above group, July 2009
'^^

Interviews, The above mentioned group, July 2009
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policy,

that there is such

a

thing

'vacant' and 'uninhabited lands'. The informants commented

as

that:

1) Pastorahsts have been denied their anceshal land which was hanslated by the
national regime into National reserves, gazzeted reserve forest, land set aside for
national development like research institutions, things like oil exploration- like
the case in Isiolo- if oil is found then many communities will be displaced,
2) The increase of such oil bringing riches to the locals. If that happen it will create
global focal points and hence conflict. Just see what happened in Sudan,
3) Case of Sambum- Lare soro land that the Kenyan Govenunent gave to the British
Army as military training ground, which has brought death to many Sambum
"you recall the case of Sambum herders killed by bombs and the land was taken
as military training ground."
-

Summary
The

for the

impact

pastoral professional

be 'vacant' land is
the

original

because

a

a

owners.

they

are

not

'uninhabited' and
land is

of colonial nanatives

commodity

culture and

identity.

script

point is

using the

certaiidy

community

orality

and the land is

policy

that

does not

of monetary

a

big

concem

of declaring certain land to

of imposition, and alienation of indigenous land from

pastoralists

need pastures in various locations. Just

land at this moment does not
mean

that

no one

mean

that it is 'vacant'

or

claims that land. For the state, the

value, but this understanding

creates conflict to Lmaa

This scenario of economic progress and individualization of land is

problem for the pastoral people
worldview. The

Lmaa

group. The national land

colonial
The

on

to

negotiate

pastoral professional

with since it does not make

group has the

opportunity to

advocates for social, economic justice for the

Interviews, the above mentioned group, July 2009

sense

to

their

stand in the gap

pastoral Lmaa people.

as

a
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KAJL\DO AND KITENGELA CASE STUDIES
Introduction

After my
and

Kajiado
on

trip

from

Kitengela,

Arusha,

on

September 14* to 21*,

south west of Nairobi. I used land

my way to meet with the elders of these

impact

of the

practices

of multinational

Through the help
met fifteen

community

elders from the Lmaa

respect
Lmaa

was

of my

fransportation

I observed the

corporations

on

by

the

of Kajiado and

stage

of the

to

ethnographic study, John,

pastoral nomadic elders.

greetings: standing up

into the

pastoral regions

of their

This

EtaaEpa lo Papa

'Our

facing

These

are

respected

experience

and commitment to

to

the formation of each age
from the

gerontocratic authority.

of Kajiado and

and his

the

1946).

integration phase begins

wife,

Kitengela took seven days.

On

Nkopisai'^^ and I met with the

We infroduced ourselves to the elders

in respect and

of

I

traditions, they also participated in the ritual

integration phase.

prime incorporation

The field research in the

day

and the

The cultural value of honor and

systems of the preceding age sets.'^"* They have given wise counsel

the first

landscape

physical environment

(initiates

Kitengela.

community because

and the Land. As custodians of oral

warrior social status to the

the

informants, John Lesororo and his wife, Nkopisai Lesororo,

pastoral people

set initiates from the liminal

to survey

of

regions

the ecosystem.

elders from the age set of Lkimani

endowed to them

orality

areas.

1 also visited the Lmaa

by applying the

elders, in unison

we

said the

Lmaa

sign

of

following:

fathers, accept greetings from us.'

The Lkimaniki age set took place in 1946, and then followed the age set of Lkishili
(1982), Lkishami (1994), and Lmeisiligi (2006).

(1958),

Lkiroro

(1970),

LmeoU

Both John and his

study

wife, Nkopisai, traveled with

among the Lmaa farmer

Tanzania.

people

me for two weeks to Arusha, while 1 was doing my ethnographic
of Arusha and the Lmaa of
Namanga, the port authority of Kenya and
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The elders

responded appropriately: Epa Laiyiok lainei o

from

greetings

and

our sons

Because of their

seniority,

the elders have the moral

three of us,'^^

their

and

as

sons

that

we come

which is the

irara,

na

Lmaa posture, accent and

from

sign

one

ofthe Lmaa

kaji ing'ua?

"

'Who

are

lifestyle

speaking

of reverence to the

authority

of addressing all

daughter (Eishoi 'ang).
Cultural

Through

etitai 'We receive

daughter.''^'

elders,

in

Setting
dress, the elders immediately recognized

social group. After

posing for

about

one

ofthe elders from the group, asked us,

one

you and where do you

come

minute,

"Ong'ae

from?' John went ahead and

made the infroduction for almost five minutes.
with

Immediately,
fraditional

sign

sending

oral message to the

lemon

an

rutore).

of joy and smile in their

signs

of accepting and

As

a

a

pastoral

into their

pastoral village conununity.

members to prepare

a

fraditional

gourd {Lmala

lo

lomon).

This is

{Ldupaisoro ltungana). Although my informants

and I

Northem

ofthe elders

Kenya, but through the

moral

belonging to this region because

of the

In

light

of Lmaa cultural

'^^

pastoral communities.'^^

Interview elders

July

regions

so

corrunon

by

{aitobiraki

from

sign

a same

we were

of Lmaa

pastoral territory

also

greetings

requested us

accepted

to narrate the

of shalom from other

news

regions

of

as

from other

of their fellow

(John and his wife), narrated the whole process of

wife, Nkopisai Lesororo and me
were Arusha,
Namanga, Samburu, Narok and Laikipia.

far visited

kinship

Lmaa ancestral descent.

the elders

The informants

come

a

2009

John Lesororo and his

The Lmaa

authority

setting,

communities and to refer the collective

Lmaa

space for the visitors

This is

of hospitality, the elders gave the instmctions that the visitors to be

sign

served with milk from

integrating us

faces, the elders extended their
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Lmaa time and space: the

and its environs.

people,

They also

of Northem

holding his

As

Kenya.

a

some

of Lmaa

sign

and

greetings

(Iking'amaa

ekirorokino

e

we

sotua

The rest of the elders
news

remain in

traditional prayer led

by

an

Tanzania with

specific

the

of peace and

provisions

regions

concems

such

as

tranquility.

one

of Kajiado and

elder from the team. He

and other

the Sambum

said, "My blood kinsmen we

pastoral

brothers and sister"

nkaji eyieyio).

reciprocated; by requesting

event within the Lmaa

regions especially

and

with Lmaa

lo marei O Lmaa Ole

seasons, the land

ofthe elders in the group stood up

one

right hand

solidarity

dry

insecurity, land conflicts,

of the Lmaa

kinship,

traditional staff of authority with his

receive their

current

in

hegemony

of wet and

cycle

shared the concems, threats and

related stmctural violence, and

region

the livestock, and the

prayed

ofthe group members to present the

Kitengela.

This

was

followed

for all the Lmaa groups in

by

a

Kenya and

land, the people: the young and the elderly, animals and

The prayers

are as

follows:

Our God and Creator of all the Lmaa clans,
Naai, ELmareita pooki
Naai, Tamayiana Lmareita lang'. .Our God, bless all our Lmaa clans,
Our Creator, bless all the Lmaa age set,
Naai Tamayiana Lanji pooki
.

Naai
Naai

Tamayiana sioom o kopi ang '....Our God, bless our animals and land,
Tamayiana nkariak natii seriak o lariak. .Our God, bless all the waters in
.

the rivers and in the
Naai
our

Tamayiana Nkera

'

ang Olmuran

lang '... .Our God,

God'. I noficed that the prayer leader used the

is the

be with

our

children and

warriors.

At the end of prayers, all the members said in
our

.

springs,

same as

unison, Ai, Ai, Ai, meaning, 'let h be

words,

Naai

or

Pasinai

interchangeably which

EnkAi, in all the Lmaa regional dialect. This is typical of elders who

rooted in Lmaa

language

as

compared to

the young

areas, and with limited interactions with the

assembly meetings.

generations

who

are

so, Oh

are

brought up

deeply

in the urban

community daily experiences especially

with elder's
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The leader ofthe group invited John
the

welcome from the elders.

Lmaa cultural

and

setting

on

reciprocal exchange
Meanwhile,

orality

They

of gifts in the form of food

was

point

out that

facilitated

by

the

participated in Bible

annually

at different

franslation that

area was

of Kajiado and

place

in these

regions

interested to leam in

regions.

data collection. I

As

an

played the

On the second

day

was

that

for

me

are

happening

came

in

I

was

role of observer

and

about the drastic
I distanced

one

ofthe

we

taking place

changes

field

We met for

we were

travel
in the

by

seven

area.

The

scheduled
I

years of franslation.
my first visit

that have taken

ecological changes

and

I had to abide

foot to

project was

indigenous people,

myself in order to be

study,

updates

place

since

discussions and interactions with

by disceming, listening

ethnographic

since the

Lmaa

Kajiado

Kenya and Tanzania.

completion after

Kitengela. Through

ethnographer,

of the

into

of

part of the Lmaa Bible

representations

social and economic

depth

elders. One ofthe elders suggested that

things

news

informative, and challenging. Compared to

then within Lmaa
was

time,

centers. As

regional

finally

are enormous

I

regions

visit to

and refreshments.

my second visit to

Because of its broad

of fifteen years ago, there

elders,

commence

Church Guest House in the town of Kajiado. The translation

second visit to the

My

was

fifteen years ago in 1995. At that

Kenya Bible Society.

to meet for two weeks

sharing

our

again another sign

through symbolic greetings,

this

franslahon team of twelve members from all Lmaa
two weeks in one of the

was

sanctioned diat die discussion should

has been established

I would like to

first vish

region. My

the

to describe the purpose of

After John narrated in detail the purpose of mission, there

area.

warm

(informant),

are

taking

carefiil about the

taking notes.
by the

counsel ofthe

and observe the events ofthe

see

logic

to grasp the historical moment with the lives of the

that

behind the elder's

pastoral people,

suggesfion

and the

impact in
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light

ofthe

emerging

other Lmaa

ancestry

took

by

place

again

foot and

region in the

name

from the

were

across

the

was

industry

hired

there is

Through the

few

places

new

paved road that has

by

of this

of dirt and

new

and

political elite,

houses,

as

of

coming

as a means

of

is meant to attract East

regions

in the

area.

Namanga port authority

the

of Kajiado and

the two main centers have encountered

such

the

major features

been constmcted

paved high way

dusty road which

informants,

entrepreneurship

exported to

Kenya and Tanzania. During the time of this ethnographic field

fast

pastoral nomadic settlement

were

the nation state to open up the hinter land

through the

to

that

of Nairobi which is 50 miles away. A Chinese road

influence of powerful

growing towns

we

values of commodities.

primary purpose

between

complexities

The elder articulated the

the road constmction from Nairobi to the border at

complete apart from

pastoral nomadic

From memory the informant narrated

region.

{maendeleo).

post-colonial

region,

civilization. The

Africa tourism

in the

meaning

diverse cultural and economic

cosmopolitan capital city

quickening

known for their

all

of the informants narrated the historical events that

one

of economic progress

constmction company

study,

the area,

form and

modem forms of colonial and

Looking

areas were once

I observed the connection between the land and oral narratives. As

new

that since 1970s there

Kitengela

landscape. Comparing to

grazing plains.

patrolling

and gave

and

Kajiado

the savaimah

Time and

walked

the

regions,

across

encroachments and assimilations in the social

There

cybercafes, motels,

new

almost

heavy constmction.

modem road is

passing

Kitengela. According to

unprecedented iimovations

are

cars,

still under

were

was

the

which

are

threat

modem features of economic

religious institutions, agribusiness

and education centers. The elders in the team

were

wise to

use

this method

green

so

that I
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could observe the

conflict between

existing

modemity

the elders commented that the powers of modemity

pastoral land

is

vanishing

suggested that we stop

ourselves into the

glamour

are

mushrooming

pastoral identity.

all

over

One of

the space. The

great speed.

at

Mpee engila enkolong, (According
informants

and Lmaa ethnic

for

a

to westem time

time of rest. This

was

of modemization process in the

restaiurants in the town of Kajiado for

a

concept

cup of tea. This is

after

region.

one

at around 3: 00 P.

a

M), the

long walk of situating

We

stopped

of the social

at

norms

one

of the

new

of

refreshments and continuous discussions with Lmaa elders.
In the midst of our

reflections. An informant

refreshments,

quoted

one

of the elders started informal discussions and

some

ofthe Lmaa

proverbs: Tapala nkapapa tilimu

This

proverb

refers to the tension between

and fradition. The informant narrated that the

pastoral

land and

'Forget the past and narrate

the

present.'

and time of spirituality, but it is

authority
elite

of the fraditional

society

is

invaded

by

the

magic

being replaced with

modemity

inhabit the ancestral space

of modemity. The

gerontocratic

the nation state confrolled powers of the

bureaucrats, the politicians, and the police (law enforcement). The ancestral values of

orahty

succumbing to

are

fransported from Nairobi
The ethnic

identity

market every

day.

Nairobi, looking

exchange
'^^

being

people

nkatata

of a

the power of media
and distributed in

pastoral

There

are

for the best

Mpeei

large

economy is

oxen

giving

from the Lmaa

oxen

and newspapers

(which

are

scale at these centers at 2:00 A.M. every

day).

way to the power of paper money in the open

several hundreds of butchers

ofthe traditional sacred Lmaa

Interview John Ole

through television

cows.

which

are

fraveling

from the

capital city

of

The butchers would offer cash in

initially

set aside for the

naming
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{Loikar le nkarna) of a new

ceremony

age set. The enticement of cash economy is

from the moral value of the cattle. This is similar to the New

taking

over

Testament, where Jesus says: "The

love of money is the root of all evil"!
The

privatizahon ofland in Kajiado

forty years,
the

the

region of Kajiado has

has

brought a

shift of ethnic

encountered social interactions

idenhty.

as a

For the last

result of new

comers

to

land, particularly the Kikuyu community. Through land agents with the approval of the

Kikuyu-led national govenunent,

many members from the

govermnent declares certain land

as

Kajiado

and

Kitengela

intermarriage,

new

speaking (Kikuyu

On the third

members

saying.

an

private

land

style

ofLmaa

group of shrewd

politicians

com on

men

their

wire to protect it

on

to

the land

notions ofland

ethnic

Kikuyu

in

brought changes, including

ownership

He

the elders

and use, and

new

local

knowledge

options

for

acquired

against wddlife

They

com.

a

several

acres

people.

One of the

form of an

indigenous

presented

began by saying that,

once

a

upon

a

time, there

they

Without any hesitation the
com

was a

herding with farming.
enterprise. They

fenced the land with barbed

Just before the harvest season, the

continued to invade the

hard

nanative entitled

of land for commercial

land. In their excitement

and the

in

narrate their

orality.

Lmaa

the informant

who decided to substitute cattle

of power

graciously agreed to

implication to

persuasion,

identity".

newly private

the crop.

and its

by applying

of oratory

from the forest discovered the
and feasted

new

ownership

nanative

"The stolen soul

planted

new comers

day of the ethnographic study,

articulate

The shrewd

'vacant' and then tums around and sells it to the

The

Swahili, in particular).

presented the

In

The

clothing styles,

and

attitude toward the

areas.

Kikuyu community bought land.

monkeys

plantations

came

monkeys

in great numbers

for several weeks.
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The shrewd

by

overcome

to

tried to protect dieir farm firom the

men

the swifit and

crafty animals.

One of the leaders

stop the invading monkeys from consuming the

group to

bring their dogs

their fellow leader. The

the

following day.

following day they

them ftuther instmctions

on

monkeys'

com.

All of them

He

came

incursion but

with

proposed that

were

sure

the

monkeys

confirming that
so

all the

assembled with their

what to do in order to redeem their

feasting

monkeys

are

at

a

sfrategic place he

usual. He climbed

once.

The

common

of the

enemy

they began attacking

also

plantation
This battle

at the

com

com

plantation

plantation,

same

he will

within the

from fiirther

plantation with his dog

give them

one

serious

were

another. Before

injuries.

a

busy feasting

on

they

When the

were

dogs

com as

were

rescued almost

one

to be known

place acquired

lmeneng'a), 'grass

saying by pointing
as

out that the unnamed

the battle field of disputes,

a new name

land of nameless

known

identity.'

as

released

instead of attacking the

owners saw

conflict of attacking

the

monkeys.

three-quarter

the seriousness of their

another with

swords, clubs

stones to each other. Almost every member of the group incurred serious

came

to

hooting sign

time to attack the troublesome

plantation but unfortunately

began unprecedented

The elder concluded his hard

how

The group leader gave

dogs.

and blew his tmmpet and all of a sudden the

into the

dogs have aheady received

throwing

dogs

com

confirmed that the animals

high spot

dogs swiftly ran

injured dogs, they
and

on a

man

every

on

their usual time. He also instmcted them that after

inside the

that every leader will release their
At

at

are

brilliant idea

excited with this wise idea from

destmcfion. The leader instmcted them that he will go around the farm
make

a

they were

region of the

injuries.

com

violence, bloodshed and loss

vainjonito naidaite lopeny (minjonito

e

of lives.
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The elder narrated in detail the rationale of this Lmaa
the land. Since the introduction of farming
there have been

subsequent

domination and

suppression.

land

spreading with strange habits
in their life

that

are

industry

mythology

in

light of orality

and conunercial institutions in the

and

region,

conflicts, and myriads of other complexities of party politics of

The elders continued to comment that the conflict of farm land is
of land

history. According to

sacrilege

that have

never

been known

by

the Lmaa

the elders the social pattems of pastoral land is

affecting their pastoral identity.

The elders commented the

people

facing threats

following:

politicians mostly from the Kikuyu community and few
politicians who intermarried with Kikuyu families, manipulated
the pastoral lands through their power of control and prestige. Through the white
man's seduction, they came with paper documents and they persuaded the elders
of the conununity to sign them. These white papers contain foreign names known
as title deeds with red seal from the big man of the nation. The elders of the
community by then were instmcted to use thumbprint to prove that the paper was
duly signed as an official document. The process was alien and foreign to the
pastoral elders, but since it was an order from the elite politicians there was no
choice but to obey their orders. It was too late for the pastoral community to
realize that some of their pastoral land was curved away. The pastoral land never
came back to Lmaa community.

From 1970s the elite

individual Maasai

The elders narrated that it is

commodity

for

culturally inconceivable

for

people to

talk

on

land

as a

profit making. They presented the following:

always tried to resist the strange inducement of white man's
culture of profit making through the sale ofland. It is unbehevable that a human
being can survive through the sale of nkulupo 'soil'. How can one dream of
selling the ancestry land? The earth contains all the spirits of past generations.
How do you buy the spirits? The land maintains the lives of all trees, animals,
mountains, rocks, lakes, rivers and everything that exist on the soil. All these
things were placed on the land by Pasinai/EnkAi (Creator). Those who make
profit by the sale ofthe land have neglected their moral conscience. They have
poisoned their minds and hearts. The elders' moral authority is to guide the
The Lmaa have

Interview elders
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commimity to maintain cultural distance from the new spirit
glamour of foreign culture of profit making from the soil."'

Through the

consent from the

anomahes which have taken
he continued with the

place

following

elders,

in the

one

region

of greed and the

of die informants narrated the steps of

since 1970s. As

a

resuh of privahzahon

ofland,

comment:

The Lmaa

pastoral people have become victims of modem land alienahon,
exploitation and national govemment dominance. Through manipulative means,
the local politicians in collaboration with private corporations have allocated land
to diemselves. Through their shrewd schemes,
they have sponsored groups of
people to bring conflict between the Lmaa elders. We have seen members of one
family fighting because ofland. In die process of intemal conflict, the same
politicians through crafty means would invite non-Lmaa people to come and buy
land from the area. Those of us who refuse to sell land were forced to sign false
documents in the name of title deeds. Our ancesfral land no longer belongs to the
community. There are people from other places who have been given permission
by the authority beyond our powers to settle on our pastoral land. When we try to
appeal that this is our ancesfral land, we are silenced by sfrong arm ofthe law. We
have nowhere to settle and to continue with our community life. Our indigenous
livestock have no place to graze."^
One of the elders in the group had

colonial

era.

He

brought by the

began by describing

production

land

heavily

monopoly

clear memory ofthe

ranching

for commercial purposes. After

enforced

by

of the elite class in

were

scheme system

independence

Kajiado. Through

first

colonial way of

in 1963, individualization of

the

a

large

original

the influence of imposed local chiefs, who

chunk ofland

owners

was

of the land

Interview, elders of Kajiado region
Interview informants from

was a

was

the national state. The commodification ofland became the

mostly govemment representatives,
The clan families who

ranching system during the

the concept of individualization ofland which

colonial adminisfration. The

livestock
was

a

Kajiado

and

Kitengela, September 2009

allocated to influential

were

were

politicians.

given a warrant by the policy
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makers to relocate
to

relocate to

to

other

areas.

marginalized lands

The informants felt

postcolonial
the

era.

freely

The Lmaa had

where there

fertile

imposed

the local chiefs to

imposed

chief system

According

was

to the

other

was no

option but to

grass

or

odier

open to discuss the Lmaa land

The elders remembered the

community from

no

ranching

grazing land. They
implement

confrary

follow the colonial order

vegetation for

their livestock.

history during colonial

scheme system that

was

used to alienate

narrated die story of how the colonial

their indirect mle

to the Lmaa

and

against the pastoral people.

authority
The

gerontocratic authority.

informants, the imposed chiefly system was foreign

to

pastoral people.

The govemment- appointed chief used the power of the colonial adminisfration to mle the

by
to

force. The nation state after

impose

a

private

stmcture, acted

as

land

the

ownership policy.

representatives

imposed political system,

owners.

exist in the

was

followed the

The local

were

chiefs,

used in many

always

places

The informant commented that this

pastoral nomadic

same

colonial sfrategy of indirect mle

now

embedded in the

of the cenfral adminisfration in Nairobi. As

the commuiuties

the local chiefs. This system

original

independence

political

a

result of this

uneasy with directives and orders from

to alienate the

was

the root

pastoral

cause

lands from the

of all the conflicts that

land. The elders described the nature of the

new

spirit

of land

aggression.
on the Lmaa sanctity of customs and fraditions are being
spirits of foreign political coercion which is brought to us by
cormpt politicians. They have sold our land. They have exchanged our land with
the new spirit of money obsession. We have tried to resist the elite power brokers
who are pushing us in many ways and to induce us with their political coercion.
When we try to explain to them our pastoral oral events on sanctity of land and
the community, they accuse us of being backward, lazy, and illiterate. They
consider us the elders ofthe community as little people who know nothing. They
insist that we are disrespectful to the legal law of the land. We are still
overwhelmed with their motives of putting pressure on us to do away with our

Our oral events based

invaded by the

new

people
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land and

life.

They are telling us to exchange our cattle with a new
ground and polluting the land like Lbitiro 'warthogs'. The
shrewd leaders have brought to our land, foreign gray foods from the govemment
food relief These foods are replacement to our pastoral nutritious foods. The food
relief is a substitute to our stolen pastoral land. In the past each family hand
enough land space for cattle. We had enough milk and meat from our animals.
The land is no longer there for us to keep our cows. We are now forced to buy
miUc in the shops like poor beggars who have nothing. This is not the oral cultural
identity of our ancestors.''^
pastoral

culture of tilling the

The

newcomers

commercial

uses.

gave

a new

meaning

to the land.

They

converted the land into

The elders narrated the events that have taken

place

in the

region

for the last

forty years. They commented the following:
From the age set of Lkiroro (mitiates of 1970), we have witnessed great changes
to the Lmaa identity. Our families, who were forced to move away from the

original land, have experienced drastic changes which we have never witnessed in
our oral history. We have experienced the loss of our social system of age set. We
are no longer socially connected with our clan families. The land used to be the
symbol of our cormection. Our young people do not have any sense of clan and
family lineage. Our social system of age-grade and respect to gerontocratic
authority has broken down. The forces of commercial enterprises which are
enforced to us by our elite politicians have damaged our Lmaa identity. We have
been disadvantage m ah spheres of social and religious stmctures. Our ancestral
land is being alienated from us, and at the same time, our young generations are
losing our oral and living traditions.
In the process of listerung and

following

interacting

with the

elders, they also made the

conunents:

villages for our social
commercial
institutions. The forces of school systems,
enterprises and urban
labor atfraction have become a formidable force to our young people. The

It is

becoming

difficuh to establish fraditional

farming corporations in our region are taking away our young people. Many
of our boys and girls are employed by big corporate flower farms. They work
for long hours. Our young people have been reduced to labor boy and girl
commodity. They have become vulnerable to urban diseases of smoking and
Interviews, informants of Kajiado and Kitengela regions, September 2009
Interview, informant, Jeremy Ole Selei, September 15, 2009
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drinking. They have adopted

a new status of labor allocation.
They have been
isolated firom their traditional families. As a result, our young generations are
facing the problems of shelter housing, unemployment, idleness, robbery,

alcohohsm and

As

a

generations

result, the

dmg addictions.''^

Lmaa

people have

been forced out of their ancestral land. The young

have been reduced to victims of modem life of obsession.

Summary
The oral and the

and

living traditions

enviromnent, cultural and economic

Kitengela regions

to

are

embedded in Lmaa social systems, age set, the

contexts.

This is what

helps

land,

the Lmaa of Kajiado and

endure, negotiate and maintain their cultural identity in the

current

economic and social extemal influences from diverse agents of stmctural violence. The

agribusiness corporations
other social groups is

social groups
are

are

encroaching

gradually becoming

activating

becoming part

policy

and the

on

Lmaa

a

from other ethnic groups such

threat to Lmaa of Kajiado and

big

pastoral

as

lands for

farming

the

Kikuyu

Kitengela.

and

These

and permanent settlements.

They

of the dominant culture because of strong support from the national land

of individualization and commercialization of land.
LMAA OF LCHAMUS CASE STUDY
From

Lake

September IT^ to 26*

Baringo.

I visited the Lmaa of Lchamus who resides at the shores of

Like the rest of Lmaa, the Lchamus

lived around the lake for decades and have
situated

along

livestock feed

the

on

These comments

deep ridges

represent the

consensus

mainly pastoralists.

adapted to the ecology

of the Great Rift

swampy evergreen

are

Valley. During dry

vegetation that

of the group

of the

The Lchamus have

area.

The lake is

seasons, the Lchamus'

grows around the lake. When the weather is

members, September 15, 2009
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conducive for pasture, the Lmaa Lchamus herders will
areas.

graze their livestock

They

they will migrate
fishing

as

back to their

on

the mountainous terrains until another

village

settlements. The Lchamus Lmaa

part of their cultural economy. During colonial

conscripted

an

agreement

on

land

use

1920).

The colonial settlers

in 1963, the

These

are

It

agricultural irrigation

was

also

a

Agricultural

source

allocated 30, 000

schemes

were

taken

Scheme to motivate the

form of assimilating the Lchamus

acres

of prime land. After

over as

was

independence

It assumed

neighboring villages

community

1900

national govemment institutions.

to

a new

local

provide cheap

labor.

into the national economic strategy.

diverted into the

fi-om the Molo River and its stream of tributaries down to Lake

forced to either

adapt by working

The land alienation for the Lchamus

According to

my

as

agribusiness expansion,

farm laborers

people

or

to

move

complex horticultural

Baringo

has been reduced.

the Lchamus
away into

pastoral people

marginal

areas.

continues from colonial to the present.

informants''', the land alienation began with the colonial imperial
The latter neocolonial

powers and continued after

independence.

edged sword. Although the

99 years land lease agreement had

political manipulation, the lease agreement was twisted
'^^

pastoralists also adopted

scheme. One result of modem encroachment and land pressure is that the main water

In order to create land space for the
were

after then

production (This agreement was signed between

The permanent water from the Molo River

irrigation

season

era, the British administration

Kenya Agricultural Research Institute [KARI] and Parikera.

Parikera

name

were

dry

that allowed the administiation to lease the land for 99

years for the purposes of agricultural crop

and

migrate into the mountainous grazing

Interviewed 20 elders from the Lchamus

Lmaa, September

expropriation was

a

double

already expired, through crafty

to read 999 years.

2009

like

According to

the
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memorandum of understanding of the colonial agreement, the land
Lchamus

pastoral people

From

as

independence

their

owners.

be

given back to

not

happened.

to

However, this has

in 1963 to the present, diis matter has not been resolved and it has

created series of conflict between the
Lchamus

land

original

was

pastoral community

indigenous population

is viewed

development

scheme.

brokers have

deliberately developed

According

to the

a

as

being

Lchamus

an

and the nahonal

polihcal elites.

The

obstacle to the nahonal economic

indigenous leaders,

process of assimilating young

the nahonal ehte power

people

into

farming

scheme

labor force.
One ofthe informants commented the

following:

Through the Parikera and KARI, agribusiness enterprises, our young people are
employed as farm laborers and as night guards. They have invested their time and
energy for minimal wage benefits. In the name of national economy and labor
force we have lost the dignity of our age set social system. We are no longer tme
to our Lmaa ethruc

communities in

identity. We have very
Kenya and Tanzania.

The Lchamus elders

were

little contribution to the

concemed because the national govemment has devised

scheme that would result in alienation from land and

larger Kenyan society,

but at the lowest level

personnel who

the multinational

pastoral

economy.

agribusiness
the

oversee

as

community,

low-paid

pastoral people.

implement the

The informants

were

elite

Kenyan executive

alien to the

politicians

indigenous

to work in

Lchamus

the

national interests of progress at the expense of

expressed their

concem

by commenting the following:

The local young people with the same professional skills were denied work in the
firm. The original owners of this land are perceived as objects for cheap farm
labor. We are not considered as responsible human beings who are capable of

Interview, Elizabeth Lechuta, September 2009

a

and then assimilation into

laborers. The

agricultural firms

They were deliberately imposed by the

schemes in order to

larger Lmaa
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local and national

leadership. We are seen as objects to be civilized in our own
being supervised by people who do not understand our ethnic
identity. We are considered passive objects that are capable of nothing but only to
obey the orders from the Farm Managers who not even speak our language. The
Farm managers have no other purpose but to exploit and assimilate us into the
political and economic interest of his superior powers.''^
soil. We

are

For most of the

threat not
In

only

to their

indigenous people,

the

new

strategy of economic development

economy but also to their entire social systems of ethnic

pastoral

environmental research. This program
a

was

fiinded

UN agency, and to be

by

identity.

at

the lake

Baringo region for

the World Bank

through

Food

1980s, the national govenunent instituted another project

Organization (FAO),

was a

implemented by

the

Agricultural

Forestry Department

of the

Kenyan govemment.
Without

consulting

the

indigenous pastoral people

program went ahead to alienate tracts ofland for research
was

to create

employment

for local

people

tenaces to

were

work

on

daily basis

from

a

creeks that the local

Through the
conservahon. This

through the

privately-sponsored firm.
people
local

new

administration,

local chiefs who made

Interview, Informants September 2009

villages

both

disguised goals

by

and women,
was

were

to constmct

seeds that

particular seeds were planted along the

policy was

their main

enacted

the natural forest

move

men

assigned to plant foreign

depended upon as

a new

enforced

One of their

Their manual labor

were

These

and their livestock

policy was

people,

Monday to Friday.

prevent soil erosion. Some ofthe people

imported by

project.

way of assimilating them into the national

as a

economic program for poverty alleviation. The local

requhed to

in the area, the above mentioned

away from

source

of water.

allegedly for environmental

guards,

and

nearby creeks.

implemented

In order to allow the
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seeds to grow without any extemal

planted
odier

areas

that

far from

were

The Food and

short

period

was

an

by

of time the local

environmental

people

community began to

leaves, it has spread

growth

of this

branches to

an

extensive water
invasive

pastoral

the

grazing land.
Within

a

of preventing the

getting dry

drainage

of

The prosopis

as a

observe

threatening

foreign plant was causing
a

fast

The local

short

period

growth

springs

and drastic

an enormous

and with evergreen

growing plant,

pastoralists
of time, the

of indigenous

result of the wide

in the natural

some

a

land.

The invasive weed is

imported plant.

witnessed the creeks

same

over

extent

in their

discovered that the

degradation.

Australia.''^

Ministry

the F AO/Ministry of Environment for research purposes. After

ecological changes taking place
The local

forced to resettle in

in consultation with the

invasive weed; prosopis juliflora, from

funded

were

of water.

Agricultural Organization (FAO),

Environment, imported

species project

sources

interference, the villages

were

watching the

plant developed impenefrable

plants

spread

overwhelmed

in the

of this

area.

The elders also

foreign weed.

where the weed has been

There is

planted. Referring

to the

weed, another informant also commented the following:

Oh

good grief! How ignorant could they be to do something like that? However,
development comparues are notorious for irresponsible behavior like that. Who
gave permission for this? What terrible news! This sounds like a huge class action
law suit for cleanup and eradication. Cultural Survival, Global Response, also
deals with environmental issues. They could also be consulted. I can send you
some papers about it if you'd like.''�

Global Invasive

Species Program (GISP), Kenya Environment Body Summons FAO Over 'Killer' Weed, by John
March 10, 2004. Also oral interview with informants of Lchamus community elders.
Interview with Prof Tma Ramme, Prof of Biology at Harvard University, and also dhector of Lion Research

Mbaria,
�

Program

in

Kenya and Tanzania.
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The elders
economy. There is

complained that

shortage

weed'^'

the prosopis

is

causing

a

threat to their

pastoral

of grazing land. The informants commented that:

The livestock

especially goats are getting sick and some of them are dying as a
poisonous weed. We have watched our animals suffering from
tooth decay, constipation, and dying in great numbers because of bloat. We have
also witnessed cases of our village community members who have been seriously
injured by harmful thoms from this poisonous plant. Some of our village people
have also been diagnosed and found to have confracted allergies and asthmatic
cases as a result of coming in contact with the poisonous plant. These
mysterious
health cases have never been heard in the past from our pastoral land. We are now
under social problems of diseases and hunger because of extemal pressures which
are working against us. We have now where to seek help for our livelihood.

result of eating the

The local

indigenous

political authority,

but their

leaders have

grievances

have not been taken

The informants also narrated the

imposed by the

are

forced to

infroduced to them

for tourism. These national

the consent of the

parks

are

problem of fishing

owned

through the

parks

who

are

elite power brokers.

individual title deeds

as

legal protection

defend their false claims in

court.

as an

original

Interview Informants
Interview Informants,

According

owners

parks

by

are now

are

informants, the

which

fishing

are

established

the govemment without

ofland. Some of the national

from the contested land.

The Lchamus

September 2009
September 2009

to my

altemative economy. The

1 interviewed Dr Tina Rammer, Professor of Biology at Harvard

'

'^�^

They have manipulated the political system

Research Program in Kenya and Tanzania. I met Tina in
conflict of pastoral land with ecotourism.
'^^

higher legal

and tourism industries that

emergence of national

the

to the

case

have been allocated tracts of land

pastoral people,

by

adopt fishing

their

seriously.

national govemment for economic progress.

Lchamus conunuiuties

industry was

attempted to lobby

They

can

hire

reduced to frespassers

to obtain

lawyers
on

their

and

own

University. She is also the director of Lion
August 2010 in Kenya and I interviewed her on the current
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land.

They also take

the

the standard of their national
In order to create

indigenous settlements
rocky

and desert

there

permanently

are

regions

for the

scarcity

expansion

of national

parks

for tourist

Looking

have taken the

discussed the

why no

village

method of fishing. The

weather

the

coming

fishing.

indigenous

waves.

The

knowledge the

different sizes of fishing boats

individual

They
they

nature

lot to say in

friendly,

said

Baringo

one

from

our

of the
one

elders accompany and teach them the

mentors also alert them on the

fishing

wisdom of the elders the young

As part of local

ritual leader

lived

is

impeding bad

only performed when there

is substantial

use.

Through the
for

of rough

was

a

to leam how to swim across Lake

people

swimming practice the

indigenous

need for domestic

one

of our communal land.

advantage

form of fishing

indigenous

the role of young

to another. In their

or

These

following:

back into the traditional mode of fishing, the informants had

was

areas.

'^"^

discussion session. In the past, the

informants. It

improve

attraction, the

claim that the land is vacant and uninhabited land. In their shrewd ways,
knew that our communal pastoral land has no legal title deeds for court

protection.

and

impassible rocky hill

of vegetation for the livestock. That is

place. The informants

owners

develop

lodges.

forced to scatter into isolated and

have

parks

and

parks

room

in die first

The national

title deeds to the bank to borrow money to

same

(Laingwenani)

owners are

Interview Infomiants,

or

elders

swimming

people

appropriate place
to them

imparts knowledge

boats. After the

offers prayers for

making

of a

blessings and posterity.

also anointed with animal fat and

September 2009

leam the

on

new

and time

how to make

fishing boat the

The boats and the

sprinkled with milk.

Before

they
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commenced their

fishing mission, they

virtue of maturity. This is to

fishing

on

communal

being

a

proof that

the young

behalf of their age set and the entire

wellbeing but not for individual

commercial

entity.

cultural consequences. In the
around the

booming business

are

modem motorized

accountability

men can

and

responsibility

The purpose of the

advancement. The

as a

their traditional skills of

employ

community.

name

fishing boats

fishing boat is

indigenous fishing boat is

came

with far

of national economy, the boat

region

a

reaching

for

far from

The

fishing industry

revolving

loan

enterprise

The

fishing industry replaced the

came

with

help

them to

a

new

where individuals

allowed to borrow money fi^om the local banks to

fishing boats.

economic and

fishing industry became

Baringo.

of Lake

system of business. The scheme involved
groups

with

'^^

The introduction of motorized

registered

charged

are

or

purchase

the

traditional method of fish

economy. The informants commented that:
For the last twenty years, our indigenous lake has never been the same again. The
fishing foreign business is destroying everything. All the fish in the lake are gone.

being bombarded with strange fishing boats as early as from 3:00 a.m.
people woke up early in the moming to go out for commercial fishing.
They carry out fishing for long hours with very little money. The fishing company
tmcks from big cities such as Nairobi and Eldoret come in great numbers simply
looking for cheap prices of fish. There is shortage of fish in the lake. We have
witnessed the drymg of the lake which we have never seen in our life time. We
have made an inquiry from the elders of the community whether such a thing has
ever happened in their life time. They responded that it has never happened since
we have been living around the lake. Again we have never seen the disappearing
of waters and the wildlife such as hippo or crocodiles.'^'

The lake is
Our young

The

community leaders expressed the

pastoral land,
as

passing

it is

oral

becoming

knowledge

difficult for the

to the young

Interviews, Informant September

2009.

Interviews, Informants September 2009.

concem

that due to extemal pressure

on

theh

pastoral people to maintain their ethnic identity

generations.

One of the informants said

that.

such
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For the last

twenty years, we find it difficult to organize and construct our Lorora
'tradihonal village' for the rite of circumcision. It is becoming uncommon to see
the elders in the community inviting for an assembly to instmct the
young
generation the Lmaa value of social stmctures as age sets, gerontocratic authority,
the sacred plants, clan affinity, tradihonal proverbs and the rehgious belief
systems.

'^^

Some ofthe influential and

land to establish their

personal

commented that, "the

growth

major dureat

a

our

ethnic

national

individuals have
and tourist

parks

of national

In the past,

identity.

that

parks

our

are

greedily expropriated the pastoral

lodges.

One of the interviewees

constmcted around Lake

pastoral people

have had

a

Baringo

is

a

sacred attachment

Baringo."'^^ The indigenous people believe that the symbohc meaning of the blue waters

to Lake

is

to

wealthy

sign

of divine presence.

strong attachment
because

to wildlife such

they were part

During dry
and wet

seasons.

Before the
as

of our clan

seasons, the

Through the

local

come

from the hills of Baringo, the

witnessed

villages

flooding

by the

on

Interview,
Interview,
Interview,
Interview,
Interview,

knowledge
are

signs

villagers

given advance waming by the

weather and

wise

seasons.

elders,

elders ofthe

migrate

the hills until the next

were

never

used to kill them

interpreted the

of rainy

movement of

heavy rainfalls

which

not worried of impending natural threat. The

elders who

were

bestowed with the

knowledge

that, "When the signs of floods

away from the shores ofthe lake. We resettle

seasons."'^'

September 2009.
September 2009.
September 2009.
Informant Elizabeth Lechuta, September 2009.

Informant John Lechuta,
Informant John Lechuta,

pastoral community had

of dangerous floods firom the

Informant, John Lechuta 2009.
Informant

the

community read the signs

these elders read and

One of the informants said

we

Baringo,

and the crocodiles. "We

gifted and wise

in the lake. Whenever there

are

hippos

of Lake

families."'

waves

villages

pollution

of bad

are

our
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Through the
to

negotiate

local

and address the

problem

new

settlements with

sign

from the elders tiiat the
As

high

precautions,

informants commented

of the elders the

knowledge

altitudes

of malaria outbreak. The

on

the hills.

They

mosquito threatening

every

family will

the traditional skills

people acquire

settle

season

have fraditional

is

on

people

motivated to

are

the hills until

on

how

migrate

they receive

to

another

over.'^^

plants

for

mosquito preventions.

The

that.

the malaria

outbreak, we take these bitter herbs whenever it was deemed
Almost every family elder had the local knowledge of the right dose and
the prescription of every medicinal plant. We had a collective knowledge on how

During
to do

so.

to address the

wellbeing of our community members. This indigenous knowledge
passed on to a new generation. We had a balance social hfe in the
commimity. Through the wisdom of our elders we were taught how to prepare
ourselves to encounter and negotiate natural conditions.

was

The informants and I decided to visit
way of atfracting tourism in the

these centers

are

employed

livelihood. Most of them

for

were

region.

cheap

some

In the

labor.

name

form of lifestyle

public, exposed to smoking, drinking

and different

original ethnic

identity.

According
people

are

to

one

tempted to

of the

were

established

of economic progress the young

They hardly make enough

exposed to tourist

Lchamus Lmaa ethnic

ofthe centers which

lifestyles

that

people

not

compatible

in

to their

informants, he described the scenario whereby most of the

discontinue school and

they

are

absorbed into

in

income for their

by walking half naked

are

as a

cheap

young

labor scheme. The

danger of semi-

leaders ofthe community have tried their best to advise the young

people

illiterate way of hfe which is

politically powerful people.

being

advocated

Interview, Informant Elizabeth Lechuta, September
Interview, Informants September 2009.

by

obscure elite and

2009.

the
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The elite power brokers have

capitalized

on

the innocence and the

vulnerability

of the

pastoral

community.'^"'
The informant commented

that,

The

age-grade system of transferring the indigenous knowledge is diminishing.
people are living dual lives. They are neither tme Lchamus people nor
are they fully integrated to the tourist and urbanite life. In the name of national
development we are experiencing the economic manipulation coming from
extemal forces. The national tourism industry is putting a lot of pressure to our
ethnic community. The enemies of our pastoral land are vigorously at war with
us. They have come to our land with crafty intentions. Their intentions are like the
chameleon. In cunning ways, the enemies ofland have taken a portion of our wet
and fertile pastoral lands in the pretext of livestock and national agricultural
development for poverty reduction. We have not experienced any new
improvement to our livelihood. Most of our strong and young men in the
community have been employed for cheap labor.

Our young

Summary
In this

case

study,

the

expropriation

ofland

tourist economy, and the emergence of national
Lmaa Lchamus

pastoral community.

by

parks,

the extemal forces of economic progress

for the ancestors and the

on

are

negotiating

living, pastoral

gerontocratic and gynocratic authorities.

Interview, Informant September 2009.
Interview, Informant September 2009.

is

agribusiness,

creating

Baringo

is

conflict with

experiencing the

ethnic values. The stmctural violence from

altering the
and

emergence of cash

an enormous

The commuruty around Lake

fragmentation and the disintegration of thefr pastoral

institutions, local knowledge

the

Lmaa Lchamus ethnic

mediating cycle

economy and the

identity

of seasons, land

as

age-grade system which

of social

communal

form their
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ARUSHA LMAA CASE STUDY
Location of Arusha and Maasailand in East Africa
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Map 9: Adopted from P.H. Gulliver, Social Control in An African Society: A Study of the Arusha:
Agricultural Masai ofNorthem Tanganyika, Boston University Press, MA. 1963, 6
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The Arusha

Chiefdom, 1957

in An African Society: A Study ofthe
Agricultural Masai ofNorthem Tanganyiica, Boston University Press, MA. 1963, p.

Map 10. Adopted from P.G. Gulliver, Social Control
Arusha:

8
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ARUSHA LMAA CASE STUDY
From

Maasai. I

August 24 to September 10, 2009,
for two

stayed

Namanga (September 2
observations

on

orality

of meeting with
occupy

some

name

are

80%

land allocations

9).

than Tanzania. In this

only exist

nomadic
in

or

Amsha, between the

pastoralists

owners were not

land

In my

integrated thefr pastoral
cultural

ownership

Lmaa

norms

wellbeing

ethnographic

document,

I will be

opportunity

pastoral people

were more

comfortable with
to the

referring

are

ownership.

situated

family

Interview, Informant, Oletutua, August 2009

to work in

The

neighboring Mem

the savaimah.

along

or

generations.

participate

in

privatization.

me

that each

The land is part of the

has the moral

obligation

of sustaining

most of the Amsha families have

farming techniques.

of one another.

farming.

The informants narrated to

ethnographic observations,

expect every family member

mixed

Lmaa Amsha and their

from their ancesfral

economy with

practice

allowed to sell their land

social and economic system where every

identity.

to continue with my

cattle herders while 20%

The Amsha farm land involves communal

their ethnic

another week in

which is Tanzania. One of the informants narrated that the Lmaa of

The Amsha land

integral

was

31) and

to

in Tanzania. Most of the Lmaa informants

pastoral

family inherited the

(August 25

The purpose of my visit

The rest of the nomadic

people.

week in Amsha

and the land among the Amsha Lmaa of Tanzania. I had the

Tanganyika

commonly used term,
Tanzania

to

one

of the church and traditional Lmaa elders. The Lmaa

eight provinces

the former

weeks,

1 travelled to Tanzania to meet with the Amsha

The Amsha

farming

and

pastoral, social,

grazing

land for the

and
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These agro-pastoral Lmaa settled in Amsha town and
Moimt Mem.

They

known

are

as

laturuk lo nkurumuan 'the mountain farmers'

Lmaa cattle herders. The Amsha Lmaa blended

community. According

to one ofthe

age set of Merishari

Lkuruka

Lmaa

or

adopted agricultural

frade and

exchange

Gradually they

(around

as one

animal

sorghum,

products

sweet

such

as

and

pastoral

Amsha Lmaa

of

by the rest ofthe

economy in their ethnic

engaged in farming

since the

1800).'^^ According to the oral tradihon, the Amsha

economic skills from their

neighboring

people

were

Mem

community. Through

also influenced

by Chaga people.

'^^

ofthe most successfiil group of farmers in the Tanzanian national

economy. The Amsha Lmaa fraded their
cassava,

farming

informants, the

of goods, the Amsha Lmaa

evolved

expanded along the slopes

farming products

such

as

com,

beans, bananas, honey,

potatoes, and others. They exchanged these agricultural products for

milk,

meat and with

cattle.

Their

practical

forms of mixed economy

have enhanced their social relations with the rest ofthe Lmaa clans in Tanzania.
The Amsha Lmaa have sfrong

symbiotic

relations with the rest the of the Lmaa cattle

herders. These social relations between the Amsha farmers and the rest of the Lmaa cattle

herders have been sustained

through family connections, language, affinities,

systems. The other Lmaa clans in Tanzania

Laitayiok, Loitai, Sikirari,

Interview

through

the

the

authority

kept their

ofthe

are

the cattle herders.

age set system intact. The

elders, who

Informant, Mariamu Ole Selei, August 2009
Interview Informant, Mariamu Ole Selei, August 2009
Interview Informant, Jackson Loishopoko, August 2009
Interview Informant, Jackson Loishopoko, August 2009

age-grade

Lkisongo, Loogolala, Lparakuyia, Matapato,

and Lkaputiei. These groups

herders and the Amsha farmers have
is maintamed

are

and the

are

Sirit,

Both the cattle
or

Laji,'aige

custodians ofthe oral fradition.

set'
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Over the years, both communities have

through farming

and livestock

whereas most Lmaa

identity

production.

expanded their

The Amsha Lmaa

areas

orientation to the land

as

with

numerous

nicknamed

as

lasakutok lo

tilling the ground for

farming.

natural

springs

farmers made them distinct and

In the past the Amsha Lmaa
were

food is

are

were

nkulupo

nothing but

despised by

'land

a

bad

The

good way

through farming

pastoralists

of maintaining

are
our

the

forested

region is located in good rainfall

unique

from the other Lmaa

the rest of the Lmaa cattie

polluters '.'^^ According
sign

a

and permanent rivers. Their

to

clans.'^'

keepers. They

the tme cattle herders,

of destroying the pasture land which is meant

for livestock and the rest of the wild life. One of the informants
The nomadic

rooted in land

is in cattle and then the land. The Amsha Lmaa inherited

land with rich volcanic soil which is favorable for

strategic mountainous

social and economic relations

keepers of the
good pastures for

responded that,

environment. Nomadic life is
our

cattle. The Lmaa

a

mobility is

part of our nomadic identity. We move from one place to another in search of
pastures. In the process of our mobility we never cause the environmental

degradation.'^^
Over the years

some

cattle among the nomadic

of the clans have accumulated

pastoralists

is

land and EnkAi 'the Creator'. The Lmaa

a

symbol

large herds

of livestock. Wealth in

of shalom that exists between the

pastoralists identify

themselves

as

no

right to

be cattle

keepers.

From the oral tradition ofthe

elders, the

the

the real Lmaa. This

identification is because of a strong attachment with cattle. All other non-Lmaa
have

people,

people

Lmaa

were

groups

granted

Thomas Spear, The Mountain Farmers: Moral Economies of Land and Agricultural Development in Arusha
Meru, University of Califomia Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1997
''^
Interview Informant, Mariamu Ole Selei, August 2009
Interview Informant, Jackson Loishopoko, August 2009

and
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moral

responsibility

ground was

to be

conceived

I interviewed

maintain

a

low

one

opinion

changing because
seasons

by

herders but

the Lmaa cattle

the cattle herders

drought

as

long experience

with

adapted

Their

especially

In the process of my

a new

long history

the

colonial land alienation. In

and water

age set of Lterito

of influence

clan created

ethnographic study,

our

I

was

He had

conversation,

(1900

period of turmoil

to

1930).

that this attitude is

During drought

and extemal influence

on

cattle

gradually

their Amsha kinsmen.

by

during the
for

negotiations

exchange

for farm

large

products,

clan became another fertile

a

regions

Interview informants Jackson
Interview informant Isaac Ole

status of ethruc

introduced to

The

Loishopoko, Mariamu
Mpeei, August 2009

community

Nkeya

experience

and first

history which was passed down to

conununity.

Ole

of the

identity.

strong memory of German and British

lives of pastoral

Valley.

one

I allowed him to narrate his

among the Lmaa

of the Great Rift

a new

The informant recalled that

drought and famine which threatened the
the Lmaa

'^"^

status of social economic

contact with colorual administration. He narrated the oral

was a

was

neighboring Lkisongo

Lkisongo

elders'^^ who participated in World War II.

there

curse.

from the

Arusha Lmaa. These social and economic relations between the Amsha Lmaa and

the rest ofthe Lmaa,

by the

of a

farming techniques

and social relations with their

ground for the

sign

and famine devastations.

provided with pastures

were

farming productions.

intermarriage

as a

ofthe Arusha farmers. The response

colonial era, the Arusha Lmaa
scale

keepers

depend upon food

of die informants and asked whether the nomadic Lmaa clans stih

of certain factors such

Given their

tillers ofthe earth. To

not

There

people.

Mara

during the

was an

him

age set of Lterito,

epidemic outbreak,

Disease outbreak

'epidemic outbreak'

spread

was

Selei, Nkopisai Ole Sadala, August 2009

across

recalled

by
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Lmaa elders of Narok,

the

emphon

Laikipia

of intemal civil

calamides and

catashophes,

war

imperial

were

overpowered by

powers

appointed

cultural

heritage,

lands. Men

exerted

were

and

another

plantations.

were

Sanya valleys.

was

compounded with

resuh of these historic

left weak and vulnerable.

The Loibonok lo

pastoral

chiefs to act

colonial

as

nomadic communities

by

The colonial

of dismphon and

instability.'^^

Nkidong'i

The colonial

control, the colonial

representatives. Contrary to

were

their

evicted from their ancestral

pastoral people

administration, through the

Lmaa age set

oloo Lakir 'ritual

the German settlers. The German domination also

and land alienation. The Lmaa

dismption of the

a

the colonial administration. For maximum

confiscated thousands of livestock fi-om the
labor and

EmutaO'^^ This

major polihcal upheaval

reduced to forced labor

heavy taxation,

German

people

imposed local

the Lmaa

Te Nkata

powers first alienated the Lmaa of Tanzania from the pasture

savannah lands of Pangani and
leaders'

as

conflicts between Lmaa clans. As

most

expansion and imposition was
The German

and Sambum

people.

authority

powers of imposed local

chiefs,

ofland, imposition of forced

Confiscation

and power

refused to work in the

was

weakened to the verge

cohapse.'^^
The Amsha elders still remember the horrible events of forced labor. The
powers exerted their force of enslaving

present Amsha town^�� that later

men

came to

to carry

heavy

stones for the

be the German colonial

foreign

colonial

constmction ofthe

headquarters

for

military

and

Interview Moses Ole Naikumi, Simon Leparachao, Simon Leshoomo, Paul Leitoro August 2009
Interviewees, Moses Ole Naikumi and Simon Leparachao narrated the impact of epidemic outbreak and the
intemal war conflict between the Laikipiak Maasai and the rest of Lmaa clans. These conflict weakened the
''^

Laikipiak Lmaa to

extent that when land

expropriation by the British colonial
Laikipiak Lmaa, August 2009
Interview Simon Leparachao and Moses Ole Naikumi, August 2009
Thomas Spear, The Mountain Farmers (1997)
Thomas Spear, The Mountain Farmers

resistance from the

came

into force, there

was

very little
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political administration.

plantations,

The German soldiers' confiscated Lmaa

and bumt maize stores to the

After

a

long period

a

long way. They have been

indigenous

local

Amsha is

blessing

a

knowledge
in

ground.

of endurance and

through irmovation and creativity.

disguise.

resistance, the Amsha

their economic subsistence

negotiate

new

subsistence crops

The Lmaa of Amsha initiated

before the

zero

rainy

feeding. They negotiate

the

limited land space, but

with the rest of theh

techniques
at

beans,

the

same

The colonial powers gave

are

sweet

adopted

high yielding milk

beef cattle for them. After the beef cows
innovative and creative

as

The Amsha families also

grazing. They only keep

new

cows

time with

come

by integrating their
scarcity

techniques

ofland in

of land

methods of increasing their land
manure.

They plant
dry planting

potatoes and maize just few weeks
a new

that

farming strategy known

provide

as

them with maximum

kin, the Lkisongo clans,

to

fattened, they send them

to the market for sale. The

have enabled the Amsha Lmaa to be

new

community has

The Lmaa farmers have also leamt the

short rain crops such

seasons.

invented

new

and subsistence crops with compost

through intercropping.

technique by planting

acquired new skills

methods ofland management. The

productivity through organic farming. They have
production by planting pastures

Lmaa

The informants claimed that the Amsha

able to
with

livestock, destroyed banana

keep

the rest of their

self-sustaining with

high land productivity.'^*''

meanings

and

interpretations

to the land

use.

They

perceived the land from the economic and political perspectives.

For the Amsha Lmaa, the land

identity is more than political and economic

value.

the Lmaa ancestral

land has the

society

highest moral significance.

Interview Isaac Ole

The

According to

and the animals have

a

heritage,

the

moral connection to

Mpeei, August 2009. Thomas Spear, The Mountain Farmers (1997), has also discussed the
farming techniques for high productivity and economic stability.

Arusha farmers and then mnovative
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the land. The Arusha Lmaa has
is

incomprehensible

that

one

no

concept of the land being

would demarcate the land and

a

commodity

for economic value. It

dispose portions

of the land for

monetary value.
This

ethnographic

from

food and electronic

Namanga

authority

capital city

I spent

a

by looking

of the informants when I

a

town is the main center with a

The business

buy business

higher

cost. Some ofthe

Namanga carrying

owners

commodities at

of Nairobi to look for better

week at

pastoral nomadic

at

Namanga

enterprises.

to Dar Salaam to

them at the port

fravel to the

one

out my

From the

to

prices

by public transportation

cheap prices. They

for their

ethnographic

Kenya side, I wimessed several plots

For most of them, the

expansion of the

come

I visited

plots

to sell

as

they

commodities.^"^

observations

integrations

by comparing the
were

done

after the creation of

original

of land that have been

owners were

town of Namanga

was

which

were

surveyed,

mostly the

becoming

result, they were pressured by the urban encroachment to

animals. I witnessed several

for

separate the Lmaa of Tanzania and the Lmaa of Kenya.

and fenced with barbed wire. The

a

travel

booming business

life between the Lmaa of Kenya and Tanzania. These observations

imaginary colonial boundaries

identity. As

conducting my

entrepreneurs narrated incidences

at the areas of social and economic contact and

demarcated,

was

study^**^ at Namanga town. This tovm is the migration port authority between the

of Kenya and Tanzania.

boundary
clothing,

the information obtained from

was

a

Lmaa of Kenya.

threat to their

move

pastoral

away with their

put up for sale. One of my informants informed

pastoral nomadic villages around Namanga Port Authority as from September 2 to 9, 2009
corruption on the road from Namanga to Nairobi is a menace. The business travelers
sometimes are forced to make hard decisions when confronted by the traffic police on the high way. Some of the
business owners would be tempted to bribe the pohce in order to be allowed to transport their commodities. Failure
to abide by the wish of the corrupt police, their commodities would be confiscated and charged with huge income
Interviewees report: The

taxes.
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that most of them

were

allocated to the Lmaa families

by the Kenya local county

enticing them to individual

land allotment. In the process,

some

me

jeopardized the system by buying the
plots

for sale at exorbitant costs.

diat most ofthe
commercial

Through the

plots have been bought by

buildings

I also vished

discussion
has

never

are

pastoral

that, "This is

kept on nodding
cannot

a

buy land.

them

and

they

saying,

there before

"That is

were

we came

exactly right.

buy

of my

The

new owners

informants, I discovered
have constmcted

situated at the Tanzania side. Most of

One

has created

earth

buy
can

a cow

buy

land. It

buy their

fi-om

a

But you

Kenyan neighbors that the

conflicts. The land

our

neighbor.

only adopt your neighbor's

have stolen their

thing to happen in

can one

our

to settle here." The rest of the group

can

family

on

this soil. How do you

sad to leam from their

family kinships. Neighbors
a

"How

someone's child. You

were

plots

"We don't want such

ofthe informants.

people.

one

same

concepts of individual land ovmership and the related issuing

were

You cannot also

breach between

secretly.

non-Lmaa

Kenya problem." She continued,

allocation and purchasing of new
a

assistance from

nomadic families who

child." Some of the group members

created

cheaper prices. They offered the

to us here. Our ancestors are buried on

Look those trees,

spirits?

at

grabbers

part of their land value concept. One ofthe ladies interjected in

not

happened

plots

way of

and converted them for rental business.

my informants confirmed that the

of title deeds

individual

of the elite land

as a

disputes

have

neighbor's plots

land here in

Tanganyika",

and sold
said

one
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Conclusion of the Case Studies

Since the

era

of colonial

nomads have met with

control, and after independence of 1963, the Lmaa pastoral

Kenya and the Amsha of Tanzania
narratives of modemization. The
the

impact

of economic and cultural confhcts. The Lmaa

multiple layers

of aggressions and

from this

respondents

are

of

in constant conflict with colonial and neocolonial

are

repressions

of Wamba and Lmaa of Laikipia

people

ethnographic

data collection articulated

that resonated from all directions. The Lmaa Sambum

in constant conflict with national wildlife game

parks,

intemational conservancy institutions for ecotourism and intemational military impacts. The

Laikipia Lmaa

suffered land alienation

white settlers for

ranching. Further,

this

regions, especially in Narok, Kajiado,
conflicts among the Lmaa

regions

people.

have witaessed the

language,

and the

The

community

mto contact

Kitengela,

For the last

of gerontocratic

shift from communal land

conceming ancestral

is

creating

forty years,

the

policy

of land in Lmaa

family

gradual disappearing

ofthe Lmaa

authority.

neighbors,

the

Narok, between the father and his
to

privatization

social disorder and

and

Khengela brought the

Kikuyu,

This land conflict is constant. Blood is

identity

schemes that gave land to

the Lmaa communities in the three

Kajiado, Narok,

on

sons, is

the soil. The
a

Lmaa

and with other elite

specific

case

strong sign of cultural

individualization ofland. This land

finally resolved by the assembly

The national land

ranching

demonstrates that the

and conflict with their

of family conflict in

years before

and

of pastoral lands at

powerful political brokers.

study

study

colonial

disintegration of initiation rites,

weakening

privatization

through the

dispute

took twenty

of the elders.

is unable to handle the customary and moral concepts

land. The ancestral attachment to the land is in contradiction with

imperial
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economic and

stmctures of commodification. The

political

affected both the families and the whole
feel the

pain

of historic

postcolonial powers,"
The land is

regions

has

no

injustices

said

Lydia

longer

community.

of expropriation of our

are

and economic

becoming

landless and

indigenous land by colonial

people. Degradation

in the Narok and Wamba

regions

of forest in Lmaa

plantations

is

This

vegetation
a

study

pastoral

enterprises

persistent

scarcity

cattle economy and cultural

encroachment

economy and their ethnic

through the

identity.

pastoral region
an

potential threat from the

modemization

strategies

pastoral

barley

identity.

by agribusiness through

of grazing land and the

assimilation and exclusion

and

accelerating destmction

and for wheat and

also reveals that the Lchamus who live in the

have suffered from
program. The

and forest for commercial

threat to the

starting to

that have suffered from the

destmction of indigenous herbal and ceremonial tiees. The extensive and
of the natural

repression

Ole Nhmama.

at peace with the

exploded, especially

"We

political

are

of Lake

irrigation land

national

policy

Baringo

scheme
of

threats to Lchamus

pastoral

Lmaa of Lchamus Cattle

Lmaa of Sambum goats
Wuaso

Ngiro

feeding

searching

on

dry com

for water in

a

stalks due to lack of

dry spring.

The

River has been converted into National

grazing

original

source

Conservancy

land.

of water at

Parks.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DATA ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDIES
Overview of the

The

previous chapter provided descriptions

on

Chapter

how Lmaa in different communities in

Kenya and Tanzania frame oral narratives of life and land problems. The chapter also provides

descriptions

and responses from the

indigenous professional representatives

with different humanitarian agency programs in Lmaa Sambum

collection

approach

is informed

by

the

key themes

literature, and explores the significant issues that

field research

findings

theory

of Lmaa

identity

identity, orality

challenges that

come

challenges

working

ethnographic

engage with the

and land. This

and survival that is linked to how

narratives in order to manage intemal

The

are

raised in the literature review. This

examines the

about Lmaa

region.

who

analysis

people integrate

of environment and

from the national govemment,

neighboring

data

chapter re

ethnographic

is based

on a

narrative

the land into their oral

society,

and extemal

countries and intemational

orgaiuzations.
Restating Research Questions

Chapter Two
by the

researcher in

examines the
Lmaa
in

study presented research questions

preparation

for this

following questions:

people's

particular,

of this

study.

In

light

about Lmaa narratives

of the informative

developed

literature, this study

How has the colonial and neocolonial invasion affected the

oral narratives about land? How did Lmaa

how have their narratives

people respond to

changed in light of their present

these invasions

situation?

and,
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Revisiting
This

history

study critically appropriates

of the continent of Africa

colonial

tiieory

(E.g.,

the

in die

Fanon

indigenous people

of colonial and neocolonial

critiques

in the

practices

1963; Nkrumah 1965; Wahenstein 1987). The

of imperialism, modem Westem

impacted changes

the Literature

culture, and Christianizing missions all highly

of Africa

(See,

for

example,

Brian

Stanley (2003)

Missions, Nationalism and the End of Empire).
The

imperial conquest

confrol of local economies

supported by
Hamblet

a

as

of Afiican communities is marked
well

language,

production

stmctures

were

imperial tyranny simply changed

hierarchical

maintained

the

of cheap and docile labor lines which

inherited

by the postcolonial

its face. The economic

Some 1999,

marginalized,

and

anthropological critique by

Philip

Gulliver

religious

(1963)

are

informative

(Gluckman 1999,

administrative

domination, colonial

on

the

were

Oboler

were

universality

ignored indigenous customary law conceming

the works of Max Gluckman

cormections to the land

settlements

on

(1999),

of British

ancestral land.

Paul Bohannan

(1995)

and

Afiican customary law systems. The cultural and

altered

through

land

appropriation by

the colonial white

1985).

The British alienated land from the Lmaa under the treaties of 1904 and 1912

1991, Babiker 2006; Voshaar 1998; Fitzgerald 1992).

apphed to

was

Stiglitz 2003).

The westem concept of law, in the British case, reliance

The

for

aggressive stmggle

and the commodification ofland and labor

adminisfration,

(Gilmour 2006,

Common Law,

an

racist, classist, progressive, evolutionist and capitalist ideology (Said 1979, 1994,

2008). Imperial social

powers. The

as

by

the Lmaa of Kenya and Tanzania. The

In 191

(Campbell

1, the pohcy of divide and mle

pastoral nomadic

Lmaa

were

was

hard-pressed into
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marginal

arid

regions

to

way for white setdements in the Great Rift

give

Valley Highlands

(Hughes 2006, Galaty 1993).
The colonial

political

economy model of conunodification is in conflict with the Lmaa

concept of communal land ownership. The aggressive colonial strategies of divide and mle,
'waste and vacant

appropriating

contributed to land
cohesiveness

110)

alienation, social disorder,

(Hamblet 2008).

constitutes

Along

and die

dismantling

the colonial overlords"

(Junne 2009, 52).

institutional

imperial education, political

economic stmctures, and sacred

It is

of the

practices

gerontocratic authority

difficult, but important,

to

appraise

such

as a

Lmaa

of modenuty"

understanding ofland,

(Said 1979,

31-

of the Lmaa

the

expanded

on

(Comaroffs, 1991).

the

efficacy

Colonial intmsions

colonial form of administration,

religion persuasion

caused the

(Hamblet 2008).
colonial

pastoral lands, through geographical expansion, encroachment,

"hegemonic values

and

distortion, colonial heritage also "weakened the authority of

by introducing

weakeiung

identity

identity .^""^

and obstmctive

perpetuated through westem

overall

of social

The colonial stmcture of "attitude and reference"

imperial control, repression,

with economic

traditional mlers

land', and pacifying the indigenes through mission efforts

ascendancy

and shifts toward

These put

over

the Lmaa

postcolonial

unprecedented pressure

of oral narratives to

negotiate

the

on

future, and

the

on

pastoral nomadic identity. Enlighteiunent values of reason and progress, the neoliberal project,
the

ideology

of Christendom

environment,

According

to

and

are

in conflict with Lmaa

indigenous people,

their

land, the

pastoralism.

Edward W. Said

(1979),

"attitude and

is embedded in the colonial culture of superiority

over

reference," implies
subjects.

her

the

political

economy of domination that
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The culture of Westem

continues to frame African nations
The land

2009^.

dispossession,

Westem land schemes based

is built

modemity
as

producers

on

economic stmctures of inequality and

of cheap

commodificahon of land and

on

displacement,

complex

and

dismption

never

and

Duignan

and

of the

(Rynkiewich 2001: 213),

of forest

(Isichei 1995,

occupation, acquisition,

of people who had

(Gann

labor, and the imposition

exploitation

of family stmcture

and intolerable. The colonial

pioneered the impoverishment

materials

the concept of "waste and vacanf land

and the infroduction of a money economy, cash crops,
human

raw

lands, forced labor,

Dowie

2009)

possession

before been poor

made hfe

of the land

(Rynkiewich 2001,

214-215).

Civilizing missions

accelerated the

expansion

the social and cultural systems of indigenous
set in

a

cultural

of capitalism,

dualism, and secularism into

people (Achebe 1994, Stiglitz 2003). Evangehsm

context of colonial notions of progress and the need for social conversion

signs, symbols,

and

practices

ofthe

people,

and forms of consciousness that contributed to the

the colonized

people (Comaroffs 1991,

and created

imperial

Beidelman 1982;

new

foreign symbols, identities,

domination and

Kenyatta 1965).

"genocide ofthe mind" (Thiong'o 1986) altered, destroyed, threatened,

histories, cultures,

and

indigenous languages

of the colonized

changed the

subjugation against

The

and

imposition

of the

misrepresented the

people (Mazmi

and Mazmi 1998,

Gilmour 2006).
Resistance to colonialism

particularly

m

brought

Kenya, translated the

resistance, endurance, violence,

new

a

wind of change when

indigenous people

forms of consciousness into

and intention

in

Africa,

powerful symbols

(Kenyatta 1965, Birmingham 1995,

of

Achebe

1994).
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However,
to expose

the

if all of this sounds like it

degree to which,

colonial, neocolonial

for the Lmaa, the

globalization,

or

has been, and that mission and church

dilemma. The Lmaa

happened in

is

as

are

the past, this

stmggle

critical

to

in the

today

still, for the

resist

most

economic progress, initiated by multinational corporations such

through

Bormer

of imposition and

serve as a

for

an

The terms

are

grounds

that

light of the impact

the colonial

foreign to

expropriation

and

missiological understanding

imperial key terms

the Lmaa. Once the
emerges into full

The second theme has

more

such

as

political

indigenes

indigenes

(WWF)

ethnographic study,

grand narrative

of Lmaa

and its

and the land.

orality

hegemony

and economic control,

are

the

British, the Kenyan

political, economic

and/or moral

then

expansion of

have been

indigenes

of encroachment,

feel the

on

the

captured,

sovereignty.

to do with the

imperialists through gradual process
alienation. First the

agribusiness, ecotourism,

ofthe colonial

intemational forces, the invasion is justified

are

ever

the Lmaa and taxes their traditional narratives.

invasion, expansion, and sovereignty. Whether the colonialists
or

it

to the Lmaa

be divided into two themes. Fhst is the theme ofthe colonialist

that is mtertwined with other

govermnent,

as

from the literature review and the

examined in

anthropological
can

responsive

as

1994, Dowie 2009). The ethnographic study reveals the colonial violence

Integrating both the fmdings

implication

First century

form,

strategy for their global economic development goal

entanglement that perplexes

followmg key terms

not

in whatever

conservancy funded programs of the World Wildlife Fund

the World Bank, which

(Gibson 1999,

imperialism,

Twenty

part,

has been constructed

is in conflict with the encroachment of the dominant culture of

cosmology

environmentalism, and

study

strength

who

are

controlled

by

the

entanglement, dispossession,

and

of the encroachment of invasion. Next

comes an
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entanglement felt because
causing dispossession
from their land and

ofthe ensued chaos of the invaders

of the

indigenes

eventually,

their

with their land and

economic

development.

the neocolonial
to

incorporate

political

could make

from

privatization
identity,

no

and assimilate the

settlers that
in

social exclusion,

white settlers in

pastoral

in 1963, land

a

owned

advantage

by

new

1993).

sfrategies

the Lmaa

funding,

was

convert their

Dowie

sense

accelerated

by Kikuyu

people.
as a

elite

buy

land

The anomalies ofland

result created

new

shifts of

(Leys 1973,

ranching

land into wildlife conservation

2009). Thus, contrary to

what many in the West

for ecotourism

are a

major threat to the

economy and the Lmaa way of life.

modemity and the dismption
the ancestral

orality

The Lmaa

of pastoral ethnic

informs this

study

as a

identity.

a new

approach

The concept of local

and

Matamanyai,

are

of negotiating

knowledge

model of negotiation and mediation

indigenous concepts, Laman,

in

enforced

was

of govemment loans to

The constant land reduction and land conflict demands

1964).

regional

with govemment support, motivated the

think, intemational environmental NGOs and their plans
pastoral

ownership

of adaptation, and continuous redefinition

The World Bank

(Voshar 1998,

ofland

Lmaa

modem cash economy.

dispossession

to take the

originally

was

privatization

Lmaa into

Laikipia Lmaa regions to

for economic tourism

occurs

misjudged the indigenous pastoral

Kenya led to massive loss of pastoral lands and

Waher 1993, Fratkin

thus

alienation

Finally,

resources.

economic contribution to the national and

economy of progress. The

Kenyatta challenged them

migrant

possession,

The Lmaa fraditional concept of communal land does not make

Following independence
when Jomo

take

they

identity.

Both the colonial and the national goverrunent

people by assuming they

as

from

(Gluckman

important in this study.
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These two terms refer to the
power of negotiation,
wisdom ofthe ancestors, these

key prachces have been used by

extemal and intemal conflicts for
The

anthropological

and the cultural

unexplored territory.
Laman and

This is

Matamanyai

and

as a

sechon, the research claims

problems

challenges

in the context of the

so

community elders

to

handle

faced

will take

indigenous

by

us

the Lmaa

into

creative models of

strategy for engaging in nomadic church (See Chapter Five). In

order to stimulate fiirther discussion

field

of the

missiological implications

particularly

the

Through the

peace, and conflict management.

mitigation,

that the Lmaa have to meet these

resources

and mediation.

persuasion

are

on

these Lmaa concepts for

examined in

light

missions, first, in the following

of the literature review and the

ethnographic

study.
Research Claims

Different

periods

of colonial

expropriation of cattle, generation
political

of ethnic

Lmaa

pastoral

pastureland both by

pasturelands,

Kikujm farmers

and

development programs

policies

of expanding

From the

ethnographic study,

attempted to

various

resist and endure

into

ecotourism, all

systemic problems

Lmaa

of

identity.

participants articulated indigenous

against

farming

ranchers, the militarization of Lmaa

have also created

encroachment, domination and cultural violence towards

Lmaa

land, alienation ofland,

land, crisis management, conflict

economy. The neocolonial

white and

the

the institution of intemational forms of nature conservancy and

forms of economic

the Lmaa

on

conflict, and the national govenunent's policies of

economy have altered Lmaa oral traditions about

resolution, and the
Lmaa

intmsion, imposition

ways

by which

colonial and neocolonial encroachments. The

people have constantly stmggled to negotiate their way through

a

tangle

of relationships
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with extemal

agencies

at the

local, national, and global levels. Through

is clear that the Lmaa had concepts and
In response to

ecological

and climate

changes,

indigenous spiritual wisdom involving
the

practices

for

negotiating

the Lmaa

people

a

study

over

local narratives in order to

the Lmaa

people through

community and cattle

the oral wisdom of the

history,

the centuries

developed

renegotiate relationships with

raids from

In response to social

neighboring

elders, had the ability

to

social groups,

negotiate

peace and

harmony with their cosmology.

Drawing
key themes

such

from the

as

the

case

descriptions,

privatization ofland

each of the Lmaa
and the

impact

regions

are

of wheat and

examined in

light of

barley farming

in

Narok, the ranching scheme and ecotourism in Laikipia, militarization and enviromnental
ecotourism in

Sambum, agribusiness, and fishing industry in Lchamus, agribusiness and

urbanization in

key themes

Kajiado

and

Kitengela,

and mixed economy in Amsha Lmaa. These

of colonial strategy of economic

analyzed in the following

representations

emerging

towards Lmaa narratives

are

sections.

Impact of Colonial Control
In relation to colonial

reaching

control,

consequences for Lmaa

I examined three cmcial issues that have created far

identity. They

are as

follows: the

imposition

of colonial chief

systems, and commodification of pastoral land, both of which occurred during colonial times,
and

more

recently,

the

imposition of a

it

economic and social conflicts.

envirorunent, the people, animals, and their neighboring communities.

and cultural conflicts from the clan

of oral

conservancy program that is

an

extension of colonial

control manifested to fit the present environment of commercial ecotourism.
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First is the

imposihon

conflict with the Lmaa

of colonial chiefs. The
and

hereditary

assembly ritual leader."

imposihon

of local colonial chiefs is in

ceremoniously appointed role

The role of this

ritually appointed age

set

of Laingwenani, "the

leader is

through

consultations, observations, deliberations, and several stages within the age

appointment of Laingwenani is through the
sanctioned
to

by

the

good

all his age set and

will of the

particularly

administrating, leading religious
This is different fi-om the
economic control of the

The second

ahenation is

a

a new

fiirther the

imposed mle

symbol

Lmaa

respected by

as

all

counseling,

fimctions.

local colonial chief who

He is like

a

only

fiilfills the

political

thom in the flesh for the control

subjects.

He

of taxation.

to the Lmaa

people.

of commodification. In the

position of passive participants

This is

especially tme

following sections,

of commodification that is the colonial

in

when the land

I need to

political representations

analyze

of Lmaa

land.

analyzed from the

has created

He is

such

multiple responsibilities

Commodification: Colonial and Political
As

volunteer role

is the commodification of pastoral lands. The colonial

incomprehensible

economic

a

set process. The

Laingwenani is answerable and accountable

gerontocratic authority.

political

imposed

The

of an age set. It is

form of cultural violation. To be reduced to the

complexities

orahty and the

and

complex process

theh ancestral land is

given

to the clan

foreign master.

the

forcefiiUy implements

is

community.

members. He is endowed with

community

consensus

clan

new

symbols

pastoral people.

case

descriptions,

commodification ofland

for Lmaa ethnic and economic

First is the colonial

Representations

identity.

by

the colonial

regime

Two ways exist of perceiving

political representation,

which is the commodification
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of pastoral lands and

history

orality. Secondly

of negotiation,

is the

new

ethnic

symbol

of identity

resistance, endurance, and mediation. They

are

as

shown in Lmaa

defiant and refiise to

become extinct.
Let

me

analyze the

new

interpretation via

new

symbol

The

the colonial bias and

of inscription

(Iseke-Bames

first step of colonial

through

and Danard 2007,

appropriation

"the

political representation.

prejudice

history

The Lmaa

of the dominant culture.

of others and

as

subject to

are

They

one's

are

own

social and cultural

symbols

commodity for

of ancestral

orality

warrior's attitude of bravery. The

practices" (2007, 29).
representation

as

economic

gain.

The

symbolic meanings ofland, cattle, wildlife,

the upper hand of economic

a

29).

of Lmaa

a

given

heritage"

and the land is done

by the

colonialists with the intention of dislocating the Lmaa for economic control. The land
distorted and altered into

given a

new

world of mass

representation

is

applies with indigenous

women's

production

that "creates

For Iseke-Bames and

same

symbol

beadwork, and the

and market value systems takes

exploitation of cultural symbols

and

Danard, they explain political colonial

follows:

expression and
indigenous worldviews
history
symbols, designs
creates a negative cycle where indigenous peoples may adapt

This control of representation of indigenous cultures limits the
and

of indigenous

and

perception
and knowledges. It
their art to comply with tourist and commercial markets in order to receive "fair"
market value, or indeed any market for their products. However, this practice
constitutes another control of indigenous representations of indigenous culture
and limits expression. (2007, 30)
The control of Lmaa

symbols

identity, through new symbols
is

creating cultural

of communal land

ownership, social

institutions and cattle

of encroachments from the dominant culture for economic

conflicts and

displacements.

This process of commodification is also

profit

shaping
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the Lmaa worldview

pastoral nomadic
identity

as

they

meaningful representations
seen

in the

and then followed

by

case

negotiate

21^* century

Lmaa of the

that enables them to

As

continue to

to

com

of survival

study

the elite

established

of Kajiado, the

newcomers

traditional

a new

pastoral nomadic

fishing methods

tourist hotel

These

industry,

After

Lmaa ofthe

new

skills of ethnic

symbols

new

land

of

the

(first the colonial regime

the

people to

migrant Kikuyu community

affinity, through intermarriage,

being exposed to 'gray
as

Lmaa

pastoral

Kikuyu

food' like potatoes,

of nkwache

Twenty First century is able hve

pastoralists

as

well

as

or

lendaa

ngiro,

Kajiado,

and

themselves

as

new

The

new

are

adapting

cultivation, mixed
The

from their

economy, the

indigenous

Lmaa Lchamus

impact

also in constant transition of balancing

of change caused

of the Lmaa families into

adopted new economic symbols

economic social status,

old and

in

opportunities.

BCitengela are

immersing most

tme for those who

Because of their

Baringo

in two different

modem social and economic entrepreneurs.

pastoralism with agropastoralism.

especially

occupations

and other modem economic

multinational institutions is
is

to the

newcomers are

group of Lmaa known

of livelihood to

The Lmaa of Narok,

nomadic

acquire

have caused the

Kikuyu power brokers)

worlds. For instance, the Lmaa of Lchamus around Lake

both

to

the potatoes eaters.

The

are

are

(Waher 1991, 226-248).

symbiotic relationships.

and beans, there is

meaning,

survive, they

ways of survival. In order for the

land from the Lmaa of Kajiado. Because of their

bought

they have

new

mediate, adapt, assimilate, and accommodate

approach nomadic pastoralism differently.
who

for

they

have different

Lmaa. This group of Lmaa

can

by agribusiness

new

ways of living. This

of private land

perspectives

be described

as

and

ownership.

of viewing

"multi-resource
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nomads"

(Phillips 2001, 1 1).

discussion in the

fohowing

Is this

seen

by

sections of the

Lmaa

as

healthy

society.

land is the

The land is the total

living

generations

soul of all

to come.

beings.

that

entity

unhealthy? This

whl be the

analysis.

For centuries the Lmaa believed the land to be

whole

or

The land

an

embodiment of the well

to both

belongs

to the

belongs

The land contains the soul of all

living

and

being

of the

non-living beings.

The

unborn, the present members and the

beings including the plants,

the

animals,

mountains, the rocks, rivers, waters, and all human beings. The land value is almost equal

the

the Creator who is the sustainer of all
for

exchange

such

as

For the Lmaa

beings.

animals, but when it

pastoral people,

For the

to the

comes

Laikipia

historic land

other

things have

a

value

land, its value is nonnegotiable.

alienation from the communal land also created another

problem of clan conflict, adaptation, assimilation,
the greater

pastoral Lmaa, all

to

by the

colonial

and

marginalization.

regime

For

in 1911 caused the

instance, the theft of

major and gradual

assimilation of Laikipia Lmaa with others Lmaa groups. The few who endured to present time
are

the present mountain Ltorobo clan whose

kinship

have scattered and

the Sambum and Maasai Lmaa of North and South of Kenya

The

minority Laikipia

Lmaa of Lmukogodo clan

ahenafion settled in the
Some of the

schemes. As
to

become

wages

or

marginal regions

are

of Doldol,

result of losing their

pastoral

honey gatherers, hunters,

food

rationing

on

lands

while others

weekly bases)

as

assimilated into

respectively (Cronk 2004, 23-56).

the final renmant

who, after colonial

Lchoki, and Uaso (Cronk 2004, 61-82).

Lmukogodo Lmaa families adapted a mixed economy
a

finally

some

were

around

Nanyuki ranching

families in order to survive

were

forced

reluctantly employed (with minimal

cattle herders and laborers for the white settlers.
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Drawing
Kajiado,

we can

from the

ethnographic study, especially the

conclude diat the

expropriation

institutions. For instance, Lmaa communities'
for cattle

were

herding.

The

impact

deprived their ritual

skihs of indigenous
Lmaa

generations

to other

were

accountability

youth

them lacked the

employment

as

are

lifestyles sfrange

forced to

professional
night guards

as

to withstand

now

option but to

in hfe. But

identity has

and

wealthy national

affluence.

areas

to

employment

dogs,'

families

exposed the

younger

some cases

look for job

and

as a

opportunities.

loss

result

they opted

in Kiswahili. This is

a

for

capital city

They acquired the

new

Most of

of Nairobi

identity

derogatory term

that space and time for

been infected

by

narratives of modemity,

encompassing

profit. Those working

rigorous training

of

in reference

ritual of acquiring courage for self defense and the

face the cultural abuse from the

and for maximum economic

pastoral

Mombasa and Kisumu.

as a

they developed

families, clans, and the whole of the

in Asian stores and in the elite estates in the

to Lmaa rites of fighting the lion

Lmaa status of warrior

ofthe ways

people

to the fraditional culture.

into urban

skills for better

mbwa kali, 'fierce

hardship

as one

where young

From Old to New Ethnic Identities

migrate

and other multiethnic cities such

being nicknamed as

a vacuum

social processes of idleness, loss of purpose, and in

Shifting
The

herding

for their

Land alienation from the

negative

of home, all of which

and

Narok, and

pastoral identity was threatened by scarcity ofland

of individualization of land created

leadership,

studies from

of pastoral lands threatened the social

passage of practicing cattie

pastoral community.

case

ability

to attain that

they have

no

other

culture of capitalism, for free labor

in Mombasa

elite tourist/beach hotels who possess the

are

employed by mostly

Disney World mentality

Italian

of
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The young

exposed to strange

men are

beaches almost half naked,

or

holding

accompanied by smoking, drinking,
their

working

with the

disguised delicacy

even

public with members

hands in

and

eating habits

that

as

contrary

are

of eating

to

attempt

ostrich, pork and crocodile

These animals

are

walking along the

of the

sex.

This is

to Lmaa cultures.

During

schedules at the restaurants, the Ilmuran "Lmaa warriors"

unacceptable to pastoral people.
orality,

tourist behaviors such

again

are

meat. This is

considered unclean and

to touch dead animals of this nature is

opposite

sacrilegious.

confronted

again, culturally

profane. According
The

same

applies

to

to

other animals with odd hooves that do not resemble the hooves of cows. All wildlife without
even

hooves

cosmology

are

considered

wildlife that
created to
from the

unclean animals and unfit for human

consumption.

The Lmaa

says that this kind of wildlife has been created to live in the wild forest and exist

of natural

symbols

as

are

keep

sustainability.

treated

as

For

example, particular clans have

animals of special sacred

relationships.

attachments to

the result is that

a once

particular

The ritual function of totem is

the wildlife distanced fi-om human habitations. When these animals

indigenous,

a

as

life-fulfilling, creational, spiritual

are

taken

cormection is

broken.
The modem worldview of beach hotels in cities like Mombasa is in conflict to the Lmaa

identity.

The

new

hotel management entices and exposes them to deviant attitudes of life to the

extent that most of them

are

forced to denounce their ancestral

from their age set elders. In their age set fransition of what it

identity, they were taught to
based

on

dairy

food

or

heritage

means

that

to be

abstain from unethical habits of eating food

meats. The elders also teach them to abstain from

strangers and also from eating

meat and

'gray

they have leamed

a man

of cultural

products

that

interacting

are

not

with

foods' in front of women, since this is beheved to
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be

a

their

form of contamination

integrity
The

and

their age set transition. The belief is, this will make them lose

during

maturity.

social environment of city life is

new

and conflicts of interest. What will

they

remain like

Spartan warriors

they be perceived by
have the

ability

How will

These

and

questions

as

orality

they

are

and the

result of scarcity of grazing

pastoral lands,

Lmaa elders

pastoral identity.
cattle is

forms,

as a

For Lmaa

new

symbols

deprivation in

one

important

life to the

missiological chahenge

versus

Will

exposed to

lands. The

they

gerontocratic authority?

the cattle economic

new

pleasure

identity?

other economic

environments away

new

ways of surviving

and consumerism is taken

especially when they

accumulation of wealth and

identity,

social status

the urbanized young

through ritual cleansing.

study,

pastoral identity.

of nomadic

groups?

seriously

contrast it with the

popularity without

highest order.

factor for this

the need to remain faithful to the

the

from their

orality

How will

of urban consumerism and individualization.

state of delinquency

a new

negotiation?

and their age set peer

pastoral

of affluence for

pastoral society,

incorporated into

but the

of survival and

confronts the young warriors to seek

In order to be redeemed into Lmaa

have to be

options

ofthe young warriors who have been

Disney World mentality

by the village

owning

some

influences,

and strange culture of affluence? Will

of inheriting the ancestral

gradually exposed to

The

seek other

new

in their cash value economic system

confront

as a

or

do in this

indigenous family members

integrity

they negotiate

and cultural values
from

their

they

different culture of inducements,

a

men

from the

city would

This will take different

is the tension between the life in the

city

This dilemma is discussed in the section

identity (Chapter Six).

and
on

The world of economic progress
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and the tourist form of exotic culture attacks their irmocence, and alter their
ethnic

stmggle

migrated into

of redefining their Lmaa

prejudices, biased

urban

identity

found themselves in the state of constant

settings

in the multi-ethnic environment of stereotypes,

and uniformed social groups. Some of tiiem

are

forced

consumerism and individualization into urban gangs. The colonial
dismantled the
a

symbiofic commimity,

sustainable environment where

community.
the

The

challenge

studies:

people

altering

are

taught

to

land alienation has

the warrior group, who

incorporate

into the

of symbolic value of pastoral

cattle economy and cultural

on

no

longer

larger Lmaa

land, has also accelerated

identity.

and

how the

are

cultural

In this

they

particularly

impact

the lure of

agribusiness (case

building methods,
new

the age sets,

by

at the emergence of new infi-astmctures of urbanization and

Kajiado

nomadic

and

dismantling

to the

Looking

of a

of authentic

identity.
The laborers who

has

essence

Kitengela),

will not hesitate to

affected

seriously

mobile

one

by

various ways

modem colonial influences. The

communications, and transportation systems

hybridity {Tapala nkapapa

new

see

hybridity the

into the age set ritual system

tilimu

on

new

pastoral

forms of clothing,

are some

ofthe markers

tetata).

warrior social groups

are

to fiilfill their ethnic moral

deprived the opportunity

obligations

to

integrate

of spiritual and social

formation of the Lmaa identity. This denial is intentional and deliberate, for the purpose of

providing cheap

labor to the white

117;

2008, 124-126).

Homewood

ranching

schemes

(Hughes 2006, 152-170, Spear 1997,

The colonialist creation of marginal lands that hold
resources

subsequently

led to

a

state of poverty for

the

scarcity

112-

of pasture and limited water

pastoral indigenous people.

The

pastoral
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Lmaa lost their ancestral lands and

small

regions

bourgeois'

for

Lmaa narratives

for this

over

and

over

land sites and

on a

places

interconnected with Lmaa

Chapter

Three of this

migration

ecological

on

study. Looking

pastoral people depend
special

and still are, forced to congregate into

progressive

loss ofland

through the Kenyan

between the

into and

across

cultural economy and the

One

centuries, the

significance

The

case

major issues
studies,

of anthropological and

sustenance and

is the

religious

of Lmaa

naming

naming

and social functions is

geographical

of
of

strongly

land sites is examined in

of the Lmaa historic

places

of their

Valley.

is anchored in space and time. Take away the events of that space

is undermined and vanishes

availability

of the natural

are

(Nettle

resources

and Romaine

2000, 90-96). The

of water, medicinal

plants, sacred

part of the whole process of ancestral orality.

Lmaa identified sacred historic land sites that held

for theh ethnic

continuity

to the sacred ancestral land sites. The

naming

example

rocks, mountains, animals, and soil
For

concems are

ethnographic

the Great Rift

indigenous knowledge

Land, Orality and Identity

in order to sustain their

identity.

study.

moral

at the

pastorahsts,

again.

strong attachment

Indigenous knowledge
and

were

elite has led to constant ethnic conflicts between the farmers and the

Relationship

concems

they

for their livelihood. The

grazing

Cain and Abel

replaying

result

as a

identity. Through pastoral

nomadic oral

great spiritual

narratives, the elders

narrate

historical events that began with the age sets of the 1700s. Because of their strong memory of
retention the elders narrate the social cultural events, and the
traditional calendar of seasonal events.

history

of each age set

through the
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By reflecting

the

on

descriphons, people

maintain

a

deep

sense

of respect to the

ecosystem. From ancestral ingenuity the pastoral community applies their indigenous knowledge
to describe the

In the

of plants that

with their

help

nutritional, medicinal, and ritual functions.

way, each clan has strong moral cormections with the wildlife.

same

the forest has
the land is

diversity

a

a

symbolic meaning

and purpose in Lmaa

multifaceted process of economic,

Every

animal from

the Lmaa cormection with

orality. Also,

social, spiritual, and cultural dimensions. The

ecosystem is built upon the integral perspectives of society, ecology and culture (Moore, 2009,

Dowie, 2009).This is the value of imderstanding how cultural institutions maintain the

equilibrium and

cohesion of a

inherited ancestral

land and the

society (Moore, 2009).

For

centuries,

traditional, customary laws and practices

existing

natural

gerontocratic authority

has

Lmaa

people

the

ability to

pastoral people

how to preserve and protect the

The articulation of indigenous

resources.

given the

on

the Lmaa

knowledge

from the

sustain the environment for their

livelihood.
As described in the

or

laramatak lo

communal tenure; it
have

worldview,

a

naishoo

belongs

right to be

on

(Chapter Four),

identify themselves

to all of the

as

plants, trees, water, salty

womb that sustains and

gives

'the land is the Creator's

people,

well).

areas,

existence to

the power of the Creator

as

lairitak

ofland'. The Lmaa describes the land with moral attribute

iyiook EnkAi

the land

the Lmaa

gift.'

and to all of creation.

The Lmaa hold nature in

The land is held in

(That is, the animals and

high regard.

the land is not vacant and is not isolated. The land exists within

that includes

symbolize

studies

nkulupo 'shepherds

by saying that: Enkop

plants

case

soil,

grass,

a

In the Lmaa

broader eco-system

birds, and wildlife. The land is like

rocks, hills, rivers, lakes, and mountains that

(EnkAi).

a
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The tradihonal
caimot be measured

The land is

a

proverbs symbolize that from the land springs life. The value ofland

monetarily.

same as

frees, rivers, lakes,

and all types of soil

being.

The Lmaa believe that the womb

the mother's womb because

through

the land exists life that sustains

resources

are

be likened to the value of a human

totality.

womb

containing

springs, animals, birds,

because she contains

can

life in

living, dynamic

of the land is the

The land value

space, and human

beings.

The land is

usefiil to human existence. Resources such

usefiil for

religious

The land allows for the creafion of life,

as

a

womb

rocks, minerals,

and cultural rituals. The land value is immeasurable.

by serving

as

the womb for all

beings.

The Lmaa have

a

sfrong concept that the land is the freasured gift of ancesfral heritage. For the Lmaa, the animals,
the

envfronment, and the people

of being from the land. A

are

connected to

deep spiritual

one

1998). The embedded connection between

ultimate

source

Accorduig to Lmaa,

as

the material and the

the Creator

(EnkAi) is the giver ofland. The

community,

the

spiritual

source

ecology (Jan

worlds'

land is the fertile womb

participations:

rites of passage

and burial. Lmaa rituals

are

performed

land, the animals, and the environments. The cycle of ritual

by the

celebrations is determined

ritual

following

naming, initiation, marriage, age-grade systems,

among the

all draw their

(The Creator).

ofthe Lmaa social stmcture in the context ofthe
such

they

value exists in Lmaa social systems and the

Voshaar

is Pasinai/EnkAi

another because

aimual rain pattems and the movements of moon and star

pattems.
As

a

result ofland

alienation, the

stolen soul of Lmaa ethnic
and Tanzania

through the

Lmaa

people

identity" (Page 157).

ancestral oratory

are

with solemn

The Lmaa

in constant

expression

says that "The

indigenous communities

stmggle trying to

in

Kenya

sustain their
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indigenous identity

while

resisting

The roles of gerontocratic and

invaluable

source

of oral

the cultural

gynocratic

history

identity being imposed upon them by invaders.

authorities have remained

and entire Lmaa

rehgious belief that
festival

all

naichiwie likae: 'Life

values

cows

performance (rite

From the

the livestock have the

people,

in the

of passage),

springs

from Lmaa

cattle and land. The

treasure. The Lmaa attachment to

around communal

ownership

also tied with Lmaa

following multiple roles:

and

pastoral people

pastoral

they

are

ethnic
are

value cattle

used for

identity
as

the

proverbs

complex

and

related to cattle

family

identity

is

grounded

prime

and

on

ancestral

ownership,

of the land. Traditional values of kinship and

value of cattle. Several

religious

identity (proverb: Nkishon

cattle economy, with collective

each

the ancestral

herded for livelihood.

cultural

indigenous

pastoralism. Through story telling

stories the elders discuss the

Lmaa, cattle

community

heritage'),
the

an

Identity

to the

defme

they

ethnographic descriptions,

surrounding

symbolic

planet belong

the bulwarks and

cosmology.

Cattle
For the Lmaa

as

is built

community values

are

will teach their children the

are

taught. Through

layered network of symbolic meanings

oral

of cattle and

the land.
Cultural

The collective

values of proverbs

ownership,

are some

communal

sharing

identity
of oral

narratives, kinship values, symbolic

of the ethnic and cultural values under constant attack from

modem encroachments of postcolonial economic values of consumerism. The

cultural values

are

being replaced with

the Westem media

other economic and social systems of modemity. A

technology,

gradual

enticing

indigenous

educational systems, and

loss has occurred of indigenous
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knowledge

that encompasses information

relationships,

and

symbolic rituals

on

topics

such

as

the age set systems, clan

symbiotic

totems, and land sites that include sacred mountains, trees,

on

rivers, and rocks.
Commodification: The Impact of Environmental Ecotourism

Complex social, political
nomadic
and

pastoralists. They

being

eroded

by

representations impact the

Lmaa Sambum

constant stmctural violence from conservancy

ecotourism, police attacks and goverrunent-sponsored military raids and

human

sanctity

administration
To

cultm-al

thek

of life is in

regime

impose

identity

suppressed in

an

is

ignoring

suppressing

economy

on

the

of indigenous

cattle

without

people

pastoral identity

and destmction of their cultural

a

identity

is

of Conservancies

ofthe conservancy program for

environmental and

their

is devalued and
confiscation of

deliberate attempt to stamp out cultural identities

an

as

development critique

ecological

dismantling of nomadic

intent and violation of human

rights.

Neocolonialism Intrusion

privatization ofthe ranching scheme system paved the

problem; that

considering

imposition of bmtal attack;

and economic modes of domination. The

Impact

The current

houses; destmction and contamination of ritual shrines of

rocks, and rivers is

The

extinction.^"^

result their

nomadic existence.

Theh

sense.

and

as a

pastoral

pastoral

favor of enviromnental ecotourism. The

by using foreign political

The

and

and social life does not make

properties; biuming

pastoralism

danger of cultural neglect, abuse,

agricultural

sacred moimtains, trees,

^"^

are

and economic

way for another

tourism. As

have been discussed

by

early

as

systemic

the 1990s, the

several authors

(Adams

and

(http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/africa/3614808.stm. UN 24Session of the Workmg Group on Indigenous Populations,
July 31" August 4* 2006, Statement Under Agenda Item 4 (b), Indigenous Nomadic News, Issue # 2000/01, ISSN
1605-2102, Cultural Survival Sprmg 2010, 17-23).
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Mcshane 1992, Gibson 1999; Seal 2009; Homewood 2009; Homewood,

and Trench

Kristjanson,

2009; Bonner 1993; Dowie 2009). This sechon is informed by these crihques. The post-colonial
theories of capitalism and modemism
states and intemational multinational

are

enforced

by political representations
such

corporations

as

from national

the World Wildlife Fund and the

African Wildhfe Foundation (Bonner 1993, 61-67, 1 12-115, 1 17-125, 268-269, Dowie 2009, 23-

63).

The

Lmaa

funding

of conservancy institutions for "economic

indigenous people.

regions

is

a

The
notion

purposeful
readings

The land

expropriation by

in conflict with the

these multinational institutions in Lmaa

form of stmctural violence.

from literature and the

grounded in Westem

economic

ethnographic

and then

research

fmdings

creating parks,

then

they are

lodges

concemed with

project,

seems

the

indigenous

are

ignored, ahered,

land" creates

a

human

parks

beings.

and

Here resonates the

misleading

pasturing in times

and wildhfe

misleading

notion.

are

rainy

seasons.

79-99). The unprecedented pressures

from

indigenous

Gibson

and

"vacant

The

Lmaa

by the

impact of

people,

1999, 108-110, 144-145,

global, regional,

methodologies applied without considering the dignity

on

lands owned

in between

(Bonner 1993, 46-52,

some

and condition of

policy

are

disastrous to the

ofthe

First, the indigenous people

these

or

the

be used for

people because

of drought

and conservancy programs

or

saving

preservation

and thefr way of hfe is dismantled. The national state

livestock, environment,
Dowie 2009,

value to the groups than is the

state of vuhierability to the Lmaa

Lmaa for ahemative

national

to be of higher

a

preserving

for ecotourism. The

animals and the desire to make money, whether it is to support the wildlife
other

confirm

worldview, particularly in the understanding of wildlife

conservation. For wildlife conservancy groups, ffrst

indigenous wildlife,

progress" is

sanctity

and national

pohcies

of indigenous cultures
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should be examined,
Lmaa culture and

strategies

for

and acted upon to avoid ftirther stmctural violence

analyzed,

identity.

negotiahon

The human

remains in conflict

long

as

as no

altemative

and mediahon exist.

Wildlife conservancies

entrepreneurs who have

ecology

against the

are

also fertile
form

resources can

ground for cormption.

advantageous

For

example, foreign

cormections within the

political,

economic, and social levels of a country like Kenya to promote land acquisition in the

saving
along

the wildlife. For

the lines of the

approximately

following story.

intention of ultimately

making

Through proper coimections,
establishes

a

time

movement of the

indigenous

A

foreign entrepreneur enters

profit from

on

some areas

indigenous.

lives and tmst

are

use

a more

these animals
animal
the

tourist

are never

trafficking,

of directors for the

the country with the
of saving the wildlife.

disguise

allowing the enfrepreneur to

the land and that

they will

receive

fiirther convince the

compensation.

of the land become resfricted from cattle
As the

enterprise progresses

one can

grazing

After

a

certain

and free

imagine how eventually the

violated.

friendly

trafficking

environment. The

consulted in the decision

the entrepreneurs establish

legal authorities. They

occur

of their land in order to preserve the wildlife, with the

Another form of cormption is the

habhat to

tourism under the

of

the enfrepreneur leases land from colonial ranch settlers. This

allow for

of continued life

period of the

the last decade this author has witnessed instances

kind of credibility foundation

indigenous people to
promises

a

name

also

maneuver

the

an

of animals from their centuries old

indigenous people who

making process.

In order to

umbrella institution

political system to

ongoing system of conservancy imposition.

have been

protecting

justify this

by registering

original

it

form of

through

their way of deciding the board

The

indigenous people

who have
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been

preserving the wildlife's movements

poachers.
one

This is another justification used

region to
The

a

The

tourist

indigenous knowledge

critical factor that calls for

of natural

the Lmaa

people

resources

and

accused of being

establishing

animal

potential

trafficking

fi-om

a

of national conservancies

approach to sustainability

and

policy

negotiation.

Need exists for mutual

makers in order to

that will enhance the holistic

begin

representations

understanding

and

mutuality.

of environment, land use, and co-existence with wildlife is

dialogue

and the

the westem

the altemative

pastoral indigenous people

drawing board,
cultural

on

study particularly with

between the local

for

as a reason

are

designed conservancy program.

anthropological critique

informed this

use

and their territories

a

understanding

re-examine, negotiate, mediate the

approach to

sustainable

Both

development.

and the conservancy establishment need to go back to the

fi-esh discussion and reflection

of ecosystems that have sustained

on

the moral value of historical and
on

the

conservancy and ecotourism

are

indigenous people

and wildlife

Lmaa of Sambum land for centuries.

The

threats to

multiple

pastoral

crises

lands and

sheep, goats, camels,
Cultural Survival

imposed by
orality.

and valuable

neocoloniahsm

The

pastoral indigenous people

properties

Spring 2010, 17-23).

through

The

are

confiscated

pastoral vihages

are

evicted and their cattle,

by the military police (Palmer,
are

forced to

move

ancestral land. This is to create land extension and space for the national game

conservancy institutions. These evictions

people

are never

given enough

households, animals,

notice to

and valuable

are

plan

properties.

always accompanied by
and

negotiate

on

In most cases,

orders from the administration. Often, incidents

occur

out of their

parks

and

disastrous effects. The

how to evacuate with their

they

encounter

abmpt notices

where their houses and valuable

and

properties
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are

set on

fire. The victims

are

left with

nothing,

and if they

temporary refuge fi-om neighboring clan relatives who

are

also

are

fortunate

waiting

they will take

for their tum of eviction.

These forms of stmctural violence, confiscation of properties, and alienation from
ancestral sacred sites

disgraceful.

are

The land conflicts that
are

conservancy programs

and the consequences

unprecedented
are a

result of national

making die pastoral

ways: dismissal of their local

knowledge,

Lmaa

attacks

on

lives, being kidnapped, and dismantlement of die age

authority.
to Lmaa

To repeat

orality

once

again,

in

for

impact

social

In

exclusions,

mineral

values of cattle and

system which is basic
are one

to

in

multiple

land, loss

of

gerontocratic

of the

major threats

is

lesson

a

can

People.

(Dawes Act) of 1887,

and merciless

explorations,

the stmctural violence

be leamed from the historical

In his

book. The Assault On Indian

Wilcomb E.Washbum

(1975),

killings

of the Native Americans. The land assaults

bureaucratic stmctures in favor ofthe white man's
and

propensity

ranching (Washbum 1975, 3-4).
the

challenging factor

of dispossession of pastoral land

haunting lesson for the Kenyan people.

A

global world view helps

perpetrated by neocolonial bureaucratic systems.

result of cormpt behaviors and

Kenya. Questions

a

alienations, violation ofland treaties, destmction of tribal

hght of historical evidence,

(commodification)

as a

of Indian land

implemented by the mthless

farming,

Kenya,

ofland of the Native American

Tribalism: The General Allotment Law

were

core

disproportionately

and

and the land.

unjust expropriations

sovereignty,

suffer

short, conservancy encroachments

Given the current land conflicts in

documents the

set

immoral, humiliating, and

policies conceming ecotourism

people

their

are

unjust explorations

are

firom the Genesis story of Cain and Abel

Land conflicts that

engrained in the major social
(Genesis 4)

expose
occur

fabric of

and Luke's story of the
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Good Samaritan (Luke 10),

are

still relevant to

anthropologists, missiologists,

and other

humanitarians ofthe 21^* century who ask: Where is my brother/sister? Who is my

neighbor?

Summary
The

privatization

of land is

a new

symbol

of commodification and

context of political economy the

original

the land.

backward and naive

They

are seen as

colonial and neocolonial
domination and

being

regimes

suppression.

stolen and translated into tire
land meant the

dismption

reduction and conflict,
an

both

are

ofland

are seen as

conceming

playing the

same

if they

are

new

economic

fragmentation

of the Lmaa

symbolic

game of economic

value of a

of Lmaa ethnic

pastoralists

were

not

In the

making use

political

indigenous

private commodity.

identity.

forced to

land is

The loss of

Due to this constant land

adapt

a

mixed economy

altemative way of livelihood.
From

a

missional

because it affects the

theological perspective ofland,

sanctity

livelihood and its ecosystem

examines the next level of this

implications

and

applications

this act ofland

disposition

is

evil,

of life. In the process of ahenation, destmction of human

occurs.

In the

study,

in

light

following

which

are

the

section of Chapter

anthropological,

of Orality and Mission.

of

the value of the land. The

Because ofthe desire for economic power, the

and

some

owners

expropriation.

and

Six, the researcher

missiological

as
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CHAPTER SIX

ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND MISSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

CASE STUDY FOR CHUCH LEADERS/PASTORS
Introduction

After

completing

concluded this

study by

the

also

ethnographic

field

study

Tanzania,

regions.

I

This

a

three

day

fomm discussion with

one

of the

pastors^�^ in order that I could meet with all ofthe church leaders who represent the

different

denominations.'^"^

study examines

church

helped

or

the

In

like among

light

of the informative literature

following questions:

hindered the Lmaa

the constmction of the Lmaa

identity?

identity

in the

designed

on

oral

theology

and

mission,

How have the Christian mission and the current

What mission and

ministry practices

contribute to

21^* century? What should mission and ministry look

pastoral nomads?

The discussion with the pastors centered

was

of Kenya and

and responses from the Lmaa church pastors and non-Lmaa pastors

of different denominational affiliations. I scheduled

this

regions

with the church leaders in Sambum Lmaa

meeting

chapter provides descriptions

local

in Lmaa

for them

on

the semi-stmctured

questions, specifically

(Interviews and Questions: Appendix page 258). The language of discussion

both Lmaa and Kiswahili since

some

day of discussion began by asking the

Interview Pastor Peter Leaduma
The denominations are Anglicans,

of the pastors

were

non-Lmaa

speakers.'^"^ The first

informants to share their mission strategy in

light of Lmaa

Presbyterians, Catholics, Kenya Assemblies of God, Pentecostal Church of
(AIC), Glory Outreach, and the Non-denomination Followers of Jesus Group.
Some ofthe Non-Lmaa speakers are serving as church planters who are sent by their denominational affiliations
from the Capital city of Nairobi. These denomination afflictions are Gloria Outreach, Life Ministry and Pentecostal
Churches of Kenya.

Kenya,

African Inland Church
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historical
and the

circumstances, contexts,

land.^"^

and

experience

Three forms of responses

shifts of economic diversifications to

originate

from the

pastors' leadership

The mission-established traditional church group narrated the westem
encounter that started in the 1930s. The

word of prayer led

introducing the
history

by

the

leader.^"

meeting witii

The group leader made his

introductory

missionary

thirty

remarks

minutes

of the mission-established traditional churches in the Sambum Lmaa

history

meeting.'^'"

this group started at 9: 00 A. M. with

local pastors in the area, and then spent almost

Leaduma described the

orality

and the stmcture of the

first, by

presenting
region.

a

a

brief

Pastor Peter

Anglican denomination as follows:

Anglican Church was first established in 1934 by Churchmen Bible Society
(BCMS). Their mission strategy was focused on mission schools, medical clinics,
and planting of churches through catechetical and liturgical Bible classes and
training of the lay, through hierarchical church stmcture. The head of the parish is
the priest who is appointed by the Anglican Bishop from the Diocese of Nakum
(created in 1961), from the greater Diocese of Mombasa, which was covering then
the Diocese of East Africa covering Uganda.'^''^

The

A

separation

missionary
and

converts were

wedding

who

was

existed between the Christian faith and the Lmaa ethnic

discouraged

ceremonies. Christian

looked down upon

The age set that marks the

by

from

participating in traditional rites,

men were

not allowed to sit with the

the missionaries

prime period

as

identity.'^'^ The
such

as

initiation

assembly ofthe

elders

being in association with worldly meetings.

of the Lmaa warrior class

was

perceived

time and energy. Both the missionaries and the colonial adminisfration, in the

as a

waste of

postcolonial

era.

'

Interview, local Lmaa pastors September 2009. The first missionary work in the area began in the 1934 by the
Church Bible Men Society (BCMS), fi-om England. They planted their first mission station at Sirata Oirobi. This
was followed by the Roman Catholic Consolata Fathers who
planted their first mission station in 1960s. This was
followed by Presbyterian Church of East Africa, planted in 1970s. In the 1980s the charismatic groups also
expanded their evangelistic strategy into the Lmaa land.

�^'"Three
Team
^"
^'^

^'^

forms of categories fi-om these churches exist: Mission Established (Traditional) Churches, Soul
and Followers of Jesus Shalom Ministries (Lairukok Le Yesu).

Groups

Pastor Simeon Peter Leaduma (from the Anglican Church: Samburu
Interview Pastor Peter Simeon Leaduma
Interview David

Letoyia and Paul

Leitoro

region).

Wiiming
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the

Kenyan govemment,

manpower in
was seen as

society.

considered the Lmaa age set system

missionary

established social

region

schools, medical centers, and church buildings

as

strategic

the informants recalled when education institutions

local chiefs in order to

administration-appointed

Lmaa social system
were

one

place to

system, the boarding schools operated
term,

a one

families.

month school

holiday was

They were wamed not to

recalled that he

was

persuaded by

fearing that he would be
integrated into

the

along

alienated from the

the land with livestock from

pastoral

a

waste of

nomadic

identity

school systems.

The first Christian missions in the

Young people

redundant and

One ofthe informants narrated that the Lmaa

hindrance to

participating in the

as

on

discourage

with

young

One of

the power of the

men

way of life,

Following

a

and

women

from

life of orality and

observed when students

engage in any rituals

or

the head of the mission

walking

the British colonial education

three month term systems in
were

a

year. In between each

allowed to visit their

ceremonies. One of the informants

station^'^

to

stay back in the mission,

lured to abandon his Christian faith if he went back home and

pastoral nomadic lifestyle.

boarding

pastoralism.

pastoral

another.

by

as

Chrishanizahon.^''*

centers for

enforced

were

institutions, such

One ofthe local pastors commented the

was

following:

My parents used to laugh at me, when they would see me carrying text books
along with a shepherd staff guarding the cows to the pasture. I was forced to adopt
a double way of life of a 'westemer' and a
'shepherd' Lmaa person. I was
carrying two flags at the same time. One day my father counseled me that I carmot
serve two masters. He instmcted me to make sure that I carry only a shepherd
staff when going to the field to graze the animals. The days I am not with the
animals in the field, I was allowed to read my mission school books.'^'^

Boarding schools such as Wamba (both boys
Catholic boarding (for boys).
Baragoi
^'^
The first mission station

^'^

Interviews

was

September 2009

and

girls),

Maralal

(boys),

Sirata Oirobi in the North of Kenya

and Sirata

Oirobi, (girls), and in 1970s,
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to the

According
spreading the

Christian

informants, the

knowledge

and

as a

way of stamping out the mother

was

asserted

by

to

policy of introducing the English language

the

During

were

boys

and

the school

assembly, they

the young

people

fi-om

speaking

as a

of acquiring

Christianity,

schools

to

and

of the young

were

sent to

boarding

hand,

(maendeleo).

identity.

drilled with what those in power believed

forced to work

were

was

as a

disgrace.

considered

by

noble and effective way

The intention of the mission

and separate them from the

generations

influences of oral tradition and the nomadic cultural

they

forced to kneel down and

their mother tongue

commerce, and civilization

dismpt the rhythms

were

were

of humiliation and

sign

missionaries and colonial administrators, who worked hand in

the students

girls

punished by caning

then to raise their hands up in fi-ont of other students

was

strategy of

as a

tongue. The first step of religious and cultural suppression

in the school

the school farm.

Preventing

established

were

read, write, and speak the foreign English language. Those found

speaking the Lmaa language
on

enforcing

the local administrators, where young

schools to leam how

long hours

mission institutions

The school teachers made

was

proper school

sure

knowledge.

that

The

teachers served the interests of the colonial administration, and later the national govemment,

enforcing
national

a new

of one nation and

goal

belonged to

language and lifestyle

a

one

that would tempt the Lmaa students to embrace the

people.

The Lmaa students

came to see

^'^

were

smaller tribal group with what those in power said

systems. The mission school system claimed to be the
ofthe young

people, preparing

themselves

as

Interview Local Pastor, David
2009

means

of a different

Letoyia,

who

was one

identity

from their

of the first

taught that they no longer

were

for the

them to be the future leaders of a

being

by

the archaic cultural belief

enhghtemnent ofthe minds

larger

society.^

Many youth

pastoral nomadic

generations

families.

of Christian converts,

September
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The informants recounted how the traditional rites of passage

Church's catechism.

Baptismal

classes

memorize the catechetical creeds

parents, the candidates
were

performed in the

The converts

were

initiation

from

effects

participating

rites, the

listen to and leam the

system's

conditions for

replaced by the

and the candidates

baptisms.
as a

Without the

were

in the

mark of new life. The

indigenous

weddings;

oral narratives ofthe Lmaa clans

One of the informants

spoke

in

particular

of their

baptismal rites
community.

social institutions such

age set system, and traditional

indigenous

forced to

knowledge

absence of the parents and thus did not contribute to Lmaa

gerontocratic authority.
school

compulsory

given new foreign names

discouraged

naming ceremonies,

permitted to

were

as

were

were

about the

nor were

or

as

they

to honor the

language's

and

follows:

as

Since the introduction of English

language in the school system, there have been
village elders and the young people. The literate
Lmaa speakers have been deprived from the proper Lmaa language of expression
and the whole process of oral knowledge. The elders are embarrassed seeing their
young people unable to communicate well in their Lmaa mother tongues. Some of
the young people also decide to stay back in urban areas or in the school
institutions fearing that when they go home during school holidays they would be
out of place in the cultm-al nomadic environment. The school system has
produced young people who are neither tmly Lmaa people nor
conflicts of language between the

westemized/urbanized

youth.'^'^

The Christian converts who

deviants and backsliders.

superstitions.

They were treated

as

in

indigenous

social systems

were

given Westem clothing

were seen as

unchristian and outdated.

in order to mark their

indigenous Pastor,

Peter

perceived as

those who have gone back into the old world of

One of the informants commented that traditional garments such

and other fraditional attire

Interview

participated

new

identity as

Leaduma, September 2009

Instead, the

as

beads, robes

new

converts

were

Christians. Church attendance.
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especially

Sundays,

on

between the

spiritual

was

Lmaa students leamed

compulsory. There,

and the secular

Christian

leaming

way to assimilate into the dominant culture that

pastoralism was portrayed as backward
schools and other missional vocational

families and

as a

pastoral lands.

respect

rights

as

to the

a

promised progress

came

centers

powerful instmments

as

embraced

result the traditional belief systems

were

eroded and

that

strengthen

ethnic

elders, participating in wedding rites, living
are

out

by

some

(who

souls for Christ.

They

agricultural

are

identity, practices
family values,

mostly non-Lmaa speakers)

were

Sambum

sent

and

were

pastoral
Westem

such

showing

as

holding

land

elaborated their mission strategy

shared their first historical contact with the Lmaa

social contexts,

existed for them to communicate the

pastors

of the

replaced with

culture. Some of the pastors from this group revealed that because of their
in

that

gradually disintegrating.^^"

The second group

experiences

as a

failure. One of the informants described the

training

practices

to be esteemed

and success, while

were

in conununal teniu-e,

saving

and

knowledge

These institutions

forms of practice. Some ofthe

sharp separation

world.^'^

The informants recoimted that

introduced into the

a

language

gospel

to

the

and cultural

regions. Traveling into

the interior

differences, difficulty have

from Nairobi to

foot and

by

previous upbringing,

pastoral nomadic people.

by their denomination headquarters

staying

pastoral

These non-Lmaa

plant churches

in Lmaa

in the cattle camps have been

great challenge.
One of the pastors, who is

the

pastoral people

in their

Kikuyu and not Lmaa,

villages. They have

a

Interview Local Pastor, Paul Leitoro, September 2009
indigenous church elder, September 2009

Interview

said

different

that, "he finds it hard to

lifestyle

from the

walk with

agricultural

and
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urban

people.

asked about

The

pastoral people like

orality

been cahed to

and the

preach the

only

churches

from

one

village

camp to

another."^^'

When

message of the

saving

grace but not

on

issues."^^^

social

One of the

following:

stop the nomadic way of life is to privatize the land. By this way
on permanent basis. The
farming activities can also be

way to
can

move

land, the members from this particular group asserted that "they have

informants commented the
The

to

be built

infroduced. The business centers

can also be established since there are fixed
The
road
vihages
systems can also be constmcted. This is the only
way one can evangelize the nomadic people. We are called to preach the gospel of
saving souls for Christ. They need Jesus Christ to be saved and they will be

in

one area.

enhghtened to send their children to school, and also join
society through business and achieve prosperity.'^^^
The informants from the second group
that

people would come

to the

understanding

emphasized that

of a better

beliefs of the ancestors. These group of informants also

evangelization purpose
people

are

unyielding

informants said that

has

nothing

are

called to

on

preach the

as

it is

land and

as

Kenyan

only by saving

opposed to

expressed that

to do with land conflicts

in their fraditional beliefs

they

life,

the rest ofthe

souls

old traditional

their
the nomadic

long as

pastoral way

of life. The

message of the Bible in order that the

Sambum Lmaa souls to be saved. The issue of land conflicts is the work of the local chief
and the govemment adminisfration to address. The Lmaa

people

in this

region

are so

sfrong and attached to their fraditional beliefs, the situation becomes difficult in

persuading them to accept the

going to

church.

They

even

message.

They

even

walk away with their

like to follow their

cows

Interview James Kamau, September 2009. He is from Nairobi
Interviews non-Lmaa pastors September 2009.

Interview non-Lmaa pastors

September

2009.

without about

region,

cows

rather than

caring school

but sent to Samburu to be

a

church

planter.
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education for dieir young
the

people. Time

is needed in order for them to be like the rest of

Kenyan people who have adopted farming and schooling
The third group is the Nomadic

Lmaa believers who

emerged

as an

are

for their

Gospel Witness Group.

These

children.^'^''
are

the

indigenous

the non-denominational group. The Nomadic Witness Team

indigenous

group of Lmaa

from

speakers

high

students, herders, shepherds, and professional groups. They

school

are

students, college

known

as

the Lairukok Le

Yesu 'Followers of Jesus.' The Nomadic Witness Team started in the 1990s and

as a

revival movement with holistic
team described that for

indigenous

approach

to the

long time they

a

gospel
have

witness. The members of this

pondered

how to communicate the Christian message of God's love and
the

pastoral

they

cultural

to the

came

identity.

After

Pentecost

by looking

also shared the Acts of the

(Acts 2)

feUowship

period

among themselves

neighbor

in the context of

of prayer and consultation with

one

understanding that they need to adopt the evangelistic strategy

New Testament Church. This is

Gospels. They

a

and the

ushering

in the

ofthe believers with theh

The Nomadic

into the

emphasis

Gospel Witness Group

witnesses within the Lmaa

ministry

Apostles, starting
apostolic
on

narrated that

pastoral nomadic social

another,
of the

of Jesus Christ from the four
from the

witness from

sharing

emerged

and

they

Day

of the

Jemsalem, and the

caring.^^^
are

called to be Christ's

and cultural context. One of the

informants narrated that their mission involves the ministry of presence, through Word
and Deed.

the first

^^'^

Again,

planting

one

of the group leaders described that for the last seventy years, since

of the church among the Lmaa nomadic

Interview with charismatic and prosperity gospel group
Interview Group Leader, Andrea Lanyasunya, September 2009

people, antagonism has always
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existed between the ecclesiastical structures of
Christianizing and the nomadic way of
life. The mission established churches
The Nomadic

ministry on

depicting Jesus' spiritual
concem.

described their holistic

Group

describe Jesus' holistic

in defmite conflict with the nomadic life.

are

earth. He

concem, to set

captives

One ofthe members commented the

Jesus

came

ministry

to

preach

free and

in

light

of Luke 4: 16-19.

They

the Good News to the poor

give sight to

following conceming

the blind

-

that is

-

physical

Jesus:

concemed with both

spiritual and that reveals Jesus' physical concem
people. Likewise, holistic ministry among Lmaa community
means preaching the good news as well as improving of their social, political and
economic status.'^'^^
was

ofthe lives of the

In discussion

strategy

to the Lmaa

attending most
on

orality

and the

pastoral community

of the elders'

Team discussed that their mission

is that of targeting the

assembly meetings,

and then

indigenous

elders ofthe

evangelistic grassroots approach
listening to

is

by

imderstand their current

social and economic confhcts. Within their social context, the Nomadic Witness

Group, together with the elders,
econonuc

to

land, the Nomadic

The informants also described their mission's

community.

issues

on

problems

within the

proposes

some

community.

suggestions

indigenous
of sharing

the Nomadic Witness

some

ownership,

Group moved to

leaders with NGO's and the
of the

famine and

Interview, Indigenous pastors

After

a

context.

Lmaa

creating

with Nomadic Witness

a

reported that they

Using the

are

committed

skills from the local

second step; the process of cormecting the

govemment's persormel

problems affecting
drought.

how to address social and

The informants also

hsten, appreciate ideas and suggestions in the local

community,

on

community.

who have the heart and

Some of these issues

are

concem

about land

strong relationship with Lmaa gerontocratic

Group, September 2009
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authority,
the

the Nomadic

pastoral
God

Group began missional strategies

of sharing the

gospel

of God's grace to

community.^^^ In discussing the theology ofland, the team articulated the following:

everything on earth. God distributed land to groups of people to meet
Agriculturalists use the land to grow their crops. Fishermen setde
along lakes where they can do fishing. Pastoralists move from one place to
another to fmd pastures for their cattle. However, since the 19* century African
society is no longer purely, agriculturalists or pastoralists. New achvihes brought
by industrialization, commercialization, and goverrunent policies among others
changed our economic and social life. Now the govemment expects different
pieces of land to be owned by individuals through buying and receiving title
deeds as identities.^^^
owns

their needs.

The Nomadic Christian Witness

tool for
the

Group

evangelism. They narrated that the

powerful indigenous

communicate the
traditional

gospel

proverbs,

forms and

use

practices

Lmaa

use

proverbs
among

Lmaa

one

are

like red

community

parables

of Jesus
an

people

because

and

(teachings

they identify

on

such

One of the

meaning

as

of the

love, forgiveness,

use

sheep,

the

2009.

good

evangelism among the
and

meaningful. People

themselves with the stories and

Lekimain, September

of narrative

in their context. The story

the lost

gospel relevant

Interview, ibid.
Interview, ibid.
Interview Nomadic Team member, Jennifer

applied

effective tool used for

it makes the message of the

easily understand the gospel

people.

to teach the

topics

of

are some

people. Through the

to the lives of the

color,

as a

and to

of the members discussed that the

told to

contextualized. This method is

community because

sense

theology

and stories

proverbs

to the

when I want to teach certain

the method that Bible stories

are

of narrative

others."^^^

of Abraham in Genesis 12: Iff, the

shepherd)

bring hope

symbols,

Using the vemacular expressions,

theology is

to

the message of salvation makes

blood of Christ. I will
evil

meanings

of riddles, songs,

use

of Jesus Christ within the social context of the

informants commented, "I will

denouncing

use

also discussed the

experiences

of
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the lives of people in the Bible. The narrative

they

are

used to

storytelling.

The Narrative

knowledge

in

approach catches

they hear becomes

Whatever

Gospel Witness Group

missionary participation.

the attention of the hearers for

relevant in their

also discussed the

use

daily lives.

of local

The team members commented

as

indigenous

follows:

During meetings of various purposes like starting Sustainable Community
Projects, we carry out a feasibility study by seeking views and opinion from the
community. The conclusions we make about a certain idea are usually made by
the Lmaa and so they own the projects. In addition, we delegate community duties
to responsible and committed people of faith to manage the projects. This allows
the leaders to creatively use their mind to carry out the duties entmsted to them.
Church members also get the opportunity to work together with leaders and so
they apply their local knowledge in useful ways.^^'
The group also discussed their
in

hght

of pastoral nomadic Lmaa

church is within

perspectives
The

people.

people's reach because they

of the Nomadic Church

indigenous

move

people who

move

among the Lmaa

place.

with Christian

The

evangelists

pastoralists.

community wherever they

themselves with the life and

experiences

carried the Ark ofthe Covenant wherever

identity draws

the Lmaa church closer to

In their deliberation with the

conflicts in

Interview, ibid.
Interview, ibid.

also get the chance to

go. Moreover, it

they

people to worship

evangelize

signifies

causes

people (Israel)

for

go in search of

to those

the presence of God

people to identify

in the wildemess. The Israelites

went in the wildemess. Therefore this

concept of

God.'^^^

missionary role, particularly conceming the

Kenya, the members made

Interview Nomadic

gives opportunity

The nomadic church

of God's

contextual theme

members articulated that the nomadic

alongside wherever they

green pastures for their animals. The nomadic church

God at any time and at any

as a

the

Group members, September

following

2009.

comments:

current land
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1

.

Educate the Lmaa commimity about the changes that have taken place since the colonial
period from 19* century, in order that they become aware that fraditional beliefs and

practices related to land
2.
3.
4.

are being affected by extemal forces beyond their confrol.
Encourage the Lmaa to acquire title deeds for their pastoral land so that they may legally
and officially own their land as a community.
Publicly condenm evil practices related to land grabbing and tribalism, which are
becoming major social evils in our countiy.
Preach messages of forgiveness and reconciliation between Lmaa and other communities

who have

experienced tribal clashes between 1992 and 2007, when the clashes and
political violence were rampant in Kenya.
Look for opportunihes to meet local leaders such as headmen, councilors and members of
Parliament, and invite them to address Lmaa community on land issues.'^^^

5.

The Nomadic

Gospel

Witness

Group

way of engaging with the Lmaa narratives

resolution. One of the

is

on

indigenous concepts

receptive

the

is the

on

subjects
use

applying the

local

knowledge

as a

of crisis management and conflict

of Laman

as a

missional model for

and mediation.

negotiation

Laman and Matamanyai

as

missional models for

Negotiation

and Mediation:

Indigenous Knowledge
The

missional

study

of indigenous

anthropology.

knowledge

is

emerging

The proponents of indigenous

integration

of anthropological

challenges

of a

participatory

as a new

knowledge attempt to promote

perspectives by applying ethnographic methods

action

approach, by engaging

study.

as a

missional model for

This is

one

Interview, ibid.

of the

negotiation, persuasion

of the

the

to address the

deeper meaning

and mediation is

applied anthropological concepts

of

in social transformation for

community sustainability (Van Willigen 2002, 115). Exploration
Laman

paradigm in the discipline

important

that is also useful for

of

for this

integral mission
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in

of indigenous

light

knowledge

on

the

of wisdom and power for Lmaa

use

sustainability (Van

Willingen 2002).
The term

the 'root'

means

the

source

indigenous knowledge
or

'foundation.' This

of knowledge and wisdom

is

indigenous knowledge
local

mara

proverb is, "among the
To better

explain we

in Lmaa

can

is Lkuak Lang'

term also means ancestral

(Lowuapere 2007).

Itolumo etalaki

many,

language

only the

amu

The

proverb
The

Itoning'o.

few have been

look to the Old Testament at the

From

ability to negotiate

one

model for

of my

ethnographic

orality

In the

persuasion,

means

to

negotiate

as

problems
Lmaa

or

to mediate. The

and mediation exists within the

and I attended

known

studies, I present

equivalent translation

a

parallel story

nomadic

of this

in Genesis of the

environment, Abraham

practical example

on

a

orality.

In

life,

I

came

the

use

kinship.
of laman

to leam the Lmaa

indigenous knowledge

gerontocratic authority because

July 2007,

Sambum Lmaa elders'

a

meeting held

at

an

oral historical

This colonial site has

elders, especially for the Lkileku and Lmekuri

colonial stmctures, such

as

were

forced to

of their accumulated

discuss the

of insecurity in the

the two age sets

of negotiation,

old historical colonial center,

gathered to

region.

concept of

team of five members of Nomadic Witness

Nkirimon. One thousand five hundred Lmaa elders

adminisfration,

or

gem of wisdom."

co-existence with his affective

of 2007, for the first time in my

wisdom from the ancesfral

Group

field

peaceful

womb of fertility,

and mission.

sununer

Laman, which

and mediate for

a

or

Runkud ang, which

associated with

granted the

story of Abraham and his brother-in-law. Lot (Genesis 13). In
had the

heritage

'

or

an

age sets.

provide cheap

perennial

significance

Throughout the

for the

colonial

labor for the constmction of the

roads, fencing of white settlers' ranch farms, marking the
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administrative

pastoral land,
At

a

boundary between die Laikipia white ranching schemes

and the constmction of houses for the colonial ranchers and their workers.

particular meeting

in

Lkimaniki decided to choose this

Sambum Lmaa

objective
Lmeoli

negotiated

for this

meeting

(see chapter one)

resolution

the

July 2007,

site

particular

gerontocratic elders
symbol

as a

was

to create

opportunity

an

to leam the local

through persuasion,

order to address

for

disputes

of the historic reminder

The

how the

primary

for the rest of the age sets from Lkishili to

of Laman, the oral wisdom for conflict

knowledge

mediation and

regime.

on

negotiation.

From the ancestral oratory, the

of Laman in their local

and crises between clans and their

neighboring

assembly

communities

in

as an

physical fighting.

The elders'

meeting

had

representatives

meeting

commenced with

(Ngishu

naibor 'the White Cattle

a

traditional prayer,

first, led by

He

Moiety').

from the Lmaa moieties

was

narok 'the Black Cattle

from the Lukumae

Moiety, namely, Lowuapere was

Moiety').

Following the

traditional

symbolize the

power of gerontocratic moral

by narrating

sign

(see chapter one).

by

another senior elder from the

one

ofthe

respected

asked to address the elders'

authority.

holding his traditional
He

The

of the senior elders oi Lukumae

After prayers,

of greetings he stood up

the Lmaa ways of living in

one

followed

Lpisikishu (Ngishu

Laman

from the age set of

and mediated land conflicts with the colonial

gerontocratic authorities applied this indigenous principle

option

and the Sambum Lmaa

elders

meeting.

stick

(sobua),

to

began his speech with the concept

harmony with the land,

the

people,

of

animals and

the environment.
From

first

contact

autobiographical narratives,

with colonial presence. In

a

he

eloquently narrated Lmaa oral history about their

chronological

sequence, he first described the
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expenence ofthe Lkileku and Lmekuri age sets who
to serve in

the

World War II.

Secondly,

the

after

pastoral people along

run)

militia and armed

complexity was

the

Kenya and

guerillas

followed

by

handling

the elders'

mediation the

caused

The

abihty

indigenous people.

and

the

frequent

elder

as

drought

through oral tradition,

loss of lives and cattie

cases

of crises and

conflicts. This

Using his

conflicts, Lowuapere

negotiation,

ability to maintain their peaceful
are

This

nanative discourse

Laman.

local wisdom of persuasion,

conflicts that

raiding.

neighboring boundary

eloquence presented his

local

a

linked to

wealth

was

able

and

co-existence with

political

and economic

of Laman from

resourceful tool of wisdom from the

knowledge

among the Lmaa

spiritual crises, health, identity,

and famine. The elders, both
conversational

Interviewed informants at different time

Lenanyankera June 2010.

forty year Shifta (meaning hit and

religious perspectives.

gifted with

convene

along

emptions heavily impacted

war

emphasized the symbolic meaning

skill to address issues ofland conflicts,
crises such

Somalia civil

of negotiation and mediation is
The elders

war

the Italian soldiers buried their nuclear waste

an enormous

assembly that by the

historical, anthropological,

ofthe British and Italian

impact

Somalia border. The

extemal and intemal

particular

the British administration

knowledge by using the symbolic word,

extemal forces of modemity and
This

by

boundary).^^^

with confidence and

pastoral community has

representations.

coerced

the Sudan Civil War and other

with great power of indigenous
of experience in

war

Kenyan independence,

particular elder, Lowuapere,

persuade

after the

pastoral territories along the

Immediately,

to

he described the

Kenya-Ethiopia boundary (where

in die desert

were

men

meetings

and

women

around the

period: Lowuapere July 2007,

people employ

this

and socio-economic

in their defined

roles,

fires; sit under the traditional

Lesakale

August 2009,

and

Dipa
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rituals of cleansing, buming of ritual elements (from

trees;

use

bumt

offerings (from animal sacrifices);

water

Through negotiation
understanding

and

and

a

able, they impart the

mediation, the different elements

interdependence.

indigenous wisdom is

and when

positive step

The

new

can

Lmaa ancesfral oratory.

work in mutual

shift of addressing local needs

toward fiill

participafion from

indigenous people know better the complexity, diversity,
than do the outsiders

indigenous herbs), and

(Van Wihigen 2002, 68).

and

through

the lens of

the grass roots. The

dynamism

of their environment
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Figure 2
Assembly from the nine Lmaa moieties, discussing land conflict
management by using the indigenous concept of Laman, July 2007.

Elder's
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Missional

The church leaders

serving

Implications

the Lmaa

knowledge information.
believing
coming

that the local

ofthe

The soul

people

Kingdom

approaches

is

winning

Study

pastoral people have

evangelization. These different perspechves emerged
The mission established group

of the

their

as a

different views of

result of their

evangelizing method through

teams

motivated

are

orientations.

theological

school systems of

by the soul perishing mentality,

should do away with their traditional beliefs and repent for the

coming

the local social cultural context

soon.

The Nomadic Witaess

seriously. They

have

a

has

Group

a

strategy of taking

strategy of active engagement with the

local sitaations for social transformation.

Pertaining to this.
the

same

way

description

as

Christian mission and the Church have hindered the Lmaa

the colonial

from

indigenous pastors, they responded that

churches in Sambum Lmaa,

polity,

implemented

indigenous

most

way of life,

influential model

ministry practices

comes

leaming along the

For

example,

in

in the

the traditional missions established

Westem forms of education,

and economy. In terms of mission and

century, probably the
the

institations, because they functioned similarly.

identity

medicine, spiritaality,

that affect the Lmaa in the

21^'

in the form ofthe servants who live within

way to establish forms of service.

What form of service would demonstrate the missional model of followers of the

Incamate Christ?

lives

on

Ministry

the land with the

among the

people,

pastoral

nomads would best be

attends elders'

stories, celebrates initiation ceremonies, respects

assembly meetings,
the

seen as

the servant who

listens to their

indigenous

gerontocratic authority, acquires

of counseling the age sets, attains the statas of the ancestry oratory of persuasion and

walks with the animals, drinks the milk and eats the

meat of said

the

ability

mediation,

animals, and leams what is
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important

for the sustenance of the

people

missionary leams by living

with the

catalyst for die digging

deep

of a

in their

people that no

key missiological

follows: narrative

environment. For

water

well. This has been the

Orality
The

own

exists, then the missionary could be

missional

union between

missiological

as

and Mission

theology

of the distortion of past ethnic

Lmaa missional

anthropology

and

and

ofland and

rooted in

identity (Van Engen 2000, 44-51).
identity,

and

relationships

indigenous culture;

as an

agent of change;

cash economy

versus a

cattle

This section examines

insights^^^ from this stady.

From the informed literature

experiences

a

are as

model; and double listening (Stott 2008), which is the

Narrative

faith and that

identity;

missiology (Priest 2008, 23-32).

anthropological

a

for this writer.

case

missional nomadic Christian witaess; the holistic missional church

economy; shalom

if the

themes that inform this section of orality and mission

indigenous theology;

negotiating modemity

example,

one

Indigenous Theology

leams that narrative

theology

is

integral

to

indigenous

history, cultare, religion, and politics reflect community

Narrative

theology brings

the human

experiences

in

into conversation with God's self-revelation in Jesus Christ

cultare,

(Sedmak

2002, 73-94; Bevans 2005, 5-15; Schreiter 2004, 1-6).
Narrative

theology

is

a

dynamic, creative,

and

living story that translates

human history through the integration of word and deed in its holistic

approach.

into

changing

This is also

^^^The missiological resources and anthropological insights which informs this study are documented by authors
such as Charles Van Engen (1996), Sedmak (2002), Bevans (2005), Chris Wright (2008), Bradshaw (1994), Healey
and Sybertz (2004), Harvey (2008), Voorhies (1990), Stott (2004), Snyder (1983), Samuel and Sugden (1984),
Escobar (2003), and Kirk (1983), Bosch (1991), Ong (1988), Metuh (1999), Willingen (1991), Opoku (1997),
Douglas Raybeck (1996), and Mbiti (1990).
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embedded in proverbs, dreams,
myths, visions, and

prophecy (Healey and Sybertz 2004, 17-51).

Indigenous narratives integrate with the transforming story
Indigenous

communities

are

bestowed with

traditions in their particular contexts.
cultural forms and how the

gospel

Through indigenous

oral

apply

their

262).

This is where missional

new

Through narratives,

can

one

use

expressed
the

dynamic

case

is transmitted from

the

people

are

able to relate to their

daily experiences (Bevans 2005, 10).

is transformed

by

God's love.

living traditions

"hermeneutic

takes

place

generation

They
253-

in social

community" (Ybarrola 2009, 14).

itself is part ofthe Lmaa's sacred story. As

studies, orality involves the preservation of wisdom from the

one

living

surroundings (Van Engen 2000,

of local oral forms and

hght of narrative theology, orality

described in the

community

(Sedmak 2002, 73).

ways of embracing oral and

in their

another and their

cultural context, which translates into
In

be

theology

consciousness to

unique

of God

to another. These traditions

are

transmitted

by

ancestors that

each

grade

system through gerontocratic authority and adapted in light of cultural and historical social
context in time and space. Walter J.

integral process

of remembering,

process of cultural

They are

identity.

Ong (1988, 17-34)

listening, witnessing,

articulates that the art of storytelling is
and

an

participating in the community

The oral tradition is written in the memory of the

indigenous

elders.

the ultimate custodians of oral ancestry.

As the

case

studies

show, the Lmaa narrative values belong

Every person participates

in the

of the

member is also

community. Every

listening, leaming,

and the

indigenous

passing

social functions that possess both

on

an

life processes of family
active

participant

of cultural and

physical

and

in

religious

to the whole

conununity.

kinship, rituals,

daily community

and festivals

events of

values. The elders engage in

spiritual indigenous values.
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In his

ethnographic analysis,

Gih asserts the

fohowing:

All

knowledge in oral culture is contained in the memories of its living thought
members. Since the wisdom of the entire history of culture and its intellectual
thought must be held in this way, the language of oral tradition and the visual
forms of ritual, art, and culture are highly symbolic and pregnant with meaning.
(Gih 1982:8)
As the

case

studies

oral narratives. In their

they reflect

a

given time

Lmaa narratives

and space, the

identity

operative

power that maintains the

study analyzes

identity based on shalom
as

share stories and listen to

the

they pursue

heritage

harmony

Theology

of the

one

spoken word,

another

as

and the

theology

healing

of Land and Lmaa

of land is

of land. A

which is

a

of community.

Identity

missiological anthropology of integration

the nomadic way of life. The missional

Lmaa

people

is rooted in the ancestral

Missional

This

embedded in the social stmcture and

are

unified process of participation and engagement. The foundation of orality and

mission in the Lmaa
creative and

show, the

a

and

participation with

contextual narrative of community

theology

of land informs and

theh Christian faith in the context of their

shapes

the

symbolic forms, land, animals,

and environment.
The holistic mission of peace and justice coexist with the

cormnunity (Bradshaw 2002, 239-247).

The ancestral

ecosystem helps the people

and mediate their

The missional

to

negotiate

theology

221, Habel 1995, 17-31).

orality

ecology

of living in

of the land and

harmony with the

sustainability.

of land is rooted in Old Testament narrative

(Wright 2008,

The story of the nation of Israel and the Promised Land

God-given relationship between people

and land. Humans

are

responsible to

1 89-

symbolizes

the

God for how the

land is treated. The land carmot be bought and sold for commercial gain (Wright 2008, 292-296).
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The mandate
between

on

the usage ofland is

Yahweh, the people

witii tiieh environment

covenant of God with the entire creation. The

a

of Israel, and the Promised Land is built upon how humans relate
Habel 1995,

(Wright 2008, 204-206,

The land and the

people

in

are

an

narrative, the land is

to be

inordinate accumulation of wealth
The fundamental

principle

in

protected

"equitable

tendency to

a

missional

distribution of the

theology

(Wright 2008, 296).

economic justice for all
form of "massive

or

private

nationalization that

following point:

themselves while
Jesus'

destroy

curb

on

the

on

"Christian

strong reflection of God's

The missional Jubilee is far from

being

a

their

own

any

meaningfiil

sense

of personal

or

family

The lesson to be leamed from Christian ethics and mission

"Affluent Christians

ignoring

are

not

Kingdom people

if they feed and clothe

brothers and sisters in the faith-their

own

flesh and blood in

body" (Snyder 1985, 57).
The Jubilee

to

a

(Wright 2008, 296).

strong emphasis exists
a

to the

accumulation ofland and related wealth but also of large-scale forms of

ownership" (Wright 2008, 296-297).
is the

belongs

in h." The Lord of the universe

and alienation"

The year of Jubilee is

humanity (Habel 1995, 50-53).

1995, 43-47).

earth, especially land, and

oppression
a

Habel

of land is that the land

everything

of the

from the missional aspect of Jubilee,

ethics and mission"

collectivism

resources

to God. In

but tenants and ahens." In the

(Wright 2008, 296, Snyder 1985, 56,

accumulation with its inevitable

Looking

are

belongs

for economic justice and in order to prevent

Lord. Psalm 24: 1 reads, "The earth is the Lord's, and
demands

36-53).

In this context, the land

harmony.

Leviticus 25: 23, "The land is mine, says the Lord, and you
Old Testament

relationship

principle

is not redistribution of land, but in ultimate purpose is

a

restoration

those in need. Jubilee allows for the retum of resources to and provision for the family, and
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promotes community sustainability. Jubilee also allows for social, economic stability and
collective

participation (Wright 2008, 297, Snyder 1985, 51-58, Rynkiewich 2001, 219-224).

In the context of
evangelism and social
awareness

proper

of sustainability

God-given

ancestral

responsibility,

(Voorhies 1990, 123-146). Although
ownership

of the

study

also

analyzes

of sharing and

the Nomadic Witness

rights

Using

the local

and nomadic

pastoralism

biblical narratives in

integrating

knowledge
in

of Laman and

an

caring.
of Jesus) that

pastoral lifestyle

Matamanyai,

a

in

provides

a

light of Kingdom

model of advocating for land

enviroiunent of marginality is

possible. Embracing the

social and cultural context of a nomadic worldview is

a

have the

indigenous people

Group (Followers

model of missional strategy of engaging with the nomadic
witaess.

the

land, the Church's mission plays the role of

stewardship, by exercising the integral ministry
This

the missional Church creates

a

strategy for

effective nomadic Christian witaess.
Missional Nomadic Christian Witness

In

chapter two,

mission with the

the literature informs this

assumption

the nomadic church in relation to Lmaa

on

the Move:

Donovan

orality

as a

Eurocentric form of civilizing

through Westem models

and their cormection with the land. In his

Introducing the Nomads of the World,

nomadic

David J.

(Phihips 2001,

book,

Phillips (2001), challenges

xv,

42-47).

The missional

community (Phillips 2001, 54-57).

In the context of orality and the

important part in Missio

of

1978, 3-10). This sechon explores the role of

the traditional static method ofthe "mission station"

church exists

on a

of Christianizing the natives

evangelization (Beidehnan 1982, 99-152,

Peoples

stady

Dei.

land, nomadic missional Christian witness is

Looking through

an

the lens of more traditional conservative

thinking.
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the concept of being nomadic
rescue

them from extinction

progress and civilizahon

seeing the
walking

they

is

seen as

naive, backward, and uncivilized. In order

(Phillips 2001, 42-47).

with the animals and
as

marginal
and

progressive
The

case

and

being

The

pastoral nomads have

attached to the land for their

peripheral. They

technologically

descriptions

are

different ways of

their vital role in human

history.

hght of God's

history, particularly in

missional nomadic

survival, nomadic societies

pohtical

This

phrase

is

and economic

considering nomadic

ethnic

pohcies

of

identity

and

section, the researcher examines the role of nomadism in
the Old Testament and how this is relevant to the

church, especially with the model ofthe Gospel

back"(Mwendwa 1998).

are

dominant cultures.

have detailed the bureaucratic

In this

as

assumed to have little contribution to make

commodification and alienation of Lmaa lands without

salvation

to

should conform and to be absorbed into the dominant culture of

world and their environment. Because of their different way of lifestyle, such

considered
toward

typically

adopted by

on

the camel's

the Nomadic Christian Witness

Group

from

the Lmaa Sambum.

Looking
and

interesting.

from the

ethnographic study,

the Lmaa

pastoral nomadic

hfe is

unique, dynamic

The Lmaa nomadism is similar in many ways to the oral Hebrew Bible narratives

that begin with nomadic

pastoral

life in

a

land space and environment.

Begiiming

from

Abraham's narratives (Gen 12-27), nomadic life is divinely anointed by Yahweh, the author of
the universe and all creation. Abraham is
zone

into the

unique life

place

of Yahweh's

of being mobile and

settlements and

a

a

biblical character who is called out of his comfort

appointment.

always

He

responds

with

an

in transit. Pastoral nomadic

static, stmctured way of life.

obedient heart to

people

are

begin

not tied to

a
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The nation of Israel

moving

into the land of promise

civihzation

Moses is another

through

(Phillips 2001, 6).

example

The Israelites

(Exodus 3).

The nomadic Israelites

are

enviroiunent whose sustainer is the Creator. The cultm-al

of coming out of settlement and

were

set free from

entanglements

of

cahed out to be cormected with the
of the

identity

pastoral nomadic society

from biblical times to the present has distinctive characteristics of being connected with the

land,

animals, and the envfronment. The people establish their oral narratives from the land that

provides resources

for their livelihood. The land is

provider of all

ultimate

Walking

their needs

a

including health, food, air, security, water,

in obedience to Yahweh's commandments is

social life is

a

single

unified

of shalom since Yahweh is the

symbol

asserts the

entity. Phillips

a

sign

of holism. The

and

spirit.
life and the

religious

following:

a member of a whole people-whose families and larger groups
together or are at least involved with migrations in some
way. .Nomads belong to a society whose identity and culture is based on
nomadism. (Phillips 2001, 8)

Each nomad is
either

move

.

The

pastoral nomadic way

of life is different from

becoming a refugee (Phillips 2001, 8).
close connection with land

resources

The

such

pastoral nomadic

as

water,

pastoral people.

The domestic animals

are

are

the

the

beadwork, dressing, gifts, religious
The

the

availability

pastoral people.

sources

source

meat, and blood. Other parts of the animal such

as

as

for the animals and the "natural

cows,

of such foods

hides and skin

and social functions, and for

pastoralists

have the

opportunities

or

self-sustaining through

goats, sheep, camels, and

of wealth and social

of modem markets has also created

The

culture is

vegetation

ecosystem" (Phillips 2001, 8). The domestic animals such

donkeys (for carrying household goods)

being displaced, homeless

new

as

are

dignity

for the

milk, animal fat, ghee,

used for

making handbags,

sleeping.
symbols

of economic value for

of selling animal

products

and also
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live

animals, for money. This again gives

such

agricultural products

as

or

them the economic freedom to

other useful

resources

for their

family needs.

etimic and economic idenhties is examined in detail later in this
Pastoralism is

(Creator),

who is the

since

open the

they

The herder

gains

a

skill that is

giver of all

opportunity

die

ability

to master the names ofthe

acquired

to be

flock. The herder has the local

of

from the EnkAi

gift

are

unique

of experiences in life.

knowledge

about the green pastures for

danger. Among

many other

acquired

skills, the herder develops the cardinal values of being patient, humble, self-motivated,

and courageous. Pastoral nomadic movement

and

integration

shapes

the herder's

In the literature review of this

birth to the

dependency theory.
for the

ground

exchange,

and

growth

inequitable

institutions such

as

formation of social

emerged neo-colonialism,

distribution of resources

era

Change Agent

evidence shows that the modemization

(Escobar 2003,

the World Bank and the Intemational

The transitional

as

theory

gave

which became

of globalization in the form of a free market economy of unequal

and

development became synonymous

as a

study,

From colonialism

top-down approach to economic

development

identity

community sustainability.
Hohstic Missional Church

ferthe

shifting

and accountable. The cattle herder is able

the animals. The herder is able to protect the animals from
natural

a

gain multiple layers

responsible, reliable,

The

in it. The skills of herding

everything

for the cattle herder to

other valuables

study.

from oral ancestry. It is

creation and

buy

Monitory

Kirk
Fund

1983). Development
(IMF), still uphold the

political representations (Stiglitz 2003).

with

The concept of

evolutionary thinking.

from 1970s to 1990s, caused

process that needed full

participation

a

shift in the examination of

from the local

community.

The
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indigenous people demand
hght

of local

an

opportunity to analyze

their

own

social and economic needs. In

knowledge, the indigenous people know what is good for their economic

sustainability.

The

indigenous people have

the ancestral

knowledge

to express their

and social

needs,

desires, and solutions.

Approaching
examines the

challenge

responsibility.
and biblical

fi-om

a

missional

of economic

anthropology perspecfive,

injusfices

teaching (Luke

4:

enterprise, pragmatism,

16-18). According

success, and

dualism is infused with

(1983) crifically

in the context of evangelism and social

The ecclesiasfical distortion of die Chrisfian faith has

Westem roots of capitalism that is manifested

missionary

Andrew Kirk

compromised

Kirk, the apostohc

to

faith has been blinded

"economic attitude to

through

the missional

laisser-faire,

organizational efficiency" (Kirk 1983, 15-16).

or

by

free

This

individualism, and secularism concepts rooted in the

enlightenment worldview (1983, 16).
The

and

marginalized

political complexities

context

of progress this

characterized

as a

approach has

approaches

are

become

cultural

identity

northem part of Kenya.

an

unparalleled impact

of social, economic

post-colonial imperial regimes.

inseparable

In the

from economic fi-eedom, which is

materialism, technological advancements, and

emanated from the resurgence ofthe Westem bureaucratic state

capitahsm (Mazmi 1986, 149-150).

of pastoral ethnic

faced with

result of colonial and

by modemization,

nationalism. These
and

social groups

is informed

This

study

on

by ethnographic

negotiating modemity
field

study

at

Wamba

and the

region

dismption

in the
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Negotiating Modernity
The

caused

background narrative story

and the

in

chapter

by the German Development Program.

indigenous

The other

Lchamus of Baringo. In this

In their

study

on

the prosopis juliflora

center for the same

plant

plant was

at Lmaa

section, analysis is done conceming the degrading impact that
was

implemented by the

above mentioned

agency.

For many

begirming'

degradation

modemizing process they uprooted the

pilot research study

occurred from the scientific research program that

development

Identity

one, introduces the environmental

trees in order to carry out their scientific

imported from Australia.

of Pastoral Ethnic

Disruption

or

the

centuries, since the genesis of Otto, (the indigenous

myth

of creation), these

indigenous

trees acted

term

the

as

equivalent to

source

'in the

of environmental,

social, and religious significance for both the people and their livestock.
In the process of assessing the environmental

multimillion dollar
mother. The

project,

proverb

says,

I remembered

one

"Tapala nkapapa

of the

degradation that was
indigenous proverbs

tilimu nkatata,"

created

that I

"forget the past

by the foreign

was

taught by my

and press

on

for the

present."

My parents experienced the modemization process that was introduced by the colonial

regime particularly

in the form of the

ranching

land scheme. Our clan and many others

evacuated firom their ancestral land. The

pastoral people

from their traditional value systems and

they

and

censorship. Hence,

with the

new

were

symbols

tested the

forced to

adapt

experience
a new

of consciousness, the

of being

were

disposed

value system of control

pastoral people

came

up with
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the

indigenous proverb

mediating

of Tapala

crises that have

come

tilimu nkatata that relates to ways of negotiating and

nkapapa

along

Cash

with

new

Economy

symbols
versus

of consciousness.

Cattle

Economy

The German program made the link between the nation/state
process of reconstituting identities to fit the

individual

ownership,

but also created

implemented the following variety

a

global

state of

of new

economy. The

production, introducing

production units,
other

people's

and

a

policing the

land. The multimillion dollar

development (rational choice, duality,
gap between the

The second far

Lmaa

age-grade systems

According to

Lmaa

positions by the
control to

of Lkishili

(initiated

a

indigenous

were

in the

variety

of altemative

228). They adapted new identities

as

they

into meat

on

designed to

pastoral

ofthe values of economic

cattle)

created

an

and outsiders.

modemizing process

the Sambum Lmaa men,

early 1960s)

were

was

environment of passive

assumption

people

cows

policy against trespassing

and Lkiroro

tradition, these age-grades should have been ready

year 2000-2010. However,

adapt to

an

consequence ofthe German

creation of a form of slavery. The most affected
two

a

commodification ofland and

indigenous

reaching

the

foreign development program

The neocolonial

commimity (Straight 2000, 228-229).

unbridgeable

by enforcing

exclude and create

or

trees and other

seeds, modernizing the skills of

ranching scheme, converting

clan boundaries

assimilate, efface, replace, control,

The German program

practices: uprooting indigenous
and

of maendeleo and the

project not only encouraged

ecological imbalance.

vegetation and replacing them witii imported plants
livestock

slogan

forced

by

to

was

the

particularly

the

(initiated in 1972).

assume

circumstances

their

leadership

beyond their

strategies (Homewood 2008, 153-157, Straight 2000,

wage

laborers, ranch herders, market traders, night guards
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(in the capital cities
game

of Nairobi, Mombasa and

parks, conservancy

pastoral land,

most

humiliating jobs
which is

ofthe

such

disgraceful

planting,

constmctions

dam

campsites (Straight 2000, 228).

men were

forced to

men

and

life

as

a

result of losing theh
and to engage in

migrant laborers,

night guards (Mbwa Kali, meaning

women

to work in laborious activities such

fierce

dogs)

(Straight 2000)
soil

as

conversation,

constmctions, terracing, bridge and road constmctions, and school building

(2000, 231). This

dehumanizing phenomenon for
had lost their

a new

As

at different national

to Lmaa culture. The German funded "Food for Work"

program forced Lmaa
tree

guides

areas, and

toilet cleaners, and

as

and tour

Kisumu),

cattle, they

new

the

were now

identity

of food work

self-sustaining
reduced to

a

cattle

dependency

pastoralists.

was a

humihating

and

But because most of them

state of invisible victims of progress,

i.e.,

slavery (Bodley 1990, Kipuri 2006).
Not until the

concem

1990s, did the Sambum Lmaa indigenous leaders begin

that the German

encourage

participation

done in 1992

Development Program was

or

by Straight,

the

use

of indigenous

a

design with

a veneer

knowledge. According

in consultation with the local

people,

she

to raise their

that did not

to the

explains

feasibility study

the

following:

Many Sambum (particularly in Wamba town) complained at the time that most
they had planted had died, many school they had built lacked teachers
to
(due
inadequate funding), some roads were in need of repair, and erosion-

of

the trees

control efforts seemed to be ineffective

or

in need of renewal. Worse still in the

perception of many, a number of people had lost their employment when the
project phase ended, and individuals (in Wamba town especially) who depended
on the food and cash for work supplemented felt abandoned. (2000, 232)

Clearly,

since the

colonialists have

inception

of colonial British

attempted with diligence

especially the Sambum Lmaa

administration, colonialists and

to assimilate and

of Kenya, into the

political

incorporate

the Lmaa

cash economy.

neo-

pastoralists,

They have attempted to
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employ their Westem knowledge
knowledge

policy

and

Following

adjudication,

in the

ignored

survival. The British colonial

foreign practices
regime,

of exclusion and inclusion.

the neo-colonial nation state

indigenous livestock,

cattle that

were

also

identity.

undermines Lmaa

consumers

identity.

society

is forced to

caused

by the

a

symbols

The ancestral land

of ethnic

created altemative of transforming the Sambum Lmaa into efficient and

of meat for the urban

adopted

from the elite and ambitious individual entrepreneurs, the nation

help

the traditional clan boundaries of space and ethnic

included space for

newly

With

instituted

of the former colonial

footsteps

ecological

demarcation of indigenous clan boundaries, and conversion into

private land ownership,

privatization policy.
state has

alter, destroy, and devalue the indigenous

of thousands of years of self-sustaining and

ofland

ranching

in order to

As

a

changes

symbols by commodifying

compensation

purchase goods

for the

at exorbitant

along with

bandits' attacks,

the

cheap labor,

prices.

the

identity.

cheap producers

the cattle and

pastoral indigenous

The poor road conditions and

the limited food

supply have

The

made the

insecurity

pastoral

life

conditions unbearable.
The failures of a cash economy, both for the Lmaa and for
convinced the

pastoral people

that

themselves must reinvent their

integral to

they must become agents

own

indigenous

Kenya (Stiglitz 1993), have

of their

way of interpreting

own

destiny.

The Lmaa

development in

a

way that is

their worldview. The neocolonial term, maendeleo, must be translated into the social
The Lmaa

identity

of community

and cultural context of the

indigenous community.

participation, negotiation,

and mediation should be addressed within the

witness in the

Gospel narratives

of Luke 4: 16-18.

indigenous

Christian
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Shalom

as

Lmaa Missional Model for

Self-Theologizing

NOMADIC MISSIONAL MODEL

SHALOM

ENVIRONMENT

Figure

3
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Shalom

as

Lmaa Missional Model for

Figure
Nomadic Christian Witness

indigenous ways
sustainability

Group

both

of self-theologizing

Orality: Self-Theologizing: Indigenize ways

4

men

and

women

through singmg,

Figure

Self-Theologizing

engaging and applying
community

and

5

of applying Lmaa

rhythm

of singing and

worshipping
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The colonial and neocolonial dualistic
concepts of development
Lmaa

orality

holistically.

and the land. This

study analyzes

Shalom is when human

fimctions and

religious

negotiation with
sustainability

are

Orality

one

values

beings

that Lmaa

are

by

the

ability

to access, use,

the affirmation that the

when it exists for others

in

our

love to all

humanity.

socio-cultural and

account are

local

people

are a

the

key

approach

life

Social

harmony.

political

factors for

Good

news

is when

context. In missional

creating

a

own

by mediation

and

the land.

Christian

pilgrim

sustainable

we

community is

church is when

understanding the missional

good news

The

responsibility is inseparable

from the

The Christian mission is

integral

a

realize human

dignity being

anthropology, important to

community development that

(Luke 18-19, John

Lord"

(Leviticus 25:23).

10:

10).

transforming

approach

Kingdom,

God

"YHWH is

owns

which holds

take into

encompasses

sustainability

neighbor (Jones 2003).

change by transforming

together evangelism

the whole creation; "The land is

portrayed as

revealed at sacred sites within the land"

and

affirmed

of evangelism and social

love of God and

call to engage in cultural

stmctures that bear the values of the

ethics

missional

church

is the action of God's

knowledge, participation, empowerment, conscientization, facilitation,

(Samuel and Sugden 2009).

in

church. The church is

(Bosch 1991, 368-389). Effective

fountain of sending love. From this

a

and

indigenous

the mystery of God's presence in the world. The

transforming

in

and

intended to achieve peace and reconciliation

are

often determined

mission translates into

proclaims

are

contradictory to

another, the land, animals, and the environment. The community power and

and mission

only

people perceive

and the cosmic order

active engagement for social transformation. God's
The Church

are

in the present land and

(Habel 1995, 130-131).

one

social

and social

mine,

says the

with the God

The mission of the Church is to
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be incamational. The hohstic

ecology

and the

well-being

of peace and jushce should coexist with the

ministry

of the

people,

which is both

spiritual

and

care

of

physical. The Church

as an

agent of change participates in the Kingdom values of peace and reconciliation, particularly in
the

areas

of community

Double
In this

participahon and sustainability.
Listening:

missional

study,

anthropology

presence in the Lmaa multifaceted

enviroiunent.

gospel

since God is

inseparable
The
the

Through

core

active

always

identity

participation

an

in its
in

discipline

of anthropology

of seeing and

cloaked in shadow"

possibilities

harmony

opportunity

land, animals

study,

and

(Stott 2008, 179-190).
are

integrated

entities. One of

engage in human cultures. This is

study because

again where

it enables this researcher to have

the dark

multiple layers

glass,

"to

see

deeper into

areas

The

ability to

new

often

the

of unique and distinctive human

(Raybeck 1996, 2).

through time

and space

evidence shows that the Lmaa

and the material. In this

of

identity

of

shift

of discovering the mystery of human environment that

manifests the value of oral history

are

addressing ministry

The Christian conversion is

that human cultures

and different colors ofthe rainbow

pastoral people

Missiology

(Douglas Raybeck 1996, 1). Through anthropological insights,

worldview opens the

In this

with the

(Stott 2008).

ability to

this

model for

and

mission. Christians engage the inculturation ofthe

understanding through

exist of penetrating into

commonality

posits

Anthropology

important

from the conversion of society and culture

anthropology is central to

perceptive

is

active in the world

values of anthropology is the

missional

spiritual

The Union between

(Raybeck 1996, 2).

people have

no

dichotomy between the

study the researcher identified that the land,

in harmony, and that this

symbiotic

the cattle and the

web of co-existence contributes to

a
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complex ethnic identity that

offers usefiil

globally (Phihips 2001, 75-98).
is

usefiil, particularly in tiie

Also

area

The Christian mission is

a

John 10:

translatability

10).

The

ofthe holistic

for the missional

insight

important

of missional

to

emphasize

Kingdom,

indigenous

church, both locally and

here is that narrative oral

which hold

missional

change by transforming
together evangelism

Christianity

social

and social ethics

is the axiom model for the

within the social and cultural context of the

gospel

theology

anthropology.

call to engage in cultural

structures that bear the values of the

(Luke 18-19,

new

global Church

and the Lmaa of Kenya and Tanzania.
In

light

of missional

anthropology the

Church

gains

the

ability to actively

engage with

social, economic, and political conditions and needs in the world. Through God's work in human

history

the missional Church realizes the presence and the values of Kingdom

(Snyder 1985,

54-

56, Jones 2003, 45-61). These values include human dignity, fi-eedom, hopes, equality, and
active
be

participation (Snyder 1985, 54-56,

Kingdom people

who

Jones

participate in the

2003, 45-61). The missional Church is called to

movement of God's love towards humankind

(Snyder

1985, 79-84, Samuel and Sugden 2009, 118-132, Bosch 1991, 435).
Transformative
on

the

genuine process

missional transformation,

key

factor in mission.

understanding
engaging

is

Vinay

Through

always local

in

to

indigenous

oral

Sugden (2009)

people.

In his

analysis

assert that love should be

love Christian faith is translatable. Christian mission and
of practice and

theory. Transforming mission

through the Holy Spirit who inspires

translate Christian action into faith,

Engen 1996, 71-89). Social

appropriate

Samuel and Chris

light

in God's divine purpose

is

hope

and love

action calls for human

(Samuel
equality,

and

is done

by

the missional Church to

Sugden 2009, 229-231,

freedom and

identity

as

Van

mission

are
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the mandate for the whole world. The

According to Samuel

and

Gospel

Sugden (2009),

is the

good news

that reconciles God to

transformation is the

dynamic process

humanity.

of engaging

with die holistic mission.

Summary
Missional

is

anthropology

mediating the challenges

participation by the using

a

of Lmaa
local

model of strategic process for

social and economic

pastoral

knowledge

to address

resuh of commodification of pastoral lands, is

a

negotiating, participating,

and

sustainability. Community

complex challenges

that have

come as a

central factor in the hohstic missional Church.

Conclusions and Recommendations
In this

identity

as a

study,

discovered, identified, revealed and/or confirmed that: (1)

across

the land.

(2)

descent and

and extemal threats.

colonial

age-grades,
(3)

and

a

negotiate through

as

conserved, accessed and deployed by
stmcture the

identity,

crises such

as

people according to

droughts,

intemal violence

The reformulation of those oral narratives led the Lmaa

period when their land was

continue to arise from

The oral narratives

served to confer Lmaa

gerontocratic authority have

kinship,

Lmaa

commuruty is integrally linked with the land and the oral narratives of a people who

herd their cattle

the

I have

variety

under attack.

of quarters:

(4) But, today,

marauding

the threats and

militias from

through the
challenges

Somalia, military and

economic schemes from the national govemment and intemational conservation and economic

development schemes. (5)
the Lmaa, others
transformation

as

are

Some churches

taking small steps

they attempt

to

are

ignoring

help,

to incamate the

this crisis of orality, land and

and at least

gospel

one

mission is

among these

identity

undergoing

pastoral nomads.

a

of

radical
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Recommendations for Further

Five

areas are

recommended for further

anthropological engagement with
following

civil

society

These involve

study.

on

Study

political advocacy

a

missional and

for social justice in the

areas:

1) Hypothesis in Light of Lmaa Worldview and the Western Worldview
This

indigenous

study has exposed complex

Lmaa narratives and the

and dual identities of constant conflict between the

modemizing strategies

of economic

capitalism.

agents of progress and development have created social and economic symbols that
reconcilable with Lmaa

society

and economy; and yet the state, the

symbols
address

of production and

by

aggression

new

symbols

of consciousness

ownership because they

ownership,

impact

more

are

the act of alienation,

are more

and

complex for the

Christian

ideologies,

missionizing agents
for the

questions than

than

answers

Lmaa

people

long history

to

of

answers.

in this

of the mind. In this
as

appetizing concepts

as

opposed to

of

and commodification.

cattle economy

are

creating

study.

in the form of religious

The church

for the Lmaa concept of

imposition of self on others,

of civilization, assimilation, and

genocide

complex

translated through the

of modemizing concepts of cash economy

complicated questions

strategies

ambiguous

imposed foreign

and land alienation.

communal land

The

are

themselves in order to achieve amicable resolution from their

These

individual

consumption

not

are

and various

military

intemational bodies support the worldview of progress. These multifaceted

The rational

study,

knowledge

that

was

inherited from

acculturation, tumed
I have unearthed

represented by

a

variety

out to be effective

more

of mission

complex theological

agencies working
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among the Lmaa provides

a

Nomadic Christian Witness

gerontocratic authority

by the use
its

own.

Group (Followers

Group

that

they

strategies

some

work with the

and build

are no

easy solutions

development projects

are

as

long

are a

as

and the

as

Rights

contesting

of the

name

do not kill them for

cultural

ethnobiology
justice

in

people

are

some

Indigenous People

region.

are

and human

rights

issues is also
and the

Lmaa

ancestral

associated with wildlife.

as

little

Because of their attachment

Important to

biological/environmental diversity

interdisciplinary approach

integrity

indigenous

form of inherited ritual of respect and

of the

the

invading

of conservationism and ecotourism

use

The

balancing

on

by aggressive

forces of ecotourism,

known to be custodians of environment.

fiirther is the correlation between

identity.

project

food, and they work around them disturbing them

to wildlife that exist in their ancestral land

with nature, the Lmaa

investigate

research

amicably with the wildlife. Through the

Almost every clan within the Lmaa has

accountability

missional models

from their ancestral lands. For centuries the

of Kenya and Tanzania have lived

possible.

a

existing

threat to Lmaa narratives.

funded and justified in the

displaced indigenous people

instance, they

new

Matamanyai deserves

oratory, Lmaa people have different taboos of positive in nature that
For

not. The mission ofthe

continues to carry the Cross of Jesus Christ

2) Conservancy, Ecotourism

Projects

as

and

persuasion and mediation for extemal and intemal forces of dehumanization

mihtias and economic

people

of Jesus)

deconstmct old missional

The Nomadic Witness

subjugation. There

have

helpful

some

of Lmaa cultural
concepts of Laman and

ways of negotiation,

and

to

range of models,

of missional

and the Lmaa

anthropology,

important

in research

as an

of the

indigenous

cultures and the ecosystem.

sanctity

attempt

to cultivate
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3) Missional
The

missional

and

Anthropological Advocacy for Lmaa

of advocacy is

area

a

of lobbying

strategies

process of helping the

through legal

means on

This

study identifies

further research

how to protect their ancestral lands

nomadic

in order to maintain their

people

prophetic

call

through the redemptive

Mission and

Through
Orahty

The

sohdarity

strategy of solidarity with the pastoral

in Missio Dei: Word and Deed.

Followers of Jesus

teaching

language

Education Center

Group,

concems, the

of isolation/exclusion and

discourse, the proposed missional

witness,

which is both

5)

Shalom

The holistic

through the process
community history

as

global

establish

important to

Lmaa social systems of age set,

English language

of this missional contextual nomadic process, which is both

danger

it is

kinship,

an

and the Lmaa

of communication will be the Lmaa mother tongue and

global partnership missiological

avoid the

the missional and

incamate word of Luke 4: 16-19, John 1: 14. The

existing Nomadic

identity.

as a

Orahty: Gerontocratic Orality

Gerontocratic Center for

nomadic ethnic
for the

the

(Van Willigen

land, cattle identity and sovereignty. This is part of the

missional Church has the mandate of being in

4)

of exploitation

fmdings by cultivating

narrative tiiemes of advocating for mercy and justice

Identity

community with methodological

against dispossessions from foreign investors/companies
2002:9,173).

Lands and Ethnic

foreignness

center needs to

global

and

and Swahili must be part

indigenous.

of theological and

In order to

missiological

recapture the franslatability of the Christian

and local.

Lmaa Missional Model of Laman and

Matamanyai

approach to community sustainable indigenous
of cultivating

sfrategic

and grass roots level

ways of enhancing local

through the

cultural themes

knowledge

way of Shalom with the

comes

from the

people,

animals and
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the environment. The Lmaa model of
Laman and

mediation will

serve as

the role of elders

as

strategies

and the land. The

shalom missional

a)

Ashulare

anthropological

model

such

as

community

integrating

that

are

to Lmaa

integral

Matamanyai

is

aim

integral to

to

identify

with

indigenous elders,

and

interacting

their needs within their socio-cultural contexts.

people with

Lmaa

communal

ownership

of

lands and with livestock economy to enhance their social cultural context. This is

foreign technology

of hybridity that is

(Assisting): Preserving the

traditional commuruty elders.

through the provision
biblical

and

follows:

(Participation): Establishing relationship

different firom
Aretoki

approaches

of Laman and

b) Aisho-ngolon (Empowerment): Empowering the

c)

negotiation, persuasion,

for crises management and conflict resolution and

self-theologizing strategy

themes,

with the nomadic

pastoral

for

equal participants in recapturing and revitalizing the holistic gospel. The

is to establish the missional and

orality

Matamanyai

symbol

Assisting also

of safe clean

of water is

oral traditions
with

an

both for

local

ministry of presence

members of the

such

as

women,

local

knowledge.

indigenous knowledge

from the

integral approach to self-sustainability

physical

mission of is also part ofthe

Aids victims, and

using

drinking water for the people

important

community,

incompatible with

and

when

and their livestock. The

spiritual

thinking

needs. The

about the

integral

marginalized

children, orphans, the sick, elderly, widows.

intemally displaced persons (IDP)

as a

result of dispossession from their

ancestral lands.

d)

Aitubulaa

(Capacity Building):

This involves

engaging

of Matamanyai, and Laman models of missional

strategies

of oral

teaching

are

needed

the Lmaa

indigenous methodology

approach. Employment

using indigenous proverbs

for

of the

mitigation,

gerontocratic
peace and
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conflict management situated at the social context of
indigenous

helps protect
ancestral
the

gift

local

These

indigenous

heritage for crises management and conflict resolution.

of oral

of modem

history),

technology)

"indigenous tree,"

e)

knowledge/intellectual property.

the local pastors, and
are

invited for

in order to

applying

in their

Ashetaa

(Equippmg):

own

identity

terms and

a

pastoral community. This

The

workers

professional

terms are

indigenous elders (with
power ofthe pen

(with the

discussion fomm under Lchurai Tree, the

the grass root

problems

within the Lmaa

reference the local concepts of Laman and

This is done

rooted in oral

by focusing

management and training local leadership

on

on

capacity building

how to make

use

for

community by

Matamanyai.

resource

of their local

persormel

resources.

Conclusion

This

study

addresses the economic and

dismption of Lmaa orality
development

are new

and the land

symbols

people.

creating a new

This

problems

study identifies

over, that there

are

that the

people

in

history

stmggle

displacements

by

are

redemptive

no

simple

mission

in conflict with the

God's love creates

existing tensions

for which exist

for

The economic stmctures of

The Lmaa narrahve values of kinship

space of hope, love and peace. The

ofthe factual

identity.

of pastoral lands and human

conununity.

of Lmaa narratives. The

the stmctural forces of economic progress and

The missional message of being transformed

consciousness of hermeneutic

some

through

of epistemic violence of ethnic

inequality through dispossession
Lmaa

political representations

new

are a

in mission and

process of

modemity

are

solutions to the Lmaa narratives.

through the

incamate Word is not

for whom incamation involves the oral Word and not the written word.
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APPENDICES

Questions
A.

and Interviews

Sample questions

for Lmaa Elders

Introduction and Orientation
I

presented my ethnographic field interviews in the

narrative social structures of the Lmaa elders. The

orally through

the

permission

Before the

me

sample quesfions were presented
meeting with the elders

of the clan leader. Most of the

held under the traditional sacred tree that
leader introduced

context of descriptive and

was

set

was

apart for oratory tradition. The clan

to the group of the elders

meeting begins,

the leader

the traditional prayer. After prayers I

by narrating the purpose of my interviews.
appointed one ofthe elders' of his age set to lead
was given an official welcome to the elders group.

sign of acceptance, I greeted the elders and thanked them for their warm acceptance.
I presented my sample questions in conversational narrative stmctures in light of social
cultural context without looking into the linear time frame. This approach was acceptable
and friendly atmosphere of interacting with the clan elders.

As

a

Name ofthe Lmaa

Age

region

Set

Date
Name ofthe elder of the group

Any

other information

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What is the

6)

What

cosmology

of Lmaa

people?

What is the connection between Lmaa clans
What is your description of Lmaa orality and the land?
How is Lmaa identity connected with the land?
Can you narrate the Lmaa concept that the land is for the
the future generation.
are some

ofthe

proverbs

that

are

related to the

unbom, the present and for

people,

envhorunent and the

land?

7) What is the symbolic significance of cattle among the Lmaa?
8) What is the symbolic meaning ofland among the Lmaa?
9) What is the role of Naapo (Traditional) shrine among the Lmaa people?
10) What is the significance of age-grade system within the Lmaa community?
this ritual system coimected to the land?

How is
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1

1) In light

of Lmaa oral social

contact and

experience

12) What was the
new

history {Enkatin E Lmaa);

can

you narrate your first

with white settlers?

Lmaa response to group

ranching

scheme which

was

introduced

by

the

visitors to Lmaa land?

13) Do you remember some of the key leaders of white settlements?
14) What was the attitude of the colonial authority to the Lmaa social system?
15) What were some of the methods did the colonial administration introduced to replace
the Lmaa social institutions?

16) How did the Lmaa elders responded to the new methods of the colonial authority?
17) What was the colonial approach to the use ofland?
18) As a result ofthe new system of commodification ofland, what was the response of
die local Lmaa elders?

19) Can you

narrate the

story of Laikipia Lmaa and what happened to their ethnic process
assimilation, incorporation and loss of land? What is the feeling of the
Lmaa disappearance of Laikipia clan? How does that affect the ethnic identity of the
present Lmaa of Kenya and Tanzania?
20) What is the Lmaa response to the national govemment policy of land privatization?
21) How would the privatization ofland affect the Lmaa ethnic identity?
22) How would the Lmaa elders make use of their traditional local knowledge to
negotiate their ethnic identity of becoming and being Lmaa people in light ofland
of conquest,

crises and conflicts?

During my ethnographic research, some of the important questions emerged from emerged from
participant and nonparticipant observation and fi-om the conversational and narrative interview
with the elders.

A.

Sample Questions

for the Professional

Group

Name ofthe Interviewee

Job

Title/Leadership Position
Any additional information

During my ethnographic study with the professional group some of these questions and
emerged from participant and nonparticipant observation through discussions, interactions

others

and conversations.

1

.

2.

3.
4.

What is your perspective of Lmaa ethnic identity to the land?
What is the difference between the colonial view of land privatization and the
national govemment policy of land?
What is the role of your NGO policy on land crises and management?
What is your perspective on the formation of lobbying indigenous fomms and
committee groups to enhance the Laman local knowledge of negotiation and

mediation?
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5.

What is the

legal policy and the implication of local participation for land rights as
way of helping the Lmaa pastoral to face the challenge of modemity, especially on

selecting, shaping

6.
7.
8.

and

deploying their Lmaa narratives?
perspective on sustainable development in light of Lmaa local
knowledge on land, environment and the people?
WTiat are some of the challenges of applying the westem scientific view of
development to the Lmaa cattle keepers?
What is your

What is the future of Pastoralism in the context of encroachment of extemal forces
such as military presence, conservancies and national game reserve parks institutions
and multinational

C.

a

Questions

corporations?

for Amsha Lmaa of Tanzania

Name of group leader
Age Set

Job

Title/Leadership

Position

1)

How have the Amsha Lmaa maintained their social institutions of age-grade

2)

What is your relationship with other Mountain farmers
agricultural lands?

3)

How have the Amsha Lmaa retained their

system in the

change
4)

What

and their

are some

agricultural
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

context of their

along the Amsha

language in the midst of social cultural
identity?
traditional proverbs that are still in place among the

shifting

of the

agricultural economy?

of ethnic

Amsha Lmaa?

What is the land

policy

of Tanzania national

govenunent?

How has the govermnent land policy affected the Amsha Lmaa?
Are there some of the Amsha Lmaa who are still cattle keepers?

by the rest of the Amsha agricultural Lmaa?
developed their new strategies of local knowledge in
light of negotiation and mediation for their ethnic identity?
10) What is unique among the Amsha Lmaa as compared to the Lmaa of Kenya?
1 1) In the context of political economy, especially, with the formation of East Africa
Economic Block (COMESA), can you suggest new strategies of negotiation and
mediation to help the Lmaa of maintain their ethnic identity?
12) In light of narrative and holistic evangelism ofland among the Amsha Lmaa what
are some of the new insights that can be integrate in the anthropology of mission?
13) Any other additional information.
How

are

they

conceived

How have the Amsha Lmaa

During my ethnographic study with the Lmaa of Amsha and other pastoral areas of
Namanga, some of these questions and others emerged from participant and nonparticipant
observation through discussions, interactions and conversations.
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D.

Sample Questions

for Church Pastors

Name of the Interviewee

Leadership

Posihon

Name ofthe denomination
Any other additional informahon

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)
9)

What is your
What is your

missionary strategy among the Lmaa pastoral nomadic people?
theological about holishc evangehsm?
What is your theology of land?
How do you communicate the Gospel to the oral Lmaa culture?
How do you describe the use of narrative theology as a tool of evangelism for the
Lmaa pastoral people?
How often do you use Lmaa traditional proverbs to enhance gospel integration for the
Lmaa pastoral people?
How often do you employ the use of local indigenous knowledge in your missionary
participation for the Lmaa congregations?
What is your perspective of Nomadic Christian Witness Group/Gospel on the
Camel's back for the Lmaa pastoral community?
The root cause of ethnic conflict in Kenya is about land crises, what is the role of
your church in hght of peace negotiation and mediation?

During my ethnographic study with the Church pastors some of these questions and others
emerged from participant and nonparticipant observation through discussions, interactions and
conversations.
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Figure 22
Source: Dr Tolland

Gospel

Church in

(Medical Doctor with World Gospel Mission)
Kenya

at Netwenk

Mission

Hospital

under the African
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Colonial Ideologies

Source:

Nigel Pavitt, Kenya

A

Country

on

Environmental Ecotourism

in the

Making 1880-1940,
2008, 226

Figure
Colonial Administrators and their laborers

W. W. Norton and

Company,

23

demonstrating

the

ideology

of commodification

NY
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Colonial Administrators and Lmaa elder, Ole Lenana discussing land dispossession from Lmaa
pastoral
inl910 after then the Great Rift Valley savannah land now known as Nairobi, Naivasha and Nakuru

people
regions were

allocated to White

Ranching

Settlers.
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Figure

25

Ecotourism cormected with cormnodification of wildlife. The extraction of wealth exercised
the enrichment of colonial

aristocracy.

through ivory

trade for
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Figure
Wheat Plantation: Economic culture of capitalism
cows as

farming

26

by means of production through cheap labor and the use of local
identity. Source: Nigel Pavitt, 2008, 186

commodities which is contrary to Lmaa
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Figure
Domestication of wildlife

by

27

the white settler's to enhance
Source:

pohtical and
Nigel Pavitt, 2008

economic control of natural

resources.
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Contesting for conservation

of ecotourism: Source:

Nigel Pavitt 2008,

302
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Figure 29
The

Imperial British

busmess

as

East Africa

Company monopolized the political economy by aggressively engaging in ivory
elephants killed and ahnost 45 tons of ivory ready for export. Source: Nigel

from 1891. Over 5, 000

Pavitt, 2008, 71
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